
OPERATIONS MANUAL

The Western Sizzlin Steak and More Restaurant Operations Manual and its
contents are the exclusive property of The Western Sizzlin Home Office. It is for the
exclusive use of Western Sizzlin Steak and More Restaurant franchisees and
Western Sizzlin management only. The material in this manual is not to be
duplicated, or any portion reproduced in any manner without the approval of The
Western Sizzlin Home Office, removed from Western Sizzlin Steak and More
Restaurant premises, read by any unauthorized person(s) and/or used in any manner
that jeopardizes the integrity or trust of the Western Sizzlin Steak and More
Restaurant system.
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Introduction

Western Sizzlin
A Note from the Home Office

Welcome Western Sizzlin Franchisees and Management Staff

Western Sizzlin Steak and More Restaurant was founded in 1962 by Nick Pascarella in
Augusta, Georgia. The success of that first steak house was based on the use of
USDA Choice Meat, a unique process of marinating, seasoning and cooking. That is
why the Home Of The Flamekist * Steak led Nick to franchise his concept.  His legacy
of quality steaks at a reasonable price was well established by the time of his passing
in 1988.

Western Sizzlin Steak and More Restaurants has a lot to be proud of. Today, our
company continues to be a major competitor in the moderate priced family steak house
segment. Even though the concept continues to change, the basics remain the same:
Great food in a clean and friendly environment. Great prices continue to be our
competitive edge when executed properly.

Though Western Sizzlin started as a family steak house, the industry has developed
into many other concepts that challenge us daily. With the addition of hot and cold
scatter bar systems, bakery bars, dessert bars, and diversified menus, our day-to-day
operations demand more than ever before. Our standards of excellence and quality will
only occur when talented management teams execute the management systems.
These systems must be in place and used everyday in order to continue the growth of
our business.

The operations of Western Sizzlin are no different than any other business in that we
are always evolving to new levels of understanding and operational expertise.

Our pledge to you is that we will continue to update and upgrade our systems as new
innovations are shared and we become more knowledgeable as to the directions
occurring in the industry.

Franchisees please note: This operations manual contains numerous
examples used by The Western Sizzlin Home Office for accountability in the
day-to-day operation of its restaurants. These items have been included as
reference information that may be useful in your restaurant operation. Your
FFC can provide further information on each document as needed. "



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

FOOD    SAFETY   & SANITATION 

Western Sizzlin Restaurants will serve millions of people in any given year. The hard 
work and dedication of the individual staffs at each location make this possible. 
Serving this number of people requires a team effort to act professionally and 
efficiently as we attempt to serve our guests in a clean and safe environment. This 
manual is written as a tool or overview that should assist in creating a better 
understanding of food safety and sanitation for our guests. 
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FOOD SAFETY & SANITATION 
 
INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 
Food, safety, and sanitation are important in all operations of your restaurant and will 
affect the overall success of your restaurant. If managed properly, food safety and 
sanitation will help your business grow and if not, it can destroy a business. Many 
restaurants in the industry have had to close because of poor conditions resulting in 
bad reputations, low health department scores, poor publicity, and loss of guests. 

This manual is written for the safety and well-being of our guests and our co-workers. 
It should be reviewed by everyone who will be working in your restaurant. In addition, 
it should be reviewed periodically at staff meetings so that food, safety, and 
sanitation will remain your top priority. 

This manual could not possibly cover every health issue that may occur in your 
restaurant, but this manual should be used as a tool in conjunction with other local, 
state, and federal training materials. In addition, we recommend that you contact 
your local Health Department for assistance with training and availability of training 
classes at little or no cost. 

 

THE HEALTH DEPARTMENT                                                                     

When we undergo a Health Department inspection, a member or several members of 
management should participate. Take notes as the Inspector offers feedback. The 
most important part is the follow-up on the issues outlined during an inspection. Not 
only will the follow-up assist with raising your score, but more importantly, it will 
provide a better environment for your guests and employees. It is important to retain 
a copy of both the original and follow-up inspections. These need to stay on the 
property for compliance review and copies sent to your field representative to ensure 
that the entire company benefits from this information. 
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FOOD SAFETY 
 
Why is food safety so important?  If you do not follow safe practices, you can get 
sick.  Guests and co-workers can get sick.  You could lose your job and your 
restaurant may close.  Fortunately, you can follow practices to ensure that the food 
you prepare and serve to your guests is safe. 
 
WHAT IS A FOODBORNE ILLNESS? 
A food borne illness is a disease that is transmitted to people by food. 
 
Most food borne illnesses are caused by micro-organisms.  Micro-organisms are tiny 
forms of life that are so small you cannot see, taste or smell them.  They include 
bacteria, viruses, parasites and fungi.  Bacteria are the biggest threat to food safety.  
Once bacteria begin to grow on food, it is like a rapid chain reaction.  Then, once 
someone eats that food, an illness can develop.   
 
Foods that allow micro-organisms to grow are called “Potentially Hazardous 
Foods” (PHF).  The list is very long and includes foods that most restaurants use, 
such as: 

• Milk and milk products 
• Sliced melon 
• Garlic and oil mixtures 
• Beef and pork 
• Poultry 
• Fish 
• Sprouts and raw seeds 
• Baked potatoes 
• Eggs 
• Cooked rice 
• Cooked beans 
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HOW FOOD BECOMES UNSAFE… 
 

 
Time and Temperature Abuse 
Food has been time–temperature abused any time it has been allowed 
to remain in the temperature “DANGER ZONE” for more than four (4) 
hours. Food is in the “Danger Zone” whenever the temperature falls 
between 40°F and 140°F. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Cross-Contamination 
Cross-contamination occurs when micro-organisms are transferred from 
one food surface to another, carried by hands, utensils or other foods. 
There are several things that you can do to prevent cross-contamination                     
which include hand washing, proper cleaning and sanitizing, and 
properly storing raw food below food that is ready-to-eat. 

 
 
 
 

Poor Personal Hygiene 
The biggest cause of food borne illness is  poor personal hygiene.  
People who do not wash their hands properly or often enough are the 
biggest risks to food safety?  Other poor hygiene practices include not   
covering cuts, burns or sores; touching body parts; and wearing jewelry.   
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PROPER PERSONAL HYGIENE 
 
All of us carry disease-causing micro-organisms in our bodies.  These micro-
organisms can be passed to food, where they can make you, your co-workers and 
your guests sick.  They can be passed by simple acts such as not washing your 
hands after using the restroom or running your fingers through your hair.  By keeping 
your body clean and taking care of your health, you can prevent food borne illnesses. 
 
 
HOW YOU CAN CONTAMINATE FOOD 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Any time you are ill, especially with diarrhea, fever, vomiting or sore throat with fever, 
you should report your illness to your manager immediately.  You should NEVER eat, 
drink or smoke; while preparing or serving food; while in areas where food is being 
prepared; where equipment and utensils are washed.  You may be able to drink 
beverages from a closed container with a straw under certain conditions. 

running your 
fingers through 
your hair. 

rubbing your ear 

coughing and 
sneezing into 
your hand. 

spitting in the 
establishment. 

wearing a 
dirty uniform. 

touching a pimple or 
an open sore. 

wiping or touching 
your nose. 

scratching 
your scalp . 
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PROPER HYGIENE STARTS AT HOME  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Showering or bathing daily 
• Trimming and cleaning your fingernails 
• Leaving jewelry, including watches, at home 
• Wearing clean clothes and hair restraints 

 
 
 

WHEN AND HOW TO WASH YOUR HANDS 
 
You MUST wash your hands: 

• After you use the restroom 
• Before and after you handle raw food 
• After you touch your hair, face or body 
• After you sneeze, cough, or use a handkerchief or tissue 
• After you smoke, eat, drink or chew gum 
• After you use chemicals 
• After you take out the garbage or trash 
• After you clear tables or bus dirty dishes 
• After you touch your clothes or apron 
• After you touch anything that may contaminate your hands 
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STEPS FOR PROPER HANDWASHING 
 

• Always use the hand wash sink – not the prep sink 
• Roll the paper towel down first 
• Wet your hands with running water as hot as you can tolerate  
• Apply antibacterial soap 
• Rub your hands together for a minimum of 20 seconds; lather past exposed 

portion of arms up to elbows 
• Clean under your fingernails and between fingers 
• Rinse your hands thoroughly under running water 
• Dry your hands 
• Use paper towel to turn off the water faucet  
• Use paper towel to touch the door handle to open the door or you will cross-

contaminate your clean hands 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Washing your hands is one of the best personal habits you can use 
to prevent food borne illness. 
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PREPARING, COOKING AND SERVING 
• Properly wash your hands 
• Clean and sanitize the utensils and work surfaces that you are going to use 

 

ACCEPTABLE METHODS FOR THAWING FOOD 
• Thaw food in the refrigerator at 40°F or below 
• Thaw food by submerging it under running drinking water that is 70°F or lower 
• Thaw food in the microwave only if the food will be cooked immediately   
• Thaw food as part of the cooking process 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
COOLING FOODS  
Cooling food is a critical step in safe food handling.  It is when this step is done 
improperly, that most food contamination occurs.  Hot food must be cooled quickly to 
below 40ºF.   
 
When cooling hot food: 

§ Reduce the mass to a maximum of 2 inches.  (An 
example would be; pouring soup into two or three pots so 
only 2 inches of soup remains in each pot.)  Liquid items 
should be cooled using an ice bath and frequent stirring.   

 
§ Ice Wands can be used by placing the frozen wand into 

the center of the hot food and stir                  
      to speed up the cooling process. 
 
 

§ Once items are cooled, cover them with plastic wrap, making vents 
      to let any steam escape and store in the walk-in.   
 
§ Never allow food to cool at room temperature, as this will keep it in the 

danger zone too long.   
 
§ When storing foods in the walk-in, store warm food away from prepared items 

such as potato salad or seafood salad as the heat from the pan will reduce the 
temperature around them, which may cause bacteria growth. 

 

 

Refrigerator Running 
 Water 

 Microwave   Cooking 
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HEATING FOODS  
 
The safest way to kill bacteria in food is quickly with high temperatures.  

RESTAURANT recipes and procedures require foods to be heated 
through the danger zone to 140ºF within 45 minutes, and then 
continued to heat to 165ºF, to ensure the safety of the food 
cooked.  After the food has reached 165ºF, it can be held on the 
steam table or in a warmer between 150ºF. and 170°F. Steam 
tables are not designed for heating food, and will not get food hot 
quickly enough.  Heat all food using approved kitchen equipment, 
such as stovetop burners, ovens or steamers. 

 
 
REHEATING FOODS 
The process of reheating leftover or previously prepared foods must be followed 
carefully to insure any surviving bacteria from holding and cooling are killed.  Foods 
that have been previously prepared and cooled must be re-heated quickly through 
the danger zone within 45 minutes to 140ºF and then continued to heat to an internal 
temperature of 165ºF.  This must be maintained for at least 15 seconds.  Take the 
internal temperature in the center or thickest portion of the product.  Never mix old 
batches with new and only reheat or serve leftovers one time, then discard. 
 
Reheat food to an internal temperature of 165°F for 15 seconds within 2 hours. 
 
 
DANGER ZONE - Temperatures between 40° and 140°                   
  

• Hold Cold Foods 
        at 40°F or lower 
 

• Hold Hot Foods  
    at 140°F or higher  
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BACTERIA CONTROL TEMPERATURES 
 

 

 

   

 

212°F 

 

 

Water boils  

 

 

   

205°F 

 

Starches cook (bind) 

 

 

   

195°F 

 

Water simmers  

    

 

180°F 

 

 

Most harmful bacteria are destroyed 

     

     

     

     

     

   140°F Hold hot foods above the temperature after 
they are cooked 

 

Highest temperature the human hand 
can endure 

120°F    

 100°F    

Body temperature 98.6°F   Dangerous temperature for most foods: 
Bacteria grows  

 

 

 

Room temperature 

 

 

 

68°F 

   

 

 

   

41°F 

 

Preferred refrigerator temperature 

Water freezes 32°F    

     

     

     

   0°F  

   -5°F Store frozen foods 

   -10°F  

      

 

Filling a glass with ice 
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CLEANING & SANITIZING… 
 

         Clean …means the absence of dirt, which is easy to see and measure. 
           Sanitized …means the absence of harmful levels of disease-causing bacteria and 

other contaminants. 

 
Two Towel System…Sanitation and Cleanliness 
 
You will receive additional detailed training on “Safe Food Handling” from your trainer 
or manager. Here are some points to get you started!! 
 

 
Part of workstation readiness is the set-up of the two-towel system:  
• Towels 
• Cleaner 
• Sanitizer                                               
• Two buckets of hot water 

 
Cleaning solution is used to clean by removing food, grease and debris from 
surfaces - place a hot water and detergent solution in the assigned areas of the 
restaurant (under counter area).  Water must be changed frequently. 
 
Sanitizing solution is used to sanitize by killing bacteria on food contact surfaces.  
Place a solution of approved sanitizer per one gallon of warm water  
Your manager/trainer will instruct you on how to prepare solution strengths to local 
health department standards. The solution must be changed frequently, as dirt and 
debris neutralizes the solution. 

• The water temperature should be between 80 ° - 100°F.  
• 1 capful of bleach to 1 gallon of water. 
• Use test-strip to test concentration level of sanitizer. 

 
 

Clean As You Go 
 

Keep all areas of your station neat and clean at all times.  After 
each task, clean the entire area before starting a new task.   
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CLEAN AND SANITIZE A THREE COMPARTMENT SINK 
Before you clean and sanitize items in a three-compartment sink, make sure that you 
clean and sanitize each sink and drain board.   

                                    
            
            
            
            
            
            
  
 
 
 

PREPARATION AREA AND EQUIPMENT SANITATION 
 

A food contact surface is one that touches food, cutting boards, knives, spatulas, etc.  
All food contact surfaces must be cleaned and sanitized.  The best sanitizer in the 
restaurant is the dish machine and is used for all utensils (except cutting knives) and 
small wares. 

 
For items that cannot fit in the dish machine (tables, slicer, mixer, etc.) use the two 
towel system; cleaning food, grease and debris from the surface with a clean hot, 
soapy towel, and then wiping the surface with a sanitized towel. 

 
Cutting/prep knives must be washed and sanitized by hand because the detergent 
and chemical sanitizer in the dish machine removes the tempering from the blades, 
destroying the ability to take an edge. 

 

Rinse, scrape, 
or soak all 

items. 

Rinse items in 
the second 

sink.  Replace 
the water 
when it 

becomes 
cloudy or dirty 

Immerse items in 
the third sink.  

Check time and 
temperature 

requirements for 
the sanitizer you 
are using an use 
a test kit to check 

concentration 

Let items dry Wash items in the 
first 

Sink with hot water 
and detergent. 
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Sinks must be cleaned and sanitized before and after prepping an item.  Water is a 
major factor in bacterial growth. 

 
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES 
 
All fruits and vegetables must be washed thoroughly 
with cold water in a prep sink that has been cleaned 
first and then sanitized.  Melons must be washed, 
sanitized and allowed to air dry before cutting.  Your 
manager will instruct you in Western Sizzlin’s approved 
food procedure method. 
 
 
 

 
       
KNIVES, CUTTING GLOVES, SLICER 
 

A safety/cutting glove must be worn at all times when using or 
cleaning a knife or the slicer.  Gloves must be cleaned, sanitized and 

air-dried between uses. Follow cleaning and sanitizing  procedures 
      .   from your trainer and managers. 
 

• Your location may require you to wear a disposable glove on your 
hands AND OVER the safety glove.  

 
 
USE GLOVES PROPERLY 
Always wash your hands before putting GLOVES on and when changing to a fresh 
pair.  If you have a cut or sore on your hand(s), cover it with a clean bandage before 
putting on your gloves.  Gloves should be changed when: 

• They become dirty or torn 
• Before starting a different task 
• After handling raw meat and before handling cooked or ready-to-eat food 
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CUTTING BOARDS 
 
Cutting boards must be cleaned and sanitized before and after each use and stored 
vertically with enough space that air can flow between them. Use of different food 
products on the same board can cause cross contamination and could result in a 
food borne illness.  Ask your manager/trainer which cutting boards are used for which 
items in your restaurant.  

 
Color Guide for Cutting Board Use 

 
COLOR ITEM 

RED BEEF 
GREEN PRODUCE 

YELLOW CHICKEN/POULTRY 
TAN PORK 

BLUE FISH 
WHITE PREPARED FOODS 

 
 
 
IMPROPER CLEANING AND SANITIZING 
 
If you do not keep things clean and sanitized, food can easily become contaminated.  
No matter how careful you prepare and cook food, without proper cleaning and 
sanitizing, people can get sick. 
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HOW TO CALIBRATE A THERMOMETER 

How can you verify that your bimetallic thermometers are reading 
accurately? There are two ways to test if thermometers are reading 
correctly: ice bath and the boiling method. 

ICE BATH METHOD: Immerse the temperature probe at least two 
inches into a glass of finely crushed ice. Add cold water to remove air pockets. Wait 
at least 30 seconds. The gauge should read 32°F (0°C); if not, adjust accordingly. 

BOILING METHOD: Submerge the probe into boiling water. Wait until the needle 
stops moving, and then adjust the calibration nut to 212°F (100°C). NOTE: at higher 
altitudes, the boiling point is lower. Consult your local health department for advice on 
this method.  Thermometers need to be calibrated every week or if they have been 
dropped. 

TEMP TIPS   

How can you tell when meat is properly cooked? Is looking at the 
color good enough? Fact of the matter is…color can be deceiving. 
For example, a hamburger that is brown in the middle may not be 
cooked long enough to destroy E. coli. Studies have shown that 

some meats, which have been stored a long time, may turn brown before their 
internal temperature reaches the desired 160°F (71.1°C) mark. On the other hand, fat 
content or excessive pigment in some ground beef may cause it to stay pink even 
though it has been cooked to 160°F (71.1°C). What is the best way to judge 
doneness of a burger? Use a thermometer; insert it into the side of the burger to the 

middle rather then from the top down. 

Poultry can be just as deceiving when trying to judge doneness by 
color alone. USDA recommends that you use a thermometer to check 
internal temperatures of chickens or turkeys to make sure they have 
reached 180°F (82.2°C) – or 170°F (76.7°C) for smaller parts. 
 

The Food Code recommends that burgers prepared by restaurants be 
cooked to a minimum of 155°F (68.3°C) and held there for at least 15 seconds prior 
to serving and poultry to be cooked to an internal temperature of 165°F (73.9°C) and 
held for 15 seconds. Local requirements may vary, so consult your local health 
department for more information. 
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FOOD STORAGE PROCEDURES 
 
Safety of food begins in the receiving.  Your manager (or trained and assigned team 
member) will check in all product delivered to the restaurant to ensure it is the 
maximum quality as outlined by Wood Grill Buffet standards.  The following are rules 
that apply to all food storage. 

 
All food in the restaurant must have the dates received and prepared on it.  Food is 
dated as it is received with a day dot or a marker.  Prepared food labels must be 
complete with the following information: 

 
• product name     
• date prepped (or pulled from freezer) 
• amount of product (or portion size) 
• day of the week (or day dot) 
• name of the preparer 
 
 

All foods must be stored at least 6 inches off the floor and from the ceiling and 
walls to insure proper ventilation and to make cleaning easy. 

 
Store heavier items on lower shelves to avoid injuries when lifting. 

 
Remember all food is perishable, even frozen and canned food.  Date all food with a 
label or marker.  This includes cases and cans.  Rotate all food using the  “FIFO,” 
First In First Out method.  This insures food is used as received.  Do this by storing 
new product behind or under products already on the shelves. 

 
Roaches and pests like to nest in cardboard, so remove cans from boxes, date and 
store.  Check product containers.  If cans are dented or product seems abused by 
temperature or handling, take it to your manager immediately. 
 

FOOD STORAGE PORCEDURES 
 

Label 
 

FIFO 
 

      ë                                                             ì 
      Keeping Food Safe in Storage 

     í                                                             î 
 

Prevent Cross-
Contamination 

 

 
Proper Temperature  
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REFRIGERATED AND FROZEN PRODUCTS 
 
Refrigerated and frozen products require extra care in storage because refrigeration 
of foods does not kill bacteria, but only slows the growth. 
 
Walk-in and reach-in refrigeration air temperatures must be 35ºF to 38ºF to 
adequately chill foods at temperatures that are safe and maximize shelf life.  Check 
the refrigerator thermometers daily. 
 
Meat, seafood and chicken items must be stored on lower shelves, with no other 
product underneath them.  Blood from these products dripping into other product 
causes cross contamination. 
 
Store cooked and prepared foods away from raw or uncooked products. 
 
Food must be covered at all times. 
 
When placing cooling foods in the refrigerator, store above and away from any other 
foods so the steam or heat will not raise the temperature around them. 
 
Freezer temperatures must be kept from 0ºF to -10ºF.  Inform your manager of 
temperatures above 0ºF as this is dangerous for the growth of bacteria and the 
thawing and reversing of product reduces the quality. 
 
Re-date products when pulled from the freezer for thawing. 
 
When refrigerated and frozen foods are delivered they must be immediately put in the 
refrigerator or freezer.  Do not put partially thawed product in the freezer.  It must 
either be returned for credit or put in the walk-in to continue thawing for immediate 
use.    
 
 
FISH HANDLING AND STORAGE 
 
Thawed fish requires special handling and should be kept at temperatures between 
28ºF - 32ºF.  Fish is covered with ice and stored in self draining pans. Keep fish in 
the coldest part of the walk-in or reach-in refrigerator.  Your manager will show you 
how to handle, label and date and thaw approved fish for your operation.  
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RECEIVING AND STORING FOOD 
If food is not safe when it comes in the back door, you CAN NOT make it safe later – 
no matter what you try.  When the food comes off the delivery truck, you must check 
it at that time. You can avoid many food safety hazards by making sure products are 
received and stored properly.   
 

WHEN TO ACCEPT OR REJECT A DELIVERY 
When accepting a delivery and receiving food, check for: 

• Proper Labeling 
• Proper Temperature 
• Proper Appearance 

 
Reject shipments of food immediately if you find: 

• Broken Boxes, leaky packages, swollen or dented cans 
• Large ice crystals on the food or box 
• Signs of pest 
• Dry foods that are wet or damp 
• Food that has passed its expiration date 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
`  
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IMPORTANT 
All Hot Food MUST be maintained between 140 - 165°F 
Cold Foods MUST be maintained below 40°F 

            

 11:00 12:00 1:00 2:00 3:00 4:00 5:00 6:00 7:00 8:00 9:00 
 Temp. Temp. Temp. Temp. Temp. Temp. Temp. Temp. Temp. Temp. Temp. 

Food Bar 
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FOOD BAR TEMPERATURE INSPECTION SHEET 
                 Day:   Mon    Tues.    Wed.    Thurs.    Fri.    Sat.    Sun. 
                 Date: ____________________________ 
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  BIOLOGICAL HAZARDS 
 

Major Food borne Illnesses Caused by Bacteria 
 
Of all micro-organisms, bacteria are the greatest concern to foodservice managers 
and employees.  Bacteria  are living single-celled organisms.  They can be carried by 
water, wind, insects, plants, animals, and people.   Bacterium survives well on skin 
and clothes, jewelry and in hair, dirt under your nails, scars, the mouth, nose, throat, 
hands and intestines. Once they contaminate and part of the human body or clothing,    
bacteria will end up in food. 
 
Bacteria may be: 

• Pathogenic (infectious, disease-causing).  They feed on Potentially 
Hazardous Foods and multiply quickly.  A disease-causing micro-organism is 
often referred to as a pathogen. 

 
• Toxigenic (poisonous).  These bacteria produce harmful toxins as they 

multiply, die, and break down.  
   

Bacteria and the toxins they produce do not have an odor or taste to help you detect 
them.  You cannot tell if they are in food.  This is why it is so important to keep them 
out of food or from growing in the first place.  
 
 
HOW BACTERIA REPRODUCE 
Bacteria normally exist as vegetative cells, which are cells that can grow and 
reproduce.  These cells reproduce by dividing in two.  Each of these cells then 
divides into two more cells, and so on.  As a result, bacteria can multiply to huge 
numbers very quickly.  This rapid rate of reproduction increases the risk of food borne 
illness. 
 
Certain bacteria also produce thick-walled protective structures called spores inside 
their cells.  Spores may often survive cooking or freezing temperatures and some 
sanitizing mixtures.  Spores do not reproduce, but when conditions around spores 
improve, the bacteria become vegetative.  This means the bacteria can grow and 
reproduce. 
 
BACTERIA GROWS RAPIDLY 
Bacteria can live anywhere a human can live.  In fact, they can often survive extreme 
temperatures better than people.  Generally, bacteria live well in Potentially 
Hazardous Foods (PHF) because these foods are often warm, moist, protein-rich, 
and are neutral or low in acid.  
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The conditions for bacteria to live can be remembered by the acronym: 
 

FAT-TOM 
F:  Food   

• High-protein foods are likely to be received already contaminated or 
                           could be easily contaminated later 
 
A: Acidity 

• Acidity is measured on a scale from 0 (very acid) to 14.0 (very 
alkaline).  A solution with a pH (acid-alkaline measurement) of 7.0 is 
neutral.  Most Potentially Hazardous Foods have a pH level between 
4.6 and 7.0.  However, high acid foods, such as citrus fruit, rarely 
allow the growth of harmful bacteria.  Adding vinegar or lemon juice 
to food items will help slow bacterial growth - - but it does not ensure 
control and should not be used as the only defense against bacterial 
growth. 

T:  Time 
• Potentially Hazardous Foods should not remain in the temperature 

“Danger Zone” for more than four hours during the food handling 
process. 

 
T:  Temperature 
 

• The temperature “Danger Zone” for Potentially Hazardous Foods is 
40° F to 140°F.  Since bacteria can survive and can grow at lower 
temperatures, refrigerating food is NOT total protection against 
bacterial growth.   

 
O:  Oxygen 

• Some bacteria require oxygen to grow, while others require no 
oxygen.  However, most of the bacteria that cause food borne 
illness can grow either with or without oxygen. 

 
M:  Moisture 

• The amount of available water in food is called the water activity.   
Food with a water activity level of 0.85 or lower is not considered 
potentially hazardous.  Most Potentially Hazardous Foods have 
water activity values of 0.97 to 0.99, which is ideal for bacterial 
growth.  Water activity can be reduced to safer levels by freezing, 
dehydrating (removing the water), adding sugar or salt, or cooking.  
Dry foods, such as beans and rice, become potentially hazardous 
when water is added. 
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MAJOR FOODBORNE ILLNESSES 
Bacteria are more commonly involved in food borne illness than any other micro-
organisms but are also caused by viruses, parasites, and fungi.  Listed below are 
some of the major food borne illnesses and methods for preventing them: 
 
HEPTATITIS A 
Disease Summary: 
Hepatitis A virus is a communicable disease that may be food borne but is also 
transmitted to persons by the fecal-oral route through unwashed hands and poor 
personal hygiene.  Early symptoms include fever, malaise, and lack of appetite, 
nausea and abdominal discomfort. This will be followed shortly by jaundice (yellowing 
of the skin and eyes).  Illness can last anywhere from 1-2 weeks to several months.  
A person with Hepatitis A can be contagious up to 10 days prior to exhibiting any of 
the symptoms mentioned above. 
 
Prevention: 
• Proper hand washing after using the restroom  
• Good personal hygiene 
• Exclude ill food workers from working with food, clean equipment and utensils 
 
Foods Involved: 
• Ice and water 
• Salads 
• Cold cuts and sandwiches 
• Fruits and fruit juices 
• Shellfish 
 
SALMONELLA 
Disease Summary: 
Salmonella is an intestinal bacterium that can be carried by animals or humans.  A 
person with Salmonella can transmit the disease to others for up to several days to 
several months.  The symptoms are usually characterized by headache, abdominal 
pain, diarrhea, nausea, vomiting, dehydration, fever, and loss of appetite.  The 
symptoms commonly appear within 6 to 72 hours after the ingestion of the organism 
and may persist for up to 3 days. 
 
Prevention: 
• Avoid cross-contamination between raw meat, raw poultry, eggs, and cooked food   
• Thoroughly cook poultry to at least 165° for 15 seconds 
• Good personal hygiene and hand washing 
• Proper cleaning/sanitizing of food equipment 
• Refrigerate foods properly 
• Exclusion of sick co-workers from work 
 
Foods Involved: 
• Poultry and poultry salads 
• Meat and meat products 
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• Fish and shrimp 
• Sliced melons 
• Sliced tomatoes 
• Shell eggs 
• Milk 
 
 

E. COLI 0157:H7 
Disease Summary: 
E. coli 0157:H7 is one of the hundreds of strains of E. coli normally found in the large 
intestine of animals.  It is most commonly linked to undercooked ground beef.  
Symptoms include severe abdominal pain, cramps, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, and 
occasionally low fever. 
 
Prevention: 
• Thoroughly cook ground beef to 155°F for fifteen seconds 
• Avoid cross-contamination particularly between raw ground beef and other foods 
• Practice good personal hygiene  
 
Food Involved: 
• Raw and undercooked ground beef 
• Commercial mayonnaise 
• Imported cheeses made from unpasteurized milk 
• Unpasteurized milk, apple cider, or apple juice 
 
SHIGELLOSIS 
Disease Summary: 
Shigellosis is a bacterial infection that is commonly referred to as dysentery.  People 
may carry this pathogen for several weeks and excrete it in their feces.  Flies also 
have been known to transfer the disease from feces to water, milk and food.  This 
illness is characterized by diarrhea, cramps, chills and fever.  Duration of illness is 
usually 4-7 days. 
 
Prevention: 
• Practice proper personal hygiene 
• Avoid cross-contamination 
• Use sanitary food and water sources 
• Control flies 
• Rapidly cool foods 
 
Foods Involved: 
• Salads (potato, tuna, shrimp, chicken, macaroni) 
• Lettuce 
• Raw vegetables 
• Milk and dairy products 
• Moist and mixed foods 
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CLOSTRIDIUM BOTULINUM 
• Commonly known as Botulism and is associated with under-processed/canned 

foods and untreated garlic-in-oil products.   
 
VIBRO SPP. GASTROENTERITIS 
• Associated with raw or partially cooked seafood. 
 
NORWALK VIRUS GASTROENTERITIS 
• Associated with use of unapproved sources, raw shellfish, raw vegetables, water 

contaminated from human feces. 
 
BACILLUS CEREUS GASTROENTERITIS 
• Associated with rice products, pasta, sauces, puddings, soups, pastries, salads, 

being time-temperature abused. 
 
CAMPYLOBACTERIOSIS 
• Associated with unpasteurized milk and dairy products, and undercooked poultry, 

pork, beef, and lamb products, and non-chlorinated water. 
 
LISTERIOSIS 
• Associated with unpasteurized milk and dairy products, raw vegetables, poultry, 

seafood and prepared, chilled, ready-to-eat foods being cross-contaminated.  Has 
a high fatality rate in immune-compromised individuals. 

 
CAMPYLOBACTOR JEJUNI 
• This is the leading cause of bacterial diarrhea illness and can be transmitted by 

raw and undercooked meat, poultry, shellfish, contaminated water, and raw milk. 
 
Most of these food borne illnesses can be prevented with proper hand 
washing, avoiding cross-contamination, and by following correct time and 
temperature procedures. 
 
PARASITES 
Parasites are micro-organisms that need a host to survive.  Perhaps the best known 
parasite is Trichina spiralis, a roundworm found in pigs and game animals.  If not 
killed by thorough cooking or freezing, its larvae can cause trichinosis, a disease that 
causes painful abdominal and muscular cramps.  Another parasite is the Anisakis 
roundworm that lives in fish.  People who eat raw, marinated, or partly cooked fish 
may be at risk. 
 
FUNGI 
Fungi are micro-organisms that range from single-celled plants to mushrooms.  They 
are found in air, soil, and water. 

• Molds are seen as fuzzy growths on food.  Food spoilage is common and 
molds produce toxins that can cause illness, infections, and allergic reactions. 

• Yeast can spoil products by slowly eating the food.  Contamination appears as 
bubbles, an alcoholic smell or taste, pink discoloration, or slime. 
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REPORTING ILLNESSES AS REQUIRED BY LAW 
 

Foodservice managers are required by FDA’s 1993 Model Food Code to notify health 
authorities if a co-worker has or carries the contagious diseases Salmonella, 
Hepatitis A, Shigellosis, or E. coli 0157:H7.   
 
Co-workers are required to report health problems to management prior to working 
their shift. If the co-worker’s condition may contaminate food or utensils, the co-
worker must not work.  Co-workers who exhibit the following conditions should stay at 
home: 
• Diarrhea 
• Fever 
• Upset stomach, nausea, or vomiting 
• Coughing or sneezing 
• Dizziness 
 
Co-workers can carry and spread a disease without showing any signs of the 
disease.  It is critical to be aware of personal hygiene, proper hand washing, and the 
proper use of gloves with ready-to-eat foods. Even after symptoms disappear, it is 
possible to carry disease-causing micro-organisms. 
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CHEMICAL HAZARDS 
 
Chemical hazards are the accidental contamination of food with pesticides, food 
additives, or other chemicals.  Detergents, polishes, caustics, cleaning and drying 
agents and other similar products are poisonous to humans.  They should be kept 
away from food.  The following are food safety controls: 
 
• Follow label directions for storing and using chemicals 
 
• Carefully measure chemicals 
 
• Store chemicals in their original containers. Keep them in a separate area away 

from food, or food-contact surfaces 
 
• If chemicals are transferred to smaller, different containers, or spray bottles, each 

new container must be labeled and properly stored 
 
• All pesticides should be restaurant and approved.  Pesticides must be stored in 

the office area of the restaurant 
 
• OSHA requires that Material Safety Data Sheets on all chemicals and cleaning 

supplies be made available for review by employees 
 
• Never store food in copper, brass, galvanized or gray enamelware containers.  

Foods may be contaminated with metal poisonings from these containers.  Use 
plastic or stainless steel containers to store food. 

 
• Empty chemical containers must be disposed of as the manufacturer directs 
 
• Food handlers who use chemicals must wash and dry hands properly prior to 

returning to food handling duties 
 
• If you suspect that any food or supplies have been tampered with, label the item 

and safely set aside for management inspection 
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 PHYSICAL HAZARDS 
 
Every employee must always be on the alert to prevent physical hazards. Physical 
hazards include dirt, hair, broken glass, nails, staples, metal fragments, and other 
objects that accidentally enter food.  The following are food safety controls: 
 
• Do not use glasses to scoop ice. Use only commercial food-grade metal or plastic 

scoops with handles 
 
• Do not chill glasses or any food items in ice that will be used for drinks 
 
• Do not store toothpicks, non-edible garnishes, etc. on shelves above food storage 

or prep areas 
 
• Place protective shields on lights over food storage and prep areas 
 
• Clean can openers before and after each use and replace the blade often to 

prevent the possibility of metal shavings falling into the food     
 
• Remove staples, nails, and similar objects from boxes and crates when food is 

received  
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 PEST CONTROL 
 
Pests, such as insects or rodents, are serious hazards to foodservice operations.  
Pests damage food, supplies, and facilities, but their greatest threat is that they 
spread disease and can cause food borne illness. 
 
Having a regular cleaning and sanitation program is your first line of defense to 
prevent pests.  Use reputable suppliers and inspect all incoming deliveries.  
 
• Refuse any shipment if you see pests such as cockroaches or mice 
 
• Deny food and shelter to pests – get rid of boxes and keep all scraps of food off 

the floor and all containers sealed 
 
• Use approved extermination methods and hire a licensed Pest Control Operator 
 
• Conduct regular inspections of the premises to spot signs of pest infestation 
 
• Properly store all food and supplies at least 6” off the floor and away from walls 

and use FIFO to disturb insect breeding cycles 
 
• Keep humidity at 50% or less.  Low humidity keeps cockroach eggs from hatching 
 
• Keep the employee break area clean 
 
• Remove garbage quickly and properly 
 
• Seal around all pipes coming into building to prevent pests from entering 
 
• All doors, windows, and vents should close tightly when not is use 
 
• Install fly fans, air curtains, door sweeps, and self-closing devices to help prevent 

pests 
 
• Seal all cracks in floors and walls.  
 
• Maintain upkeep on the exterior of the building.  Keep grass mowed; remove old 

equipment; get rid of standing water; cover all outdoor garbage containers; keep 
grease trap area clean, etc. 
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RESTAURANT INSPECTIONS 
 
Health Officials and Inspectors are trained in sanitation and public health.  Health 
Inspectors conduct plan reviews, pre-opening inspections, and regular operational 
inspections. 
 
You should not view your Health Inspector as the enemy.  They are there to keep 
your restaurant safe for everyone.  The Inspector will arrive for an inspection without 
warning.  Ask for identification if you do not know the inspector.  Find out if the visit is 
a regular visit or the result of a customer complaint.  Take a positive business-like 
approach and cooperate with the Inspector. Take the opportunity to walk with the 
Inspector as they inspect your restaurant. It’s a good idea to take notes and correct 
any problems on the spot if possible.  Study the inspection report and discuss any 
violations that you do not understand so that you will be able to correct them 
properly.  Ask the Inspector for advice on issues you are not sure how to correct.  
You will be asked to sign the inspection sheet.  Signing the report does not commit 
you to agreeing with or accepting the findings.  Refusing to sign the report does not 
free you from having to correct the violations.  You should study the report and 
correct each violation during the required time period.  If you do not meet the 
deadline, your restaurant could be fined or closed.   
 
Finally, always share the results of the inspection with your co-workers as a learning 
device.  Give praise for good results and work with them on areas that need 
improvement. 
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      HUMAN RESOURCES 

The most valuable asset in any WesterN SizzliN Steak & More Restaurant is the people. 
They get the job done by taking care of the guests. This section provides practical guidelines 
on how to find, hire, and retrain this most valuable asset. 
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CO-WORKER PHILOSOPHY 
 
The Western Sizzlin Home Office recognizes that we are in the "people business." It is true 
we offer great steaks and food, but we understand that our personnel make us successful. 
One acknowledgment of our "people business" belief is the use of the term "co-worker" 
when referring to managers and hourly employees. The term "co-worker" communicates 
the belief that owners, managers and hourly employees have a common purpose and goal, 
to serve the needs of our Western Sizzlin guests and create a "come back quality" dining 
experience. We firmly believe that the franchisor and all franchisee operators must be 
committed to the following guidelines with respect to co-worker relationships. 
 
YOUR PLEDGE 
• Do what is right! Treat all co-workers fairly and consistently with dignity and respect. 
• Do your best! Provide the leadership, direction, and personal commitment to 

operate a successful people business in the food service industry. 
• Follow the Platinum rule! Treat other people the way you want to be treated,              

with understanding and a sincere concern for each co-worker's success and welfare. 
 
THE STAFFING CHALLENGE 
Perhaps the most significant challenge facing the food service industry today is the 
shortage of personnel needed to prepare the products and serve the needs of the guests. 
This challenge makes the task of finding, recruiting, selecting and retaining co-workers 
among the most important thing you can perform as a Western Sizzlin operator. 
 
ORGANIZATION 
The Human Resource section contains four chapters, each dealing with a major phase in 
personnel management. 
 
Chapter 1      Finding and Attracting Workers 
 
Chapter 2     Interviewing, Selecting and Hiring 
  
Chapter 3     Retaining Workers - Principles of a Good Co-Worker Environment 
 
Chapter 4      Legal Considerations - Issues of Concern to Owners, Operators, and       

Managers  
 
The Human Resources section of the Operational Manual is simply a set of guidelines,   
ideas, and tools to aid Western Sizzlin Owners, Operators, and Managers in: 
 
• Finding and attracting happy motivated workers. 
 
• Retaining those workers. 
 
• Complying with industry and employment law standards. 

This section is not a comprehensive reference for Human Resource and Employment       
Law Legislation, which is constantly evolving and changing. Western Sizzlin owners, 
operators, and managers are responsible for compliance with the laws governing      
operation of their business and place of employment. 
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FINDING AND ATTRACTING WORKERS 
 
STAFFING REQUIREMENTS 

Let us begin the Human Resource challenge by answering the question: 
 How many people does it take to operate a Western Sizzlin? 

Staffing requirements depend on many factors. Some major factors are: 
Customer Counts - number of guests you expect during major meal periods.  

 
Projected Sales - The dollar amount of business you expect to do in any given period. 
 
Number of Seats - During peak meal hours, one Server should not be given more than 
                             20-22 seats to serve. 

Meal Period - Lunch must move quickly. Dinner has more atmosphere and service attention. 
 

Menu Mix - More entree orders require more Servers and more Cooks. 
 

Restaurant Design - The more complicated the design, the more staff required. 

Customer Flow - You may find 50% or more of the total days guests come during a specific 
pattern hour. Peak hours vary from store to store. 

 
JOB DESCRIPTIONS 
Knowing the tasks for each position enables you to determine the abilities and skills required 
of a qualified applicant and better target your recruitment.  
 
ESSENTIAL JOB FUNCTIONS 
While job descriptions may be very broad and include "other tasks as assigned," owners       
and operators must be able to identify "essential job functions" for each position. These are 
elements of the job which every applicant must be able to perform. The basis for 
establishing essential job functions is contained in the Americans with Disabilities Act of 
1990.  
 
WORK FORCE 
The traditional labor pool of young men and women, 16 to 24 years of age, has been 
getting smaller and smaller for several years and will continue to do so well into the next 
Century.  Low birth rates in the late 1960's and 1970's are a major factor behind this trend. 
Since 1980, the traditional labor pool has decreased by 25%. The service sector of our 
economy is where the shortages are being felt most severely. 
 
RECRUITING FOCUS 
The Work Force changes depicted above calls for a similar change in our focus when looking  
for co-workers to staff our restaurant. The workers are there ... we must look in non-
traditional labor sectors, some of which are increasing in size, to find our needed employees. 
Creative methods of recruiting must be developed. Potential workers must be enticed to 
apply.  Here are some labor pool sources and recruiting methods to assist in this new focus. 
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SOURCES STRATEGY/METHODS 
 
Mature Adult Workers   Advertise in media that targets mature adult  
      audiences. Contact local mature adult groups.  
      Recruit at retirement centers. Direct mail to recent 
      retirees from local business sources. Contact  
      Operation Able, a national organization devoted to  
      matching mature adults with appropriate   
      employment. 
 
Young Parents    Advertise in suburban papers instead of big city  
      "daily" papers. Direct mail campaigns. Lists can be 
      obtained from schools, hospitals, and civic   
      organizations. Recruit in apartment complexes.  
      Recruit at childcare centers. 
 
Immigrants     Actively recruit from English as a Second Language 
      (ESL) gram.  These programs are held at adult  
      education classes at local schools and community 
      colleges.  Students who enroll in these classes  
      are often highly motivated. Locate societies and 
      organizations that help recent immigrants  
      become established. Such organizations are  
      often sponsored by individual ethnic groups or  
      through local church groups. 
 
Persons with disabilities   The passage of the Americans with Disabilities Act 
      has encouraged millions of previously   
      unemployed persons to seek mainstream  
      employment. Now is the time to tap the skills of  
      this group. Any employer interested in recruiting 
      disabled persons will find that government  
      agencies are eager to help.  Try these  
      recruiting alternatives: 
 
       Organizations and clubs for the physically   
      challenged. Direct contact or advertising in  
      publications, which reach this target group in a  
      given community. 
 
       Managers could recruit at large gatherings and  
      conventions that the disabled hold regionally. 
 
       Enlist the help of public agencies or local support  
      groups for disabled persons.  
 
Minorities     It sounds like a contradiction: A tightening of the  
      labor market at the same time that high   
      employment is the rule among minority groups,  
      particularly in inner-city neighborhoods. 
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       However, about 75% of the new jobs in the restaurant                  
       industry are in suburban locations, and this is where 
      we are having the most difficulty filling the jobs.    

 
       • Establish a relationship with training programs  
      and schools, letting it be known that they are  
      seeking workers. 

 
       • Work with agencies and organizations such as 
       the Urban League that promote employment  
       opportunities for minorities. 

 
       • Form joint recruitment programs. For instance,  
       stores in the same suburban area could recruit  
       as a group and share the advertisement cost  
       between operators.  
 

Young Workers    The young worker is still needed in our   
       restaurants. However, the restaurant industry has 
       found that young workers are increasingly ill  
       prepared for entry-level jobs. Basic skills         
       have declined.  Many potential workers are  
       dropping out of school. To ensure a qualified labor 
       pool in the future, operators must take an active  
       interest in their local schools. 

 
       Many communities have adopt-a-school  
       programs, in which businesses lend their  
       support to neighboring schools, sometimes  
       actively participating in fund raising events. Through 
       these activities, the business becomes known.  
       The adopted schools then become a fertile  
       source for young workers. 
 
Student Leaders               This is a strategy of selective recruiting, but can   
Class Presidents               be very effective in staffing your restaurant with         
Student Council Members    highly motivated performers. These active people  
Band Leaders     may pose some scheduling challenges but their                
Head Cheerleaders                quality of performance will be worth it.                                                                            
Youth Church Leaders   Look for leaders in school and community                                                
Yearbook Staff Leaders    programs, churches, and youth organization. 
Explorer/Scout Leaders    Contact coaches, faculty sponsors, directors, Sports 
Team Leaders               and program leaders. The list at the left is just a   
Newspaper Staff     sample. Think of local clubs and programs for 
Speech/Debate Club Members   more sources. 
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Military Bases    Many Western Sizzlin restaurants are located near 
      military bases and many of our franchisees have 
      been able to  staff their stores with children and 
      spouses of service members and service  
      members themselves. The food service training 
      offered in the military is excellent – why not take 
      advantage of that? 

 
       • Ask permission to post a recruiting ad or help  

          wanted ad at the military community and  
        recreation centers. 

 
        • Most bases have now established placement 

         placement offices for service members who are 
         departing. Call Post Information.  

 
Referrals        Asking certain talented individuals to give 
Outstanding Co-Workers      names of people  who could be talented co- 
Customers       workers. This list includes some, but not all.        
Church Members       How many can you add to this list?        
Community Leaders      Here are some questions to ask your referral 
Vendors/Suppliers      sources when seeking new co-workers. 
        Who do you know....  
      ...that can make a commitment and follow 
         through?  
      ...that loves to win?  
      ...that is a real team player?  
      ...that works very hard? 

  
      The names you receive as a result of  
      asking the above questions will give you a 
      talent bank of good referrals. 
 

  
Media  This is a traditional method of seeking potential co-workers.  

Newspaper advertisements  
"Shopper" guides  
Bulletin boards around the  Community  
In-store brochures for guests  
Industry advertising - newsletters, magazines, and newspaper                
Radio advertisements  
Marquees  
On screen advertisements at the movie theaters  
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Guests  REMEMBER!! Every guest that enters your front door is a       
potential co-worker. They are all opportunities to recruit, not an 
interruption of our day. This is not a suggestion to ask the      
guest if they are looking for work. READ Part II of this section 
and execute the "elements of a good work environment." You    
may find that workers will seek you out. 

Shop Your Competition  Every time you visit a restaurant, or for that matter, any 
retail establishment, you should be aware of service-oriented 
employees. If for example, you stop at McDonald’s on the 
way to work for breakfast, you may notice a particularly friendly 
and efficient counter person. They would make an excellent 
order taker in our restaurant! You need to develop a tactful 
way to both compliment the person and mention that, as a 
restaurant manager, you are always looking for good people. 
There are many people who feel that this tactic is unethical. 
Perhaps twenty years ago we would agree, but the   competition 
for hourly employees is now so intense that your survival may 
depend on your creativity and aggressiveness. YOU MUST     
PLAY TO WIN! As Leo Durocher once said, "Nice guys finish last!"  

  State Employment  
     Services 

These offices are in the business of matching unemployed citizens     
with employers needing workers. What is required of you, the 
employer is to provide information about the job opening. Do not 
believe managers who tell you they never find good workers on 
unemployment. New businesses often do all their hiring through the      
State Employment Offices.  

Career Fairs  These events are sponsored by many local organizations from schools         
to city governments. Seek them out and be prepared to give a 5 to 10 
minute presentation that interests potential workers. 

 
  Visit local high school and colleges to find out when they are having 
Career Fairs. 

C Check the Chamber of Commerce for community sponsored 
affairs. 

Host your own career day with free meal drawings and food samples.      
In good weather this could be done outdoors under a small canopy,       
with outdoor grill samples on toothpicks to attract passersby. Be sure        
to have an information brochure on your business and applications on 
hand.  
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Recruit Advertising Firms  This option can be expensive and may be best for a regional              
coop undertaking. These specialty firms are effective in finding 
recruiting solutions for tight labor markets and unusual challenges.  
 

Temporary Employee 
Services  

The nature of temporary services is changing rapidly. What began 
as a source for fill-in secretaries has grown to a pool of workers     
with various skills and specialized agencies for many industries? 
Clients pay a premium wage for temporary workers, but the 
agencies cover payroll taxes, benefits, etc. Agencies are adding 
new services all of the time. Some allow clients to hire temporary 
employees after a minimum trial period at the premium wage.  
 
 Employee Leasing For the restaurant industry this is actually a strategy, more 
so than a source of employees. Businesses involved in 
employee leasing normally supply workers to perform 
services in return for a fee. Typically, an employee leasing 
firm will offer to hire all of your current employees and then 
lease them back to you for a fee arrangement. The 
advantages for using a leasing company are that they 
assume responsibility for record keeping, wages, benefits, 
training, performance evaluations, etc. The cost, which is   
higher than standard wage rates, is offset by savings in 
accounting, administration, and benefits, such as 
unemployment and workers compensation and reduced 
risk. Possible disadvantages are: 1) sharing of supervision, 
the leasing company will have an on-site supervisor 
(normally the GM) who is responsible for supervising the 
employees in fulfillment of the lease agreement. This 
supervisor is responsible for hiring, firing, discipline, etc. 
The business owner gives up that authority. 2) These 
leasing agreements contain gray areas, which make it 
unclear if they are under obligation to immediately 
replace employees, add, or reduce employees for 
seasonal fluctuations, or maintain a certain staff level. This 
strategy contains significant advantages and should be 
evaluated when considering alternatives. Evaluation should 
include review of state laws, talking to clients and former 
clients, companies of the employee leasing firm. Close 
scrutiny, and a legal review of any contract terms are 
recommended.  
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Walk-Ins  Regardless of what motivated them, people will just walk-
in and apply for a job. Have applications for hourly and 
management available. Make time for interviews. 
Chances are, if you do not have time right now, someone 
else will. At least do a preliminary interview to determine if 
this is an applicant that requires more serious consideration. 
Be sure to determine name, hours available to work, and a 
phone number for follow-ups. Remember there are 
competitors out there ready to hire anyone you turn away. 
Even if you are fully staffed, you should always consider 
applicants to replace your poor performers.  

SUMMARY 
There are always new sources, shifts and changes in current sources for employees. 
Keep abreast of these trends. Never become complacent or satisfied with just enough 
staff.   Always plan on replacing your poorest performers who do not develop. Waiting to 
recruit and hire when an opening occurs is a sure sign of crisis management. Follow the 
practices outlined in this section and you should have a waiting list of perspective 
employees.  
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Chapter 2  
 
INTERVIEWING, SELECTING AND HIRING 
 

INTERVIEWING 
 
WHO?  

 
Decide just who will interview for staffing needs. Obviously, all owners   
and managers should be qualified to interview. You may also want to train 
shift leaders or key employees to do initial interviews. Allowing one person 
to do all interviewing and hiring may lead to legal challenges and 
liabilities.  

WHAT?  Interviewing is not just talking to people. It is a learned and acquired 
management or personal skill. Successful and skillful interviewing  
requires structure and an ability to read people and the likelihood of them 
making a contribution to your business. Interview experience helps you 
to fine tune your ability and natural instincts in evaluating applicants. 
See “How to Interview,” will provide a structured outline and provides 
guidance on interview questions, and outlines permissible interview 
inquiries. 
 
Before interviewing, thoroughly review the candidate's application for 
neatness, completeness, work history, and references.  

 WHERE?  It is important to select an area of your restaurant where you can conduct 
an interview in private. Educate your staff on the importance you place on 
interviewing, and ask them not to disturb the process unless there is a 
real emergency. A good interview requires and deserves your total 
focus. An interview free of distractions and interruptions also tells the 
prospective employee that this is an important event in a well run 
business. 

WHEN?  Too often, restaurant owners, managers, and operators have numerous 
rules about restrictions on when they will accept applicants and conduct 
interviews. CAUTION! YOU CAN RULE YOURSELF OUT OF BUSINESS! 
 
Every applicant you run away is a potential Superstar Co-Worker. The 
operator, who interviews when the "Superstars" are applying, has a much 
better chance of hiring the right employee.  

HOW?  Or in this case, How Many? The most significant practice you can 
implement which will improve the quality of co-workers hired and reduce 
co-worker turnover is to require two interviews before making an 
employment decision. This means that at least two managers, having 
interviewed an applicant, agree that this is a good hire.  
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SELECTING 

Check Applicant References - Never rely solely on interviewing skills to determine an 
applicant's "job worthiness." Always check a minimum of two references. The ideal people 
to talk to are former supervisors. References from peers, group officials, coaches, etc. may be 
helpful in gaining further insight into your applicant, but are no substitute for speaking with a 
former boss. If you do not use a written form you will often forget to ask very important 
questions and will have no record of the conversation. While many people think references 
are too "time consuming," they are a sure way to improve the quality of your staff and to 
reduce "turnover." 

Compare Interviews - If you followed the suggestions of conducting two interviews, the two 
interviewers get together, discuss the candidates, and agree upon who should be selected. 
 
Conduct Background Investigations (BI) - BI's can be expensive, but may be justified in 
some incidences. These investigations can be tailored to include any of the following: 
• Credit history 
• Driving history/records 
• Criminal conviction history 
• Civil litigation history 
• Work and personal references, licenses, and bonding 

A full investigation may cost between $100 - $300. Look at this cost in terms of your hiring 
objective. Example: A General Manager in an average Western Sizzlin is responsible for: 
• $2,000,000 + in facility assets 
• $2,000,000 + in annual sales revenues 
• $ 1000,000 + in goods and equipment 
• Goodwill of 200,000 guests annually 
• The health and welfare of 40 to 70 co-workers everyday 

Is it worth $300 to be sure that you are getting a General Manager who is honest, trustworthy, 
responsible, and has a verifiable work history and excellent recommendation from previous 
employers? You be the judge. 

HIRING 

Two Decisions -Interviewing and reference checking are the basics on which you make a 
hiring decision. In today's competitive environment, it is good not to assume that every applicant 
will take the job offered or that you are the only perspective employer. Take a professional 
approach to making employment offers for every manager or co-worker position. The decision to 
offer is yours; the applicant has the final decision after the offer. 
 
Make An Offer - When making a job offer, it is usually preferable not to do so immediately 
following an interview. The manager should not merely talk to the applicant for five minutes 
and then say, "O.K., the job's yours. Can you start right now?" This approach could lead the 
prospective employee to conclude that the job requires no special qualifications or skills, or 
that the restaurant company is not well managed. This may lead to the applicant deciding 
he/she does not want to work at the establishment. 
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Informs the Applicant - By informing the applicant that a decision will be made on a 
specific day and then following up on that day, the applicant gets the impression that the 
manager is reliable. At the time the employment offer is made, the manager will want to 
explain the following: 

• Starting date 
• Specific job being offered 
• Work schedule 
• Training and orientation schedule 
• Salary 
• Benefits 

Be Professional - It is important that the applicant understand the terms of employment. By 
explaining this in the beginning, later misunderstandings can be avoided. In addition, by 
outlining the job and its responsibilities and the employment benefits, the new employee 
receives the impression that the. Manager and Western Sizzlin are well-organized and 
efficient. 

Be Courteous - It is courteous to notify rejected applicants, if at all possible, as they         
are potential customers and employees. Applicants who are not hired can be informed by 
telephone or by sending a letter or postcard thanking the person for applying and expressing 
regret at being unable to hire the person at this time. 

 
APPLICATION REVIEW 

Interviewers should review the application thoroughly prior to the interview. Prepare 
questions prompted by the applicants work history and prior experience. Check the 
following: 

 
NEATNESS:  Look for legible handwriting, spelling and corrections.  

COMPLETENESS:  Did the applicant fill in all the information requested? Is N/A or 
"not applicable" indicated where appropriate? Is the application 
dated and signed? Are there at least three references?  

WORK HISTORY:  Review prior experience and training. Inquire about reasons 
for job changes and frequent job changes. Have the applicant 
explain any gaps in employment of thirty days or more. 
In the absence of work history (first time job applicant) inquire 
about participation in athletics, academic or social clubs, 
scouting, community associations, 4-H, FFA, etc.  

REFERENCES:  Never accept an application without at least three references. 
If the applicant has had multiple jobs at least two references 
should be from former supervisors.  
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HOW TO INTERVIEW 
 

There are six (6) components to a successful interview: 
A. Treat applicants like first class citizens 
B. Outline the interview process 
C. Conduct the actual interview 
D. Provide information on the company and the job 
E. Invite questions from the applicant 
F. Conclude the interview 
 

Treat the applicant like a first class citizen: Acknowledge them quickly and greet them 
with a smile. Interview applicants as soon as possible; do not make them wait until you finish 
lunch or place an order with a supplier. 

You should arrange a private place for the interview to be held. Both you and the applicant 
should be seated during the interview. If you are scheduling back-to-back interviews, arrange 
for a place for the others to wait, away from the interview area. Applicants should not be 
distracted by the thought that they can be overheard or are being judged by people other than 
the interview. Greet the applicant in a friendly manner and offer him/her coffee or another 
beverage. You can begin the conversation with a neutral topic such as road conditions or local 
events. 
 
Outline the Interview Process to the Applicant: It is important for the interview to give 
the applicant some ideas of what will happen during the interview. This should be an explanation 
of the structure of the interview. For example: 

"Tim, first we will be reviewing your job experience and educational background. Then I 
will share with you some information about the job and the company and answer any 
questions you may have." 
 

Other areas that might be covered in this part of the interview are: 
• Explanation of who else may be interviewing the applicant. 
• How long the interview will take. 
• What day the applicant will be contacted as to the results of the interview. 

 
This outline of the interview helps put applicants at ease because they will know what to 
expect. You do not need to be very detailed at this stage. For example, an explanation of 
company policies and benefits would waste time, especially if the interviewer finds that the 
applicant is not qualified for the position. 
 
Conduct the Actual Interview: The interview process begins when the restaurateur asks 
for information from the applicant. By using the completed job application, the job description 
for the position, and the prepared list of interview questions, the restaurant operator can begin 
to learn the background of the applicant and compare it to the job requirements. 
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Usually, the interview begins with broad, general questions concerning work and educational 
background. For example: 

• "Let's begin with your most recent job at Shoney's. Tell me about your job there." 
 
As the interview progresses, the manager will be able to gather more information in areas as 
needed. For example: 
* “What was the most difficult part of the job?" 
* “What did you enjoy most about your job?" 
 
Next, the operator will want to ask the predetermined questions developed specifically for the 
job. For example, the manager might say: 
 
"We've pretty well covered your past job experience. Now I would like to ask you a few 
questions concerning the job you're applying for. How would you handle this situation?" 
The restaurant operator needs to discover as much as possible about the applicant - what 
he/she does on the job, what his/her attitudes are toward the job, co-workers and 
supervisors. 

Provide information on the restaurant company and the job: This segment of the 
interview allows the restaurant owner or manager to talk specifically about the job opening 
and WesterN SizzliN. In other words, the operator can "sell" the job. Applicants may have 
several employment opportunities to explore and can choose the job that is most appealing to 
them in terms of salary, benefits, hours and incentives. Restaurateurs who are able to offer 
attractive wages, benefits, training, and advancement opportunities are likely to have fewer 
problems with hiring qualified individuals. 

The following highlights the type of information that can be provided to the applicant in this 
portion of the interview: 

• Job requirements 
• Paydays and pay periods 
• Rates of pay 
• Bonuses/incentives programs 
• Hours of work/overtime requirements 
• Benefits 
• Methods of increasing salary 
• Company history 
• Company structure 
• Company policies 
• Uniform requirements 
• Performance reviews 
• Manager's expectations 

Invite questions from the applicant: The interview is now drawing to a close. The 
operator has thoughts and ideas about the job and how the applicant will respond in certain 
situations. The operator has provided the applicant with information about the job and the 
restaurant company. Now it is time to ask the applicant if he/she has any questions.  
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This provides the applicant with the opportunity to ask for clarification of any subjects 
covered in the interview, or to ask specific questions concerning the duties of the job, which 
have not been previously covered in the interview. The restaurateur can also gain insight 
into the applicant's interest in the job based on the questions asked. 
 
Conclude the interview: At the close of the interview, tell the applicant what day the decision 
will be made and how he/she will be notified, or if he/she should call you for the decision. End 
the interview on a positive note. Shake hands and wish the applicant a good day. 
 
In summary, conducting an effective interview provides you with the means to make better 
hiring decisions. It will result in hiring qualified individuals who will perform the job duties well, 
and remain in their positions for a reasonable period. The following interview hints may prove 
useful.  
• Start the interview on time. If a delay cannot be avoided, let the applicant know how long  
  it will be and reschedule if necessary. 
 
• Conduct the interview without interruptions.  The first impression an employee has of 
  a manager is formed during the employment interview. The manager who is attentive 
  and interested in the applicant has gained the initial respect of the applicant. 
 
• The manager should avoid interruptions, in order to maintain concentration and              
 listen to what the applicant is saying. 
 
• An interview typically lasts for 20 to 30 minutes. However, if is it evident that an applicant 
 does not meet the requirements of the job, the interview may be concluded 
 sooner. Conversely, an interview with a well-qualified individual may take longer. 
 

                        
INTERVIEW INQUIRY GUIDELINES 
 
SUBJECT  PERMISSIBLE 

INQUIRIES 
IMPROPER 
INQUIRIES  

 
AGE  

 
If a minimum age is a legal 
requirement, can state, "Hire is 
subject to verification of age."  
 
 

 
How old are you?  

 
APPEARANCE       

  
Any questions relating 
to applicant's length 
or style of hair, dress 
habits, height or weight.  
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ARRESTS/ 
CONVICTIONS  

 
 
Request felony conviction information, 
if you dictate that such a conviction is 
NOT automatic bar to employment.  

 
 
Have you been 
arrested, convicted 
or spent time in jail?  

 
BIRTHPLACE/ 
NATIONAL 
ORIGIN  

 
Inquiries as to what 
languages the applicant 
speaks fluently, but only if the 
qualification is job-related.  

 
Inquire into the 
birthplace of an 
applicant or that 
of their spouse, 
parents or close 
relatives.  

 
CHARACTER/ 
PERSONALITY  

 
Questions concerning honesty, 
responsibility, motivations, interest, 
goals.  

 
Questions concerning 
social habits such as 
drinking, gambling, 
creditors, financial 
status, or fidelity bond 
refusals.  

        
 
CITIZENSHIP  

 
 
Do you have the legal right to 
work in the U.S.?    .  

 
 
Of what country are 
you a citizen? 
 
Whether applicant, 
parents or spouse 
are naturalized for 
native-born citizens 
of U.S. 
 
Date applicant 
acquired U.S. 
citizenship. 
 
Require applicant to 
produce 
naturalization papers.  
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EDUCATION  

 
 
Academic, vocational or professional 
education; schools attended, if 
demonstrably and specifically job 
related.  

 
 
Requesting 
specific formal 
education when 
there is no 
evidence that it is 
a significant 
predictor of 
performance or 
job related.  
 
  

 
EXPERIENCE  

 
 
What work experience do you have 
which is applicable to this job?  

 
Requesting 
specific years of 
experience 
necessary to job 
performance.  

 
 
 
 
GARNISHMENT  

  
 
 
Have your wages 
ever been 
garnished?  

 
 
HANDICAPS  

 
 
Restrictions or limitations that preclude 
applicant from performing job applied 
for, or substantially affect his or her 
ability to perform it.  

 
 
Questions about 
restrictions or 
limitations that 
designate applicant 
as legally 
handicapped but 
have no bearing on 
ability to perform job 
applied for.  

 
 
LANGUAGE  

  
Requesting fluency 
in English when not 
an important job 
requirement.  
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MARITAL STATUS/ 
FORMER NAME  

 
 
 
Have you worked for this organization 
under a different name? 
Is there any additional information 
relative to any change of name 
necessary to enable us to check on 
your work and educational record?  

 
 
 
Are you married? 
Divorced? 
Separated? Single? 
 
Do you have any 
marriage plans? 
 
Do you prefer Ms. or 
Mrs.? 
 
What was your 
maiden name?  

  
MILITARY  

 
What military education and 
experience do you have that is 
related to this job?  

 
Inquire into 
foreign military 
experience.  

 
ORGANIZATION  

 
Organizations, clubs, professional 
societies to which applicant belongs, 
excluding those which indicate race, 
religion, color, national origin, ancestry, 
political affiliations or sex.  

 
List all 
organizations, 
clubs, societies and 
lodges to which you 
belong.  

 
PHOTOGRAPH  

 
Statement that photograph may be 
required following employment.  

 
Request 
photograph be 
submitted prior to 
employment.  
    

 
RACE  

  
What is your 
race? Color?  
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REFERENCES  

 
 
References of previous employees or 
personal references  

 
 
Request religious 
references. 
 
Show preference 
for applicants 
referred by current  

 
RELATIVES  

 
 
Do you have relatives employed by 
this company?  

 
What is your 
spouse's name? 
 
Where does your 
spouse work? 
 
Ask place of 
residence of 
applicant's 
spouse, parents or 
other close 
relatives.  

 
RELIGION  

 
Statement that Saturday or Sunday 
work may be required but reasonable 
efforts will be made to accommodate 
religious needs of employees.  

Applicant's 
religious 
denomination or 
pastor, affiliation, 
church, parish or 
religious holidays 
observed.  

 
SALARY  

 
What is the salary you are seeking?  

 
What is the lowest 
salary you will 
accept?  

 
 
SEX  

  
Sex of 
applicant. 
Sexual 
preference.  

   
 
TESTS  

 Ask applicant to 
submit to tests that are 
not validated or job-
related. 

 
Ask applicant if tests 
h a v e  b e e n  
administered recently, 
and the results.  
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SAMPLE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 

 
When we interview co-workers, it is important that we know what their strengths and talents 
are, so we can match them to a job that is suited for them.  
 
NOTE: There is no right or wrong answers because the questions are simply asking the co-
worker what they think. Their response will, however, offer insight into the individual co-
worker's strengths.  
 
1. Very briefly, tell me about your work history, where have you worked and what have 

you done? Pause and let them explain. What did you enjoy most about the jobs you 
have held? 
(Look for a desire to serve people. Doing a good job, enjoying personal 
growth are both common answers for personal satisfaction.) 
 

2. Are you at least 18 years old? 
(This will help you determine if the co-worker is legally eligible to be using the 
mixer, slicer, etc. Change this question to age 21 if this person will be 
handling any alcohol, if that is your state requirement.) 
 

3. Will you work for someone else if they are sick, even on short notice? When was the 
last time you did this? 

 
4. Do you consider yourself an early riser? 

(Good question, if the applicant is applying for daytime position.) 
 

5. Which of the following best describes you? 
a. Most always report 15 minutes prior to the beginning of your shift. 
b. Always report at least 5 minutes prior to the beginning of your shift. 
c. Never late for work. 
 

6. How important is it to you to be the best at what you do? Tell me something you have 
done where you feel you have excelled. 

 
7. In the last five years have you participated in any civic club, school, or other 

organization? (Did they hold an office or were they involved in any committees?) 
 

8. Where do you see yourself one year from now? Three years from now? 
(Do they have specific goals?) 
 

9. Which is most important to you? 
a. Good pay and benefits 
b. To have a good boss that will help you grow professionally 
 

10. What were your favorite subject in school and your least favorite subject? Why? 
(This will give you an idea of their intellectual priorities.  If you are hiring a 
Cashier, you do not want someone whose least favorite subject is math.) 
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11. You know that a co-worker who is a friend of yours is stealing food from the 
restaurant. What would you do? 
 

12. If another employee took credit for something you had done well, what would you do? 
 

13. Would you rather do a job yourself or help a group accomplish a task together? Tell me 
of sometime when you have done this.  (You are looking for evidence of participation 
within a group.) 

 
14.     Tell me about awards or special recognition you have received in the last five years. 
          (Forms of recognition are desired, shows a track record for success.) 
 
15.      Why do you want to work here? 

(Should show sincerity and knowledge about the restaurant.) 
 

16. When are you available? How many hours a week can you work? 
 

17.  What did you like the most about your former job? Why? 
What did you like the least? Why? 

    (This should give you an idea about their perception of a job and what they think 
is important) 

 
18.      What do we need to do to keep you happy and productive? 
  (This will give you an idea about the co-worker's priorities.) 
 
19.     If I asked your former employer, "What kind of co-worker are you?" What do you think 
  they would say? 
  (Watch body language and facial expressions, this will give you an idea of their 

honesty on their reason for separation. Be wary of reasons like, personality 
conflict and other very general answers.) 

 
20. What do you consider to be your greatest strengths?  Areas that you could improve?   
  (Personality should come through; demonstrates their ability to evaluate 

themselves and be honest about themselves.) 
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REFERENCE CHECK WORKSHEET 

Applicant's Name: ____________________________________________________ 

Position Applied For: __________________________________________________ 

Previous Employer:   __________________________________________________ 

Contact Phone #: ____________________________________________________        

1.  How long did he/she work for you? ____________________________________  

What was the rate of pay? ________________________________________  

 
2. What were his/her responsibilities?  
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
3. How did he/she interact with other employees?  
 
 
4. What were his/her greatest strengths or attributes? 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
5. What would be some areas in his/her performance or personality that need improvement? 
  
 
 
 
6. Would you rehire? ________________________________________________________ 
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NEW HIRE EMPLOYEE INFORMATION SHEET 
 

STORE INFORMATION 
STORE NAME: _____________________      LOCATION: ______________________ 
 
ADDRESS:_________________________       PHONE NUMBER: ________________  
 

EMPLOYEE INFORMATION 
1. EMPLOYEE NAME (PLEASE PRINT) : 
__________________________________________________________________________ 

(FIRST) (MIDDLE) (LAST) 
 

2. CURRENT ADDRESS (PLEASE PRINT) : 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
(STREET ADDRESS) (CITY) 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
(STATE) (ZIP CODE) 
 
3. PHONE NUMBER:     ____(___)____________ 
 
4. DATE OF BIRTH:         /      / 5. SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER:____ -___ -__  
 
6. HIRE DATE:        /      / 7. REHIRE DATE:        /      / 
 
8. JOB TITLE:__________________      9. PAY RATE: _________________________ 
 
10. (MARK ONE)     SINGLE _____   MARRIED ______  HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD ____  
 
11. MARRIED BUT W/H @ SINGLE RATE ____________________________________ 
 
12. FEDERAL EXEMPTIONS _____________      STATE EXEMPTIONS ____________  
 
13. ADDITIONAL TAXES DEDUCTED EACH PAYROLL?  YES _______    N O   _ _ _ _ _  
 
14. ADDITIONAL FEDERAL AMT.  _______________     STATE AMOUNT __________  
ALL OF THE INFORMATION IN THE ABOVE IS TRUE TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE AS 
WELL AS THE INFORMATION ON THE I-9 FORMS. 
 
SUPERVISOR SIGNATURE _____________________   DATE  __________________  
 
EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE _______________________   DATE  __________________  
 
EMERGENCY CONTACT PERSON: ______________   PHONE: _________________ 
 

MANAGERS SIGN OFF OF COMPLETION 
 

1-9 COMPLETE ___   EMP. INFO. FORM __   W-4 FORM ____  STATE W/H FORM _  
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NEW HIRE CHECKLIST 

Co-worker's Name___________________________    Date of Hire ______________________  
PAPERWORK 
( ) Application ( ) I-9 ( ) W-4 
( )   Pay Rate ( ) Time Card ( ) Schedule 
( )  Co-worker Handbook ( ) Training Manual 

ORIENTATION WALK THROUGH 
( ) Parking ( ) Right to Know Center ( ) First Aid Kit 
( ) Main Elec. Panel/Shutoff ( ) Gas Main Shutoff ( ) Water Main Shutoff 
( ) Chemical Storage ( ) Fixed Fire Extinguisher     ( ) Portable Fire 

Area System Extinguishers 
( ) Evacuation Plan ( ) Posted Work Schedules     ( ) Protective Equipment 
( ) Bulletin Board ( ) Time Clock 
( ) Co-worker Break/ ( ) Co-worker 

Restrooms Introduction 

POLICIES AND PROCEDURES (Enter N/A or Cross Out any that do not apply) 
( ) Personal Hygiene  ( ) Uniform                        ( ) Professional Appearance 
( ) Attendance                                     ( ) Punctuality ( ) Call- In Schedules/Illness 
( ) Breaks                                           ( ) Meals         ( ) Phone Use 
( ) Payday                                           ( ) Pay Period ( ) Smoking 
( ) Performance Reviews                    ( ) Promotions  ( ) Pay Raises 
( ) Cross Training                               ( ) Dismissals ( ) Company History 
( ) Hours of Operation                       ( ) Managers/Owner's Names ( ) Equal Opportunity 
( ) Drug/Alcohol                                 ( ) Safety     ( ) Security 
(  )Soliciting                                         ( ) Jury Duty ( ) Family Medical Leave 
( ) Military Service                             ( ) Vacations ( ) Incentives 
( ) Other Benefits ( ) Your Supervisor ( ) Disciplinary 
( ) Sexual Opportunity                        ( ) Progressive                                   Reports 

Discipline 
TRAINING 
( ) Certified Trainer Assigned 
( ) Orientation Film ( ) Position Video 
( ) Position Tasks Reviewed                ( ) Position Tasks Demonstrated 
( ) Skills Test Passed                        ( ) Training Certificate Awarded 
( ) Position Tasks Performed By New Co-worker 
 
CO-WORKER QUESTIONS OR COMMENTS 
_________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________                      
 
Co-worker's Signature ___________________________________________________________  
 
Certified Trainer's Signature ______________________________________________________  

Manager's Signature ___________________________________________________________  
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NEW HIRE FOLDER 
   

  Hourly    Salaried / Staff 
 

Employee Name: 
____________________________________ 

 

SS#: 
_______________________________________________ 
 

Hire Date: _________________   Term Date: ___________ 
 

THIS FILE MUST INCLUDE: 
o Application (Signed and Dated) 
o Payroll New Hire Form 
o Federal W-4 
o State W-4 (If required) 
o 1-9 (Signed and Dated) 
o Confidentiality Agreement (Hourly) 
o Confidentiality and Non-Solicitation Agreement 

(Salaried/Staff) 
o “Sign on the Line” Sheet (Signed and Dated) 
o TRAC System Sign-Off Sheet (Signed and Dated) 
o Proof of Age Doc. & Work Permit (If required) 
o Direct Deposit Form (Optional) 
o 401(k) Automatic Enrollment Form (Signed and Dated) 
o Other___________________________________________ 

(State Specific Documents) 
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Restaurant # ______________
 
 
 
 

Date Completed ______________

HOURLY       Western Sizzlin 
Employment Application 

Complete in your own handwriting in ink. If employed, this becomes part of your permanent record. 
Western Sizzlin and all related entities consider applicants for all positions without regard to race, 
color, religion, sex, national origin, age (40 and over), disability, or any other basis prohibited by state 
or federal laws. Employment with Western Sizzlin and/or its related entities is at will. All questions 
must be answered and the application signed to be considered for employment. 

 

About You… 
 (Last) (First) (Middle Initial) (Social Security #) 

Name: _______________________________________________  ________________________________ 
 (Street) (City) (State) (Zip) 

Present Address: _______________________________  ______________  _______________  ______________  
 (Street) (City) (State) (Zip) 

Permanent Address: _______________________________  ______________  _______________  ______________  
    

Day Phone: (          ) _________________________  Night Phone: (          ) _________________________  
   

Are you at least 18 years of age? ¨ Yes     ¨ No If NO, state your date of birth: _____ / _____ / _____ 
 If no, can you provide a valid Work Permit, High School Diploma or Equivalent? ¨ Yes     ¨ No 
Are you at least 16 years of age? ¨ Yes     ¨ No   (You must be at least 16 years of age to work for Western Sizzlin) 
Have you ever been employed by Western Sizzlin, or any of our restaurants or offices? ̈  Yes ¨ No 

     

If yes: Location_________________________Dates from: ____ / ____ / ___ To: ____ /____ / ___  
  

Why did you leave? _________________________________________________________________________  
Can you furnish proof of your right to work in the U.S.A? ¨ Yes     ¨ No 
Do you have reliable transportation to work? ¨ Yes     ¨ No 
Have you been convicted of a felony in the past (7) years? ¨ Yes     ¨ No 
 If yes, list convictions that are a matter of public record indicating date, charge, place and action taken (arrests 

are not convictions). A conviction(s) will not necessarily disqualify an applicant for employment. Use additional 
paper if necessary:__________________________________________________________________  

  

 _______________________________________________________________________________  
  

About The Job You’re Interested In… 
     

Position Application for: ¨ Server   ¨ Line Cook ¨ Dish Room ¨ Commissary 
   ¨ Cashier ¨ Prep Cook ¨ Other (explain) __________________  
     

Total hours available 
per week: 

 
______________ 

 
Hourly rate desired: 

 
______________ 

 
Date you can start: 

 
_____________  

 ♦ Our work week is Monday through Sunday – working hours range from 7 am to Midnight. 
♦ Please fill in the hours you are available to work each week: 

 Monday: Tuesday: Wednesday: Thursday: Friday: Saturday: Sunday: 
        

From: _________  _________  _________  _________  _________  _________  _________  
        

To: _________  _________  _________  _________  _________  _________  _________  
        

 

Describe any specialized training, apprenticeship and skills which relate to your ability to perform the job for which you have applied: 
 

 
  

What You’ve Been Doing With Yourself… 
Name and Location of School: 

Circle last year 
completed: Did you graduate? Course / Major: Degree: 

      

High School: __________________________ 1   2   3   4 ¨ Yes     ¨ No   
      

College: __________________________ 1   2   3   4 ¨ Yes     ¨ No ____________  ____________  
      

Other (Specify): __________________________ 1   2   3   4 ¨ Yes     ¨ No ____________  ____________  
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Western Sizzlin is an Equal Opportunity Employer.  
 
 

Jobs You’ve Had… (Please give accurate and complete employment history, starting with your most recent job.) 
 Job 1 (most recent): Job 2: Job 3: 
    

Company Name: ________________________  __________________________  __________________________  
    

Address: ________________________  __________________________  __________________________  

  

________________________  
 

__________________________  
 

__________________________  
    

Phone Number: ________________________  __________________________  __________________________  
    

Employment dates: ________________________  __________________________  __________________________  
    

Job title: ________________________  __________________________  __________________________  
    

Work Description: ________________________  __________________________  __________________________  

  

________________________  
 

__________________________  
 

__________________________  
    

Hourly Pay: ________________________  __________________________  __________________________  
    

Managers Name: ________________________  __________________________  __________________________  
    

Reason for Leaving: ________________________  __________________________  __________________________  

  

________________________  
 

__________________________  
 

__________________________  
    

References We Can Contact… (Please provide at least 2 (B)usiness and 2 (P)ersonal references) 
(circle) Name: Relationship: Phone #: Address: 

     

B / P _____________________  ___________  ____________ __________________________________________  
     

B / P _____________________  ___________  ____________ __________________________________________  
     

B / P _____________________  ___________  ____________ __________________________________________  
     

B / P _____________________  ___________  ____________ __________________________________________  
     

Comments… 
 

This space is provided for your use in giving us any information about yourself not already covered in the application. (e.g. career 
interests, plans, objectives or any other information that you believe we should know in considering you for this position) 
 

________________________________________________________________________________________________  
 

________________________________________________________________________________________________  
  

Applicant Statement…  (Please read the following.) 
 

I certify that the information given herein and attached hereto is true, accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge. I authorize you to 
make such investigations and inquiries of information provided herein (and attached hereto) and other matters related thereto as may be 
necessary, and I release Western Sizzlin and its related entities whichever the case may be, and its officers and employees from all liability in 
connection with these actions. I hereby release Western Sizzlin, its officers, employees and representatives, franchisees and licenses, 
employers, schools and other persons, institutions or businesses responding to investigations to inquiries from all liability in responding to 
inquiries in connection with my application for employment. I understand that false, misleading, incomplete or inaccurate information given in this 
application during interviews or otherwise provided may result in a refusal to hire, or discharge in the event of employment. 
I understand and agree that, if hired, my employment is at will. I also understand that, if hired, my employment is for no definite period of time. I 
may terminate my employment at any time, and I may be dismissed at any time without prior notice of any reason or for no reason. I further 
understand and agree that nothing in this application is intended as, or shall constitute a contract of employment or a guarantee of employment. 
I understand that by signing this application I am authorizing you to contact the individuals I have identified as references and former 
employers (if applicable), and educational institutions to confirm the information provided. I also understand that any policies or 
procedures implemented by the Company in the event of my employment are for internal controls only and are not intended to be nor 
constitute a contract for my employment. In addition, I understand that any of these policies or procedures may be changed at any time 
at the employer’s discretion without notice. 
Finally, I understand that this application will only be considered for 90 days and that if I have not heard from the Company within that 
time period, I must reapply to be considered further.  

 ___________________________  ____________________________  
 Signature of Applicant 

 

Date  
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Restaurante #   

 
Fecha de Solicitud   

Western Sizzlin, Corp. 
Solicitud de Empleo 

POR HORA 

 

Complete usando tinta y su propia letra. Si es contratado, este formulario pasará a formar parte de su 
expediente permanente. Western Sizzlin, Corp. y todas las entidades asociadas a ella consideran a los 
solicitantes para todos los puestos de empleo sin tomar en cuenta su raza, color, religion, sexo, país de 
origen, edad (a partir de los 40 años), minusvalía, ni cualquier otra base prohibida por las leyes 
estatales o federales. El empleo en Western Sizzlin, Corp. y/o sus entidades asociadas a ella es 
discreción de la empresa.  Se deben contestar todas las preguntas y se debe firmar esta solicitud para 
ser considerado como empleado. 

 

Acerca de Usted… 
 (Apellido) (Nombre) (Inicial del 2do Nombre) (# de Seguridad Social) 

Nombre:     
 (Calle) (Ciudad) (Estado) (Código Postal) 

Domicilio Actual :         
 (Calle) (Ciudad) (Estado) (Código Postal) 

Domicilio Permanente:         
    

Teléfono Día: (          )  Teléfono Noche: (          )  
   

¿Tiene Ud. al menos 18 años de edad? ¨ Sí     ¨ No Si no, indique su fecha de 
nacimiento: 

_____ / _____ / _____ 

 Si no, ¿puede Ud. Presentar Permiso de Trabajo válido, Diploma de Escuela Secundari a o su equivalente? ¨ Sí      ̈No 

¿Tiene Ud. al menos 16 años de edad? ¨ Sí     ¨ No   (Debe Ud. tener al menos 16 años de edad para trabajar en Western Sizzlin, 
Corp.) 

¿En algún momento ha sido Ud. empleado por Western Sizzlin, Corp., o por alguno de sus restaurantes u oficinas? ̈  Sí ̈  No 
     

Si sí: Local  Fechas Desde:  / /
 Hasta: 

 / /
  

  

¿Por qué dejó ese trabajo?   
¿Puede Ud. presentar prueba de su derecho a trabajar en los EE.UU.? ¨ Sí     ¨ No 
¿Tiene Ud. un medio de transporte confiable para llegar al trabajo? ¨ Sí     ¨ No 
¿Ha sido Ud. condenado por algún delito mayor en los últimos (7) años? ¨ Sí     ¨ No 
 Si así fuera, enumere las condenas que sean asuntos de dominio público, indicando la fecha, los cargos, el lugar y 

las medidas que se tomaron (las detenciones no se consideran condenas). Una condena(s) no descalificará 
automáticamente a un solicitante de empleo.  Use otra hoja si es necesario:  

  

   
  

Acerca del trabajo en el que Ud. está interesado/a… 
     

Puesto que solicita: ¨ Servidor   ¨ Cocinero de línea ¨ Cuarto de Platos ¨ Comisario 
   ¨ Cajero/a ¨ Cocinero de preparación ¨ Otro (detallar)   
     

Total de horas disponible 
A la semana: 

 
  

Sueldo por hora que 
desea: 

 
  

Fecha en que puede 
Ud. empezar: 

 
  

 ♦ Nuestra semana laboral va de Lunes a Domingo – los horarios de trabajo son a partir de las 9 am hasta la 
medianoche.  

♦ Por favor complete las horas que está Ud. disponible para trabajar durante la semana: 
 Lunes: Martes: Miércoles: Jueves: Viernes: Sábado: Domingo: 
        

Desde:               
        

Hasta:               
        

 

Describa cualquier adiestramiento especializado, aprendizaje y cualidades relacionadas a su habilidad para desempeñar el trabajo que está solicitando: 
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Qué ha estado haciendo con su tiempo… 
Nombre y Ubicación de la Escuela: 

Marque el último 
año que completó: ¿Se graduó usted? 

Curso / 
Especialidad: Diploma: 

      

Escuela Secundaria:   1   2   3   4 ¨ Sí     ¨ No   
      

Universidad:   1   2   3   4 ¨ Sí     ¨ No     
      

Otro (Detallar):   1   2   3   4 ¨ Sí     ¨ No     
 

Western Sizzlin, Corp. es una Empresa con Igualdad de Oportunidades. 
 
 

Trabajos que ha tenido… (Por favor denos un historial exacto y completo de sus empleos, empezando con el más reciente.) 
 Empleo 1 (más reciente): Empleo 2: Empleo 3: 
    

Nombre de la Empresa:       
    

Domicilio:       

    

  
    

Número de 
Teléfono: 

      

    

Fechas de empleo:       
    

Puesto de Trabajo:       
    

Descripción del 
trabajo: 

      

  

  
 

  
 

  
    

Sueldo por hora:       
    

Nombre de su Supervisor:       
    

Razón por la cual       
dejó este trabajo:  

  
 

  
 

  
    

Referencias a las que podamos contactar… (Por favor presente al menos 2 referencias (L)aborales y 2 (P)ersonales) 
(mar-
que) 

Nombre: Relación: # de Teléfono: Domicilio: 

     

L / P         
     

L / P         
     

L / P         
     

L / P         
     

Comentarios… 
 

Le proporcionamos este espacio para que Ud. nos dé información acerca de usted que no haya sido cubierta en esta solicitUd.  (por ejemplo, 
intereses laborales, planes, objetivos y otra información que Ud. piense que debemos saber sobre Ud. al considerarle para este puesto ) 
 

 
 

 
  

Declaración del Solicitante…  (Por favor lea lo siguiente.) 
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Yo certifico que la información que aquí presento y adjunto es verdadera, exacta y completa según mi conocimiento.  Yo les autorizo a 
hacer investigaciones y peticiones de informes acerca de la información aquí presentada (y adjunta) y acerca de otros temas 
relacionados a ella según sea necesario y descargo a Western Sizzlin, Corp. y a sus entidades asociadas, cualquiera que sea el caso, y a 
sus agentes y empleados de toda responsabilidad en conexión con estas acciones.  Por la presente descargo a Pasta Pomodor, Inc. a sus 
agentes, empleados y representantes, franquicias y licencias, patrones, escuelas y otras personas, instituciones o empresas que 
respondan a las investigaciones o que den informes de toda responsabilidad cuando respondan a investigaciones asociadas a esta solicitud 
de empleo.  Entiendo que el dar información falsa, engañosa, incompleta o inexacta en esta solicitud, durante entrevistas o de otra 
forma presentada puede resultar en la denegación de empleo o despido en caso de haber sido contratado. 

Entiendo y estoy de acuerdo en que, si soy contratado, mi contrato es a discreción de la Empresa.  También entiendo que si soy 
contratado mi empleo es por un período de tiempo no definido.  Yo puedo renunciar en cualquier momento y puedo ser despedido en 
cualquier momento sin aviso previo del motivo o sin motivo alguno.  Además entiendo que y estoy de acuerdo de que nada de lo que 
contiene esta solicitud representa ni debe ser tratado como un contrato de empleo ni una garantía de empleo. 
Entiendo que al firmar esta solicitud les autorizo a ponerse en contacto con los individuos que he identificado como referencias y con los 
patrones previos (de ser así), y con las instituciones educativas para confirmar la información provista.  También entiendo que toda 
política o procedimiento implementado por la Empresa en caso de ser contratado son para control interno y no tienen como finalidad ser 
ni constituir un contrato de empleo para mí.  Además, entiendo que cualquiera de estas políticas o procedimientos puede cambiar en 
cualquier momento, a discreción de la Empresa,  si previo aviso. 
Finalmente, entiendo que esta solicitud solamente será considerada durante 90 días y que si no he sido contactado por la Empresa en ese 
plazo de tiempo deberé volver a solicitar empleo si deseo continuar siendo considerado. 

      
 Firma del Solicitante 

 

Fecha  
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JOB DESCRIPTION SUMMARIES 

GENERAL MANAGER - The General Manager of a WesterN SizzliN restaurant must be a leader 
capable of setting and attaining outstanding goals with regards to guest satisfaction, sales 
building, cost containment, personnel retention and optimum profit. They must be able to attain 
goals by setting the example, training and developing others. They must maintain a positive 
attitude and delegate work fairly and evenly to produce desired results through a cooperative 
team effort. The General Manager must be an excellent listener, possess effective written and 
verbal skills, respects others and treats them fairly. They are willing to do whatever is 
necessary to get the job done and has the knowledge to do so. 

ASSISTANT MANAGER - An Assistant Manager is responsible for maintaining, directing, and 
improving the efforts of others. They must be able to achieve the standards of quality, service, 
and cleanliness contained in the goals set for the restaurant. The Assistant Manager bears the 
same responsibilities as the General Manager and assumes the role of "manager" in the 
absence of the General Manager. Candidate must possess excellent performance in all areas 
of the co-worker job skills. The Assistant Manager must be effective in written and verbal 
communication skills. The Assistant Manager must respects others and treat them fairly. They 
are willing to do whatever is necessary to get the job done and has knowledge to do so. 

MANAGER TRAINEE (MIT) - A manager trainee is expected to learn the practices, 
procedures, skills, and policies of the WesterN SizzliN restaurant. Each MIT trainee is expected 
to accomplish the necessary steps to certify that training is satisfactory and complete 
according to the WesterN SizzliN training guidelines. Each is to assist the management team 
in achieving restaurant operational excellence. This will be accomplished by through 
performance and demonstration of awareness of the guest, co-worker, and restaurant 
operational needs. 

BAKERY ATTENDANTS - The Bakery Attendant is responsible for production and 
merchandising of all baked goods from mixes, premixes, prepared dough, and some scratch 
ingredient recipes as specified in our WesterN SizzliN Recipe Manual.  Bakery attendant must 
have good verbal and written communication skills. Duties also include: storing and rotating 
product, quality control, waste control, setup and cleaning of work areas and equipment, wearing 
disposable gloves, interaction with guests, and be able to work in close quarters with other co-
workers. The Bakery attendant is responsible for maintaining and cleaning all preparation and 
holding equipment, and knowledge of bakery products in order to answer guest inquiries. 

CARVER - Essential to this position are good organizational skills, creativity, and the ability to 
work unsupervised in a fast paced environment. The job also requires lifting up to 50 lbs., 
frequent bending, reaching, turning, standing for a long time. The Carver must use sharp 
knives, other food processing equipment. They may be required to work some periods in a 
cold environment of 50 degrees or less. Good verbal skills are required along with written 
communication, math skills, and be able to work in close quarters with other co-workers. 
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CASHIER - The Cashier is a hospitality professional with similar responsibilities to those of 
the Host/Hostess. They have the additional responsibilities of receiving guests' payments of 
cash and credit card receipts and managing cash during their shift. The Cashier must be 
accurate and exercise extreme care in performance of these duties. It is important that the 
Cashier informs Management immediately of all our guests' needs. The Cashier will assist 
the Host/Hostess co-worker in maintaining the overall appearance of the restaurant front 
entrance and properly addressing the guest as they leave the restaurant. This is our last 
opportunity to address our guest. Make sure that last impression of our restaurant is polite, 
professional, sincere, enthusiastic and includes our thank you feeling that will make them want 
to return again and again! 

COLD BAR ATTENDANT - The Cold Bar Attendant is responsible for the setup, stocking, 
restocking, breaking down, cleaning, and maintaining cold food bars. These areas include 
under counter storage and top, sides, splash/sneeze guards (brass/metal/glass/wood) and base 
of units. This position requires wearing disposable gloves, working around contained ice cubes 
and working with utility co-workers to maintain proper utensils and small wares for guests. 
This job requires lifting up to 20 pounds, frequent reaching, standing for long periods of time, 
and the proper rotation of food items. In addition, Food Bar Attendants are responsible for 
merchandising attractive displays of food as specified. They must be able to interact with 
guests to create outstanding service and hospitality. Also, be able to communicate recipe 
ingredients, and document and record food temperatures as specified. 

COLD BAR PREP COOK  - Essential to this position are good organizational skills, creativity 
and the ability to work unsupervised in a fast paced environment. The job also requires lifting 
up to 50 lbs., frequent bending, reaching, turning, wearing disposable gloves, standing for a 
long time, use of sharp knives, operating mixer, slicing, and using other food processing 
equipment. This position requires working some periods in a cold environment of 50 degrees or 
less with some product retrieval at zero degrees or below. You will also be required to work in a 
kitchen area that has temperature changes according to food preparation. You will need good 
verbal and written communication skills, math skills, and be able to work in  close quarters 
with other co-workers. 

COOK -The Cook prepares all ordered entrees and plate presentation prior to Server delivery 
to our guest. Responsibilities include production line setup, grilling, baked potato schedule, 
frying, baking foods and prepares/expedites all items on the food bars. Additional duties are the 
proper administration of our day/dot system of storing food, yeast rolls, ham, roast beef, 
chicken (marinating, frying, grilling, and glazing), and the added attention to all food items 
that receive gold dust. The maintenance of cooking and serving times within the standards of 
8-10 minutes lunch and 10-12 dinner, organizing, cleaning, and maintaining kitchen area and 
equipment, working in temperate kitchen areas when preparing food. The Cook’s position 
requires them to stand 100% of their scheduled work time. They must be able to lift 60 Ibs, read 
guest check tickets in English, possess good verbal and written communication skills, math 
skills, wear disposable gloves, and be able to work in close quarters with other co-workers. 
The cook also works closely with our Servers in the proper setup and maintenance of the 
potato bar areas.  Also works closely with the utility co-worker for the efficient operation and safety 
of the kitchen workplace. 
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EXPEDITOR  - The Expeditor is responsible for coordinating and expediting the efforts of the 
Cook and Serving staffs. The primary responsibility however, is to visually inspect plate 
presentation and monitor serving times for quality assurance and control. The Expeditor 
must be able to lift up to 20 lbs., work in kitchen areas near heat lamps and at temperate 
and zero degrees or below for short periods of time.  Must work in confined quarters with co-
workers in a fast paced environment, work with all types of food, may also be required to 
perform other tasks as assigned. 

HOST/HOSTESS - The Host/Hostess co-workers are hospitality professionals 
responsible for greeting, seating guests, and making guests feel comfortable in the 
restaurant surroundings. Their responsibilities will include maintaining the overall appearance 
of the restaurant front entrance and communicating guest's needs to the appropriate 
management and staff. Host/Hostess co-workers may also perform Cashier duties. This 
position is assisted by the Cashier co-worker in maintaining the overall appearance of the 
restaurant front entrance and properly addressing the guest as they leave the restaurant. 

HOT BAR ATTENDANT - Essential to this position are good organization skills, creativity 
and the ability to work unsupervised in a fast paced environment. The job also requires lifting 
up to 50 lbs., frequent bending, reaching and turning, wearing disposable gloves, standing 
for a long period of time, walking and carrying food items from kitchen to service area, 
constant dealings with hot food, use of sharp knives, operating mixer, slicing, and using other 
food processing equipment, working some periods in a cold environment of 50 degrees or less 
and some product retrieval at zero degrees or below. The attendant must have good verbal 
and written communication skills, math skills, and be able to work in close quarters with 
other co-workers. Responsible for the setup and breakdown/cleaning of the hot bar stations, 
microwaves, warmers, coordinates with Hot Bar Prep Cook all prepared foods. Other 
responsibilities are for the preparation of certain food products from raw food utilizing the 
recipe book and the day/dot method for all food products (raw and cooked). Merchandises 
and displays all food products on all hot bars, works with bakery co-worker on all rolls/muffins 
as displayed in this area. Effectively manages the hot bar with the use of microwave ovens 
and warming cabinets to maintain the high level of quality and standards by which we 
operate. Communicates and interacts with the guests to insure outstanding service and 
hospitality. 

HOT BAR PREP COOK - Prep Cooks prepare raw food products by our WesterN SizzliN 
Recipe Manual for Food Bar and Cooks staff. They are responsible for product quantity and 
quality as well as cleanliness and sanitation of food, wearing disposable latex gloves, 
storage and preparation of utensils, containers, and areas. They may be required to work in 
cold storage areas or temperate kitchen areas when preparing foods, and utilize cutlery. 
Co-worker must maintain, follow food holding standards, and utilize our day/dot system for 
storing food as required. Prep Cook is responsible for maintaining all kitchen equipment and 
utensils during, before and after guest service. Essential to this position are good 
organizational skills, creativity and the ability to work unsupervised in a fast paced 
environment. The job also requires lifting up to 50 lbs., frequent bending, reaching and 
turning, standing for a long time, use of sharp knives, operating mixer, slicing, and using other 
food processing equipment, working some periods in a cold environment of 50 degrees or 
less with some product retrieval at zero degrees or below, or temperate kitchen areas when 
preparing food, good verbal and written communication skills, math skills, and be able to work 
in close quarters with other co-workers. 
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LINE PERSON - The Line Person works the order service line and performs the required steps 
of quality line service. Their responsibilities include: line setup, stocking, maintaining, cleaning 
and line breakdown; greeting and suggestive selling of food, beverages, and entrees; 
processing individual orders at a rate of three per minute, directing and assisting guests as 
required. The Line Person also performs cleaning, restocking, and food preparation tasks 
according to our recipe manual. This position requires lifting 20 pounds, standing for long 
periods of time, utilizes our day/dot system for storing food items, using a knife, must be able to 
communicate effectively with customers, able to handle several tasks at a time while 
maintaining a calm and professional demeanor. It is required to know menu ingredients and 
preparation and employee must be "customer service oriented". 

MEAT CUTTER - The Meat Cutter is responsible for raw steak cuts. In addition, the Meat 
Cutter receives and stores products, sets up, operates, breaks down, wears disposable gloves 
of latex, rubber, or mesh. The Meat Cutter also cleans and maintains meat-processing 
equipment and manages meat inventories, production, and yields according to the guidelines 
established by The WesterN SizzliN Standards. This co-worker must understand and follow 
specific sanitation guidelines as well as utilize our day/dot system of storing food, requires 
lifting 20 pounds, standing for long periods of time, use of sharp cutlery and working for periods 
in a cold environment of 50 degrees or less with some product retrieval at zero degrees or 
below. 

SERVER - The Server is responsible for serving guests by performing the "steps of service 
excellence" as outlined in the Server Training Manual. Servers are also responsible for 
creating a high degree of hospitality, setup, restocking, and cleaning duties, as required. 
Requirements for this position are lifting 20 pounds, wearing disposable gloves (when 
required), standing for long periods of time, able to perform several tasks as once, good listener, 
not easily distracted from a task, and remains calm at stressful moments. The position requires 
the handling of cutlery along with the set-up and breakdown of customer area of facility. 

SERVICE ASSISTANT - The Service Assistant is primarily responsible for bussing tables and 
assisting Servers and guests. Bussing tables requires lifting 30 pounds,  moving easily in 
awkward customer areas, working closely with others, the ability to handle several tasks at 
once, and requires standing and lifting for long periods of time. In addition, the Service 
Assistant helps to maintain, set-up and breakdown the restaurant facility exteriors, entranceway, 
floors, guest areas, and restrooms. 

UTILITY - The Utility Person is responsible for providing clean, sanitary dishes and utensils, 
restocking service areas, and maintaining the kitchen and building facility cleanliness. This 
co-worker is also responsible for overall organization and storage of plate ware, utensils, 
cleaning implements and chemicals. Additional duties include maintenance of the dry storage 
areas, and properly store all received delivery items at manager's direction. This position 
requires lifting of 50 pounds, standing for long periods of time, wearing disposable gloves, 
working in and around hot water/steam areas, able to perform several tasks at once, working 
some periods in a cold environment of 50 degrees or less with some product 
retrieval/maintenance at zero degrees or below, and working in close quarters with other co-
workers. 
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ESSENTIAL JOB FUNCTIONS 

The America's with Disabilities Act of 1990 prohibits discrimination against individuals with 
disabilities in employment. This same law recognizes that job applicants must be able to 
perform "Essential Job Functions" of each job to be considered. The employer is allowed to 
determine the "Essential Job Functions" of each position as long as they are relevant to the job 
and consistently applied to all applicants and holders of the same position. The following 
examples are offered for consideration of "Essential Job Functions" in your restaurant. 

Baker - Essential to this position are good visual, some auditory, full body mobility, hand and 
finger dexterity; lifting up to 50 pounds, frequent bending, turning, reaching, and standing 
100% during scheduled shift, use of sharp knives, electrical slicing, mixing, proofing and 
baking equipment, frequent work in cold damp environment of 50 degrees or less with some 
product retrieval at zero degrees or below, working accurately at a fast pace with little or no 
supervision and good verbal and written communication skills. Duties also include: storing and 
rotating product, quality control, waste control, setup and cleaning of work areas and 
equipment, waste control, wearing disposable latex gloves, interaction with guests, working in 
close quarters with other co-workers, maintaining and cleaning all preparation and holding 
equipment, and knowledge of bakery products in order to answer guest inquiries. Also is 
responsible for production and merchandising of all baked goods from mixes, premixes, 
prepared dough, and some scratch ingredient recipes as specified in our Western Sizzlin 
Recipe Manual. 

Carver - Essential to this position are good organizational skills, creativity, and the ability to 
work unsupervised in a fast paced environment. The job also requires lifting up to 50 lbs., 
frequent bending, reaching, turning, and standing for a long time, use of sharp knives, and 
other food processing equipment, working some periods in a cold environment of 50 degrees or 
less with some product retrieval at zero degrees or below, good verbal and written 
communication and math skills, and working in close quarters with other co-workers. 

Cashier - Essential to this position are good visual, some auditory, full body mobility, hand 
and finger dexterity; must be able to communicate with customers, make customers feel 
welcome, have good eye contact, count money correctly, write To-Go orders, communicate over 
the telephone, and must be able to stand 100% of the scheduled shift. The Cashier also must be 
able to write the number in group or guest names if there is a waiting period before being 
seated, and be able to lift up to 20 lbs. occasionally. The Cashier is a hospitality professional 
with similar responsibilities to those of the Host/Hostess. They have the additional 
responsibilities of receiving guests' payments, cash and credit receipts and managing cash 
during their shift. The Cashier must be accurate and exercise extreme care in performance of 
these duties. It is important that the Cashier informs Management immediately of all our 
guests' needs. The Cashier will assist the Host/Hostess co-worker in maintaining the overall 
appearance of the restaurant front entrance and properly addressing the guest as they leave 
the restaurant. This is our last opportunity to address our guest. Make sure that last 
impression of our restaurant is polite, professional, sincere, enthusiastic and includes our 
thank you and invites our guests back. 
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Cook - Essential to this position are good visual, some auditory, hand dexterity, good 
eye/hand coordination, full body mobility, must have the ability to be trained in line and prep 
procedures. They must be able to lift 60 lbs., be able to stand 100% of their scheduled work 
day, work around heat, stoves, grills, fryers, work safely with knives and other sharp objects, 
read tickets, prep sheets and recipes. They must have the ability to do several tasks at one 
time; good sanitary work habits; work with all types of food; must be able to withstand freezer 
temperatures for short periods of time. Responsibilities include production line setup, grilling, 
preparing all ordered entrees, baked potatoes, rolls, and plate presentation prior to Server 
delivery to our guest. Baked potato schedules, frying, baking foods and prepares/expedites all 
items on the food bars. Additional duties are the proper administration of our day/dot system of 
storing food, yeast rolls, ham, roast beef, chicken (marinating, frying, grilling, and glazing), and 
the added attention to all food items that receive gold dust. The maintenance of cooking and 
serving times within the standards of 8-10 minutes lunch and 10-12 dinner, organizing, 
cleaning, and maintaining kitchen area and equipment, working in temperate kitchen areas when 
preparing food work on their feet 100% of their scheduled work time, must be able to lift 60 lbs., 
read guest check tickets in English, possess good verbal and written communication and math 
skills, wearing disposable gloves, and working in close quarters with other co-workers. The 
cook also works closely with our Servers in the proper setup and maintenance of the potato bar 
areas, and with the utility co-worker for the efficient operation and safety of our kitchen 
workplace 

Expeditor - Essential to this position requires full body mobility, prolonged standing and 
walking up to six hours, frequent reaching, turning, bending and carrying; balancing trays and 
plates of food while walking, occasional lifting up to 20 lbs., working in kitchen areas near heat 
lamps and strips in close quarters with other workers at a very fast pace. 

Food Bar Attendant - Essential to this position are good organizational skills, creativity and 
the ability to work unsupervised in a fast paced environment. The job also requires lifting up to 
50 lbs., frequent bending, reaching and turning, standing for a long time, use of sharp knives, 
operating mixer, slicing, and using other food processing equipment, working some periods 
in a cold environment of 50 degrees or less with some product retrieval at zero degrees or 
below, good verbal and written communication and math skills, and working at close quarters 
with other co-workers. 

Host/Hostess - Essential to this position are good visual, good auditory, full body mobility, 
hand and finger dexterity; must be able to communicate with customers, make customers feel 
welcome, have good eye contact, count money correctly, write To-Go orders, communicate over 
the telephone, and must be able to stand 100% of the scheduled shift, Also, be able to write 
the number in group or, guests names, and be able to lift up to 20 lbs. occasionally. The 
Host/Hostess co-workers are hospitality professionals responsible for greeting and seating 
guests and making them feel comfortable in the restaurant surroundings. Their responsibilities 
will include maintaining the overall appearance of the restaurant front entrance and 
communicating guest's needs to the appropriate management and staff. Host/Hostess co-
workers may also perform Cashier duties. This position is assisted by the Cashier co-worker in 
maintaining the overall appearance of the restaurant front entrance and properly addressing 
the guest as they leave the restaurant. Please remember that this is our last opportunity to 
address our guest. 
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Hot Bar Attendant - Essential to this position are good organization skills, creativity and the ability to 
work unsupervised in a fast paced environment. The job also requires lifting up to 50 lbs., 
frequent bending, reaching and turning, wearing disposable gloves, standing for a long period of 
time, walking and carrying food items from kitchen to service area, constant dealings with hot 
food, use of sharp knives, operating mixer, slicing, and using other food processing equipment, 
working some periods in a cold environment of 50 degrees or less with some product retrieval at zero 
degrees or below, good verbal and written communication and math skills, and work in close 
quarters with other co-workers. Responsible for the setup and breakdown/cleaning of the hot bar 
stations, hot bar station, microwaves, warmers; coordinates with Hot Bar Prep Cook all prepared 
foods and is responsible for the preparation of certain food products from raw food utilizing the 
recipe book and the day/dot method for all food products (raw and cooked). Merchandises and 
displays all food products on all hot bars, works with bakery co-worker on all rolls/muffins as 
displayed in this area. Effectively manages the hot bar with the use of microwave ovens and 
warming cabinets to maintain the high level of quality and standards by which we operate. 
Communicates and interacts with the guests to insure outstanding service and hospitality. 

Hot Bar Prep Cook - Prep Cooks prepare raw food products by our WesterN SizzliN Recipe 
Manual for Food Bar and Cook staff. They are responsible for product quantity and quality as well 
as cleanliness and sanitation of food, wearing disposable latex gloves, storage and preparation of 
utensils, containers, and areas. They may be required to work in cold storage areas or temperate 
kitchen areas when preparing foods, and utilize cutlery. Co-worker must maintain, follow food 
holding standards, and utilize our day/dot system for storing food as required. Prep Cook is 
responsible for maintaining all kitchen equipment and utensils during, before and after guest service. 
Essential to this position are good organizational skills, creativity and the ability to work 
unsupervised in a fast paced environment. The job also requires lifting up to 50 lbs., frequent 
bending, reaching and turning, standing for a long time, use of sharp knives, operating mixer, slicing, 
and using other food processing equipment, working some periods in a cold environment of 50 
degrees or less with some product retrieval at zero degrees or below, or temperate kitchen areas 
when preparing food, good verbal and written communication and math skills, and work in close 
quarters with other co-workers. 

Line Person - The Line Person works the order service line and performs the required steps of 
quality line service. Their responsibilities include: line setup, stocking, maintaining, cleaning and 
line breakdown; greeting and suggestively selling food and beverages, entrees; processing 
individual orders at a rate of three per minute, directing and assisting guests as required. The Line 
Person also performs cleaning, restocking, and food preparation tasks according to our recipe 
manual. This position requires lifting and carrying up to 35 pounds, standing for long periods of 
time, utilize our day/dot system for storing food items, using a knife, must be able to communicate 
effectively with customers, able to handle several tasks at a time while maintaining a calm and 
professional demeanor. It is required to know menu ingredients and preparation and employee must 
be "customer service oriented". Essential to this position requires visual and auditory ability, hand 
and finger dexterity, hand/eye coordination, full body mobility; the ability to make guests feel 
welcome, smile, communication and make eye contact with the guests; maintaining a fast pace while 
working and standing on feet 100% of scheduled work day; following instructions, memorizing 
menu items and prices, writing customer orders, keying in customer orders and/or calling orders into 
the kitchen, training in service procedures, safe use of cleaning chemicals and good sanitary work 
habits, ability to work behind a 36" high counter with frequent bending and reaching. 
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Meat Cutter -The Meat Cutter is responsible for raw steak cuts, tips and ground beef. In 
addition, the Meat Cutter receives and stores products, sets up, operates, breaks down, 
wearing disposable latex, rubber, or mesh gloves, cleans and maintains meat-processing 
equipment and manages meat inventories, production, and yields according to the guidelines 
established by The Western Sizzlin Home Office. This co-worker must understand and follow 
specific sanitation guidelines as well as utilize our day/dot system of storing food, standing for 
long periods of time, use of sharp cutlery and working for periods in a cold environment of 50 
degrees or less with some product retrieval at zero degrees or below. Essential to this position 
are good organizational skills, visual, some auditory, hand and finger dexterity, hand/eye 
coordination, full body mobility, creativity, and the ability to work unsupervised in a fast paced 
environment. The job also requires lifting up to 75 lbs., frequent bending, reaching and turning, 
use of sharp knives, use of meat slicers, band saws, and other food processing equipment, 
working extended periods in a cold environment of 50 degrees or less with some retrieval at 
zero degrees or below, good verbal and written communication and math skills, and working 
in close quarters with other co-workers. 

Prep Cook - Essential to this position are good organizational skills, creativity and the ability 
to work unsupervised in a fast paced environment. The job also requires lifting up to 60 lbs., 
frequent bending, reaching and turning, standing for a long time, use of sharp knives, operating 
mixer, slicing, using other food processing equipment, working some periods in a cold 
environment of 50 degrees or less with sometimes retrieving products at zero degrees or 
below, good verbal and written communication and math skills, and working at close quarters 
with other co-workers. 

Server - The Server is responsible for serving guests by performing the "steps of service 
excellence" as outlined in the Server Training Manual. Servers are also responsible for 
creating a high degree of hospitality, setup, restocking, and cleaning duties, as required. 
Requirements for this position are lifting 20 pounds, wearing disposable latex gloves (when 
required), standing for long periods of time, able to perform several tasks as once, good 
listener, not easily distracted from a task, and remaining calm at stressful moments. The 
position requires the handling of cutlery along with the set-up and breakdown of customer 
area of facility. Essential to this position are visual, some auditory, full body mobility, hand 
and finger dexterity, must have the ability to communicate with customers, make customers feel 
welcome, have good eye contact, count money correctly, assist with "To Go" orders, 
communicate over the telephone, must be able to stand or move on your feet 100% of the 
scheduled work day. In addition, they must, write tickets, be trained in serving the guest, be 
able to lift 20 pounds and balance trays and plates of food weighing 5 pounds, while walking 
frequently. 

Service Assistant - The Service Assistant is primarily responsible for bussing tables and 
assisting Servers and guests. Bussing tables requires lifting 30 pounds, requires moving 
easily in awkward customer areas, working closely with others, the ability to handle several 
tasks at once, and requires standing and lifting for long periods of time. In addition, the 
Service Assistant helps to maintain, set-up and breakdown of the restaurant facility exteriors, 
entranceway, floors, guest areas, and restrooms. Essential to this position requires visual, 
some auditory, full body mobility, hand dexterity, carrying dish trays up to 60 lbs., walking or 
standing 100% of the scheduled shift, frequent bending, reaching and turning, good hand/eye 
coordination, working at a fast pace in the customer service and kitchen areas, with some 
humidity. 
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Utility - The Utility Person is responsible for providing clean, sanitary dishes and utensils, 
restocking service areas, and maintaining the kitchen and building facility cleanliness. This 
co-worker is also responsible for overall organization and storage of plate ware, utensils, 
cleaning implements and chemicals. Additional duties include maintenance of the dry 
storage areas, and properly store all received delivery items at manager's direction. This 
position requires lifting of 50 pounds, standing for long periods of time, wearing disposable latex 
gloves, working in and around hot water/steam areas, able to perform several tasks at once, 
working some periods in a cold environment of 50 degrees or less with some product 
retrieval/maintenance at zero degrees or below, and working in close quarters with other co-
workers. Essential to this position requires visual, some auditory, full body mobility, hand/eye 
coordination, hand dexterity, frequent bending, reaching turning and lifting up to 60 lbs., 
standing and walking 100% of the scheduled shift, working at a very fast pace in a damp humid 
environment at close quarters in and around hot water/steam areas, long periods of repeatedly 
immersing hands and forearms into hot water. 

Note: If an applicant with a disability indicates that they cannot do or would have difficulty 
performing some aspect of the "essential job functions" for the position applied for, the job 
interviewer must inquire what accommodation or modification, would be required to enable 
the applicant to adequately perform the job. If the accommodations/modifications are 
"reasonable" and would not cause an "undue hardship" on the perspective employer, the 
applicant must be considered qualified for employment consideration and can not be 
discriminated against because of an expressed, observed, or perceived disability. 
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Chapter3   
  

 RETAINING WORKERS 

Retaining co-workers actually starts during the recruiting and hiring process. The co-worker       
has already formed an impression about your business and professionalism. 

To capitalize on a successful recruitment and convert to long-term professional co-workers       
requires no less than a 100% commitment from franchise owners, operators, co-workers and 
managers to the PRINCIPLES OF A GOOD CO-WORKER ENVIRONMENT. 

• ATTITUDE 
• ADMINISTRATION AND ORGANIZATION 
• ORIENTATION 
• TRAINING COMMITMENT 
• DISCIPLINE 
• TEAM SPIRIT 
• RECOGNITION & REWARD 
• EFFECTIVE LEADERSHIP 
 
ATTITUDE 
The restaurant industry has for too long failed to embrace the idea that work can be                     
  SATISFYING... 

ENJOYABLE... 
AND FUN. 

Instead, we sometimes make it hard, depressing, and stressful... AFTER ALL THAT'S WHY WE 
CALL IT WORK! 

If your restaurant has.... 
• Co-workers who are frequently late. 
• Trouble getting co-workers to cover for other co-workers. 
• Too many doctor excused absences. 
• New workers that leave in 60, 30 or less days. 
• Turnover that exceeds one times your regular staff requirement (100% annually). 

Chances are that yours is not a great place to work!  

A shift in attitude may be just the thing for improving co-worker retention. Our attitude towards 
co-workers must be positive. We should truly believe that: 

• Co-workers want to do a good job. 
• Owners/managers are responsible for co-worker development. 
• Mistakes are okay; it means a co-worker is trying. 
• Co-workers will learn from mistakes when properly coached. 

This positive attitude sets the stage for a "good work environment." It also requires that owners 
and managers accept the responsibility for co-worker retention. 
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ORIENTATION 

Starting a new job is always exciting, but for many it can be intimidating and cause other 
emotions such as anxiety, confusion, and even fear. Orientation puts all workers on a more      
even playing field. If properly done, orientation will save managers and owners time in many 
different ways. Orientation can answer 75-80% of new co-worker inquiries before they are      
even asked. 
 
We recognize that all managers have various levels of restaurant experience. As managers, 
Western Sizzlin has provided you with an initial training program that encompassed basic, 
intermediate, and supervisory skills needed for successful operations. In addition to the initial 
training, The Western Sizzlin Home Office is committed to lifelong learning. We offer training 
seminars for a variety of work related topics. 

Our staff is committed to the following responsibilities and details: 
• To be honest, possess integrity, and maintain high standards. 
• Maintain an "open-mind" and a willingness to learn new ideas and methods. 
• Conduct yourself professionally at all times in relation to punctuality, dress,      

appearance, meal policies, personal phone calls, and employee relations. 
•      Do not discuss your salary with anyone. 

Orientation should include: 

• A thorough walk-through and explanation of the restaurant facility.  

• An introduction to all managers, key personnel, and as many co-workers as feasible. 
 
• A review of the training process for your restaurant and identification of each individual    
 responsible for new co-worker training. 
 
• An explanation of performance expectations, rules of conduct, pay practices, and  
        benefits, etc. 
 
 
ADMINISTRATION AND ORGANIZATION 

Today's business operations require a certain level of forms processing and record keeping. 
While our primary focus is always the needs of our guests, we must also remember we serve as 
administrators as well as leaders for our internal customer - the co-worker. The following is a   
list and short explanation of administrative essentials for retaining employees and meeting 
regulatory requirements. 

Employment Eligibility Form (I-9) - There should be a copy of the I-9 for every co-worker      
in your operation. The original of the I-9 should be kept together in a file or notebook that is 
completely separate from the personnel file. The accounting department should retain the 
facsimile copy in their "Confidential" file. Federal Law does not require photocopying of work   
and eligibility documents. If you do photocopy these documents, you must do so for every 
employee hired after November 6, 1986, and keep the photocopies with the person's I-9. See  
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Payroll File - Records of time worked including time cards, payroll reports, payroll registers,         
printouts, or electronic files must be kept on every employee. You are required to maintain       
these records for a minimum of two years. Old schedules may also serve as documentation      
for alleged wage and hour discrepancies. 

Applicants Not Hired - All applications completed at your business for people you did not      
hire must be retained for one year from date of completion. 

Employee Work Schedules - These should be displayed for co-workers to view daily.  
Schedules should  be prepared separately for restaurant departments.  

Recipe Cards or Manuals - These should be readily accessible and easy to read in           
each food prep area. 
 
Food Bar Diagrams - Available for easy reference for the Food Bar Attendants. 
 
Dining Room Floor Plan - Indicating table numbers and station assignments at or near                  
the Server Station. 
 
Utility and Cleaning Supply Storage - Every co-worker should know where these items     
are kept and how to use them properly. 

Food Preparation Schedules and Work sheets - These documents which can be         
found in section staff manuals go a long way in organizing the daily work plan and      
increasing worker productivity. 
 
Uniforms - Uniforms establish identity and a sense of belonging to a team. The Western   
Sizzlin Home Office has developed a uniform program for use by franchisees.  This uniform 
program will   be updated periodically to fit contemporary styles and trends. Some important 
guidelines and considerations in the uniform program are: 

• Issue new uniforms to new co-workers. 
• Issue every new co-worker at least two uniforms. 
• Utilize used uniforms to provide full-time co-workers with replacement or extra uniforms. 
• Do not deduct uniform cost from co-worker paychecks without written permission from   

the co-worker or if any such deduction would cause a co-worker to earn less than federal 
mandate minimum wage in the period deducted 

 
The Western Sizzlin Home Office recommends appropriate footwear for all employment 
positions. Though no shoe sole is 100% slip-proof, our employees must wear slip resistant 
shoes during their shift. 

Name Tags - These are helpful to guests and co-workers alike and make getting to know 
fellow co-workers much easier. All employees should wear nametags. This will provide a      
sense of unity within the restaurant and between our guests and staff.  
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TRAINING COMMITMENT 
 
The cornerstone to building a team of productive, highly motivated, Western Sizzlin co-   
workers is an effective training program. Owners and managers must believe and reaffirm      
that belief daily with a firm commitment to training, coaching and developing co-workers.       
This commitment must be apparent from actions and conduct of managers and owners in        
the workplace.  
 
DISCIPLINE 
 
Establishing an orderly work environment with clearly communicated rules and 
expectations of behavior and understood consequences for misconduct is essential to 
retaining workers. The alternative is chaos, which equates to poor guest service and      
eventual failure in this business. 
• Orientation policies and procedures 
• Rules of conduct 
• Co-worker performance evaluations 
• Disciplinary reports     
• Progressive discipline procedure 
• Effective leadership 
• A system of recognition and rewards to reinforce proper performance. 
 
The true test of program effectiveness lies in co-worker productivity and co-worker retention.  
Problems in discipline frequently occur if leaders are not fair and consistent in the application          
of the components of this system. Making exceptions, unequal punishments, playing favorites,       
failing to address minor misconduct and over-reacting are just a few of the behaviors which cause 
perceptions of unfair and inconsistent discipline among co-workers. Investigate the fairness and 
consistency of your discipline program, if you encounter low productivity or excessive turnover. 
 
TEAM SPIRIT 
If co-workers truly believe that they are an integral part of your business, they must at some point 
become aware of the contribution they make to your business. This contribution awareness can      
be a significant factor in a co-workers decision to stay with an employer. 
 
The best tools employers have in developing co-workers with Team Spirit are communication               
and sharing. Owners and managers who effectively communicate to co-workers how their       
performance impacts the guests, their fellow co-workers, the business and the owner's ability to     
offer continued employment help them to realize a sense of teamwork. Sharing the goals of the 
business in measurable terms and periodically updating co-workers with status on goal attainment 
creates a perception of actual involvement in the accomplishment.   A good example of this is to 
share sales goals with co-workers and then inform them of meal period, daily and weekly results. 
Another example is to communicate productivity of departments in terms of customer counts and 
co-worker hours. This information gives co-workers feedback on their contribution. 
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RECOGNITION AND REWARD 
Just as important as creating a feeling of team spirit among co-workers is the need for individual 
and group recognitions and rewards. The forms and types of rewards are not as important as the     
co-worker perception that their individual and team efforts are appreciated.  Sales and customer 
building contests can also be used to improve business and recognize co-worker efforts. In 
designing contests, be sure that everyone has a win opportunity by achieving a goal or target. 
"Winner takes all" contests tend to divide co-workers and promote individualism. 
 
 
 
EFFECTIVE LEADERSHIP 
All the principles, plans, and tools will not retain workers or a good work environment without    
effective leadership. We call restaurant operators "managers" or "general managers," the role       
they play in a successful business is much more. Motivation and development requires leadership. 
Goal setting and achievement require the skills of an effective leader. The task of selecting a      
leader is the most critical decision you will make. Make sure the individual selected has a verifiable 
record of success in a similar leadership position. 
  
• High energy level and intensity in meeting guests and co-workers needs. 
• Integrity and honesty with respect to managing assets of others. 
• Responsibility for successes and failures. 
• Loyalty to previous employers. 
• Leadership tenure in excess of two years with the same employer. 
• Positive outlook on staffing challenges. 
• Good communication skills especially listening and giving feedback. 
• A sense of humor. 
• Motivation and desire to help others succeed. 
 
Each of these traits verified increases the likelihood that the candidate considered has              
the ability to successfully lead a Western Sizzlin team. Many managers are promoted or   
selected because owners believe they have great potential. 
 
 
CAUTION! Hiring managers with "leadership potential" can only work if the owner personally 
plans to be responsible for the development of the candidates "leadership potential." Without 
guidance, direction, and nurturing, the manager’s potential will not be achieved. 
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Chapter 4              LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS 
 
Few other relationships are more highly regulated or more carefully monitored than the 
relationship between employer and employee. Laws and regulations have been enacted             
on the federal, state, and, sometimes, local level which govern virtually every phase of the 
employment relationship from placing the employment ad to terminating an employee. We         
will attempt here to cover the major segments of the employment relationship: hiring, 
compensation, regulating the workplace, maintaining records, evaluations, discipline,            
and terminating employees. 
 
RECRUITING AND HIRING 
 
Recruit Advertising - This may take many forms, as discussed in Chapter 2. Owners and 
Operators must be sure that any method of "advertising media" selected does not         
discriminate against groups provided protection under the various federal and state laws 
governing this issue. Highlights of the most frequently cited laws follow: 

The Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967.  This act prohibits employment 
discrimination on the basis of age for anyone aged 40 or over. The law further states that            
it is unlawful for an employer: 

• To fail or refuse to hire or to discharge any individual or otherwise discriminate        
against any individual with respect to compensation, terms, conditions, or privileges           
of employment, because of such individual's age. 

• To limit, segregate, or classify employees in any way which would deprive or tend to    
deprive any individual of employment opportunities or otherwise adversely affect the    
status as an employee, because of individual's age. 

• To reduce the wage rate of any employee in order to comply with this act. 
 
The Americans Disabilities Act of 1990  
This act prohibits discrimination against individuals with disabilities in employment,                
public services and transportation, public accommodations and telecommunication      
services. The general rule states, "No covered entity shall discriminate against a               
qualified individual with a disability because of the disability of such individual in regard to                     
job application procedures, the hiring, advancement, or discharge of employees, employee 
compensation, job training, and other terms, conditions, and privileges of employment."                
This act requires that employee medical record, pre-employment physical result, and                 
other documents, which might provide information on an employee’s health condition,                   
are required to be kept in a separate file. 
 
In addition, to minimize the possibility that local supervision becomes aware of previous       
EEOC charges or other types of complaints, copies of EEOC charges and other such 
documents should also be maintained in a separate file. Maintaining these documents                
in a separate file will minimize the likelihood that an employee can establish a retaliation claim. 
Finally, the Employment Eligibility Verification forms for all employees in that particular facility.    
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Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 - This act is the most frequently cited statute in       
EEOC law. It prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, and national        
origin by employees that are engaged in industry affecting commerce and that have more        
than 15 employees. This law states in part, it shall be an unlawful employment practice for         
an employer: 
• To fail or refuse to hire or to discharge any individual, or otherwise to discriminate   

against any individual with respect to his compensation, terms, conditions, or privileges  
          of employment, because of such individual's race, color, religion, sex or national origin. 
 
• To limit, segregate, or classify employees or applicants for employment in any way       

which would deprive or tend to deprive any individual of employment opportunities or 
otherwise adversely affect their status as an employee, because of such individual's          
race, color, religion, sex, or national origin.  

 
EOE - The most common practice in establishing non-discriminatory recruit advertising is              
to include the term Equal Opportunity Employer. In print advertising, abbreviating this         
phrase to EOE is acceptable. 
 
Personal Bias - Owners and operators are responsible not only for their personal hiring    
practices but also for those of their managers and employees engaged in hiring. It is       
important to know that personal bias can result in discriminatory hiring practices. The      
potential for discrimination is greater when only one person is responsible for all hiring 
decisions in a department or restaurant. Allowing two or more managers' approval in the    
hiring decision is a much safer course of action. 
 
Applications - Owners and managers must ensure that applications used in their hiring   
process do not contain inquiries for personal information which is protected by law or           
which establishes a basis for discrimination against those groups protected by law.  
Examples are:  
• Age or date of birth; you may only establish attainment of minimum work age. 
• Arrest records; you may inquire only about felony convictions. 
• Race, religion, national origin, color, sex, disability, etc. 
• Health or medical history. 
Furthermore, all applications or preliminary interview cards completed must be kept on file 
regardless of whether the applicant is hired or rejected. These documents are crucial          
should   you be required to defend a charge of hiring discrimination. These records must           
be maintained for a specific time period. Contact your local labor board for your state's 
requirements. Owners, operators and managers should not generally write on applications      
or make marks or codes. Unexplained markings could be interpreted as an attempt to 
discriminate. 
 
Non-Discriminatory Inquiries - Your questions during the interview process must not           
be interpreted as an attempt to "rule out" a potential employee based on categories listed           
in the laws above. For example; an innocent question such as "When did you graduate from 
college?" is a way of indirectly finding out the applicant's age and should not be used. You        
may call 1-800-USA-EEOC for detailed information on your questions.  
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At-Will Employment - During the interview process you should never use phrases such as 
"You'll have a career with us" or "Your job will be secure." Our employment application 
states that an individual's employment is at-will, meaning the relationship can be terminated 
at any time by either party. This may protect you from "wrongful discharge" lawsuits at a later 
date. 
 
Testing - Pre-employment "testing" is allowed only if it does not serve the purpose of 
screening out those groups protected by the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Be sure that any 
intelligence or psychological tests you wish to use have been approved by your attorney. An 
attorney should advise you that such test must undergo a validation and certification process   
to document their non-discriminatory nature. 
 
IRCA - The Immigration and Reform and Control Act requires you to complete an "I-9 Form"     
for every employee at the time of hiring a new employee. It is a federal offense to employ 
individuals hired on or after 11/7/86 who are not authorized to work in the United States. For a 
complete handbook on the IRCA you may write to U.S. Department of Justice, Immigration 
Naturalization Service. 425 I Street NW, Washington, D.C. 20536. 
 
Hiring Your Competition's People - While we stated earlier that "shopping the competition" 
can be an excellent recruiting source, you must never accept recipes or training 
materials from the new employee that are the property of the previous employer. The    
laws of unfair competition prohibit you from infringing on the trade secrets of your 
competitors. 
 
Minors- State and federal laws limit the terms and conditions under which persons under 18    
years of age may be employed. These laws regulate the number of hours, times of day, and     
type of employment that the minor employee may work. Be sure to check your State     
Labor Department for a clarification of their position on this matter.  
 
COMPENSATION AND BENEFITS 
A key piece of legislation governing employment law with regards to compensation is the     
Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) of 1938 as amended. This and other federal laws set only 
minimum standards and allow individual states to establish more stringent guidelines. As a 
general rule, you must comply with whichever regulation, state or federal, is most generous      
to the employee. 
 
Minimum Wage - Contact the Labor Department Wage & Hour Division for the current federal 
minimum wage. Employees need not be paid solely on an hourly basis. The only 
requirement is that all pay for a given work week averages out to the hourly minimum wage. 
Types of wage payment may include hourly rate, fixed weekly salary, fixed monthly or semi-
monthly salary, or piece rate. 
 
The work week (7 consecutive 24-hour periods starting on any day) is the basis for establishing       
a minimum wage rate. A week, in which the minimum wage is underpaid, cannot be 
averaged with a week in which it is overpaid to satisfy the FLSA minimum wage requirement. 
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Overtime Pay - Overtime pay under the FLSA must be paid for all hours over 40, worked in 
one work week. The work week is the basis for figuring overtime pay regardless of whether 
employees are paid daily, weekly, bi-weekly or monthly. Overtime must be paid for all hours 
over 40 worked in any work week. The overtime rate is normally one and one-half times the 
employee's regular rate. 

The requirement that overtime be figured on a weekly basis does not mean, however, that 
overtime must be paid weekly. It may be paid on the regular payday. Overtime earned in a 
particular week may be paid on the payday covering the period in which the week ends. 

If the correct amount of overtime pay cannot be computed until sometime after the next regular    
pay period (for example, if the last day of a pay period is the day before payday), it is      
permissible to pay the excess overtime compensation as soon after the regular pay period         
as possible. However, payment may not be delayed beyond the next payday after the 
computations are made. 

Exempt Employees - Certain classifications of employees are "exempt" from federal and      
state overtime requirements. This is generally known as the "white collar exemption" and 
applies only to salaried employees. However, giving an employee a certain title and putting   
them on salary is no guarantee that he or she is exempt. In general, to be considered exempt, 
an employee must: 

• Have management as their primary duty. 
• Direct the work of two or more full-time employees. 
• Have the authority to hire and fire or make recommendations regarding decision 
 affecting the employment status of others. 
• Regularly exercise a high degree of independent judgment in their work. 
• Receive a salary, which meets the requirements of exemption. 
• Not devote more than 40% of their time to non-management functions. 
 
Non-Exempt Employees - The FLSA allows certain employees to be paid on a non-exempt 
salaried basis commonly used when the hours of the position are expected to fluctuate and the 
employee's responsibilities do not qualify for exempt status. This is commonly called the 
fluctuating work week agreement. Local labor boards or wage and hour divisions should be 
consulted when considering this type of salary arrangement.  
 
Tipped Employees – Western Sizzlin, in accordance with the Internal Revenue Service,       
is required to inform you that you must report all tips received in charges or cash.  A     
record of these tips will be kept and totaled at the end of each payroll period.  You are 
required to sign-off on these biweekly totals verifying that the amounts are correct. 
 
A record of your total monthly tips will be kept on file in the event the Internal Revenue 
Service should decide to audit our records to determine that the amount claimed is    
correct.  You will track your tips daily on a form provided by the Manager.  
 
The IRS places an 8% allocation rule on the employer.  This means that the employer    
must multiply your sales by 8%.  If this number is larger than the dollar amount of tips you 
have reported, the employer must report the 8% amount as your tips rather than the 
number you have reported. 
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The FLSA allows employers to take a credit of up to 50% against the hourly minimum wage. 
The credit against the minimum wage cannot exceed the value of the tips received -- The 
tipped employee must receive 50% of the minimum wage in tips per hour. Employees must be 
notified of the FLSA tip provisions and the employees must retain all tips. Tipped employees 
brought in early to "set up" or involved in cleaning activities must be paid minimum wage. 
 
NOTE: The overtime rate for Tipped Employees is one and one-half times the 
regular rate. Tip credit still may not exceed one half of the current hourly    
minimum wage. 
 
Owners, operators, and managers are responsible for training all tipped employees about    
income reporting to the Internal Revenue Service for determination of personal income tax 
liability. All tipped employees must understand that they are required by law to report all tip 
income. Business owners who fail to train employees or whose employees under report tipped 
income may find themselves liable for additional taxes, penalties, and fees. 
  
Method of Payment - Employers are required to pay their employees either in cash or with           
a check that is payable in cash-on-demand. You must also provide an itemized statement of         
all deductions. Employees must also be paid at least twice a month.  
 
Final Paychecks – If an employee quits or is terminated, the regulations regarding the 
employer's time requirements on this vary greatly from state to state.  
 
Contact your local state labor board for proper verification of your state's requirements. 
Related to this subject, you may not "charge" a Server for a "walk -out" or     
"charge" a Cook for ruining a batch of food. 
 
Rest and Meal Periods - The regulations on this vary greatly from state to state. As      
this practice is often difficult to adhere to in a busy restaurant, you must find out from your       
local labor board what their position is on this time period. 
 
Civic Duty - If an employee gives reasonable advance notice that he or she is required to     
serve jury duty or appear in court as a witness; he or she may not be terminated or 
discriminated against. However, you are not required to pay them for this time.   
 
Fringe Benefits – While  your local labor market may force you to offer these benefits            
to compete for quality employees, you are not required by law to offer such benefits as         
vacation time, sick pay, health benefits, severance pay, or paid holidays. However, if you            
do not offer at least some of these benefits, you may not be able to compete in today's labor 
market for the "best and brightest." 
 
COBRA - This stands for the Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act which,         
simply stated, requires an employer who has a group health plan to provide coverage   
for up to 18 months after an employee leaves the company. The employee must pay 
for the continued coverage , but it is your responsibility to keep the coverage available.  
 
Worker's Compensation - Employers must obtain worker's compensation insurance         
issued by a licensed company. This insurance provides benefits to cover certain medical  
expenses, wage loss, compensation for the injury sustained, and rehabilitation.  Proper 
interviewing and reference checking can help you minimize your costs in this area. 
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MILITARY LEAVE 
Employees engaged in Military Service for the United States of America, shall be        
entitled to a Leave of Absence in accordance with this Policy and applicable law. 
 

A. Military Service.  “Military Service” shall mean the performance of a duty on a 
voluntary or involuntary basis, for a Uniformed Service, and shall include active 
duty, active duty for training, initial active duty for training, inactive duty training,   
full time National Guard duty, and periods of absence from employment for an 
examination to determine fitness for duty or to perform funeral honors duty. 

 
B. Uniformed Service.  “Uniformed Service” shall include service with the United 

States Armed Forces, the Army National Guard and the Air National Guard, the 
commissioned corps of the Public Health Service, and other services designated   
by the President of the United States in times of war or national emergency. 

 
C. Leave or Absence.  Any employee who is absent from work for Military Service 

shall be deemed to be on an authorized and excused leave of absence while 
performing such service, and any such leave of absence shall be considered 
“Military Leave.” 

 
D. Compensation during Period of Leave.  Military Leave shall be unpaid.  

Notwithstanding the foregoing, any employee on Military Leave shall be     
permitted to use, during Military Leave, any available and comparable leave            
with pay including _______________________ accrued by the employee       
before the commencement of the service.  However, no employee shall be   
required to use any such leave with pay, including _________________,        
during the Military Leave.    

 
E. Status of Benefits during Leave. Any employee on Military Leave shall be     

entitled to group health insurance and / or retirement benefits under the terms    
and conditions specified in these respective benefit plans. If the Military Leave     
is less than 31 days, the employee will not be required to pay more than the 
employee’s normal share for coverage under the Company’s group health 
insurance plan. 

 
F. Re-employment Following Leave.  Any employee returning from Military          

Leave shall be entitled to re-employment if (1) the employee has provided           
the Company with advanced written or verbal notice of his or her Military     
Service; (2) the cumulative length of the Military Leave and of all previous 
absences due to Military Service does not exceed five years; (3) the employee 
submits a timely application for re-employment; and (4) the employee has not 
received a discharge under conditions which are other than honorable.  If an 
employee’s Military Service is for less than 31 days, the employee will be     
deemed to have made a timely application for re-employment upon the   
employee’s return to work within a reasonable time, as determined by the 
Company.  If an employee’s Military Service exceeds 30 days, a timely    
application for re-employment must be submitted no later that 14 days        
following completion of the Military Service if the servi ce was for less than         
181 days; and no later than 90 days following completion of the Military        
Service if the service was for more than 180 days. 
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Child Labor Laws - The FLSA protects children from harsh working conditions. Children        
are not prohibited from working, but the work they perform is restricted by the hours that may        
be worked, the age that must be attained before performing certain types of work or by the       
nature of the work itself. 
 
Contact the Regional Office of the Wage Hour Division of the Department of Labor        
for all limitations and regulations regarding children/minors in the workplace. State    
Laws - Often the labor laws that cause restaurant operators the most concern are local and state 
child labor laws. These laws are usually much more restrictive, apply to minors 18 and younger, 
and cover areas such as breaks and how late students may work on nights preceding a 
school night. Operators must be aware of all state and local regulations governing the 
employment of minors. Penalties and fines for violations are considerable.  
 
Safety & Health Policies - Employers are obliged by federal law to provide their employees       
with safe and healthful working conditions. The law establishing employer's basic duty to 
provide a hazard free environment is the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970. 
Employers and employees must familiarize themselves with the standards that apply to  them.  
 
Establish an effective hazard communication process to inform employees about actual or     
potential dangers of hazardous substances used or encountered in the workplace. (Refer to     
the Risk Management section in this manual.) All equipment has been hazard tested and   
displays proper instructions for use. All personal protective equipment must be used as 
indicated. An employee cannot refuse the right to wear personal protective equipment. 
Instruct workers in safe handling and emergency first aid procedures. Ensure all containers     
of potentially dangerous materials contain warning labels to include all chemicals diluted and 
placed in smaller containers for use. No chemicals may be stored on the floor. 
 
Teach employees how to read and interpret warning labels and Material Safety Data        
Sheets. All MSDS sheets must be turned in to the Manager immediately if not filed in               
the MSDS data binder. 
 
Maintain a safe work environment (i.e., dry floors, properly operating equipment, protective 
equipment, and safety guards, etc.). 
 
Report Workplace Injuries. 
Maintain a log (OSHA Form 300) of all injuries requiring medical treatment and/or lost           
time.  All injuries must be reported immediately to your Supervisor. Please be sure to       
complete the First Injury Report. The form must be signed by the employee, witness         
(where applicable), and manager. 
 
It is mandatory to post a summary of all workplace injuries each year from February 1 to       
April 30, 2_ _ _, for all employees to see. (OSHA Form 300) 
 
Post all federal and state required OSHA posters in a workplace area, which may be          
easily reviewed by all employees. Employees must be able to explain the information on      
the OSHA poster.  
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Employers are also required to ensure that food handlers practice good personal hygiene      
and protect foods from harmful bacteria and contamination. Federal, state and local health 
departments inspect all food service facilities for proper handling, temperatures, storage, 
personal and facility hygiene practices, and insect and rodent infestations. A failing health 
department score can close your business. More importantly a single incident of food-borne 
illness can incapacitate, injure, and even prove fatal to the public you serve (refer to the Food 
Safety and Sanitation section of this manual).  
 
General Work Rules - Companies have a right and a need to regulate the workplace to 
maximize productivity and profit. By developing and enforcing clearly written, fair-minded 
work rules, the company can protect its interests and give its employees notice of the 
conduct expected of them. The guiding principle behind the validity and enforceability of a 
work rule is if it promotes or protects a legitimate business interest of the company. 
 
Theft, fighting, insubordination, and the like, are obviously kinds of conduct, which an 
employer should not tolerate. Work rules, which list such behavior, should clearly state that 
the list only provides illustrations and is not exhaustive of all conduct that can result in 
disciplinary action. 
 
Other commonly used work rules involve dress and grooming standards and "English-only" 
requirements. Because these work rules may fall more heavily on one race or ethnic          
group than another, the company must be confident that the rule is necessary and does not   
have the effect of discriminating against protected classes. 
 
Owner/Operators should clearly outline general work rules and expectations for co-workers           
in an employee handbook. This handbook should be given to all co-workers during    
orientation and reviewed a t least annually.  
 
Surveillance and Searches - The courts have recognized the right of a company to       
observe its employees in public areas of the workplace without the employee's knowledge.     
It is, therefore, permissible to use concealed closed circuit monitors or other camera 
equipment. You may not, however, use any "two way" mirrors in restrooms or wire tap any 
telephone system in your restaurants. 
 
Regarding internal searches - you may conduct periodic searches of employee       
packages, lockers or briefcases. You must, however, obtain the employee's permission      
for these searches. Never attempt a personal search or search of personal clothing. 

 
Sexual Harassment - One of the most sensitive areas in personnel law at this time is       
sexual harassment. This type of employee abuse can take many forms and differs from 
discrimination based on sex. A manager who tells "off color" jokes, a male hourly      
employee who makes vulgar remarks back in the kitchen or a Server who gets        
preferential treatment because he or she "dates" a manager - all of these behaviors may 
expose you to legal action.  
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As an owner/operator or manager, you must maintain a work environment free of sexual 
harassment. 
• A clearly written policy provided to each co-worker   
 
• Training and open communication to co-workers concerning actions and behaviors which     

constitute or may be perceived as sexual harassment. 
 
• A complaint resolution system which allows co-workers to utilize the supervisory chain   

and/or bypass any supervisor, manager, or owner who is the subject of the complaint. 
 
Employers are responsible not only for co-worker behavior with respect to sexual harassment, 
but also for protection from guest, vendors, and anyone entering the workplace. 
 
What is sexual harassment? 
 
The EEOC defines sexual harassment as "unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual 
favors, and other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature.” 
 
There are two primary types of sexual harassment claims: 

1. "Quid Pro Quo" Occurs when a supervisor or manager bases an employment benefit or 
continuous employment on whether the employee submits to sexual   behavior. 

2. "Hostile Environment"  Occurs where sexual behavior (e.g. jokes, suggestions,   
graffiti, and physical contact) creates on offensive work environment. 

 
The Supreme Court has rules that same-sex harassment (e.g. male-to-male harassment) is 
actionable. 

Harassment is unlawful when the conduct is severe or pervasive and creates an intimidating, 
hostile, or offensive work environment: unreasonably interferes with an individual's work 
performance; becomes an employment condition or consequence: or otherwise adversely 
affects an individual's employment opportunities. 

It is important to consider the perspective of the victim. Employees of diverse backgrounds 
and circumstances are vulnerable in different ways and are offended by different behavior. 
What may be viewed as "harmless social interaction" by one employee may be intimidating to 
another. Remember, just because a particular practice is common does not mean that it is 
appropriate. 
 
Sexual Harassment Policy 
Western Sizzlin is committed to maintaining a work environment that is free of discrimination.       
In keeping with this commitment, we will not tolerate harassment of employees by anyone, 
including any supervisor, co-worker, vendor, client or customer of the restaurant. 

 
Harassment consists of unwelcome conduct, whether verbal, physical or visual, that           
is based upon a person's protected status, such as sex, color, race, ancestry, religion,     
national origin, age, physical handicap, medical condition, disability, marital status, veteran 
status, citizenship status or other protected group status. Your work place will not tolerate 
harassing conduct that affects tangible job benefits, that interferes unreasonably with an 
individual's work performance or that creates an intimidating, hostile or offensive working 
environment. 
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Sexual harassment deserves special mention. Unwelcome sexual advances, requests for 
sexual favors and other physical, verbal or visual conduct based on one's sex constitute 
sexual harassment when (1 submission to the conduct is an explicit or implicit term or 
condition of employment, (2) submission to or rejection of the conduct is used as the        
basis for an employment decision or (3) the conduct has the purpose or effect of 
unreasonably interfering with an individual's work performance or creating an       
intimidating, hostile or offensive working environment. Sexual harassment may include    
explicit sexual propositions, sexual innuendo, suggestive comments, sexually oriented   
"kidding" or "teasing," "practical jokes," jokes about gender-specific traits, foul or obscene 
language or gestures, display of foul or obscene printed or visual material and physical 
conduct such as patting, pinching or brushing against another's body. 
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CHECKLIST FOR  
INVESTIGATING HARASSMENT CHARGES 

 
1.      Explain Company policy against harassment and that such charge are taken seriously. 
 
2.      Explain that the Company doesn't permit retaliation just because someone makes a      
 complaint 
 
3.     Explain that the Company understands there are sensitive matters that are not always 
 easy to talk about. 
 
4.     Take notes. 
 
5.     Did the victim object? How? 
 
6.     Did they tell anyone? Who? 
 
7. What did the victim do in response? 
 
8. Do you know or suspect other victims? 
 
9. What do they want to happen? Immediate job change? 
 
10. The Company forbids retaliation against anyone for reporting sexual harassment, 
 assisting in making a sexual harassment complaint or cooperating in a sexual 
 harassment investigation. (What can we do as an employer to make you feel more 
 comfortable in your job since the incident?) 
 
11.    Ask if confidentiality is requested. Explain there may be no choice, depending upon 
 severity. 
 
12. Suggest confidentiality. 
 
13. See if employee will give statement or sign notes. 
 
Check Out Allegations 
 
1. Interview other witnesses or victims as soon as possible. 
 
2. Explain policy against retaliation; explain sexual harassment policy. 
 
3. Ask what they know/go from general to specific. 
 
4. Encourage confidentiality. 
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Meet Alleged Harasser 
1. Explain policy/confirm that he understands it. 
 
2. Explain no retaliation. 
 
3. Explain importance of truthfulness. 
 
4. Are just trying to be fair to both sides. 
 
5. Go from general to specific. (General denials not as persuasive) 
 
6. Assess credibility/responsiveness. 
 
7. If other victims, ask about them. 
 
8. Any idea why victim would make it up. 
 
9. Could it be a misunderstanding? 
 
10. Get statement. 
 
11. Explain right to resign (optional). 
 
12. Will investigate further. 
 
13. Go back and iron out discrepancies. 
 
Options 

Reminder Discipline Discharge 
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SEXUAL HARASSMENT COMPLAINT FORM 
Name:__________________________________ 
Department: __________________________ Job Title: __________________  
Time period covered by complaint: ___________________________________  
Individuals who allegedly committed harassment: 

Name Department Job Title 
1. _____________________      ________________         _____________  
2. _____________________      ________________          ______________ 
3. _____________________      ________________         _____________  
 
Describe the dates and the nature of the harassment allegedly committed by each identified 
individual:__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Identify all employees or others with knowledge of the complained of conduct:__________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________ 
 
Are there any documents which contain information supporting the occurrences described 
above?____________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Is there any physical evidence which supports your complaint? If so, please describe: 
Have you missed any work time as a result of the alleged harassment? If "Yes," identify 
the occasions:______________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Have you incurred any unreimbursed medical expenses as a result of the alleged 
harassment?________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________  
 
If you previously complained about this or related acts of sexual harassment to a supervisor 
or official, please identify the individual to whom you complained, the date of the complaint 
and the resolution of your complaint: 
___________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
What is your requested remedy in this complaint? 
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________ 
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ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 
 

In order to investigate your complaint, it will be necessary to interview you, the alleged 
harasser(s), and any witnesses with knowledge of the allegations or defenses. We will notify 
all persons involved in the investigation that it is confidential and that unauthorized disclosures 
of information concerning the investigation could result in disciplinary action up to and 
including discharge. 
 
 
 
By: ______________________________________   Date:_______________ 

Signature/Printed Name 
 
 
 
The information provided herein is true and accurate. I am willing to 
cooperate fully in the investigation of my complaint and to provide 
whatever evidence the company deems relevant. 
 
 
 
 

By: ______________________________________   Date:_______________ 
Signature/Printed Name 
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SEXUAL HARASSMENT COMPLAINT FORM 
WITNESS STATEMENT 

 
Name:__________________________________________________  
 
Department: __________________________ Job Title: ______________________  
 
Length of time I have known Complainant ___ Respondent____________________  
 
Knowledge of facts and events underlying the complaint of harassment: 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Identities of other persons with knowledge of facts relevant to this investigation: 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Any other information which should be considered in evaluating the validity of the complaint 
in this case: ____________________________________________________  
 
 

(If you should need additional spaces, attach sheets to this form) 
 

ACKNOWLEDGMENT 
 

I, _________________________ , affirm that the information I have provided 
Printed Name 
 

is true and correct. I acknowledge that this investigation is confidential and that I am not to 
disclose information obtained by me during the course of this investigation. I understand that 
unauthorized disclosures could result in disciplinary action up to and including discharge. 
 
 
By: ______________________________________  Date: _______________ 

Signature/Printed Name 
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All employees are responsible to help assure that we avoid harassment. The Company 
forbids retaliation against anyone for reporting sexual harassment, assisting in making a 
sexual harassment complaint or cooperating in a sexual harassment investigation. 

Our policy is to investigate all such complaints thoroughly and promptly. To the fullest         
extent practicable, we will keep complaints and the terms of their resolution confidential.        
If an investigation confirms that harassment has occurred, we will take corrective action, 
including such discipline, up to and including immediate termination of employment.  

SPECIAL NOTE: Record keeping requirements specify that, with the exception of an 
employment application, the following information, however useful, CANNOT be included          
in an employee's personnel file. The proper administration and filing procedures are      
outlined in this section under "Administration and Organization." 

Unemployment Compensation - The basic unemployment compensation system in            
the U.S. is jointly enforced by the federal government and the states. Its purpose is to 
promote the financial security of American workers by encouraging employers to stabilize   
their work forces and by providing emergency income for workers during periods of 
joblessness. The dual federal-state nature of the unemployment compensation system         
is unique among the employment tax withholding laws. 

Employers' responsibilities with respect to the federal portion of the unemployment 
compensation system generally are restricted to determining covered types of      
employment and employees, paying taxes on wages, and filing an annual return.              
The state laws are more complex, particularly for employers who operate in more than      
one state or have employees working in several states. 
 
Employers should know the laws governing unemployment compensation for each state in    
which they operate a business. The keys to controlling the cost of unemployment    
compensation are: 1) keeping employee turnover low and 2) documenting performance    
of all employees. 

Worker's Compensation - Compensation for workers injured on the job is regulated by   
each state. Employers must comply with state regulations regarding reporting of injuries, 
payment of medical expenses and payment for lost work time. 

Family and Medical Leave Act - The FMLA took effect August 5, 1993, and addresses the 
problems that men and women face when trying to balance the needs of family and the      
demands in the workplace. This act gives eligible employees (defined below) of employers           
of 50 or more employees up to 12 weeks of leave in a 12-month period for family and medical 
reasons. Specifically, FMLA leave may be taken for: 

a. The birth of a child of the employee. 
b. The placement of a child with the employee for adoption or foster care. 
c. The serious health condition of a member of the employee's family. 
d. The employee's own serious health condition 
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To be eligible, an employee must work for an employer that employs 50 or more workers            
within 75 miles of the site where the employee works; must have worked for the employer     
from whom leave is being taken for at least 12 months before requesting leave; and must 
have worked at least 1,250 hours during the 12 month period of employment. 

Other Laws and Regulations - Laws previously cited under "Recruiting and Hiring" also regulate 
ongoing employment issues called fair employment practices. These laws are as follows: 
• The Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 
• The Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 
• Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 
To summarize, the same protection that is provided for in these laws concerning hiring 
discrimination is extended to include other aspects of employment such as pay, promotions, 
discipline, termination, etc. It is unlawful to discriminate in these aspects of employment on      
the basis of age, race, creed, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability. 
 
RECORD KEEPING AND NOTICES 
The list of required records and notices for posting is quite extensive and may vary from state to 
state. This section covers federal requirements. Western Sizzlin operators must comply with all 
federal and state requirements. 
 
Today's business operations require a certain level of forms processing and record keeping. 
While our primary focus is always the needs of our guests, we must also remember we serve as 
administrators as well as leaders for our internal customer - the co-worker.  
 
Personnel File - Each co-worker file should contain ONLY the following records: 
• Employee Application  
• Employee Withholding Authorization (W4) (or any additional payroll deduction 

authorization forms)  
• Co-worker Performance Evaluation - (current evaluations only; items two years  old or more 

should be placed in a separate file or confidential file to avoid employment  decisions based    
on out-dated information or problems, which the employee may have corrected over time) 

• Attendance records/documentation  
• Discipline reports - Other records that pertain to co-worker performance and personnel 

action (current reports only; items two years old or more should be placed in a separate 
file or confidential file to avoid employment decisions based on out-dated information or 
problems, which the employee may have corrected over time)  

• Employee Resume 
• Employment Offer Letter 
• Job History Updates 
• Payroll Information and/or Salary History 
• Education Records 
• Training Records 
• Awards, Commendation Letters, etc. 
• Records that MAY NOT be kept in personnel files: 
• Medical/Health Records 
• Pre-employment Physical Results 
• Voluntary Self-Identification Forms or Questionnaires 
• Benefit Records, Benefit Enrollment Cards, etc. 
• Employment Verification Forms 
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•  Employment Entrance Exams 
• Copies of EEOC charges, OFCCP complaints filed with local, state or federal government 

agencies 
• Correspondence to and from attorneys/legal counsel/law firms 
• Documents/notes that identify or refer to an employee's age, race, sex, color, national 

origin, religion, disability, veteran status, marital status or pregnancy 
• Employment Eligibility Verification (Form I-9) 

Employment Eligibility Form (I-9) - There should be a copy of the I-9 on every co-worker in 
your operation. Special Note: All I-9 forms for all the employees at a particular facility 
must be kept together in a file or notebook that is completely separate from the 
personnel and confidential files. 
 
The Immigration Reform and Control Act 
Congress enacted the Immigration Reform and Control Act that (1) makes it unlawful for an 
employer to hire illegal aliens, (2) asks the employer to verify the eligibility of all new employees 
and (3) prohibits discrimination against any individual on the basis of national origin or citizenship 
status. The Act imposes sanctions and penalties that knowingly, discriminate against individuals    
on the basis of national origin or citizenship status. 

1. Section 247A of the Act makes it unlawful for a person or entity to hire, or recruit or refer 
for a fee, for employment in the United States an alien, knowing that the alien is 
unauthorized to work. It is also unlawful to also is continuing to employ an unauthorized alien 
or one that becomes unauthorized (exception: those hired before 1986) 

2. The Act requires that employers attest under penalty of perjury on the I-9 form that they 
have seen documents establishing employment authorization and identity for all new 
employees, citizens, nationals and legal aliens alike. If the documents appear on their 
face to be genuine and are recorded on the I-9, they establish a defense that the employer 
has not violated the law. Work authorization documents must be renewed on or before 
the expiration date and the I-9 form must be updated. The I-9 must be kept for three (3) 
years from the date employment began or one (1) year after termination, whichever, is 
later.  The forms must be accessible for government inspection. 

Payroll File - Records of time worked including time cards, payroll reports, payroll registers, 
printouts and electronic files must be kept on every employee. You are required to maintain these 
records for a minimum of two years. Old schedules may also serve as documentation of alleged 
wage and hour discrepancies. 

Benefits/Medical File - All medical, leave, and benefits documents (This file must be separate 
from the personnel and confidential files. 
 
Confidential File - All additional documents not placed in the Payroll or Benefits/Medical files 
are placed in this file. 
 
Applicants Not Hired - All applications completed at your business by persons you did not hire 
must be retained for one year from date of completion. 
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 Federal Labor Law Poster - This poster is available from local offices of the U.S. Department 
of Labor. This poster is several posters in one and complies with federal posting requirements 
for all of the following: 

                                                                                                                                           
• Age Discrimination Employment Act of 1967 

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 
• Fair Labor Standards Act and Minimum Wage 
• Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 (OSHA) 
• Employee Polygraph Protection Act of 1988 
• Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993 
• 1992 and 1994 ADA Compliance 
• Military Leave Act 
 
This poster pertains only to compliance with federal posting requirements. Employers must 
still comply with all applicable provisions of these laws not necessarily outlined in the poster.  
 
Applicant Identification Records - All applications must be kept on file. For applicants 
hired, the requirement is for the duration of employment and at least one year after termination. 
For applicants not hired, the requirement is 1 year. 

General Personnel Records - Employers must maintain, for a period of three years after an 
employee leaves the company, any document related to the hiring, promotion, compensation, 
transfer, evaluation, layoff or termination of that employee. 
 
Work Schedules - These must be maintained for two (2) years. 

 
EEOC - Employers who employ 100 employees or more must complete an EEO-1 Form 
annually. This form demonstrates the racial and ethnic composition of your restaurant's work 
force. Records of EEO charges or complaints received must be maintained for one year 
following resolution. 
 
Employment Eligibility Verification Forms (I-9) - The Immigration Reform and Control Act of 
1986 (IRCA) requires that Employment Eligibility Verification (I-9) forms be completed and 
maintained for every employee hired after November 6, 1986. The one-page I-9 form requires 
the employee to verify that he or she is authorized to work in the United States, and requires the 
employer to verify that the employee has presented original document(s) establishing identity 
and authorization to work. The completed I-9 form must be maintained by the employer for the 
longer of three years, or one year after the employee's termination. If work authorization 
documents bear expiration dates, employers must keep track of those dates to ensure that 
authorized employees do not become unauthorized during their employment. This information 
is to be kept separate from the employee's personnel and confidential files. Because I-9 forms 
will often contain information that reveals a person's age, citizenship status, national origin, arid 
ethnic identity, the forms should be kept in a different file from those documents that are 
consulted in making personnel decisions. Federal law does not require photocopying of work 
and eligibility documents. If you do photocopy these documents, you must do so for every 
employee hired after November 6, 1986, and keep the photocopies with the person's I-9. There 
should be a copy of the I-9 on every co-worker in your operation. Special Note:  AH I-9 
forms for all the employees at a particular facility must be kept together in a file or 
notebook that is completely separate from the personnel and confidential files. 
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Inspectors from the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) and the Labor Department's 
Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs (OFCCP) and the Wage and Hour Division 
may make visits to employer premises to ensure compliance with these record keeping 
requirements and see that no unauthorized aliens have been employed. Civil and criminal 
penalties may be imposed on employers who fail to comply with IRCA. 
 
The Immigration Reform and Control Act 
Congress enacted the Immigration Reform and Control Act that (1) makes it unlawful for an 
employer to hire illegal aliens, (2) asks the employer to verify the eligibility of all new 
employees and (3) prohibits discrimination against any individual on the basis of national origin 
or citizenship status. The Act imposes sanctions and penalties that knowingly, discriminate 
against individuals on the basis of national origin or citizenship status. Section 247A of the Act 
makes it unlawful for a person or entity to hire, or recruit or refer for a fee, for employment 
in the United States an alien, knowing that the alien is unauthorized to work. It is also 
unlawful to employ an unauthorized alien or one that becomes unauthorized (exception: 
those hired before 1986) 
 
The Act requires that employers attest under penalty of perjury on the I-9 form that they 
have seen documents establishing employment authorization and identity for all new 
employees, citizens, nationals and legal aliens alike.  If the documents appear on their 
face to be genuine  and are recorded on the I-9, which will establish that the employer has 
not violated the law. Work authorization documents must be renewed on or before the 
expiration date and the I-9 form must be updated. The  I-9 must be kept for three years 
from the date employment began or one (1) year after termination, whichever, is later.  
The forms must be accessible for government inspection. 

 
OSHA Form 300 - This is a log of all injuries, which require medical attention, treatment, or 
lost work time. This log must be prepared annually and kept for five years following the year 
it is completed. A summary of all workplace injuries within that year must be posted in each 
location from February 1 to April 30 for all employees to see. 
 
First Reports of Injury - These accident reports are required by the state and should be 
maintained for five years. 
 
Tax Records - Tax records concerning employees and employee compensation must be 
maintained for a minimum of four (4) years following the applicable tax year. 
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EVALUATING, DISCIPLINING, & TERMINATING CO-WORKERS 

The majority of employees that file claims against employers do so because they were 
terminated. The employer has two methods of "heading off" such lawsuits. First, a thorough 
understanding of the kinds of legal claims an employee can make, and second, the 
development of an objective and fair system of evaluation and discipline. 

Discrimination - There are several laws which regulate discrimination in employment. The 
common theme of these laws is to prohibit discrimination which affects any term, condition, 
or privilege of employment. They prohibit both intentional and unintentional discrimination. 

What then is discrimination? In essence, it is a policy, practice, or employment decision which 
either is intended to or has the effect of treating an employee differently from others in similar 
situations because of the employee's race, sex, etc. It is discrimination if applicants are 
required to be a certain height, and an employee’s height is not a necessary requirement to 
properly perform the job. It is discrimination when disability benefits are provided to employees 
with broken legs, but not to women disabled by pregnancy. And it is discrimination when a 
subordinate is promoted over another employee because he or she agreed to have sex with 
his or her supervisor. In short, the possibilities are endless. 

Wrongful Discharge - An employee suing for wrongful discharge must establish that the 
employee was fired or disciplined because he or she refused to violate the law or some 
important public policy, or because the employee has asserted a right to which he or she was 
entitled. Examples include: a bank employee fired for refusing to improperly alter a bank 
document, a saleswoman fired for refusing to coerce customers into purchasing a service 
contract along with the product, an office clerk fired for complaining about cigarette smoke, or a 
programmer fired for claiming state disability insurance benefits. Again, the possibilities are 
limitless. 

Breach of the Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing/Implied Contract - This is 
perhaps the most complicated action an employee might bring. It is also the most common. In 
essence, an employee must establish that he or she had an implied contract to be terminated 
only for cause, or that the employee was terminated because of bad faith on the part of the 
employer. Factors which tend to establish an implied contract include long-term employment, an 
acknowledged practice of terminating employees only for cause, good performance reviews, 
due-process type procedures for protesting terminations, oral or written assurances of 
permanent employment, and statements in personnel manuals and other documents, which, in 
effect, promise employment terminable only for cause. Courts have not yet resolved what 
constitutes bad faith, but have found it to exist when an employer not only has fired, but 
attempted to blackball the employee in the industry, or terminated an employee to prevent the 
employee from realizing commissions. 
 
Sexual Harassment - While mentioned earlier in "Regulating the Workplace," this topic 
deserves to be mentioned again, as an increasing number of employees discharged or even 
voluntarily separating from today's employers are claiming some form of sexual harassment or 
hostile environment and executing an effective complaint resolution system are essential in 
defending against these charges. 
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Performance Review and Disciplinary Systems  
The most effective way to avoid suits from terminated employees is to establish and strictly 
follow a system which gives the employee warning and an opportunity to improve his or her 
performance prior to termination. 

A system of regular, objective, and honest performance evaluations can do much to provide an 
employer with documented evidence of unsatisfactory performance. During these reviews, 
employees should have an opportunity to disagree (preferably in writing) with their evaluation 
or to have concurred in the evaluation. Performance reviews are also a useful system for 
discovering disgruntled employees and warding off problems before they occur. 

Employers should also establish a system of documenting employee misconduct or poor 
performance. The Progressive Discipline System has proven to be effective in defending and 
avoiding litigation and fraudulent unemployment claims. 

In the event that a co-worker problem arises that does not involve disciplinary action, a 
"Counseling Report" can be filed. This documents that a problem exists, the situation is 
recorded, and what correction action plan will be followed to rectify the problem.  

Western Sizzlin believes that its co-workers will continue to grow and progress when 
complimented on what they do right and shown how to improve in the areas that need it.  

Wage rates and increase amounts are based on level of experience, skill, and individual 
performance. It is our goal to be competitive and reward superior performance. 

Company employees: 
All pay increases need written approval by the store manager and area supervisor. 
Pay increases over $.25 (cents) need approval by the Area Supervisor and Vice 
President of Company Operations. Pay increases for managers will be submitted by 
the Vice President of Company Operations and approved by Executive Vice 
President/COO. 
 
Franchisee Note: 
Be sure if you state a time frame for reviews, that they are done and documented. Formal 
documentation reviews are not necessary, but if planned they must be done consistently. 
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PERFORMANCE REVIEW 
 
 
  At Western Sizzlin, we view the Performance Review process as an honest 
discussion between you and your supervisor.  This process is a “formal” opportunity 
for you to be certain your goals and objectives are aligned with the Company’s and 
you understand what is expected from you in achieving those goals and objectives. 
 
 
Your supervisor will schedule a time for a Performance Review discussion with you. You 
need to think about Western Sizzlin and how you align with our objectives.  You have to think 
about what you have accomplished during the review period and how you have developed 
your skills.  One week prior to your Performance Review date, turn in your own self-review to 
your Supervisor, if requested. 
 
 
Your Performance Review is a great feedback tool that will allow you to achieve 
greater clarity on what’s expected of you, how to achieve better results, and how to 
achieve an even better working relationship with your Supervisor. 
 
 
Employee: _____________________________ 
 
 
Department: ____________________________ 

 
 

Review Period:  From: ______      To: _______ 
 
 
Position: _______________________________ 
 
 
Supervisor: _____________________________ 
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MANAGER PERFORMANCE REVIEW 
In our work environment, it is important to provide objectives with definition of what we plan to 
accomplish as well as a feeling of fulfillment when they are achieved. The following points are 
valid when utilizing this form to practice the following concepts: 
 
1. Establish a  work climate conducive to productive performance review. Remember to 
 publicly recognize positive performance, and privately correct improper performance 
 when it occurs. This will reinforce sound work practices that management can practice 
 on a daily basis. 
 
2. Initiate and maintain positive communication about work performance versus work 
 expectations. This gives the Supervisor valuable insight about the work performers 
 and performance. 
 
3. Help your management staff prepare properly for a performance review. This is 
 an excellent preparation for advancement, increased productivity, and removing 
 the surprise element regarding the manager's quality of work. 
 
4. Conduct discussions to encourage a positive exchange and development of ideas. Be 
 sure to listen carefully and appreciate the ideas of others. Opportunities are created for 
 new ideas and improved methods. 
 
5. Follow through by Supervisor on all agreements reached with an employee to insure 
 that all commitments are met. Productivity is reached when corrective feedback is 
 returned in a timely manner. Summarize what has been discussed and shows 
 appreciation for the employee's participation. 
 
This is an opportunity for a communication link for two people with a common purpose: the 
Supervisory personnel that assign the work and the people who perform it. Laying the 
foundation must be clear with measurable expectations so the following form can be used to 
evaluate how well these expectations are being met. 
Goals are results, which are expected to be reached. Though challenging, each must be 
achievable, specify who is responsible, structured so performance can be measured. Goals 
usually apply more to management and professional employees. Each should describe the 
following: 
1.  Conditions that exist when the desired outcome has been reached. 
2.  Expected time frames for the outcome to be completed. 
3.  The commitment by corporate to achieve the desired result. 
4.  Upon achievement, a new goal is established. 
 
Standards are performance criteria that must be constantly met. Remember when 
establishing the standard, this will be how performance is measured. Examples are safety 
standards, production rates, and measurable tolerances. Standards are more applicable for 
co-workers involved in routine and repetitive tasks. The attitude, planning, and approach of 
the person conducting the review will make difference. 
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PERFORMANCE RELATED FACTORS  

FACTORS  
EXCEEDS 
EXPECTATION  

MEETS 
EXPECTATION  

BELOW 
EXPECTATION  

DECISION MAKING / PROBLEM SOLVING:      

Able to handle difficult situations. Getting and 
screening facts, soundness of judgement: and 
accurately identifies and resolves potential 
problems in early stages.  

   

JOB KNOWLEDGE / ADMINISTRATIVE 
DUTIES:  

   

Possesses sufficient knowledge to perform all parts 
of job, level of technical expertise, understands 
relationship of department to overall and completes 
office duties efficiently and accurately. (I.e. Log Book, 
Safe Log, Gift Certificate Handling, Master 
Vouchers, Inventory, DSR, etc.)  

   

TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT (SELF & 
STAFF):  

   

Keeps abreast of developments in technical specialty 
area, participation and involvement in professional 
organizations and activities, attends appropriate 
internal and external training programs, and seeks 
additional education or training that would benefit job 
performance. Is effective in the administration of 
training procedures for all subordinate staff. Performs 
appraisals executed in a timely manner. 
Demonstrates sensitivity and commitment to all EEO 
guidelines.  

   

ABILITY TO WORK WITH OTHERS / CONFLICT 
MANAGEMENT :  

  

Confronts and resolves rather than avoids conflict. 
Interacts effectively with co-worker, superiors, and 
senior management. Understanding and tolerance of 
priorities of other departments and avoids polarizing 
issues.  

   

BUDGETING, PLANNING, ORGANIZING AND COORDINATING: -   

Uses-effective budgeting and cost control 
management techniques. Develops both short and 
long term plans. Sets appropriate priorities, manages 
time effectively and has the ability to coordinate work 
with other staff members. Delegates duties and 
follows up effectively.  

   

 
INITIATIVE AND CREATIVITY:  

   

 
Ability to work independently but seeks help 
when necessary. Develops new ways of doing 
things more effectively and seeks increased 
responsibility.  
 

   

COMMUNICATIONS:     

Keeps superiors and co-managers informed with 
effective communications in writing and listening 
well. Participates in manager meetings and 
offering input. Has ability to ask for input and will 
take it into consideration. Communicates well with 
subordinate employees. Is consistent in monitoring 
performance and discipline of staff. Provides 
effective recognition of quality performance.  

   

CUSTOMER RELATIONS / LOCAL STORE 
MARKETING:  

   

Ability to effectively handle guest complaints. 
Interacts with guests in an outgoing friendly manner 
rather than avoiding contact. Provides ideas and 
plans for marketing at store level. Visits local 
businesses and hotels to build sales.  

   

COMPLETION OF ASSIGNED PROJECTS:      

Initiative in seeking new and additional 
responsibilities. Timeliness of completed 
assignments. Willingness to devote extra time to 
assignments and projects. 
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COMMENTS 
REGARDING PERFORMANCE RELATED FACTORS 

 
DECISION MAKING / PROBLEM SOLVING:  

JOB KNOWLEDGE / ADMINISTRATIVE DUTIES:  

TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT (SELF AND STAFF)  

ABILITY TO WORK WITH OTHERS / CONFLICT MANAGEMENT:  

BUDGETING, PLANNING, ORGANIZING AND COORDINATING:  

INITIATIVE AND CREATIVITY:  

COMMUNICATIONS:  

CUSTOMER RELATIONS:  

COMPLETION OF ASSIGNED PROJECTS:  

 
 
 

SUMMARY OF PERFORMANCE RELATED FACTORS 
 
 
 

SUPERIOR ___ EXCELLENT ___  GOOD ____  FAIR ____  UNSATISFACTORY __  
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EMPLOYEE COMMENTS 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
I understand that if I request a copy of this review, the request should be made before 
submitting to the Human Resource Department. 
 
EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE ____________________________     DATE: ______________  
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RELATED GOAL 
 
1. . 

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

SUMMARY 
 
KEY AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT  MAJOR 
1.  1.  

2.  2.  

3.  3.  

 
SALARY REVIEW 

 
RECOMMENDED INCREASE:          $  CURRENT ANNUAL SALARY:          $  

RECOMMENDED % INCREASE:      $  NEW ANNUAL SALARY:                  $  

EFFECTIVE DATE:  REVIEW GIVEN BY:  
 
 
DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS: _____________________      DATE: ______________  
 
 
REVIEWERS SIGNATURE: ________________________     DATE: _______________ 
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Accomplishments 
 
What did you accomplish over this review period?   

Focus this section on the specific results that have been achieved during the review period.  
Summarize these results in the space below, or attach a separate sheet. 
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Future Goals 

 
What will you accomplish in the next review period?  Be specific.  Attach a separate sheet 
if necessary.   

Focus this section on measurable objectives.   
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   Self–Development  
 
How can you improve?  Focus this section on the initiative taken to develop yourself.  Be 
specific with areas that have been developed, your impact on the business or department 
that you supervise or work within.  Also list areas that you can improve:   
 
Strengths/Impact to the Business: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Areas for improvement: 
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Embracing Our Values 

Are you embracing our values and beliefs?  Refer to the Western Sizzlin Values.  What do 
you consider to be your strengths?  In what areas could you improve?  Give specific 
examples. 
Values Review: 
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Performance Rating 

 
Overall Performance Rating:       
 
Summarize Reason for this Rating: 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Employee Comments: 
 

 

 

 

 
Signatures & Dates 

 
             
Manager                                                             Employee 
 
             
Date                 Date 
 
             
Supervisor      HR 
 
             
Date       Date 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

OUTSTANDING Consistently performs to exceptionally high standards.  Always 
does more than expected.  Sets the standard for other Employees. 

EXCEEDS 
EXPECTATIONS 

Maintains very high standards and often does more than what is 
expected.  Can always be counted upon in a “pinch”. 

MEETS 
EXPECTATIONS 

Solid performance is consistently delivered.  Does what is 
expected.  Generally meets performance standards. 

NEEDS 
IMPROVEMENT 

Does not consistently meet performance standards.  A plan to 
improve should be developed and followed.  Can lead to more 
serious problems if not addressed. 
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Employee Counseling Notice 
 

Name:    SS #:    

Restaurant/Dept #:    Position:    
 

Type of Notice: Verbal  Written    
  
Has previous counseling been given?      Yes** or   No (circle one) 
** If yes: Date of 1st counseling:       Verbal or Written?  (circle one) 

 Date of 2nd counseling:        Verbal or Written?  (circle one)
  
  Other:           

* We reserve the right to impose corrective action/counseling in consideration of factors deemed relevant by 
management’s discretion.   
 
Brief Description of Facts Concerning Violation of Employee Guideline(s):  (Give exact date, 
time, and specific details. Use reverse side or separate sheet if necessary.) 
 

  

  

  

Immediate Corrective Action Required for Continued Employment: 

  

  

  

Follow-Up Steps To Be Taken (Specify Timeline): 

  

  

  

Further instances of this behavior or unacceptable performance may result in further 
disciplinary action up to and including termination of employment.  
 

Employee Comments:      
  
 
 
I have read and understand this document. 

    
Employee Signature Date 

    
Manager Signature Date 
 

    
Witness Signature (if applicable) Date   
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COMPLETING THE EMPLOYEE COUNSELING NOTICE 
 
The same form is used to document both verbal and written notices. 
Step 1:   
Fill in the Employee name, SS#, Restaurant #, and Position. 
 
Step 2: 
Check the “Type of Notice” box – either Verbal or Written. 
If previous counseling has been given, write in date(s).   
 
Step 3: 
Brief Description of Facts Concerning Violation of Employee Guideline(s):  
This is your opportunity to be specific regarding the  Employee’s behavior.  Remember to 
focus on the situation, issue, or behavior – not the person.  Give exact date, time, and 
specific details.  Use reverse side of notice or separate sheet of paper if necessary. 
Write in bullet points or short phrases.  Brief yet specific, but not a book. 
 
Step 4: 
Immediate Corrective Action Required for Continued Employment: 
This is your opportunity to be specific on what behavior/actions you expect to see from the 
Employee.  Write in bullet points or short phrases.  Brief yet specific, but not a book. 
Time frame for improvement is always “immediate” – meaning now.  We do not want to say 
“improve within the next week” – if done this way, the Employee technically has up to this 
time to stop or eliminate the poor behavior. 
 
Step 5: 
This is your opportunity to define what support and/or tools you will provide the Employee as 
they work on correcting their behavior/actions. Identify a date when you will review the 
Employee’s progress – from 1 day up to 2 weeks.  Then follow-up, follow-up, follow-up! 
Write in bullet points or short phrases.  Brief yet specific, but not a book. 
 
NOTE:  Further instances of this behavior or unacceptable performance may result in further 
disciplinary action up to and including termination of employment. 
 
This statement is in here to advise the Employee of the potential consequences of not 
improving as counseled. 
 
Step 6: 
Employee Comments: 
The Employee’s opportunity to write down any comments regarding this counseling – positive 
or negative.  Remember…the Employee does not have to agree with the counseling – you 
run your business, not the Employee. 
 
Allowing the Employee to comment helps protect the Company in the event of any future 
issues.  (Legal reasoning:  If the Employee didn’t comment on the issue  at the time, then why 
is it such an issue now?) 
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Step 7: 
Signature Section: 
Request the Employee to sign and date the counseling notice.   
It is OK if the Employee refuses to sign the notice.  If this happens, turn the notice over 
and write “Employee refused to sign” – draw a line – then ask the Employee to sign and date.  
(It usually works!  Thus giving us proof they saw the notice!)  The Manager who conducted 
the counseling session should sign and date in the presence of the Employee.  If applicable, 
have a Witness sit in on the counseling session – that person should also sign and date in 
the presence of the Employee. Witness is not necessary to have, but preferred if two 
Managers are on the shift.  Only a salaried Manager or Shift Manager should act as a 
Witness – never use another hourly Employee as a Witness.  Employee issues are 
confidential – thus other Employees should not know what types of corrective action we have 
taken with other Employees. 
 
Step 8: 
Filing: 
File original copy of counseling notice in Employee’s New Hire Folder.  Copy of counseling 
notice given to Employee. 
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PLANNING FOR “GIVING CONSTRUCTIVE FEEDBACK” 

 “6 Steps in Giving the Employee the Counseling Notice” 
 

Step #1:  State the constructive purpose of your feedback. 
• Phrases to begin your conversation include:   

a. “I have a concern about…”  
b. “I feel I need to let you know…”  
c. “I want to discuss…”  
d. “I have some thoughts about…”  
e. Others?    

   
 
Step #2:  Describe specifically what you have observed. 

• Stick to the facts – specifically what you have observed – avoid rumors or opinions. 
• Same as Step #3 in completing the Employee Counseling Notice – Brief Description of 

Facts Concerning Violation of Employee Guideline(s). 
 
Step #3:  Describe your reactions. 

• This means your personal reactions…the impact/consequences of the other person’s 
behavior on you. 

a. “I’m frustrated when you…” 
b. “I’m disappointed when you don’t meet our Guests needs…” 
c. Others?    

   
 
Step #4:  Give the other person an opportunity to respond. 

• Allow the Employee to respond to the situation, issue, or behavior.  Do not allow the 
Employee to talk about what other Employees have done – this conversation is about 
them. 

• Ask the Employee for their ideas on improving behavior/performance issues. 
 
Step #5:  Offer specific suggestions. 

• Same as Step #5 in completing the Employee Counseling Notice – Follow-Up Steps 
To Be Taken (Specify Timeline). 

 
Step #6:  Summarize and express your support. 

• End the conversation on a positive note – express your support for the Employee and 
their continued employment. 

 
 
Rule of Thumb #1: 

• If you can’t think of a constructive purpose for giving feedback, don’t give it at all! 
 

Rule of Thumb #2: 
• It shouldn’t take you longer than 60 seconds to get to step #4 (Give the other person 

an opportunity to respond).   
• The goal is to start a dialogue, not a fight! 
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COMPLETING THE TERMINATION FORM 

 
Step 1:   
Fill in the Employee name and Social Security Number.   
 
Step 2:   
Fill in the Effective Date of Termination and Last Day the Employee Worked. 
 
Step 3:   

• Restaurant Level Employees:  Write in the restaurant # / location. 
• Non-Restaurant Level Employees:  Write in the department. 

 
Step 4:   
Complete the Reason for Termination.  It is important to be as accurate as possible – this 
information is used to compare Pasta P with other companies on a national basis through our 
participation in a research group. 

• Involuntary – Boldly mark (X) the appropriate box. 
• Voluntary – Boldly  mark (X) the appropriate box. 

 
Step 5:  Comments Section 

• Write in dates of any previous counseling – both verbal and written. 
• Include any other information as appropriate here. 

o Write in bullet points or short phrases.   
 
Step 6:  Final Hours 
Fill in the final hours owed to the Employee.  Be certain to fax back-up documentation on 
owed hours to Payroll for processing. 
 
Step 7:  Earned Vacation Owed 
This section will be completed by Payroll – based on system records. 
 
Step 8:  Employee Eligible for Rehire 

• Boldly mark (X) the appropriate box. 
 
Step 9:  Employee Eligible for Rehire 

• Manager who terminated Employee should sign and date the form. 
• For all involuntary terminations, it is recommended that you discuss this with someone 

in upper management prior to termination.  Goal is to be certain we have treated the 
Employee fairly. 

 
Step 10:  For Company Store Employees 

• Fax copy to Support Center for immediate processing. 
• Place original copy (and I-9) in Employee “New Hire Folder” – send entire folder to 

Support Center for records retention. 
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VOLUNTARY RESIGNATIONS 

 
In certain cases, Employees or Managers may choose to voluntarily resign.   
 
If so, ask the Employee to write, sign and date a short resignation statement as follows: 

• Restaurant #/Location or Department  
• “I hereby resign from Western Sizzlin effective immediately.” 
• Employee Printed Name 
• Employee Signature 
• Employee Social Security Number 
• Date of Resignation 

 
What do you do with the Voluntary Resignation statement? For Company Stores; 

• Fax copy of voluntary resignation statement along with termination form to Support 
Center for processing. 

Place original copy of resignation statement in Employee “New Hire Folder” (along 
with term form and I-9) – send entire folder to Support Center for records retention. 
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AT-WILL EMPLOYMENT 
 

Our Employee guidelines are not a contract (with the specific exemption of the At Will Policy, 
Alternative Dispute Resolution Policy, and Confidentiality Agreement) and impose no legally 
enforceable obligation on our part.  As a Western Sizzlin Employee, you are employed at will.  
“At will” means that either you or we may terminate our employment relationship at any time, 
with or without prior notice, warning, procedure or formality, for any reason or no reason. 
 
The nature, terms or conditions of your employment as a Western Sizzlin Employee cannot 
be changed by any oral representation, custom, habit or practice, or any other writing.  In the 
event of conflict between this disclaimer and any other statement, oral or written, present or 
future, concerning terms and conditions of employment, the at will relationship confirmed by 
this disclaimer shall control. 
 
NOTE:   

Even though employment with Western Sizzlin is “at-will”, we believe in working with an 
Employee for improved performance, unless the issue at hand deserves immediate 
termination.   

 
An Employee should not be surprised at time of termination.   

• Accumulation of issues should be documented and discussed with the 
Employee for improved performance. 

• Immediate termination for egregious (serious) issues should not be a surprise 
as the employee should already know the rules of your business. 

 
PERFORMANCE EXPECTATIONS 
We expect you to perform your job duties to the highest professional and business standards 
at all times. We will not tolerate improper or insubordinate conduct. We therefore reserve the 
right, in all instances, to impose discipline, up to and including discharge, with or without prior 
notice. While common sense is the best guide for determining whether conduct is 
appropriate, questions concerning the permissibility of any action may be directed to your 
Manager, in advance, for clarification. 
 
Whether or not your performance, conduct or behavior warrants disciplinary action is within 
the judgment and discretion of Western Sizzlin, as is the appropriate type of discipline in a 
particular instance. We do not intend by this guideline to create any expectation that you will 
be assured of any particular form of disciplinary action, such as warnings or notice, or 
progressive discipline, prior to discharge. Rather, discipline shall in all cases be imposed by 
management’s discretion, in consideration of those factors deemed relevant. In considering 
or issuing discipline, we may consider your entire work and disciplinary history. We may also 
rely on all information and documentation relating to you, whether or not the information or 
documentation previously has been shared with you. 
 
The following list illustrates examples of unacceptable behavior in the workplace.  This list is 
not all-inclusive, but merely indicates the types of actions traditionally considered subject to 
disciplinary action.  By providing these examples, the company in no way restricts its legal 
discretion to terminate the employment relationship at will.  
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• Bringing firearms or weapons of any kind, intoxicating liquors, or illegal drugs or chemicals 

into the office or onto the work premises. 
 
• Being on the job while under the influence of alcohol, illegal drugs, or intoxicants of any 

kind. 
 

• Falsifying information on company forms, reports, or records, including personal absence, 
sickness, timecards, and production records. 

 
• Stating or making false claims of injury. 
 

• Removing or using, without authority, property, records, or other materials belonging to 
Western Sizzlin or other persons. 

• Fighting or threatening, intimidating or coercing any Guest or Employee. 
 

• Horseplay. 
 

• Abusive or profane language. 
 

• Damaging or destroying Company property or wasting of materials. 
 

• Loitering or sleeping while on duty. 
 

• Refusing to follow your supervisor’s directions or instructions, or other insubordinate 
conduct. 

 
• Violating safety or health rules or practices, or engaging in conduct that creates a safety 

hazard. 
 

•   Leaving one’s department or work before the end of the shift without the authorization of 
your supervisor. 

 
• Using Company facilities and time for personal business, or unauthorized possession or 

use of the Company’s keys. 
 

• Smoking in restricted, posted, or nonsmoking areas. 
 

• Theft or inappropriate removal or possession of cash, food, and other Company, 
Employee, or Guest property. 

 
• Negligence or improper conduct leading to damage or loss of Company property or the 

property of other team members. 
 

• Insubordination or other disrespectful conduc t to team members, Managers, supervisors. 
 

• Excessive absenteeism or tardiness. 
 

• Sexual or other harassment or retaliation. 
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• Unauthorized disclosure of Western Sizzlin’s business or trade secrets or confidential 
information. 

 
• Unsatisfactory performance or conduct. 
 

• Violation of Western Sizzlin’s policies and rules, as set forth in these Employee Guidelines 
or elsewhere. 

 
• Failure to cooperate fully or provide truthful information in a Western Sizzlin investigation. 
 

• Discrimination against other team members. 
 

• Failure to return from an approved leave of absence. 
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EMPLOYEE ACTION FORM 
 
Location:  ____________________________ Date:  _________________________________ 
 
Position:  ____________________________ Supervisor:  ____________________________ 
 
Name:  _______________________________________________________________________ 
       (Last)                         (First)                  (MI) 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
(   )  Exempt   (   ) Full-time 
(   ) Non-Exempt  (   ) Part-time 
 
Effective Date:   _________ (   ) Hourly  Rate:  $_________ 
    (   )  Annually 
Status: 
 
(   ) New Hire  (   ) Promotion 
(   ) Review   (   ) Pay Rate Change 
(   ) Completed Training (   ) Transfer 
 
 
Effective Date:  _________________ 
 
Termination:   (   )   Resignation   (   )   Discharge   (   ) Reduction in hours 
 
_____________________ Hire Date 
_____________________ Last Day Worked 
_____________________ Paid Through 
_____________________ Vacation 
_____________________ Severance 
 
 
Disciplinary Action:    (   ) Verbal (   ) Written   Date:  ____________________ 
 
Comments and Conditions:  
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
Employee Signature:   _____________________________________ Date:  _____________ 
 
Supervisor Signature:  ____________________________________  Date:  _____________ 
 

CONFIDENTIAL EMPLOYEE ACTION FORM – 12/05 
 
 
 



 
 

 

 

 

     

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 

 
  The Management System Section is provided for the purpose of                                                                           
assisting management with tools of the business. The restaurant industry                                        
is   continually changing. This section will change and grow based on the                       
change and growth of the restaurant.  The most successful managers manage                        
the systems and let the systems manage the people. 
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Building Exterior & Foyer - Clean & Good Repair Points Actual Comments 

Roof, Trim, Siding & Fresh Paint 1     

Windows & Ledges 1     
Parking Lot: Sealed, Striped, Potholes & 
Cracking 1   

  

Building Perimeter: Clean & No Litter 1     

Landscaping: Eye-Appeal & Maintained 1     

Sidewalks: (Gum & Litter) 1     

Exterior Cigarette Urns 1     

Dumpster Containers: Clean & Lid Closed 1     

Grease Container: Clean & Lid Closed 1     

Road Sign: Operable 1     

Building Signs: Operable 1     

Building Neon: Operable & Good Repair 1     

Reader Board, Message Displayed 1     

Ample Parking Lot Lighting 1     

Hours of Operations Posted  1     

Credit Cards Posted 1     

Exterior POP: Window Signs 1     

Entry Doors, Door Sills, Handles & Windows 1     

Floor & Baseboards & Walls 1     

Windows & Ledges & Blinds 1     

Ceilings & Vents & Fans & Lighting 1     

POP &  Marketing Current 1     

Vending Machines / Clutter Free 1     

Waiting Area & Seating 1     

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        
BUILDING & FOYER TOTAL 24 0   
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SERVING LINE / GREETER- Clean & Good 
Repair Points Actual Comments 

Line Entry Railing & Partition Walls 1     
Floors, Baseboards, Carpet & Walls 1     
Ceiling, Lighting & Vents 1     
Trays, Silverware & Napkins (dry) 1     
Line Countertop & Tray Railing 1     
Menu Board Clean (no hand made signs) 1     
POP & Other Signage 1     
Food Line Display: Fresh & Eye-Appeal 1     
Creamers & Lemons Iced & Drained 1     
Plates, Bowls, Glass, Cups (no chips & dry) 1     
Cash Register & Printer Clean & Good Repair 1     
Coffee Machine & Pots 1     
Coffee Machine Calibrated Properly 1     
Coffee Brewed (185 degrees) 1     
Coffee Holding Time (30 Minutes Maximum) 1     
Beverage Machine Clean & Good Repair 1     
Cold Beverage Temperature (35-40 degrees) 1     
Ice Tea Brewing Machine / with lids 1     
Iced Tea Held @ Room Temperature 1     
Leftover Iced Tea Discarded- End of Day 1     
Ice Machine & Bins 1     
Ice Scoops Stored Properly 1     

        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        

SERVING LINE / GREETER TOTAL 22 0   
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DINNING ROOM - Clean & Good Repair Points Actual Comments 

Floor Tile & Baseboards 1     

Carpeting (no open seams) 1     

Walls & Partitions 1     

Ceilings & Vents 1     

Lighting & Fans (all bulbs burning) 1     

Emergency Lighting Operable 1     

Emergency Doors Unobstructed 1     

POP, Decor, Signage & Plants 1     

Windows, Ledges & Blinds 1     

Tables & Chairs:  Bases, Seats, Level & Sturdy 1     

Condiments, Sugar Holders, Salt & Pepper Full 1     

Table Tents & POP Materials Current 1     

Highchairs: Clean, Good Repair & T Straps 1     

Booster Seats 1     

Music Turned On & Music Level 1     

Dining Room Temperature Comfortable 1     

Service Stations: Clean, Organized 1     

Hostess & Cashier Stations: Clean, Organized 1     

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

DINING ROOM TOTAL 18 0   
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LADIES RESTROOM - Clean & Good Repair Points Actual Comments 

Doors, Kick plates, Handles & Door Signage 1     

Floor, Baseboard & Drains 1     
Walls, Ceiling Tiles, Vents, Exhaust Fans & 
Lighting 1   

  

Counter Top, Sink, Fixture & Mirror 1     

Trashcans Clean & Liners 1     

Hot & Cold Water Available 1     
Stocked & Available: Soap, Towels & Toilet 
Paper 1   

  

Commodes, Seats, Stall Partitions, Door Locks 1     
Sanitary Napkin Dispenser: Liner & Lid & 
Emptied 1   

  

Odor Control: No Pungent Odors Present 1     

Baby Changing Station  1     

Cleaning Supplies Stored: Out of Guest View 1     

        

LADIES RESTROOM TOTAL 12 0   

        

MEN'S RESTROOM - Clean & Good Repair Points Actual Comments 

Doors, Kick plates, Handles & Door Signage 1     

Floor, Baseboard & Drains 1     
Walls, Ceiling Tiles, Vents, Exhaust Fans & 
Lighting 1   

  

Counter Top, Sink, Fixture & Mirror 1     

Trashcans Clean & Liners 1     

Hot & Cold Water Available 1     
Stocked & Available: Soap, Towels & Toilet 
Paper 1   

  

Commodes, Seats, Stall Partitions, Door Locks 1     

Urinals & Urinal Screens Clean & Good Repair 1     

Odor Control: No Pungent Odors Present 1     

Cleaning Supplies Stored: Out of Guest View 1     

        

        

        

        

MEN'S RESTROOM TOTAL 11 0   

        

MEN'S & LADIES  RESTROOM TOTAL 23 0   
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ALL BARS - Clean & Good Repair Points Actual Comments 

Floors & Baseboards Clean & Good Repair 1     

Walls & Mirrors Clean & Good Repair 1     

Countertops & Counter Bases & Well Drains 1     

Sneeze Guards 1     

Hot Wells & Thermostats  1     

Cold Wells & Thermostats 1     

Light Fixtures & Bulbs 1     

Florescent Bulbs in Shatter Guards 1     

Hot Food Warmers: (180 degrees) 1     

Cold & Prep Storage: (35-38 degrees) 1     

Bakery Ovens: (350 & 325 degrees) 1     

Soft Serve Machine: (18-21 degrees) 1     

Soft Serve Machine: Star Tips Used 1     

Proofer 1     

Buffet Pans 1     

Utensils/Small wares 1     

Decorative Décor or Kale 1     

POP & Signage 1     

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

BARS TOTAL 18 0   
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GRILL & PREP - Clean & Good Repair Points Actual Comments 

Floors, Baseboards & Floor Drains 1     

Walls & Ceilings 1     

Lights & Vents 1     

Exhaust Hoods & Filters (no missing filters) 1     

Fire Extinguisher Systems: Tagged & Charged 1     

Fryers:  (350 degree +/-10) 1     

Connerton:  (350 Top / 500-550 Bottom) 1     

Food Warmers:  (180 degrees) 1     

Cooler Storage:  (35-38 degrees) 1     

Freezer Storage:  (0 to -10 degrees) 1     

Prep Convection Ovens:  (350 degrees) 1     

Grill Potato Ovens:  (450 degrees) 1     

Hot & Cold Wells 1     

Pass Thru Window & Heating Unit Operable 1     

Bun Toaster 1     

Food Processor 1     

Stove 1     

Steamers 1     

Microwaves 1     

Stainless Steel Tables 1     

Prep Sinks (no hand washing) 1     

Utensils & Small wares 1     

Trashcans Clean w/liners 1     

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

GRILL & PREP TOTAL 23 0   
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Meat Room - Clean & Good Repair Points Actual Comments 

Floors, Baseboards & Floor Drains 1     

Walls & Ceilings 1     

Lights & Vents 1     

Meat Cooler Storage:  (35-38 degrees) 1     

Meat room Temperature: 55 degrees-maximum 1     

Knives / Small wares / Trashcans 1     

Stainless Steel Tables 1     

Meat Slicer/Ban Saw 1     

Meat Grinder 1     

Patty Machine 1     

Jaccard / Cuber 1     

Meat Scales 1     

Prep Sinks 1     

        

MEAT ROOM TOTAL 13 0   

        

DISH ROOM & UTILITY - Clean & Good Repair Points Actual Comments 

Floors, Baseboards & Floor Drains 1     

Walls & Ceilings 1     

Lights & Vents 1     

Exhaust Hoods & Filters 1     

Dishwashing Racks Stored Properly-Off Floor 1     

Trashcans w/ Liners 1     

TS Plate Sprayer 1     

All Sinks 1     

Silverware Pre-Soaked 1     

High Temp Machine: (W150-160 / R180)   

Low Temp Machine: (W140 / R135) 
2   

  

Silverware Run Twice & Air Dried 1     

Pans Stacked Correctly & Air Dried 1     

        

DISH ROOM & UTILITY TOTAL 13 0   
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FOOD QUALITY Points Actual Comments 

Prepared Products: Covered, Labeled, Dated & 
Rotated 

3   
  

Products Stored 6" Off Floor 2     

No Raw Foods Stored Over Cooked Foods 3     

Foods Reheated: (165 degrees or above) 3     

Hot Food Recipes Available & Followed 2     

Cold Food Recipes Available & Followed 2     

Bakery Recipes Available & Followed 2     

Baked Potatoes Meet QSC Specifications 2     

Baked Potatoes Washed & Panned Properly 2     

Water In Hot Wells Touch Bottom Pans 2     

Hot Well Water Temperature: (180-190 degrees) 2   
  

Hot Food Temperature: (140-165 degrees) 3   
  

Soup Temperature: (165 degrees or above) 3   
  

Cold Food Temperature: (40 degrees or below) 3     

Proper Rotation of Hot Food Items 3   
  

Proper Rotation of Cold Food Items 3     

Pan & Utensil Rotation & Changed When Soiled 3     

Hot Foods: Eye-Appealing & Fresh 3     

Cold Foods: Eye-Appealing & Fresh 3     

Desserts: Eye-Appealing & Fresh 3     

Breads: Eye-Appealing & Fresh 3     
Hot Wells Not Used To Reheat Food, 
Soup/Gravy 3   

  

Food Not Placed On Buffet Too Early 3     

Fried Products Not Held Over Fryer In Basket 3     

Buffet Hot Foods Great Taste 3     

Buffet Cold Foods Great Taste 3     

FOOD BAR TOTAL 70 0   
BONUS POINTS: 10 Points awarded for each category. Total additional points Available= 40 
NOTE: Put in 10 points in "Actual Points" Box Only. 

Choice Steaks Served       

Angus Steaks Served (minimum of one)       

Main Street Menu Board       

WS Gift Card Program       

BONUS TOTAL 0 0   
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GRILL AREA - Clean & Good Repair Points Actual Comments 

Cooking Standards: Gold Dust & Prep 5     

Steak Cooking Procedures Followed (Connerton) 5     

Baked Potato Holding Times (30 mins./165 degrees) 5     

Cooking Timers Used (Baked & Fried Products) 5     

French Fries Seasoned Properly 5     

Holding Times French Fries, Onion Rings, etc 5     

Steam Table Foods: (165 degrees) 5     

Raw Chicken Procedures: Tongs Used 5     

Proper Garnish & Steak Markers Used 5     

        

        

GRILL AREA TOTAL 45 0   

        

SAFETY Points Actual Comments 

No Chemicals Stored Around Food 3     

Cut Resistant Gloves Available & Used 3     

Prep Gloves Available & Used 3     

Restaurant Maintains Food Temperature Log 3     

Proper Hand washing Procedures Followed (FOH) 3     

Proper Hand washing Procedures Followed (BOH) 3     

Appearance/Uniforms/Nametags/Shoes (FOH) 3     

Appearance/Uniforms/Nametags/Shoes (BOH) 3     

MSDS Book Available For Each Chemical 3     

Back Door Locked & Peep Hole 3     

Federal & State Posters Posted 3     

First Aid Kit Available & Stocked 3     

Water Heater Unobstructed 3     

Sanitizing Solution & Towels Available (FOH) 3     

Sanitizing Solution & Towels Available (BOH) 3     

Hand washing Sink Clean & Good Condition & Stocked  
3     

        

        

GRILL AREA TOTAL 48 0   
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LINE SERVICE, ORDER TAKER Points Actual Comments 

Guest Line Speed: (3 guests per Minute) 3     

Guest Greeted (Prior to Ordering) 3     

Order Taker Friendly, Smiling & Enthusiastic 5     

Guest's Order Taken Promptly & Repeated Back 5     

Suggestive Selling Used 5     

Knowledge of Products and Promotions 3     

Order Taker Thanks the Guest 3     

Assists and Directs Guest 3     

        

LINE SERVICE, CASHIER Points Actual Comments 

Cashier Greeting (Entry or Exit) 3     

Cashier Friendly, Smiling & Enthusiastic 5     

Cashier Explains Menu Questions Correctly 5     

Cashier Rings Orders Correctly 5     

Cash Handled Properly & Counted Back Correctly 5     

Cashier Thanks Guest 3     

Cashier Answers Phone Promptly & Pleasantly 3     

        

LINE SERVICE, SERVER Points Actual Comments 

One Minute Service Greeting 5     

Server Friendly, Smiling & Enthusiastic 5     

Server Explains Buffet & Bakery 5     

Records Ticket & Table Numbers Correctly 3     

Delivers & Serves Entrees Correctly 5     

First Call Back Made Within 2 Minutes 5     

Tables Pre-Bussed Timely & Properly 5     

Beverage Refills Offered (Glass 1/2 Full) 5     

Guest Thanked & Asked To Return 5     

Final Bussing: (2 Min Busy / 5 Min Slow) 5     

Manager Visible / Interacting with Staff & Guests 10     
        

LINE SERVICE TOTAL 117 0   
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  STANDARDS    

     

NOTE: "MUST HAVE 100% TO BE IN COMPLIANCE with WESTERN SIZZLIN STANDARDS 
     

  
STEAK 
REQUIRMENTS       

Food Item Target Weight 
Weight Range+/- 

1/4 Thickness Points Actual 

Jr. Top Sirloin  6 oz  5 ¾  – 6 ¼  ¾ " - 1" 6   

Sizzlin Top Sirloin  8oz 7 ¾  - 8 ¼  ¾ " - 1" 6   

Thick Top Sirloin 9 oz 8 ¾  - 9 ¼  1 ¼-1½ 6   

Large Top Sirloin 12 oz 11 ¾ - 12 ¼  ¾ “ - 1" 6   

Sirloin Tips  6 oz 5 ¾  – 6 ¼  ¾ - ¾  6   

Ribeye  10 oz. 9 ¾  - 10 ¼  ¾ " - 1" 6   

Chopped Sirloin  8 oz. 7 ¾  - 8 ¼   ½ " 6   
Hamburger ( 80/20 
Ratio)  

8 oz. 7 ¾  - 8 ¼   ½ " 6   

Chicken Breast  
5 oz 5 

  6   

Shrimp Dinner Par cut    
8 pieces (16 / 20 
count)   

OR     

Popcorn Shrimp   
(60/80) 21 pieces 
per order 

  

6   

Must Have “2” of the “5” Steaks: 5 Points Each, Total of 10 Points Points Actual 

New York Strip 10 oz 9 ¾ - 10 ¼  ¾ “ - 1"     
Filet Mignon  

+ Bacon 
7oz 6 ¾  - 7 ¼          1”     

T-Bone Tenderloin, 
minimum  1 ½ “ 

16 oz 15 ¾  - 16 ¼  ¾ " - 1"     

Biggest one we Got 20 oz 19 ¾  - 20 ¼  ¾ " - 1" 5   
One Pound Top Sirloin 16 oz 15 ¾  - 16 ¼  ¾ " - 1" 5   

Meat Aging =   21 -28 Days   6   

Gold Dust =   With MSG   6   

Marinate =   Liquid, 15 - 20 minutes 6   

A=   Regular or Angus 6   
B=   Choice or Select 6   

 STEAK 
REQUIREMENT 
TOTALS = 

    100 0 

      

COMMENTS:   
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RESTAURANT EVALUATION 
This section provides you with evaluation forms that can be used to achieve and maintain 
your operational goals. Excellent cleanliness standards, great, quality products, and 
outstanding service will assure growth in even the most difficult market conditions. 

Although location, competition, marketing, and other factors directly impact the success of 
any restaurant, without outstanding operational standards, any restaurant runs a very high 
risk of failure. 

Evaluation forms included in this section are: 

• Short form evaluation 
• Comprehensive (long form) evaluation and management review 
• "Blueprint to a Successful Operation" 

A Franchise Field Consultant will complete an evaluation at your restaurant when deemed 
necessary. If you desire, your Consultant will train management how to use each of these 
tools. It is most critical however, that you evaluate your restaurant frequently, identify 
weakness areas, establish objectives, take corrective action, and use these tools to 
monitor your progress. 

Short Form Evaluation 

This evaluation can be used by any member of the management team and completed in 
an hour or two. It provides a quick look at Quality, Service, and Cleanliness. Complete this 
evaluation weekly during each shift. 

Comprehensive Evaluation and Management Review (Long Form) 

This tool provides a more in depth critique of restaurant operations. Point values have 
been assigned to each line or section based on the direct impact each had on our 
customer. For example, dining room cleanliness carries a much higher point value as 
compared to cleanliness of the stockroom. There are no "gray" areas, points are given or 
taken away. If a line items does not apply to your particular restaurant, keep the points. 

In the Quality Section, you are required to check many temperatures. This is to ensure 
that our Hot Food is Hot, Cold Food is Cold. You are required to weigh product, 
including steaks to ensure that you, and our guests, are getting what is paid for. 

Using the Comprehensive Evaluation, completing the Service section will require some 
time. However, it is time well spent as you evaluate your entire staff. Reward super job 
performance. Poor performance should be addressed with immediate retraining. This 
format helps identify weak areas which can be resolved through training and 
management follow-up. 
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Regarding the Cleanliness section, each line is evaluated relative to both "Cleanliness" 
and "Repair and Reinvestment". A wall in the dining room, for example, may be clean. 
But, wallpaper needs to be replaced. Award points for cleanliness, but take away points 
for repair needs. 

This evaluation also has a Management "Sales", "Controls", and "Profitability" review. As 
with all other sections, be honest with yourself when you answer the questions in these 
most critical areas. 

At a minimum, complete the Comprehensive Report quarterly to help keep score in your 
efforts to exceed our guests' expectations. 

"Blueprint to a Successful Operation" 

Trying to complete a "spring-up" checklist or considering a remodel? This tool is perfect. 
As is the case with other evaluation tools, this form helps you identify specific areas 
needing focus. A quick checklist is provided to identify service training needs. A 
"management" checklist is also helpful. 

Summary 

These forms are tools only. Completing an evaluation identifies problems and opportunity 
areas. But, these problems will not go away on their own. Resolving them requires 
planning and hard, consistent work. Some of these problems can be solved within 
minutes; others require a lot of training, reinvestment monies, and planning. Once you 
have completed an evaluation or checklist, immediately prioritize all areas needing 
improvement, set goals and a realistic action plan to help you minimize your weaknesses 
and turn weaknesses into strengths. 
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Short Form Evaluation 
Restaurant Location _________________________________  
Date/Time of Evaluation ________________  Unit #________  
Conducted by _______________________________ 
Title__________ _________________________ 
Last Evaluation Score ________ Date Conducted __________ 
 
1. Kitchen 
Fryer Temp. (340-360)____Thermometer Available Frying Procedures-Cooked to Order….…1 
Sauces, Gravies, Onions and Peppers, Rice, Setups, Etc. Fresh and Proper……….................1 
US #1 Russet Baked Potato, Temp 165+………………………………………………...................1 
Chicken Stored Properly, Tongs Separate and in Use, Not Stored Above Meats……………….1 
Proper Cooking Procedure, Not Pressing Steaks……………………………………….…………..1 
"Gold Dust" in Use (Per Manual), Steaks Are Kept Covered and in Proper Containers..............1 
Date Last Received ______________________________________________  
 
2. Food Bar and Bakery 
All Food Bar Products Look Appealing, No Burned or Unappealing Product, Proper Rotation, 
Procedures, Ready for Rush……………………………………………………………………...……1 
Hot Temps (150-165) ……………………………………………………………………………...…...1 
(Recorded Properly Every Hour)  

Cold Temps (35-44) ..………………………………………………………………………………………1 
(Recorded Properly Every Hour) 
Backup Prep Cooler, (Product Fresh and Stored Properly)………………..……………………….1 
Temperatures (Dessert Display, Food Bar Items)………………………..………………………….1 
Salads and Desserts - Fresh, Crisp, Good Appearance…………..………………………………..1 

3. Meat Box 
Prepared Product, Fresh (Not Dark or Dried Out) High Quality…………..………………………..1 

4.Food Storage Areas 
A. Walk-in Prep Cooler 
Walk-in Prep Cooler (Temp)…………………………………………………………………….……..1 
Products Stored Properly, Dated, Covered, off Floor, Etc………………………………………….1 

B. Walk-in or Reach-in Freezer 
Walk-in Freezer - Reach-in (Temp)………………………………………………………..   1 
Products Stored Properly,  Dated, Covered, off Floor, Etc…………………………………1 

C. Meat Cooler 
Walk-in Meat Cooler (Temp)………………………………………………………………….1 
Products Stored Properly, Dated, Covered, off Floor, Etc………………………………...1 
No Raw Product above Cooked……………………………………………………………...2 
D. Food Storage Areas Products Stored Properly, Dated, Covered, off Floor, Etc…….1 
 
5. Steak/Chicken 
USDA "Choice" Sirloin…………………………………..…………………………………….2 
Steaks Cut Within Weight Range and Quality 
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6. Grill 
Ribs/Chicken with Purchasing Weight Guidelines……………………………………………1 
Wood Properly Loaded in Grill ................................................................................................1 
Rotisserie Chicken Properly Prepared…………………………………………………………1 
 Area is Neat, Clean, and Organized ..…… ……………………………………………………1 
 Surfaces are Sanitized; Bucket Available………………………………….………………… 1 

 
       Service 
      1.    Dining Room 

Hostess/Line Greeter Welcomes Guest …………………………...………………………….1 
Suggestive Selling (Drinks, Salad with Entree, Side Order)………...………………………2 
One Minute Greeting by Server…......................................................................................2 
Proper Two Minute Check Back……………………………………..………………………....2 
Beverage Service …………………………...………………………………………………   …2 
Correct Pre-Bussing Procedures and Bussing Procedures No Carts, 1 Min. Peak, 5 Min. 
Non-Peak……………………………………………..…………………………………………..2   
Management Working Dining Room, Visible….................................................................2 
Adequate Staffing (Tables per Server)…………………………………………………..……2 
Cook Times (Lunch 8 - 10/Dinner 10 - 12)...................................................................….2 
Cashier Helpful When Slow: Bev. Refill, Salad Bar Maintenance, Wrap Silverware, .…..1 
Cashier Asked Regarding Quality, Invites Back …………………………………….….…2 
Appearance, Co-workers Look Professional, Name Tags…….……………………….…...2 
Service Staff Enthusiastic……………..……………………………………………………..…2 

   Cleanliness/Repair 
1. Exterior 

Parking Lot - Curbs - Sidewalk  ……………...…………………………………..... …...1 
Sign/Banners in Good Condition and Approved………………………………………… …...1 

      Landscaping …………………………………………………………………………………...1 
Exterior Lights (Neon, Parking Lot Lights)..…………………………………………………….1 
Dumpster, Back Dock, and Grease Area, Abandoned Equipment   …………………... …...1 
Exterior of Building - Paint, Wood Rot, Brick……………………………………..………….…1 

2. Food Bars 
Floors, Wall and Ceiling Clean………………………………………………………………....…1 
Front and Back Line Counters, Shelves, Cabinets, Storage…………………………………..1 
Menu/Special Board, Clean - Good Repair - No Handwritten Signs………………………....1 
Plates, Cups, Glasses, Dispenser Filled, Silverware Clean, No Spots, Wrapped……….….1

          Display Case, Clean and Good Repair, Register Area Clean…………………………………1 
 

3.  Foyer/Dining Room 
       Foyer Carpet…………………………………………………………………...…..……………....1 

Doors, Walls, Windows, Ceiling, Lighting, Ceiling Fans………………….……………..… ….1                    
Dining Room ……………………………………………...……...………….……………...……. 1           
Dining Room Tile Floors…………………………………………………………………………...1 

               Windows, Blinds, Shades……………...………………………………………………………..  .1 
              Walls, Partitions, Cabinets, Light Fixtures, Ceiling……………………………………………...1 
              Tables, Chairs, Booths (Split Vinyl, Worn Formica)………………………………………….....1 

     High Chairs, Booster Seats……………………………………………………...........................1 
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4.   Food Bars/Bakery 
      Bars Clean and in Good Repair (Sides, Top and Glass) ………………………………1 
     Heat Wells, Grates, Heat Lamps/Bulbs Clean (Tubes/Ends) and Good Repair ……….1                             
     All Food Items Appear Fresh; List All food in Poor Condition…………..………..……….2 

 
5.   A. Rest Rooms - Men's 

     Doors (Jambs and Push /Kick Plates), Clean and Painted/Polished……………….…..  .1 
Walls, Floor, Ceiling, Lights (Tubes/Ends), Cabinets, Sinks, Toilets,  Fixtures, Mirror,          
Partitions - Clean, Painted, No Rust or Graffiti  ………………………………….…… 1  

     Facility Adequately Stocked, Waste Cans Clean; Available with Liner……………….. …1 

B. Rest Rooms - Ladies 
Doors (Jambs and Push/Kick Plates), Clean and Painted/Polished……………………… 1 
Walls, Floor, Ceiling, Lights (Tubes/Ends), Cabinets, Sinks, Fixtures, Mirrors………… ..1 
Partitions - Clean, Painted, No Rust or Graffiti………………………….………………… . .1 
Facility Adequately Stocked, Waste Cans Clean; Available with Liner……………………1 

6.  Kitchen 
Floors, Walls, Ceiling, Lighting (Tubes/Ends)……………………………………………..1 
Hood System, Filters, Ansul System; (Date of Last Inspection(s) Hood___, Filters Ansul 
System )……………………………………………………………………………     ………1 
Grills, Ovens, Fryers……………………………….………………………………………. . 1 
Steamers, Kettles, Microwave, Other Cooking Equipment……………………………....1 
Proofer, Holding Cabinets, Pots, Pans, Utensils Clean……………………………….….1 
Coolers, Freezers………………………………………………………………………….....1 
Prep Coolers, Ice Machine, Upright Freezers…………………………………………..…1 

7.   Prep & Meat Cutting Rooms/Coolers, Plumbing 
Work Tables, Shelves, Cutting Gloves, All Knives Sharp, and Storage Areas Clean     
and Organized………………………………..…………………………………………… 1 
Walls, Floors, Clean and Dry, Ceiling, Lights, (Tubes/Ends)……………………………1 
Plumbing, Faucets, Sinks, Etc……………………………………………………………...1 
Thermometers Present in All Coolers and Hung by Entry to Coolers…………………..1 

 
Recommended Action Plan: 
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WESTERN SIZZLIN BLUEPRINT TO A SUCCESSFUL OPERATION 
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CLEANLINESS AND REPAIRS 
1.  EXTERIOR 

AREA: BUILDING 
• Windows, window sill clean 
• Building/roof/sides free of grease, paint not peeling 

AREA: LIGHTING 
• Clean and working, no missing broken bulbs or light covers. Neon red and working 

AREA: SIGN AGE/BANNERS 
• Pole sign is clean and in good repair 
• Building sign/logo properly installed and in good working condition 
• Banners clean, good condition and mounted securely 

AREA: PARKING LOT 
• No papers or trash, no pot holes, good drainage, lot is sealed and striped 
• Car/wheel stops in correct position and in good repair 
• Free of ice and snow 

AREA: LANDSCAPING 
• No weeds or trash, no dead plants, mulch or ground cover in good condition 
• Bushes trimmed, grass mowed 
• Adequate and attractive landscaping 

AREA: DUMPSTER AREA 
• Enclosure clean and in good repair, gates closed properly 
• Ground free of trash, pavement doesn't have a heavy grease build-up 
• Grease bins lids shut, dumpster lids and sides shut, boxes in dumpster broken down 
• No insect/rodent infestation 

AREA: SIDEWALKS 
• No heavy grease build-up, no gum, trash and cigarette butts 
• No cracks/holes or grass growing through sidewalk, handicapped ramps in place 
 and marked (if applicable) 
• Free of ice and snow 
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CLEANLINESS AND REPAIRS 
2.  FOYER 

AREA: DOORS 
• Windows and kick plates are clean, door is in good repair (not scratched and in 

need of painting), all hardware in good working order 

AREA: WALLS 
•          Free of dust, cobwebs and writing, wallpaper is not scratched/peeling 

AREA: FLOOR/BASEBOARDS 
• Free of debris and clean, both in good repair 
• Floor mats clean and in good repair 

AREA: LIGHTS/FANS 
• Fixtures are clean, no burnt out bulbs 
• Fan blades are free of dust and dirt, and in good operating condition 
• Adequate lighting levels 

AREA: WINDOW/LEDGES 
• Windows clean, ledges free of dust and litter, no paint spots on windows, 

ledges don't have paint chipping 

AREA: CEILING/VENTS 
• No missing tiles, all are the same color, free of dust and stains 
• Vents are free of dust, all have covers and in good repair 

AREA: CURTAINS/BLINDS 
• Clean and free of dust, none are faded, broken or torn 
• Adequate window covering 

AREA: ASH TRAYS 
• Clean and in good repair 
• Cleaned regularly throughout the day 
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CLEANLINESS AND REPAIRS 
3.  SERVING LINE 

AREA: WALLS 
• Free of dust, spills, cobwebs and writing, wallpaper is not scratched/peeling 

AREA: FLOORS 
• Free of grease and residue build up, tile floor in good repair, no missing tiles 

AREA: CEILING/VENTS 
• No missing tiles, all are the same color, free of dust and stains 
• Vents are free of dust, all have covers and in good repair 

AREA: TRAYS/TRAY BIN 
• All are clean and dry, no chips or stains 

AREA: LIGHTS/FANS 
• Fixtures are clean, no burnt out bulbs 
• Fan blades are free of dust and dirt, and in good operating condition 
• Adequate lighting levels 

AREA: ORDER TAKER AREA 
•         All walls and ceilings clean and free to stains, no damaged walls or ceiling 

tiles present, no hand written SIGN AGE, all paint in good condition 
• Heat lamps, covers, and cords are clean, working properly; Cooled 

bulbs are cleaned every morning 

AREA: CASH REGISTER 
• No handwritten SIGN AGE, clean and working properly, drawers and storage 
 areas are clean and organized 
• All permits/licenses are in frames that are organized and level  
• Trash can is clean, has liner, and is out of customer's view 
• Cashier station is neat and organized; No clutter allowed; Organized check 
 divider under counter area; No employee personal items 
• Cashier counter top is clean, organized, and is not set-up to look like a desk 
• Lost and found is to be kept organized and supervised 

AREA: MENU BOARD/MENUS 
• Menu board frame and transparencies clean and in good repair; no handwritten 
 signs, clip-on or stickers allowed; all new restaurants, conversions and reopens 
 must have a WSI approved menu board. Full service menus clean and in good 
 repair, none have written prices or specials 
• All light bulbs are working properly 
• No fingerprint impressions are visible 
• All cords to and from board are organized and hidden from view; Can be 
 grouped with plastic tie backs along cord 
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CLEANLINESS AND REPAIRS 
3.   SERVING LINE 

AREA: BEVERAGE DISPENSER 
• Draw valves/dispenser heads are clean and free of residue build-up, drip tray 
 and vents are clean and working properly, exterior and base clean and organized 
• Dispenser vent cover is clean and machine fan cover is cleaned daily 
• Dispenser drain is free flowing and grate is cleaned daily 

AREA: COFFEE POTS/MACHINE 
• All pots are clean and free of residue, no chips or cracks 
• Brewing machine burners are free of build -up, spray head free of residue, exterior 
 and interior of machine is clean and free of staining 
• Machine/coffee pots are cleaned and sanitized daily 
• Pots are designated for "regular" and "decaf coffee 
• Empty pots are stored face down or are covered with film for cleanliness 

AREA: ICED TEA DISPENSER 
• Nozzle clean, no residue build-up, exterior of machine is clean and interior is free 
 of staining 
• Unit is cleaned and sanitized daily 
• Unit is covered with lid except during brewing 
• "Sweet" and "Unsweet" are designated on front of machine/canister 
• Lemons are cut and kept on ice; knife cannot be kept in lemon container 
• Spoons are stored with handles facing outward; straw supply set-up at each shift 

AREA: COFFEE CUPS 
• All are free of chips/cracks/stains/do not show wear. Can have two colors 
 (Regular/Decaf) 
• Must be stored face down until use 
• Spoons stored with handle facing upwards 
• Creamers to be maintained on ice during service; Otherwise, in cooler 

AREA: TUMBLERS/GLASSES 
• All are clean and free of chips, cracks and do not show wear. Can have two colors 
 (Water, Beverage) that must be of the same design 
• Spoons stored with handle facing upwards 
• Must be stored face down until use 
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CLEANLINESS AND REPAIRS 
3.  SERVING LINE 

AREA: SILVERWARE 
• All are clean and in good condition, all should be the same design, all silverware 
 should be rolled 
• Additional rolled silverware should be stored in a clean container and covered 
 until use 
• Silverware tabs are to be used 
• Back-up rolled silverware to be stored out of customer's view 

AREA: SALAD BOWLS/PLATTERS 
• All are clean with no chips, cracks or stains; all are properly stored and are consistent  
   in color and design 

AREA: COUNTER TOP 
• Clean with no damaged areas present, all P.O.P. clean and in frames or holders 
• All curled stickers should be removed and area cleaned 
• All displays should be clean and organized; area to be maintained 
• Sides, edges, and underneath countertop should be clean and maintained 

AREA: RAILING 
• Clean, free of any spills 
• Brass is polished; glass is clean 
• Walls at railing area should be clean, free of clutter, all exposed nails removed, 
 and nicks repaired for a flawless impression 

AREA: ICE BIN 
• Cover clean and free of residue build-up, lid closed when not in use and 

no food products stored in ice bin, ice bin is drained and cleaned daily 

AREA: DESSERT COOLER 
• Clean inside and out and in good operating condition 

AREA: DESSERT DISPLAY 
• Glass is clean, not chipped, cracked, broken or missing, case is clean and free 
 of dirt 
• Case base securely fastened to counter and sealed properly, lights clean and in 
 good working condition  
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CLEANLINESS AND REPAIRS 
4.  DINING AREA 

AREA: FLOOR TILE/BASEBOARDS 
• Free of debris and clean, no cracks or chips 

AREA: CARPETS 
• Free of dirt build-up, in good condition, no rips or tears 

AREA: WINDOWS/LEDGES 
• Windows clean, ledges free of dust and litter, no paint spots on windows, ledges 

do not have paint chipping 

AREA: WALLS/PARTITIONS 
• Free of dirt, dust and writing, wall surfaces are not scratched or peeling, no 

condiment splatters 

AREA: POINT OF PURCHASE FRAMES/POSTERS 
• Pop Frames and Posters are securely mounted to a wall. No stains, tears, or 
 hand written signs 
• Prefer "back - to - back" signage display 
• Wall cords are secured and cover to match wall covering 
• All lights are working properly 

AREA: CURTAINS/BLINDS 
• Clean and free of dust, none are faded or broken or torn 
•         Adequate window covering 

AREA: LIGHTS/FANS 
• Fixtures are clean, no burnt out bulbs 
• Fan blades free of dust and dirt, and in good operating condition 
• Adequate lighting levels 
• Globes are clean, free of paint 
• Correct bulb wattage is used in the fixture 

AREA: CEILING/VENTS 
• No missing tiles, all are the same color, free of dust and stains 
• Vents are free of dust, all have covers and in good repair 
• Vents are level with the ceiling 
• All tiles are placed properly atop ceiling grids 
• No dust, debris, string, insulation is hanging from ceiling tile/vent 
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CLEANLINESS AND REPAIRS 
4.  DINING AREA 

AREA: TABLES 
• All tops are clean and in good condition, no chips, cuts or scratches on surface, 
  tables are level and stable, bases and legs are clean and painted 
• Tabletop plan established with uniform set-up of condiments 
• Tables are level; "The Wedge" is used to balance 
• No gum build -up 

AREA: BOOTHS 
• Vinyl is clean, free of crumbs and dust, showing no rips, holes or tape hiding  such 
• Booth cushions are aligned with base; 
• No exposed nails or tacks 

AREA: CHAIRS 
• Clean, properly stained or painted and in good repair 
• Same color and design 
• All stretchers are in place 
• Upholstery is clean and not in need of repair 

AREA: HIGH CHAIRS 
• Cleaned and sanitized after each use. stable, in good repair, not cracked or broken,        
 safety straps in good condition 
• Stored in a neat and orderly fashion 
• Each contains all parts (separate tray) 
• High chair is sturdy and has all rubber leg base covers at floor 

AREA: BOOSTER SEATS 
• Cleaned and sanitized after each use, in good repair, not cracked or broken 
• Same color and design 
• Rubber footings are in place at base 
• Stored in an organized manner 
• Storage in dining room should be at several locations for speed in serving customers 
• Stored off floor 

AREA: WAITRESS STATION 
• All woodwork, doors, countertop clean and in good working condition, all equipment 
 at station clean, in good repair and free of odor 
• Trash container available and clean 
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CLEANLINESS AND REPAIRS 
4.  DINING AREA 

AREA: CONDIMENTS/HOLDERS 
• Salt and pepper shakers, condiments bottles, sugar holders are clean and in 
  good condition 
• Salt and pepper shakers and sugar holders must be the same color and style 
 throughout the dining room 
• Condiments must be half or more full, and arranged uniformly on the tables 
 according to the tabletop plan 
• Sugar and artificial sweetener must be on the table 
• Condiment lids should be cleaned after each shift 
• Salt/pepper shakers should be checked at each shift to make sure lid is secure 

AREA: PHONE AREA 
• Phones are clean and in good working order 
• Phone book is at station and in good condition 
• Phone cord is covered with runner and matches wall decor 

AREA: VENDING MACHINES 
• Machines are clean and in good working order 
• Only cigarette and gum machines acceptable. All other vending machines in 
 minimal quantities 
• Floor to be maintained underneath all machines 

AREA: PLANTS 
• Hanging plants are securely mounted, plants in good condition and well 
 groomed, all plants are clean and free of dust 
• Plants hung in decorative pots/planters that are level 
• Plants should be placed evenly throughout dining room 
• All planters should be clean, attractively displayed, and base cleaned; Exterior 
 also to be maintained 
• All food bar flower arrangements should be evenly spaced with all similar ones 
 placed on separate bars 

AREA: DECOR 
• In good repair, clean and free of dust 
• All flags are placed on a dry cleaning schedule to maintain 
• Trophy cases are to be cleaned and maintained 
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CLEANLINESS AND REPAIRS 
4.  DINING AREA 

AREA: CASHIER STATION 
• No handwritten signage, area is clean and no clutter, cash register is clean and 
 in good working order, drawers and storage areas are clean and organized 
• Shelving underneath is clean/organized 
• All permits/licenses are in frames that are organized and level 
• Trashcan is clean, has liner, and is out of customer's view 
• Cashier station is neat and organized; No clutter; Organized check divider under 
 counter area; No employee personal items 
• Cashier countertop is clean, organized, and is not set-up to look like a desk 
• Lost-found is kept organized/supervised 

 

CLEANLINESS AND REPAIRS 

5.   RESTROOM - MEN'S 

AREA: WALLS/MIRRORS 
• No graffiti and in good repair 
• Tile and grout clean (Smooth touch, glossy appearance)  
• Mirror is clean; no marks or graffiti present;  
• Edges are smooth All holes in tile are patched to match walls  

 • Mirror frame should be attractive, clean, and in good repair  
• All stickers must be removed 
• No holes or gaps in walls: All need to be filled and finished to match 

existing wall covering 
• Handicapped rails are installed properly and are secure 

AREA: FLOORS/BASEBOARDS 
• Clean and dry, tile in good condition 
• Drains clean and free of dirt build-up; Floor maintenance ongoing; drain cap 
 secured and clean 
• Corners clean without build-up and baseboards are clean and in good condition; 
 Grout should be original color; Testing grout for cleanliness by scraping should 
 not produce any dirt 
• Floor should be kept dry 
• Floor should be swept as needed daily and mopped 

AREA: CEILING/VENTS 
• No missing tiles, all are the same color and are stain free 
• Vents are free of dust, all have covers and in good repair 
• Vents are level with the ceiling 
• All tiles are placed properly atop ceiling grids 
• No debris, string, or insulation is hanging from ceiling tile/vent 
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CLEANLINESS AND REPAIRS 
5.  RESTROOM - MEN'S, 

AREA: URINAL/TOILETS 
• Clean inside and out, free of stains and build-up, in good working order 
• Contains urinal block or screen 
• Caulk appears fresh and provides seal around unit 
• Flusher is working properly 
• Holes for water to travel into urinal are clean and stain free 
• Sanitizing dispensers are securely attached to wall and unit 
• Screw caps for toilet base are in place at each location 

AREA: DOORS 
• Clean and in good repair 
• Door closers do not squeak 
• Door handles are polished 
• Hinges are working properly and free of dust 
• Door jambs are not lined with dust 
• Door lines up evenly with door jamb 
• Restroom checklist is posted to door and updated 

AREA: PARTITIONS 
• No graffiti or stickers 
• Locks are not loose; in good working order; Coat hook on interior stall door 
 is not missing any hooks and is secure 
• All are clean with no dirt build -up; All paint splatter is removed 
• Partitions are secure in wall (not loose); No open holes or loose tiles around 
 installation areas 
• All gum is removed 
• Handicapped stickers in place on appropriate stalls 

AREA: SUPPLIES/DISPENSER 
• Hand drying machinery (electric or hand towels) are clean and operating properly 
• All supplies sufficient and adequate for normal operating use (i.e. paper, soap); bar 
 soap not acceptable 
• Dispensers are properly filled and the number of dispensers is adequate for normal 
 use 
• Additional supplies cannot be stored under sinks and atop toilets (Chemicals, 
 paper towels, toilet paper); All supplies must remain in dispensers 
• Air freshener is working properly; fan operating, and scent replacement is not a "fruit 

scent" 
• Sanitizing equipment appears to be operating properly 
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CLEANLINESS AND REPAIRS 5.   
RESTROOM - MEN'S 

AREA: TRASH CONTAINER 
• Clean inside and out, liner (if applicable) covered and in good condition 
• Gloves are worn to maintain the restroom area and all trash receptacles are 
 emptied daily 
• Trash can has lid and is clean 
• Trash can liner is secured at the top and hidden from view from exterior 
• Trash can to be emptied daily and as needed; Trash cannot be overflowing from can 

AREA: COUNTER/SINKS/FIXTURES 
• Clean and stain free, sur faces in good repair, no chips, cracks or rust 
• Fixtures clean and shined, and in good condition 
• Caulk appears fresh and seals area 
• Drain free flowing without debris 
• Spigot under sink has a removable cap for safety 
• Countertop is dry and maintained 

 

CLEANLINESS AND REPAIRS 

6.   RESTROOM – WOMEN’S 

AREA: WALLS/MIRRORS 
• No graffiti and in good repair 
• Tile and grout clean (Smooth touch, glossy appearance) 
• Mirror is clean; no marks or graffiti present; Edges are smooth 
• All holes in tile are patched to match walls 
• Mirror frame should be attractive, clean, and in good repair 
• All stickers must be removed 
• No holes or gaps in walls; All need to be filled and finished to match existing 

wall covering 
• Handicapped rails are installed properly and are secure 

AREA: CEILING/VENTS 
• No missing tiles, all are the same color and are stain free 
• Vents are free of dust, all have covers and in good repair 
• Vents are level with the ceiling 
• All tiles are placed properly atop ceiling grids 
• No debris, string, or insulation is hanging from ceiling tile/vent 
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CLEANLINESS AND REPAIRS 
6.  RESTROOM – WOMEN’S 

AREA: FLOORS/BASEBOARDS 
• Clean and dry, tile in good condition 
• Drains clean and free of dirt build-up; Floor maintenance ongoing; 
 drain cap secured and clean 
• Corners clean without build-up and baseboards are clean and in good 
 condition; Grout should be original color; Testing grout for cleanliness by 
 scraping should not produce any dirt 
• Floor should be kept dry 
• Floor should be swept as needed daily and mopped 

AREA: TOILETS 
• Clean inside and out, free of stains and build-up, in good working order 
• Caulk appears fresh and provides seal around unit 
• Flusher is working properly 
• Sanitizing dispensers are securely attached to wall and unit 

AREA: DOORS 
• Clean and in good repair 
• Door closers do not squeak 
• Door handles are polished 
• Hinges are working properly and free of dust 
• Door jambs are not lined with dust 
• Door lines up evenly with door jamb 
• Restroom checklist is posted to door and updated 

AREA: PARTITIONS 
• No graffiti or stickers 
• Locks are not loose; in good working order; Coat hook on interior stall door 
 is not missing any hooks and is secure 
• All are clean with no dirt build -up; All paint splatter is removed 
• Partitions are secure in wall (not loose); No open holes or loose tiles around 
 installation areas 
• All gum is removed 
• Handicapped stickers in place on appropriate stalls 
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CLEANLINESS AND REPAIRS 
6.  RESTROOM - WOMEN'S 

 
AREA: SUPPLIES/DISPENSER 
• Hand drying machinery (electric or hand towels) are clean and operating 
 properly 
• All supplies sufficient and adequate for normal operating use (i.e. paper, soap); 
 bar soap not acceptable 
• Dispensers are properly filled and the number of dispensers is adequate for 
 normal use 
• Additional supplies cannot be stored under sinks and atop toilets (Chemicals, 
 paper towels, toilet paper); All supplies must remain in dispensers 
• Air freshener is working properly; fan operating, and scent replacement is not a 
 "fruit scent" 
• Sanitizing equipment appears to be operating properly 

AREA: TRASH CONTAINERS 
• Clean inside and out, liner (if applicable) covered and in good condition 
• Gloves are worn to maintain the restroom area and all trash receptacles are 
 emptied daily 
• Trash can has lid and is clean 
• Trash can liner is secured at the top and hidden from view from exterior 
• Trash can to be emptied daily and as needed; Trash cannot be overflowing 
 from can 

AREA: COUNTER/SINKS/FIXTURES 
• Clean and stain free, surfaces in good repair, no chips, cracks or rust 
• Fixtures cleaned and shined, and in good condition 
• Caulk appears fresh and seals area 
• Drain free flowing without debris 
• Spigot under sink has a removable cap for safety 
• Countertop is dry and maintained 
• Watch for hot spots to eliminate misdirected lights/heat lamps burning hazard 

 

CLEANLINESS AND REPAIRS 

6. FOOD BAR 

 AREA: FOOD BAR OVERHEAD 
• Clean, with no dirt or dust build-up; florescent grates are clean 
• Electrical wires are dust free and presentation matches decor 
• Tops of food bars are dusted 
• Flower arrangements/theme displays are clean and organized (should be 
 attractive throughout store 
• Walls/mirrors/lighting are clean/dust free 
• All nails/hooks are clean and if used, remove 
• All bulbs are burning; "Heat lamp" bulbs are used instead of any "flood lights" 
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CLEANLINESS AND REPAIRS 
6. FOOD BAR 

AREA: COUNTERTOP 
• Clean at all times, no dirt build-up, chips, cracked edges, scratched, etc. Proper 

caulking around permanent inserts 

AREA: SIDES/DRY STORAGE 
• Clean at all times; no build-up/spills/chips/cracks 
• Vents/vent covers are in the correct position and clean 
• All products are covered 
• No open packages 
• All products are labeled; facing isle; record date received on box 
• Shelving is organized for efficiency 

AREA: CROCKS/BOWLS/UTENSILS 
• All are clean, in good condition with no chips, cracks, etc; No wooden bowls 
• Utensils are placed downward in container so that handle is facing customer 
• Container should be suitable for utensil size/shape 
• Select container that is easy to maintain 

AREA: SNEEZE GUARDS 
• Clean/debris free, with no chips/cracks 
• Signage is accurate and professional 
• All brass is polished 
• Make sure all is secure 

AREA: LIGHTING 
• Adequate lighting levels 
• Covers/tubes/globes are clean and working properly 
• Grates are clean and debris free to include support ledges/hooks 
• Tubes/ends (or electrical tape) are on all florescent lights; Globes on all regular 
 bulbs 
• Cooled bulbs are cleaned daily for maximum eye appeal 
• All burned out bulbs are replaced immediately 
• All electrical problems (ballast, shorts) are repaired immediately; All electrical 
 problems at company owned stores should be directed to VP Operations 

AREA: BACK-UP COOLER 
• All food shelving and doors clean and in good condition; thermometer is present 
 and all fans/vents are working properly; gaskets are clean. 
• All food is covered and labeled 
• Raw product is not stored above any cooked or "ready to eat" food. 
• Date received/prepped should be recorded and day dots used for date prepared 
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CLEANLINESS AND REPAIRS 
6. FOOD BAR 

 
AREA: FOOD BAR CART 
• Clean, with "no build -up; good operating condition 
• Mitts are available to handle hot items 
• Wheels are operating properly (secure/greased); no debris is wrapped around 
 wheel axle; clean wheels 
• Daily procedures include cleaning carts after each shift 
• Procedures include organizing cart for maximum appeal in customer's view 
 (Dirty pans returning from kitchen, utensils from serving bars, etc) 

AREA: WARMERS/WARMER INSERTS 
• Caulked properly at countertop 
• Inserts are clean; free of build-up, Not damaged 
• Thermometers in all boxes 
• Sheet pans are clean 
• Water pan is clean and filled 
• Daily cleaning at opening and closing 
• Gaskets/handles clean & working properly 
• All food is covered 
• All pans to be descaled 

AREA: SOFT SERVE MACHINE 
• Clean and in proper working order 
• Flavor labels are attractive and clean 
• Excess cord is not visible 
• Walls/floor around/under machine is clean 
• Sanitized daily and lubricated properly 
• Vents dust free; Handles properly installed 
• Topping display organized with proper serving utensil; Serving cups face down 
• Cone display secure; clean/filled properly 
• Spoons are presented face down in container; cleanliness check when filled 
• Condenser coils are dust free 

 

AREA: GLASS/MIRRORS 
• Clean and well maintained; knick free, no panes are missing, no rough edges 
• All are level and secure 

AREA: PEST CONTROL 
• Area clean and free of insects (alive or dead), rodents 
• Materials are free of walkways 
• Application does not interfere with operation 
• Should be maintenance free for staff 
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CLEANLINESS AND REPAIRS 
6. FOOD BAR 

AREA: UNDER COUNTER STORAGE 
• All shelving is clean and organized 
• No employee personal items are stored 
• All utensils are properly stored (knives in knife racks, utensils in covered pan, 

and pans upside down in clean pan) 
• All wires/electrical boxes are secured (Important none are hanging down) 
• Knife racks are secure/easily accessible 
• Items not being used during that shift should be stored properly (extra heat 

lamps, wooden carving blocks, portable warmers) 
• Fresh sanitizer solution available (stored off floor) 

AREA: BRASS 
• Clean and polished without any polish residue or green tarnish 
• All is secure 

AREA: DISPLAY 
• Items are displayed in an organized way and are in a convenient place for the 

customer (Bottled salad dressings by the regular dressings, crackers by the 
soup and at the cold bars) 

• Display must be appealing to the eye 
• Theme display is clean, hazard free, and in a safe location 

AREA: HEAT LAMPS 
• Good working order 
• Lamp arm, cover, base, cord and bulb are clean 
• Correct bulb installed (not regular bulb) 
• Cord is secure/hazard free 
• Shining in proper direction 
• Secured in base (if not portable) 
• No exposed wires at base 

AREA: SIGNAGE 
• Professional presentation, informative, secure and clean 
• All signs should be legible and level 

AREA: PROOFERS 
• Clean and properly maintained; working properly 
• Temperature with proper settings on units that are combo warmer/proofers 
• Sheet pans clean; Vents cleaned 
• Thermometer inside unit 
• Unit cleaned/sanitized at opening/closing 
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CLEANLINESS AND REPAIRS 
8.  DISHROOM 

AREA: POT SINKS 
• Drains, taps working properly, sink clean and sanitized 
• Chemicals are set-up/used properly 
• Table is sealed and has no leaks 
• Chemicals stored off floor 
• Spray bottles have organized display 
• Scrub pads are not hanging from nails or hooks from walls 
• Debris is removed from sink after every use 
• Sink is sanitized before/after each use 

AREA: BUS PANS 
• Free of grease, none are cracked or broken, sent through dishwasher after 
 every use 
• Clean pans not stored on floor 
• Staff to load bus pan properly (separating trash, glassware, silverware, china, 
 etc) and break down at dish room 

AREA: DISH STORAGE 
• Racks/shelves/carts are clean and organized; no broken plates or glasses 
• All plates, utensils should be checked for cleanliness before filing away 
• Carts should be used when transporting dishes/glasses, etc 

AREA: PRE-SOAK PROCEDURES 
• Silverware is soaked prior to washing 
• Cart/pan/rack to be clean/maintained 
• Pre-soak solution to be changed as needed 
• Buffet/Serving utensils are to be soaked separately 
• Follow directions for proper chemical mix with prewash solution 

 
CLEANLINESS AND REPAIRS 
8.  DISHROOM 

AREA: TRASH CANS 
• Clean/lined and in good condition 
• Filled only ½ full to reduce injury hazard to co-workers 
• No food designated colored cans are to be used for trash 
• All liquid/ice is poured off before going into can to reduce weight of trash can 
• Cans are cleaned and sanitized daily 
• Boxes broken down/placed in recycle bin 
• Lids to dumpster closed at all times 
• Trash can runs are not allowed after dark and must be supervised by 
 management 
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AREA: WALLS 
• Clean with no build -up, no water damage causing walls to decay 
• No broken tiles/grout damage or holes in walls 
• Only work related items are displayed on walls 
• Walls are to be cleaned and sanitized daily and as needed 
• Utensils are not to be stored in holes in walls or behind stainless counters 
• All exposed nails/hooks are to be removed and walls patched 
• All shelves are to be clean, organized, and sanitized daily and as needed 

AREA: CEILING/VENTS 
• No missing tiles, all are the same color, free of dust and stains 
• All vents must have covers and be in good repair; Rust/dust must be 
 removed 
• Tiles must be placed onto ceiling grids 
• Broken or tiles with holes must be replaced 

AREA: FLOOR/BASEBOARDS 
• Clean, free of grease and residue build-up, tile floor in good repair, no tiles 
 missing 
• All floors must be kept dry and all leaks must be reported to management for 
 repair 
• Dry mops are to be available to maintain floors; Floors must be kept dry  
• Floors must be swept before each shift end and  mopped daily, then 
 squeegee  
• Drains clean and must be sealed around floors; secured to floor for hazard  
• Grout should be clean and match those in low traffic areas 

 
AREA: CHEMICALS 
• All are stored off the floor and if atop a rack, area needs to be cleaned and 
 maintained with rest of area 
• All items/spray bottles must be labeled 
• All chemicals must have an information sheet filed in our "MSDS Notebook" 
• Chemical rack must have key for lock and items installed properly 
• Empty chemical bottles cannot be reused for any reason 
 
 

CLEANLINESS AND REPAIRS 
8.  DISHROOM 

AREA: DISHWASHING RACKS 
• In good condition, no grease build -up 
• Adequate supply; stored in an organized manner 

AREA: LIGHTING 
• Fixtures are clean (to include covers); fixtures all working & in good repair 
• All florescent lights have tube covers and end caps (electrical tape can cover 
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the  ends if no end caps are available) 
• Adequate lighting levels 
• All electrical problems are to be reported to management immediately for repair 
• No holes or cracks are allowed in covers 

AREA: WORK TABLE 
• Clean and free of dust 
• Table to be sealed; no open cracks/holes 
• Must be constantly cleaned/maintained and includes all sides/bases/legs 
• Must be level and sturdy 

AREA: T & S SPRAYER 
• In good working condition, securely attached and clean 
• No leaks allowed in hose 
• Sprayer end to be descaled as needed 
• Must be able to secure sprayer/hose 

AREA: DISHWASHING EQUIPMENT 
• Exterior of machine is properly maintained and kept clean, interior of machine is 
 descaled when needed, hot water booster in good working condition, if used 
• Litmus test kit located at machine and to be tested at determined intervals 
 (provided by machine/chemical supplier) 
• Proper set-up of machine monitored at each shift 

AREA: EXHAUST HOODS 
• Are working properly and clean 
• Dish machine is vented directly through hood 
• Vent opening has cover 
• Clean inside and out 
• Wall behind hood is clean and debris free 
 

CLEANLINESS AND REPAIRS 

9.  KITCHEN 

AREA: WALLS 
• Clean, free of stains and grease build -up, walls are not damaged, paint in good 

condition 
• Wall tiles are not cracked or broken 
• Walls are to be sanitized daily 
• Storage not allowed between walls and equipment 
• All excess nails/hooks are to be removed and holes patched 
• Walls are to be patched to match decor 
• Shelves are to be cleaned/maintained 
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CLEANLINESS AND REPAIRS 
9.  KITCHEN 

AREA: CEILING/VENTS 
• No missing tiles, all are the same color, free of dust and stains 
• All vents must have covers and be in good repair; Rust/dust must be removed 
• Tiles must be placed onto ceiling grids 
• Replace all broken, stained, cracked, dented, or tiles with exposed openings 
 with fresh ceiling tiles 

AREA: FIRST AID KIT 
• Available and properly stocked (See "First Aid Supply Order Form") 
• Instruction booklet available (To be used as a reference to handle all injuries) 
• Wear rubber gloves when issuing all first aid materials and instruction 

AREA: FLOOR/BASEBOARDS 
• Clean, free of grease and residue build-up, tile floor in good repair, no 

tiles missing 
• All floors must be kept dry and all leaks must be reported to management for 
 repair 
• Dry mops are to be available to maintain floors; Floors must be kept dry  
• Floors must be swept before each shift end and mopped daily then squeegee  
• Drains clean and must be sealed around floors; secured to floor for hazard  
• Grout should be clean and match those in low traffic areas 

AREA: EXHAUST HOOD/FILTERS 
• Hoods, exhaust fans are clean and free of excessive grease build-up with 
 no damaged areas present, exhaust fans and make up air system 
 operating properly. 
• Filters cleaned daily and in good repair, no missing filters 
• Hood maintenance schedule established with label indicating last 
 service date along with company name and address 
• Filters are in place 
• Hood is clean inside and out 
• Wall behind hood is clean and debris free 

AREA: LIGHTING 
• Fixtures are clean (to include covers); fixtures all working & in good repair and 

free of grease build-up 
• All florescent lights have tube covers and end caps (electrical tape can cover 
 the ends if no end caps are available) 
• Adequate lighting levels 
• All electrical problems are to be reported to management immediately for repair 
• No holes or cracks are allowed in covers 
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CLEANLINESS AND REPAIRS 
9.  KITCHEN 

AREA: FLAT GRILLS/BROILERS 
• Free of heavy carbon and grease build-up, should be in good working condition 
• Exterior, base, stand, back of equipment is clean and properly maintained 
• Cleaning equipment is stored off floor area in container 
• Stir-fry sheet pan is not stored on floor 
• Residue tray emptied after each shift and as needed 
• Supply of grill bricks and screens are to be monitored and 
 communicated to management when supply is low 
• Temperature is to be monitored so proper cooking levels can be reached 

AREA: POTATO/ROLL DRAWERS 
• Drawer, handles, dials, slides and inserts are clean and free of residue build-up 
 and all are working properly 
• Temperature is to be monitored 
• Area is to be cleaned at end of shift 
• No frayed electrical cords present 

AREA: UTENSILS/TONGS 
• All are clean with no damage, grease or carbon build-up 
• Separate tongs are stored in a certain place for handling chicken only 
• Gloves are being worn on both hands when using knives 
• Extra utensils are to be stored properly 

AREA: PLATTERS/PLATES 
• All are clean and free of chips, cracks and are not worn, all must be consistent in 
 design and color, storage area is clean 
• Plates are to be checked for cleanliness before stocking in food preparation areas 

AREA: MAKE-UP AREA/PASS THROUGH WINDOW 

• Clean and organized with no heavy build -ups  

• Heat lamp arms, cover, bulbs are clean -and maintained 

• Correct bulb is being used 

• Sanitizer water is being used and changed often 

• Window is clean and maintained 

AREA: TOASTER 
• Clean with no heavy build-up; Good working order 
• Located in a hazard free position 
• Electrical cords are clean and not frayed 
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CLEANLINESS AND REPAIRS 
9.  KITCHEN 

AREA: TRASH CANS 
• Clean/lined and in good condition 
• Filled only ½ full to reduce injury hazard to co-workers 
• No food designated colored cans are to be used for trash 
• All liquid/ice is poured off before going into can to reduce weight of trash can 
• Cans are cleaned and sanitized daily 
• Boxes broken down/placed in recycle bin 
• Lids to dumpster closed at all times 
• Trash can runs are not allowed after dark and must be supervised by management 

AREA: HAND SINK 
• Clean and working properly 
• Paper towel and soap dispensers are present and filled properly 
• Drain cover is free of debris and drain is free flowing 
• Sign is posted at area requiring all employees to wash hands before returning 
 to area 
• Faucet handles are working properly and -sink is flush against wall 
• Sink is level and sturdy 
• Nothing should be hanging from sink goose neck 

AREA: FRYERS 
• Thermometer is present and calibrated 
• All baskets, vats, pilot light area and exterior of fryers are clean and free of 
 grease build-up 
• All fryers are operating properly 
• Fryer screen is available 
• Fryers are to be covered with sheet pans at closing after cleaning 
• Grease replacement for fryers is on a regular posted schedule 
• No evidence of cracked/leaking vat (fresh oil inside of unit) 

AREA: HEAT LAMPS/CAL RODS 
• Lamp, fry dump area is clean, in good working condition and shows no 

damaged equipment, no grease build -up on heating element, underside or 
lamp 

• No wires are exposed on unit 
• Screen is in bottom of pan 
• All shelving is clean and debris free 
• No frayed electrical cords resent 
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AREA: CONVECTION OVEN 
• Doors, handles, top, sides, interior and storage areas are all clean and in 
 working order, top not used for storage 
• Door alignment is good and doors lock into place 
• Thermometer is present 
• Glass on doors is not damaged or cracked 
• Seal around glass is not damaged 
• No frayed electrical cords present 
 

CLEANLINESS AND REPAIRS 
9.  KITCHEN 

AREA: HOT WELLS 
• Caulked properly around counter top, should be descaled regularly and 
 cleaned out daily 
• Inserts are clean and free of build-up, not bent or damaged 
• No frayed electrical cords present 

AREA: UNDER COUNTER STORAGE 
• Shelving is clean and organized 
• No exposed or loose wires 
• Daily maintenance of area includes top, sides, underneath, legs, and all shelving 
• Sanitizer solution is available and emptied regularly and as needed (not stored 
 on the floor) 

AREA: MEAT COOLER 
• All doors, handles, tops, sides, interior, exterior areas are clean and in good   
 condition, cooler is working properly; maintaining proper temperature (35-40) 
• Fan cover is clean with cover in place 
• Unit drains properly 
• Bottom interior is not filled with condensation 
• Thermometer is located in unit interior 
• Proper meat rotation is in effect 
• All items are covered at all times 
• Tongs designated for handling chicken only 
• No frayed electrical cords present 

AREA: REACH-IN FREEZER 
• All doors, shelving, interior, exterior areas are clean and free of ice build-up, 
 freezer is working properly; maintaining proper temperature (0-10) 
• Thermometer is present 
• Door seals are clean and in good condition 
• Fan cover is in place and clean 
• Floor underneath unit is cleaned and maintained; Area is swept before each 
 shift end 
• No frayed electrical cords present 
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• AREA: REACH-IN COOLER 
• All doors, shelving, interior, exterior areas are clean, door seals are clean and in 

good condition, cooler is working properly; maintaining proper temperature 
• Thermometer is present 
• Door seals are clean and in good condition 
• Fan cover is in place and clean 
• Floor underneath unit is cleaned and maintained; Area is swept before each 
 shift end 
• No frayed electrical cords present 

 
CLEANLINESS AND REPAIRS 

10.  PREP AREA 
AREA: FLOORS/BASEBOARDS 
• Surface clean and dry, includes baseboards and corners, tile, in good condition, 

drains clean (free of dirt build-up) 
• Floor drain is covered with clean grate that is anchored; Floor must be 

sealed around grate/drain 
• Floors are to be maintained during each shift by sweeping (as needed); End of day 
 procedure includes sweeping entire floor and under all equipment before mopping 
• All floors must be kept dry and all leaks must be reported to management for repair 
• Dry mops are to be available to maintain floors; Floors must be kept dry 
• Grout should be clean and match those in low traffic areas 

AREA: WALLS 
• All walls clean and free of stains, paint in good condition 
• Wall tiles are not cracked or broken 
• .     Walls are to be sanitized daily 
• Storage not allowed between walls and equipment 
• All excess nails/hooks are to be removed and holes patched 
• Walls are to be patched to match decor 
• Shelves are to be cleaned/maintained 

AREA: CEILING/VENTS 
• No missing tiles, all are the same color 
• All vents must have covers and be in good repair; Rust/dust must be removed 
• Tiles must be placed onto ceiling grids 
• Replace all broken, stained, cracked, dented, or tiles with exposed openings 
 with fresh ceiling tiles 
• Repair all leaks, evidenced by stained tiles, before replacing tiles 

AREA: LIGHTING 
• Fixtures are clean (to include covers); fixtures all working & in good repair 
• Adequate lighting levels 
• All florescent lights have tube covers and end caps (electrical tape can cover 
 the ends if no end caps are available) 
• All electrical problems are to be reported to management immediately for repair 
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AREA: WORK TABLE/DRAWERS 
• Tables clean and free of rust 
• Drawers clean, organized, no knives stored in drawers 
• All utensils are clean and stored properly 
• Work tables are sturdy and level; table legs are straight and each has floor 
 protective cushion at base 
• Table to be sealed; no open cracks/holes 
• Must be constantly cleaned/maintained and includes all sides/bases/legs 
 

CLEANLINESS AND REPAIRS 
10.  PREP AREA 

AREA: HOLDING CABINETS 
• Inside and outside clean of grease and build -ups in good condition 
• Handles and gaskets clean and in good working order 
• Water pan is clean and is properly filled and maintained at beginning and during 
 each shift 
• Thermometer is present in each and temperature monitored 

AREA: ICE MACHINE 
• Exterior of machine clean and free or rust, lid closed when not in use, operating 
 properly, storage bin (interior) clean and drained periodically, no food stored in 
 ice bin 
• Ice scoop is properly stored in holster and is in good condition; No chips or splits 
 are allowed 
• Lid locks in place for ease and safety 
• Underneath/behind machine is clean and free of debris 
• Machine drains into floor drain without extra water below machine 
• Fan filter is cleaned on regular basis 
• Machine on maintenance schedule 
• No frayed electrical cords present 

AREA: WALL SHELVING 
• Clean and organized 
• All shelves are level, rubber leg cushions on each base, no rust or missing 
paint;  in good\ repair 
• All pots/pans/containers are stored face down 
• All spices are covered 
• Knives are stored in knife rack 
• Lexan lids/utensils are to be stored in a covered container 

CAN OPENER 
• Clean with no rust of food build-up, blade clean and functions properly - no 
 excessive wear 
• Clean and sanitize before and after each use 
• Gears are not worn and working properly 
• Handle moves easily 
• Secure and stable 
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AREA:SLICER/MIXER 
• All parts are washed and sanitized after each use, all parts are handled properly 

and are in good working condition 
• Cutting gloves are to be worn on each hand 
• Mixer attachments are clean and returned to bowl; Covered with film 
• Cord is clean with no exposed wires at either end 
• Blade is sharpened and gauge is maintained regularly 
• No frayed electrical cords present 
 

CLEANLINESS AND REPAIRS 
10.  PREP AREA 

AREA:UTENSILS 
• Free of residue build-up/not damaged 
• All are stored properly in a covered container 
• Knives are stored in a knife rack 
• Storage floor/cabinet base not allowed 

AREA: POTS/PANS 
• Free of residue build-up/not damaged, covers/lids are clean and proper size 
• All must be stored face down when not in use 
• All used day dots are removed before sending into dish room 
• Interior/exterior of all stock pots are free of black carbon build -up and food 
debris 

AREA: STOVE 
• Burners, oven, handle, dials and drip pan are clean and free of residue/carbon 
 build-up; in good working order 
• Sides, base, front and back areas are clean and maintained 
• Drawer is clean and emptied daily when cooled (recommend am set-up) 
• Cooking utensils stored in a liner pan 
• Oven door closes properly and handle secure 
• Pots/pans are stored face down 
• Oven mitts are available at station 
• Thermometer is present in oven 

AREA: MICROWAVE/STEAMERS 
• Must be clean inside and out; in good repair and working condition 
• Microwave top inner liner clean and in good working order 
• Exterior microwave vents are clean and free of debris 
• Gaskets/seals are clean and attached properly; No cuts or tears present 
• Handles working properly and provide locked position 
• No frayed electrical cords present 
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AREA: EMPLOYEE BATHROOMS 
• Must be clean and in good repair, no odors; can't be used for storage 
• Feminine sanitary dispensers with liner 
• Cleaning/maintaining this area requires wearing gloves 
• Light fixture/cover good working order 
• Fan & cover works; cover clean/no debris 
• Trashcan with lid and liner is clean and in good working order 
• Door handle/lock secure/work properly 
• Sign that employees must wash hands before returning to work 
• Signs indicating "Women's/Men's" on exterior door 
• Paper towel and soap dispensers are installed, working properly, and filled 
• Extra supplies are not to be stored outside dispensers 
• Chemicals/supplies/rags cannot be stored at sink gooseneck 
• Air freshener installed and working properly 
 

CLEANLINESS AND REPAIRS 
10.  PREP AREA 

AREA: TRASH CONTAINERS 
• All are clean, all are lined and show no appearance of damage or excessive 

wear and tear; No offensive odors present 
• Filled only ½ full to reduce injury hazard to co-workers 
• No food designated colored cans are to be used for trash 
• All liquid/ice is poured off before going into can to reduce weight of trash can 
• Cans are cleaned and sanitized daily 
• Boxes broken down/placed in recycle bin 

AREA: OTHER EQUIPMENT 
• Other equipment (food processors, etc) must be clean inside and out, and in 
 good repair 
• Cord is clean with no exposed wires at either end 
• Gaskets/seals are clean and attached properly; No cuts or tears present 
• Handles working properly and provide locked position 
• All parts are washed after each use, all parts are handled properly and are in 
 good working condition 
• Cooking utensils stored in a liner pan 
• Sides, base, front and back areas are clean and maintained 
• No frayed electrical cords present 

AREA: PREP SINK 
• Clean and working properly 
• Drain cover free of debris; free flowing 
• Faucet handles work; sink level/sturdy 
• Nothing hanging from sink gooseneck 
• If no overflow present, pvc tubes must be used 
• Sink free of rust; Legs straight and clean 
• All utensils are clean; stored properly 
• Floor protective cushion at leg's base 
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• Sink table to be sealed; no open cracks/holes 

AREA: PEST CONTROL 
• Area clean and free of insects (alive or dead), rodents 
• Materials are free of wa lkways 
• Application does not interfere with operation 
• Should be maintenance free for staff 
 

CLEANLINESS AND REPAIRS 
11.  FOOD STORAGE AREAS 
1. Walk-in Cooler 
AREA: WALLS 
• Clean and in good condition 

AREA: CEILING 
• Clean, free of build -up; in good repair 

AREA: LIGHTING 
• Must be florescent; clean tube/end covers 
• Must be adequate 

AREA: FAN/VENTS/COILS 
• Clean and in good working condition 

AREA: STORAGE CONTAINERS 
• Clean, organized and in good repair 
• Not stored on floor 
• All items are covered 
• All items are dated (recommend use of day/dots with date written on it) 

AREA: THERMOMETER 
• Thermometer present inside unit and working properly 

AREA: SHELVING/RACKS 
• Clean, organized and in good repair 

AREA: STORAGE TUBS/TRAYS 
• Clean, organized and in good repair 
• Not stored on floor 
• All items are covered 
• All items are dated (recommend use of day/dots with date written on it) 

AREA: DOOR/GASKET 
• Door seals are clean/in good condition 
• Door handle/closers/hinges in good working order 
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AREA: FLOORS 
• Clean and free of dirt, residue build-up 
• No food stored on the floor 
 
 

CLEANLINESS AND REPAIRS 
11.  FOOD STORAGE AREAS 
2.  Walk-in Prep Cooler 

AREA: DOOR/GASKET 
• Door seals are clean/in good condition 
• Door handle/closers/hinges in good working order 

AREA: FLOORS 
• Clean and free of dirt, residue build-up 
• Nothing stored on the floor 

AREA: WALLS 
• Clean and in good condition 

AREA: CEILING 
• Clean, free of build -up, and in good repair 

AREA: LIGHTING 
• Must be florescent and covered with clean tubes and ends 
• Must be adequate 

AREA: FAN/VENTS/COILS 
• Clean and in good working condition; No ice build-up on condenser 

AREA: STORAGE CONTAINERS 
• Clean, organized and in good repair 
• Not stored on floor 
• All items are covered 
• All items are dated (recommend use of day/dots with date written on it) 

AREA: THERMOMETER 
• Thermometer present inside unit and working properly; Thermometer is located 

by entry door 

AREA: SHELVING/RACKS 
• Clean, organized and in good repair 
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CLEANLINESS AND REPAIRS 
11.  FOOD STORAGE AREAS 
3.  Walk-in Freezer 
AREA: WALLS 
• Clean and in good condition 

AREA: CEILING 
• Clean, free of build -up, and in good repair 

AREA: LIGHTING 
• Must be florescent and covered with clean tubes and ends 
• Must be adequate 

AREA: FAN/VENTS/COILS 
• Clean and in good working condition  

AREA: STORAGE CONTAINERS 
• Clean, organized and in good repair 
• Not stored on floor 
• All items are covered 
• All items are dated (recommend use of day/dots with date written on it) 

AREA: THERMOMETER 
• Thermometer present inside unit and working properly 

AREA: SHELVING/RACKS 
• Clean, organized and in good repair 

AREA: DOOR/GASKET 
• Door seals are clean/in good condition 
• Door handle/closers/hinges in good working order 

AREA: FLOORS 
• Clean and free of dirt, residue build-up  
• Nothing stored on the floor 
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CLEANLINESS AND REPAIRS 
11.  FOOD STORAGE AREAS 
4.  Reach-in Freezer 

AREA: FLOORS 
• Clean and free of dirt, residue build-up 
• Nothing is stored on the floor 

AREA: WALLS 
• Clean and in good condition 

AREA: CEILING 
• Clean, free of build -up, and in good repair 

AREA: LIGHTING 
• Must be florescent and covered with clean tubes and ends 
• Must be adequate 

AREA: FAN/VENTS/COILS 
• Clean and in good working condition 

AREA: STORAGE CONTAINERS 
• Clean, organized and in good repair 
• Not stored on floor 
• All items are covered 
• All items are dated (recommend use of day/dots with date written on it) 

AREA: THERMOMETER 
• Thermometer present inside unit and working properly; Thermometer is located 

by entry door 

AREA: SHELVING/RACKS 
• Clean, organized and in good repair 

AREA: DOOR/GASKET 
• Door seals are clean/in good condition 
• Door handle/closers/hinges in good working order 
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CLEANLINESS AND REPAIRS 
11.  FOOD STORAGE AREAS 

5.  Walk-in Meat Cooler 

AREA: FLOORS 
• Clean and free of dirt, residue build-up 
• No food stored on the floor 

AREA: DOOR/GASKET 
• Door seals are clean/in good condition 
• Door handle/closers/hinges in good working order 

AREA: WALLS 
•         Clean and in good condition 

AREA: CEILING 
• Clean, free of build -up; in good repair 

AREA: LIGHTING 
• Must be florescent; clean tube/end covers 
• Must be adequate 

AREA: FAN/VENTS/COILS 
• Clean and in good working condition 

AREA: STORAGE CONTAINERS 
• Clean, organized and in good repair 
• Not stored on floor 
• All items are covered 
• All items are dated (recommend use of day/dots with date written on it) 

AREA: THERMOMETER 
• Thermometer present inside unit and working properly; Thermometer is located 

by entry door 

AREA: SHELVING/RACKS 
• Clean, organized and in good repair 
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CLEANLINESS AND REPAIRS 
11.  FOOD STORAGE AREAS 

6.  Reach-in Meat Cooler 

AREA: WALLS 
• Clean and in good condition 

AREA: CEILING 
• Clean, free of build -up; in good repair 

AREA: LIGHTING 
• Must be florescent; clean tube/end covers 
• Must be adequate 

AREA: FAN/VENTS/COILS 
• Clean and in good working condition 

AREA: STORAGE CONTAINERS 
• Clean, organized and in good repair 
• Not stored on floor 
• All items are covered 
• All items are dated (recommend use of day/dots with date written on it) 

AREA: THERMOMETER 
• Thermometer present inside unit and working properly; Thermometer is located 

by entry door 

AREA: SHELVING/RACKS 
• Clean, organized and in good repair 

AREA: STORAGE TUBS/TRAYS 
• Clean, organized and in good repair 
• Not stored on floor 
• All items are covered 
• All items are dated (recommend use of day/dots with date written on it) 

AREA: DOOR/GASKET 
• Door seals are clean/in good condition 
• Door handle/closers/hinges in good working order 

AREA: FLOORS 
• Clean and free of dirt, residue build-up 
• Nothing is stored on the floor 
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CLEANLINESS AND REPAIRS 
11.  FOOD STORAGE AREAS 

7.  Dry Storage 

AREA: FLOORS 
• Clean and free of dirt, residue build-up 
• Nothing is stored on the floor 

AREA: WALLS 
• Clean and in good condition 

AREA: CEILING/VENTS 
• Clean, free of build -up, and in good repair 

AREA: LIGHTING 
• Must be florescent and covered with clean tubes and ends 
• Must be adequate 

AREA: SHELVING/RACKS 
• Well organized/grouped by category (Paper, canned goods, etc) 
• Clean and free of food/trash debris 
• Not in need of repair (shelves sturdy, no bent legs, shelves/unit level) 

AREA: STORAGE CONTAINERS 
• Clean, organized and in good repair 
• Not stored on floor 
• All items are covered 
• All items are dated (recommend use of day/dots with date written on it) 

AREA: CHEMICAL STORAGE 
• Stored properly off floor 
• No open bottles/containers 
• All containers/spray bottles properly labeled 
• MSDS sheets/binder hung properly in area 

AREA: PEST CONTROL 
• No evidence of pests 
• Traps/Chemicals (spray/powder) are not in contact with food handling      
 surfaces 
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CLEANLINESS AND REPAIRS 
12. MEAT CUTTING ROOM/COMMISSARY 

AREA: LIGHTING 
• Must be florescent and covered with clean tubes and ends 
• Must be adequate 

AREA: VENTS 
• Clean and working properly 

AREA: STORAGE CONTAINERS 
• Clean, organized and in good repair 
• Not stored on floor 
• All items are covered 
• All items are dated (recommend use of day/dots with date written on it) 

AREA: THERMOMETER 
• Thermometer present and working properly; Thermometer is located by entry door 

AREA: SHELVING/RACKS 
• Clean, organized and in good repair 

AREA: CEILING 
• Clean, free of build -up, in good repair 
• Cleaned and sanitized daily 

AREA: FLOORS 
• Clean and free of dirt, residue build-up 
• Nothing is stored on the floor 

AREA: SINK 
• Clean and free of dirt, residue in or at drain 
• Free flowing drain, not in need of repair 
• Cleaned and sanitized before, during, and after meat preparation 

AREA: WALLS 
• Clean and in good condition 
• Cleaned and sanitized daily 

AREA: PEST CONTROL 
• No evidence of pests 
• Traps/Chemicals (spray/powder) are not in contact with food handling 
 surfaces 

AREA: DOORS 
• Clean and in good condition 
• Handles/closers/hinges working properly 
• No open holes, jagged edges, splinters 
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CLEANLINESS AND REPAIRS 
12. MEAT CUTTING ROOM/COMMISSARY 

AREA: SCALES 
• Clean and calibrated daily 
• Sanitized before/after use 

AREA: GRINDER/CUBER/BURGER 
• Clean and in good condition 
• Cleaned and sanitized daily 

AREA: WORK TABLES 
• Cleaned and sanitized daily 
• Organized and in good repair 

AREA: KNIVES/CUTTING GLOVES 
• Knives are properly maintained, sharpened, clean and sanitized, stored 
 properly 
• Cutting gloves must be used on both hands when cutlery is used 
• Gloves are cleaned and stored properly 

AREA: CUTTING BOARDS 
• Clean with no residue build -up 
• Stored properly 
• Sanitized before and after each use 
• Properly anchored during use 

AREA: SLICER/BAND SAW 
• Clean and sanitized before/after each use 
• Properly maintained and in good repair 
• Blade properly sharpened, maintained 
• Cutting gloves worn on both hands 

AREA: MISCELLANEOUS 
• Electrical hazards noted 
• Electrical panels properly labeled 
• Areas operated by timers are labeled with settings and operating 
 instructions logged 
• All emergency shut-offs/"clean-outs" are labeled; Outside electric room 
 logged 
• MSDS sheets/binder are properly displayed 
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II. SERVICE                 
A. AREA: SERVING LINE 

• Customer Line Speed (3 Customers per Minute) 
Customer serving line should move at a rate of 3 customers per minute 

• Customer Greeted (Prior to Ordering) 
Customer greeted with smile/ verbal welcome at entering line 
Employee must make eye contact with customer 

• Order Taken Promptly 
       Customer's order taken within 1 minute of entering service line 

• Order Taker Suggestive Selling 
          Order taker makes an attempt to either "up sell"; specifically suggest an 

entree item, side order or manager’s special 
• Order Taker Smiling & Enthusiastic/Pleasant 

Order taker exudes a genuine concern for assisting the customer with 
the taking of their order. 
Good eye contact/maintains friendly posture/sincere smile 

• Knowledge of Products and Promotions 
        Able to accurately describe all products on the menu  

      Familiar with the manager's daily special/product on the food bar 
• Order Taker Thanks Customer 

Every customer is sincerely thanked and asked to return •
 Assist/Direct/Seat Customer 

Customer is asked if they would like smoking or nonsmoking 
Assist customers to their table 
Point out the many different items that are available on the salad bar 

• Uniforms & Personal Appearance/Nametags 

AREA: DINING ROOM 
• One Minute Service Greeting 

Customer to be greeted by server within 1 minute after they sit down 
• Meals Announced/Entrees Facing Customers 

Each entree must be announced and placed facing the customer 
• Meal Time in Window (1 Minute) 

Meal should not sit in pick-up window longer than 1 minute 
• Two Minute Meal Check back Done Properly 

Server is to return to the table within 2 minutes from the point the meals 
were delivered to insure everything is to the customer's satisfaction 

• Beverage Refills Offered 
           Server should offer refills for soft drinks\tea\coffee\water without a guest 
ever having to ask. 

• Pre-Bussing Tables 
Tables need to be pre-bussed throughout entire meal period Tables 
should not have more than coffee cups, beverage glasses, dessert 
bowls and silverware remaining when customer departs 
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II. SERVICE 
A. SERVING LINE, Continued 

• Management Directing Staff & Interacting with Customers 
Management is on duty during key volume periods.  
Noise levels should not be carried from kitchen to dining room. 
Management is circulating through dining room offering refills on soft 
drinks, tea, coffee and water.  
Solicit comments from customers concerning their dining experience 

• Adequate Staffing 
           Proper staffing should be viewed both in terms of quantity and quality 

of employees 
• Speed of Tables Being Bussed (2 min peak; 5 min non-peak) 

          Correct Bussing Procedure (1 Trip). No Bus Carts (3) step method 
should be utilized: 

1. Clear table top, wiping table and set ups 
2. Wipe down chairs and booth seats 
3. Check floor for debris 

Do not use bus carts in dining room to bus tables 
• All Employees Smiling and Helpful 

Employees show a genuine concern for the well being of 
customers 
Never leave customers waiting for someone to help them 
Always be eager to help 

• Team Work Displayed 
All Western Sizzlin employees work as a team whose common goal is to 
satisfy the customer  
Crew members deal courteously with each other 

• No Eating, Drinking, Smoking in Front of Customers by Staffer Management 
             except at Assigned Table 
• Dining Room Temperature Acceptable 

Temperature in dining room is not lower than 69 degrees in winter 
and not warmer than 78 degrees in the summer 

• Visible Area for Non-smokers (Adequate) 
Each restaurant should have a non-smoking area which is visible from the 
order entry area  
Size is dictated by non-smoking business, local or state codes 

• Sr's and Jr's Given Special Attention 
High chairs and booster seats are brought to tables for children without 
being asked to do so 
Seniors given a hand with their trays and helped to select a table  
Employees go out of their way to insure that both children and seniors are 
taken care of 

• Uniforms and Personal Appearance/Nametags 
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II. SERVICE 
A. AREA: SERVING LINE, Continued 

AREA: CASHIER/GREETER/HOSTESS/MANAGER 
• Cashier Greets Customer (Entry & Exit) 

Cashier, if positioned near an entrance/exit door, must greet customer 
upon entry/exiting as opportunity available  
Must smile & greet customers in friendly/sincere manner 

• Cashier Smiling & Enthusiastic (Eye Contact) 
Must smile/make eye contact/be pleasant with all customers 

• Cashier Counts Back Change 
Cashier must count back change aloud to customer 

• Customer Thanked & Invited Back 
Every customer must be sincerely thanked and invited back 

• Cashier Line Speed (2 checks per minute) 
Able to process a minimum of two cash transactions/minute 

• Cashier Answers Phone Promptly/Pleasantly 
Phone must be answered within 4 rings 
Phone must be answered as follows: We're having a great day at 

Western Sizzlin, this is . How can I help you? 
• Cashier is Helpful During Slow Periods 

During slow periods cashier while staying in sight of cash 
register/helps clean/service the customers as appropriate 

• Uniforms & Persona l Appearance/Nametags 
• Comment Card Available (Important for customer feedback on food quality, 
 service, cleanliness, and overall experience; gives customer opportunity to 
 make comments suggestions) 
• Cashier Timely in Arriving to area to serve guest 
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II. SERVICE 
B. AREA: FULL SERVICE 

• Immediate Greeting at the Door by Hostess 
Must smile & greet customers in friendly/sincere manner; Must say 
"Welcome..." 

• Prompt, Polite Seating Procedure 
• One Minute Greeting by Server 

Customer to be greeted by server within 1 minute from the point they sit 
down Server Explains Specials of the Day and Introduces Self 

• Server Suggestively Sells i.e.: Desserts, Side Orders 
Sewer Thanks Guest After Completing the Order 

• Beverage Service 
Handles glass properly 
Announces drink 

• Meal Time in Window (1 Minute) 
Meal should not sit in pick-up window longer than 1 minute 

• Meals Announced/Entrees Facing Customers 
Each entree must be announced and placed facing the customer 

• Two Minute Meal Check back Done Properly 
Server is to return to the table within 2 minutes from the point the meals were 

delivered to "ask a specific question" about the customer's satisfaction 
• Beverage Refills Offered 

Server should offer refills without being asked 
• Pre-Bussing Tables 

Tables need to be pre-bussed throughout the entire meal period  
Tables should not have more than coffee cups, beverage glasses, dessert 
bowls and silverware remaining when customer departs 

• Adequate Staffing 
Proper staffing should be viewed in terms of quantity and quality of employees 

• Management Directing Staff & Interacting with Customers 
Management is on duty during key volume periods.  
Noise levels should not be carried from kitchen to dining room  
Management is circulating through dining room offering refills on soft 
drinks, tea, coffee and water  
Solicit comments from customers concerning their dining experience 

• Speed of Tables Being Bussed (2 min peak; 5 min non-peak) 
Correct Bussing Procedure (1 Trip). No Bus 

Carts (3) step method should be utilized: 
1. Clear table top, wiping table and set ups 
2. Wipe down chairs and booth seats 
3. Check floor for debris 

4.  
• All Employees Smiling and Helpful 

Employees show a genuine concern for the well being of customers 
Never leave customers waiting for someone to help them  
Always be eager to  help 
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II. SERVICE 

B. AREA: FULL SERVICE 

• Team Work Displayed 
All Western Sizzlin employees work as a team whose common goal is to satisfy 
the customer  

Crew members deal courteously with each other 
• Uniforms and Personal Appearance/Nametags 
• Sr's and Jr's Given Special Attention 

High chairs and booster seats are brought to tables for children without 
being asked to do so 
Seniors given a hand with their trays and helped to select a table 
Employees go out of their way to insure that both children and seniors are 
taken care of 

• No Eating, Drinking, Smoking in Front of Customers by Staffer Management 
Except at Assigned Table 

 
III. MANAGEMENT 

A. SAFETY/SECURITY 

AREA: FIRST AID KIT 
• Well stocked and must be accessible to the employees 

AREA: FIRE AND HOOD SYSTEMS 
• Serviced within past 6 months 
• Fire extinguishers should be mounted on walls and serviced within past 6 
 months or to the specifications of local Fire Department, whichever is sooner 
• Hood systems must be in good repair, pointed down towards the equipment, and 

serviced within the past 6 months or to the specifications of the local fire 
department, whichever is sooner 

AREA: EMPLOYEE GUIDELINES 
• Personal Hygiene is the responsibility of each employee to safeguard and show 

consideration to our customers and fellow employees 
• Western Sizzlin employees need to display a clean cut and professional image 
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 • Uniforms must be clean  
• Hair is moderate in length and well groomed  
• Jewelry and make-up is in good taste and reflect a professional image  
• All employees must wear a nametag  
• Generally, personal hygiene includes bathing and keeping fingernails clean 

AREA: CO2 TANKS SECURED 
• All CO2 tanks empty or full, must be restrained from falling 
 

III. MANAGEMENT 
 A. SAFETY/SECURITY,  

AREA: ELECTRICAL PANELS LABELED 
• Breaker boxes free of obstructions 
• All boxes clearly labeled 

AREA: BACK DOOR AND SIDE DOORS LOCKED 
• Doors must be locked at all times unless a member of management is checking in 

a vendor order or monitoring a trash run 

MANAGEMENT KNOWS THE LOCATION OF EMERGENCY GAS AND WATER 
SHUT-OFFS 

• Each member of management must know the location of these emergency         
 shut-offs 

AREA: CHEMICAL STORAGE 
•        Chemicals never stored near a water heater or cooking equipment 
• Chemicals should never be stored above food or paper supplies 
• Materials Safety Data Sheets must be posted as per OSHA regulations 

AREA: PARKING LOT LIGHTING 
• All lot lights working on a timer 
• There must be adequate lighting to cover the entire lot 

AREA: WATER HEATER/COMBUSTIBLES 
• Nothing must be stored or left near a water heater 
• Special attention must be given to keeping combustible materials away from the                  
   flame area of the water heater 

AREA: FLOOR MAINTENANCE 
• No missing tiles; tears in rugs which could cause tripping 
• Spills taken care of promptly 
• Tile floors clean and dry 
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AREA: KNIFE STORAGE/HANDLING 
• Not stored in drawer or on shelf 
• No broken knives in use 
• Knives cleaned by the person using it    
• Knives stored properly in knife racks 
• Knife racks are removed from wall and cleaned at least weekly 

AREA: MUSIC LEVEL AND SELECTION 
• Background music played at an acceptable volume and evenly throughout the 

dining room 

AREA: EXIT LIGHTS WORKING 
• Bulbs working properly 
• Clean and attached securely to wall or ceiling 
 
 

III. MANAGEMENT 
A. SAFETY/SECURITY 

AREA: THERMOMETERS AVAILABLE AND IN USE 
• Employees dealing with the production of food must have access and be using 

properly calibrated thermometers 

III. MANAGEMENT 
B. MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 

AREA: LOCKS PRESENT ON ALL WALK-IN COOLERS/FREEZERS 

AREA: STAFF POSITION CHECKLISTS 
• A separate checklist for all shifts be set-up and utilized on a daily basis. The 

checklists must have areas where the management signs off that the tasks have 
been accomplished 

AREA: SECTION CLEANING CHARTS POSTED/UTILIZED (DUTY ROSTERS) 
• A separate cleaning chart must be established and posted for each area of the 
 restaurant 

AREA: WORK SCHEDULES POSTED BY POSITION AREA: AREA: WORK 

SCHEDULES POSTED 3 DAYS IN ADVANCE 

AREA: TIME CARD CONTROL 
• Time card must be issued by the manager versus setting or placing on a time 
 card rack 
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AREA: FOOD ORDERING/PAR STOCK SYSTEM 
• An established build -to system must be set-up for all items ordered from a 
 purveyor 

AREA: CASH HANDLING 
• Cash must be secured at all times, only one person should be working out of a 

cash drawer 
• The cash drawer must be closed after each transaction 
• Must have a manager controlled void/refund policy 

 
AREA: MANAGER CHECKS IN ALL ORDERS 
• A management person must check in any purveyor order 

AREA: POTATO SCHEDULE 
• It is important to maintain fresh, hot, steamy baked potatoes at all times. This can 

only be achieved by estimating our baked potato needs. Approximately 65% of 
our guests order a baked potato when they visit our restaurant. This percentage 
may vary with the location, so it must be verified. Using this schedule will assist 
you in estimating baked potatoes needed for a similar meal period. 

 
 

III. MANAGEMENT                                          
B. MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 

AREA: WASTE/SCRAP SYSTEM 
• A management controlled waste /scrap system must be in place so that 

management is aware of all waste, re-cooks, etc 

AREA: DAILY MEAT VARIANCE 
• Each day a variance must be calculated between the main meat items on hand, 

and what has been sold 

AREA: SALES ANALYSIS 
• A P.O.S. report or manual report must be calculated between the main meat 

items on hand, and what has been sold each day of the week 

AREA: REQUIRED NOTICES POSTED 
• All federal and state posters must be displayed in an area that is accessible to the 

hourly employee. This poster should include: minimum wage poster, OSHA 
posters, etc. 

AREA: CASH AND SALES WORKSHEET 
• Completed daily and totaled weekly 

AREA: INVENTORY CONDUCTED WEEKLY AND FOOD COSTS COMPUTED 
• A full product inventory must be completed weekly and the food costs calculated 
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AREA: HOURS OF OPERATION 
• Hours posted, are easy to see and in good condition and professionally done 

AREA: OPERATIONS MANUAL PRESENT/CURRENT 
• The WSI operations manual must be present in each restaurant and be current 

with any revisions that have been sent 

AREA: CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED 
• A minimum of Visa/MC must be accepted 

 

III. MANAGEMENT 

 C. MARKETING MANAGEMENT 

AREA: MENU BOARDS/PRICING 
• Menu boards must be clean, no hand written signs, and all lights must be on and 

functioning (if applicable) 
• Pricing should have a proper relationship between products 
• The menu should also be checked to see if you have the 15 required items (If you 

have the Old menu board or a Posterloid menu board, it must contain the 11 
required items) 

III. MANAGEMENT 
C. MARKETING MANAGEMENT 

AREA: TABLE TENTS 
• Must be clean and in good repair. Tents must be current to correspond to the current 
 promotion 
• Plastic table tents need to be cleaned and maintained with an alcohol rub 

AREA: DAILY SPECIALS POSTED 
• A daily special system must be in place 
• The special should indicate either today's date or day of the week 

AREA: COUNTER CARDS IN USE 
• A counter card, if applicable, must be displayed with the current promotion. Cards must 
 be clean and in good repair 

AREA: READER BOARDS IN USE 
• If a reader board is available, it must be utilized on a daily basis. The message or 
 special should be effective. An example of an ineffective special is: #2 special $5.99 

COMMENT CARD AVAILABLE/DISPLAYED 
• Important for customer feedback on food quality, service, cleanliness, and overall 
 experience; gives customer an opportunity to make comments and suggestions
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AREA: BUILDING 
• Windows, window sill clean 
• Building/roof/sides free of grease, paint not peeling 

AREA: LIGHTING 
• Clean and working, no missing broken bulbs or light covers. Neon red and working 

AREA: SIGN AGE/BANNERS 
• Pole sign is clean and in good repair 
• Building sign/logo properly installed and in good working condition 
• Banners clean, good condition and mounted securely 

AREA: PARKING LOT 
• No papers or trash, no pot holes, good drainage, lot is sealed and striped 
• Car/wheel stops in correct position and in good repair 
• Free of ice and snow 

AREA: LANDSCAPING 
• No weeds or trash, no dead plants, mulch or ground cover in good condition 
• Bushes trimmed, grass mowed 
• Adequate and attractive landscaping 

AREA: DUMPSTER AREA 
• Enclosure clean and in good repair, gates closed properly 
• Ground free of trash, pavement doesn't have a heavy grease build-up 
• Grease bins lids shut, dumpster lids and sides shut, boxes in dumpster broken 
 down 
• No insect/rodent infestation 

AREA: SIDEWALKS 
• No heavy grease build-up, no gum, trash and cigarette butts 
• No cracks/holes or grass growing through sidewalk, handicapped ramps in place 

and marked (if applicable) 
• Free of ice and snow 
• Free of obstructions 
• All boxes clearly labeled 

AREA: BACK DOOR AND SIDE DOORS LOCKED 
• Doors must be locked at all times unless a member of management is 

checking in a vendor order or monitoring a trash run 

MANAGEMENT KNOWS THE LOCATION OF EMERGENCY GAS AND 
WATER SHUT-OFFS 

• Each member of management must know the location of these emergency          
shut-offs 
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AREA: CHEMICAL STORAGE  
•        Chemicals never stored near a water heater or cooking equipment 
• Chemicals should never be stored above food or paper supplies 
• Materials Safety Data Sheets must be posted as per OSHA regulations 

AREA: PARKING LOT LIGHTING 
• All lot lights working on a timer 
• There must be adequate lighting to cover the entire lot 

AREA: WATER HEATER/COMBUSTIBLES 
• Nothing must be stored or left near a water heater 
• Special attention must be given to keeping combustible materials away from 

the flame area of the water heater 

AREA: FLOOR MAINTENANCE 
• No missing tiles; tears in rugs which could cause tripping 
• Spills taken care of promptly 
• Tile floors clean and dry 

AREA: KNIFE STORAGE/HANDLING 
• Not stored in drawer or on shelf 
• No broken knives in use 
• Knives cleaned by the person using it    
• Knives stored properly in knife racks 
• Knife racks are removed from wall and cleaned at least weekly 

AREA: MUSIC LEVEL AND SELECTION 
• Background music played at an acceptable volume and evenly throughout the 

dining room 

AREA: EXIT LIGHTS WORKING 
• Bulbs working properly 
• Clean and attached securely to wall or ceiling 
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III. MANAGEMENT 

 C. MARKETING MANAGEMENT 

AREA: MENU BOARDS/PRICING 
• Menu boards must be clean, no hand written signs, and all lights must be on and 

functioning (if applicable) 
• Pricing should have a proper relationship between products 
• The menu should also be checked to see if you have the 15 required items (If 

you have the Old menu board or a Posterloid menu board, it must contain the 11 
required items) 
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RESTROOM CLEANING PROCEDURES 

BEFORE YOU BEGIN YOU WILL NEED: 
Toilet Brush Disposable Gloves           Degreaser Spray Bottle        
Toilet Paper                Liquid Dispenser Soap     Sanitary Napkin Bags           
Glass Cleaner Spray Bottle                                 Light Bulbs 
(2) Trash Can Liners   Dispenser Roll Towels     Towel                                    
Clean Mop                  Deck Brush                                                           
Clean Mop Bucket filled with Floor Break/Hot Water Mixture 

STEP ONE    ...PUT ON YOUR DISPOSABLE GLOVES!! 

STEP TWO - ALL SUPPLIES MUST BE RESTOCKED 
Remove the trash can lid so you can use the trash can liner that is already in the can. 
This will make it easier for you to work without having to carry around this big bag of 
trash. Using your supplies, refill all paper towel dispensers and toilet paper dispensers. 
All must be filled to last through the meal period. Small rolls must be removed and 
replaced. All small rolls removed are to be returned to the paper storage room. THESE 
CANNOT BE LEFT IN THE RESTROOM FOR ANY REASON!!! Carefully replace all 
burned out light bulbs and clean all fixture covers. Refill all liquid soap dispensers and if 
the proper soap is not available, please let the MANAGER ON DUTY know. We cannot 
fill these with any other product. Be sure to replace the top properly. Check each 
dispenser to make sure that it works properly before going on to the next step. 

STEP THREE 
Remove and throw away all feminine sanitary dispenser bags. They are located inside 
each of the restroom stalls. Place the bag directly into the trash can. All soiled 
dispensers must be cleaned inside and out before replacing a new bag in the dispenser. 

STEP FOUR 
Using the diluted degreaser, clean all partitions, walls and doors in the area restroom. 
All should have a clean luster and be free of debris. With a separate towel, clean all the 
areas around/underneath/behind the toilets/urinals/sinks/counters/door areas. Clean all 
toilets and urinals making sure the inside/outside/underneath areas are clean. Use the 
comet to clean heavily soiled areas with your commode brush. Don't forget to clean 
around the base where it is fastened to the floor and under the rim. The toilet seat 
should be clean and tight. Report to the Manager is the seat is loose. Cleaning the 
urinals should be as thorough as the toilets. Remove all gum and trash at this time. 
Replace all empty/missing urinal screens. 

STEP FIVE 
With a clean moist towel, scrub the sink area with the Comet powder making sure that 
all handles are clean even around the base next to the sink. The counter top needs to 
be cleaned, rinsed, and wiped down. One that is complete the mirror will need to be 
cleaned. Using the glass cleaner, make sure it is properly diluted and spray lightly onto 
the mirror. Wipe it down until the smooth finish appears and no film is left. Wipe down 
the paper towel dispenser exterior and the paper track guide. It is important to leave that 
clean also. The exterior of the trash can needs to be cleaned at this time. 
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STEP SIX 
Wipe down all door kick plates and handles. Note that the door should close easily and 
should not make ANY noises. Report all damages to the Manager Immediately. Wipe 
down all handicapped rails and toilet paper dispensers. 
 
STEP SEVEN 
Sweep the floor using the broom and dust pan. It is important to get around all the 
corners and all the hard to reach areas. Don't forget the area between the interior and 
exterior doors! 

STEP EIGHT 
Remove the trash can liner and replace with a new one. Clean out all trash at the 
bottom of the can. When replacing the bag, be sure that bag is tucked neatly under the 
lid so it can't be seen by the guest! 

STEP NINE 
Thoroughly clean the floor and all corners and don't forget under the trash can and 
under the sink. The floor will dry while cleaning the other restroom. Follow-up on each 
with a dry mop so the floor will be completely dry and customer ready! Sign the 
Restroom Checklist and Give to the Manager. 
 
 THANK YOU FOR A JOB WELL DONE! 

STEP TEN 
WEEKLY DUTIES... 
 

Monday Clean with Degreaser all Restroom Entry Doors and Kick Plates; 
Polish all Kick Plates and Door Handles 
 

Tuesday Clean all Ceiling Vents or Wall Vents (A/C and Fresh Air); 
Check Air Freshener 
 

Wednesday Clean all Restroom Trash Cans with Degreaser, Hosing Inside and 
Out; Dry Can Before Returning It to Restroom 
 

Thursday Clean Restroom Entrance Walls from Top to Bottom (Includes Area 
Between Interior and Exterior Doors) 
 

Friday Clean all Restroom Walls from Top to Bottom (Pay Special Attention 
To Walls at Ceiling at where it meets Floor Tile) 
 

Saturday Clean Paper Towel Dispensers and Remove All Towel Dust from 
Track 
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DAILY RESTROOM CLEANING CHECKLIST 

1. Supplies Stocked: 
Toilet Paper 
Paper Towels 
Soap Dispensers 
Feminine Sanitary Bags Removed and Replaced 

2. Cleaning: 
A. With Separate Cloth: 

Toilet Bowl Urinal Bowl Urinal Top 
Toilet Rim Urinal Rim Toilet Top 
Toilet Base Urinal Base Toilet Seat 
Area behind Urinal Area behind Toilet 

B. Sink Bowls, Drain Faucet Handles Counter Top 
 
C. Mirror Clean and Streak Free 
 
D. Miscellaneous                  Handicapped Rails  Toilet Paper 

Dispensers          Paper Towel Dispensers       
 Feminine Sanitary Dispensers Door Jambs/Door Closers      

Light Fixture Covers   Door Kick Plates and Handles 
No Additional Supplies out of Dispensers 
Trash Bag Replaced and Tucked Neatly Under Lid Out of View 
 

E. Floor Swept 
Corners Around Toilet Base 
Under Trash Can Under Counter Top 
Around Partition Edges 
 

F. Floor Mopped (With Clean Bucket and Mop, Floor Break) 
Corners Around Toilet Base 
Under Trash Can Under Counter Top 
Around Partition Edges 
Special Attention to Trouble Areas and Grout 
Between Double Doors Attention to Entrance 

 
G.    Floor Dry Mopped and Completely Dry and Customer Ready 

   No Trash Around Drain Area  
        Toilet/Urinals Working Properly 
        Partition Locks      
        Lights 
        Doors       
        Air Freshener 
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HELP US BE THE "BEST THAT WE CAN BE" 
TO OUR GUESTS: If you notice a problem, please make one of the managers aware of it. They will see 
that it is corrected. Thank you            Date_____________________________ 
WOMEN'S/MEN'S (Circle One) (*Please print name after inspection) 

3:00 p.m. Re-cleaned Restroom _________ Manager 
9:00 p.m. Re-cleaned Restroom __________ Manager 

 Baby 
Changing 

Station 

Floor 
Swept 

Toilet 
Tissue 

Soap/ Air 
Fresh 

Basin
Clean 

Mirror
Clean 

No 
Spots 

Toilet 
Bowls 
Clean 

Trash 
Cans 
Empty 

Sanitary 
Dispenser 

*Mgr 
/Emp 
Full 

Name 
MGR/EMP 
10:30  

          

MGR/EMP 
11:00  

          

MGR/EMP 
11:30  

          

MGR/EMP 
12:00  

          

MGR/EMP 
12:30  

          

MGR/EMP 
1:00  

          

MGR/EMP 
1:30  

          

MGR/EMP 
2:00  

          

MGR/EMP 
2:30  

          

MGR/EMP 
3:00  

          

MGR/EMP 
3:30  

          

MGR/EMP 
4:00  

          

MGR/EMP 
4:30  

          

MGR/EMP 
5:00  
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Top 10 Management Walk Through 

Day _____________________Date _____________________  Every 30 Mins. on the Half Hour

1. ENTRANCE AREA, PARKING LOT (FIRST 
IMPRESSION) 
• Area neat & orderly 
• Customers being greeted-friendly & cordial 
• Waiting area-line area 

2. REGISTER / LINE AREA 
• No bottleneck in full-service register area 
• Guest tickets are rung immediately 
• Server station(s) adequately stocked-neat & 
organized 
• Program (or voids, refunds, etc. 

3. REST ROOMS 
• Cleanliness & smells fresh 
• Stocked properly 

4. SERVICE STAFF 
• Personal appearance-wholesome & friendly 
• Proper meal delivery-ticket times 
• Beverage refills, pre-bussing & bussing 

5. BAKERY AREA (WHOLESOME) 
• Bread & rolls-hot and fresh, appetizing 
• Desserts-good variety, appetizing 
• Mass display on low maint. items (cakes, pies, 
brownies) 

6. FOOD BAR AREA / CARVING STATION 
• Great eye appeal-fresh product-area neat & clean 

• Proper consistency-gravies, liquids, etc.-no film on 
product 
• Delicious flavor-profile 

7. FOOD BAR ATTENDANTS 
• Personal appearance-wholesome & friendly 
• Proper rotation procedures 
• Attendants checking temperatures 

8. DISH ROOM AREA 
• Organized and flowing 
• Pre-soak sinks for pots & pans-soup & dessert 
dishes 
• Silverware pre-soak & washing procedures 
• Floors, hallways, work areas-clean, clear, dry  
 
9.HOT COOK PREP AREA 
• Cooking and reheating per plan and build-to 
• Preparing all products by recipe 
• Proper back-up procedure-no over-production 
• No excessive time in holding cabinets 
• Organized-good food handling procedures-cooler 
temps 

10.  STEAK COOKING / GRILL AREA 
• Proper steak cooking procedures 

• Adequate quality back-up of hot and cold products 
• Plate presentation & ticket times 
• Potato baking guide in use 

Attach Daily to the Store's Copy of the DCR. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Time  FOH  BOH  

10:00 AM    

10:30 AM    

11:00 AM    

11:30 AM    

12:00 PM    

12:30 PM    

1:00 PM    

1:30 PM    

2:00 PM    

2:30 PM    

3:00 PM    

3:30 PM    

4:00 PM    

4:30 PM    

5:00 PM    

5:30 PM    

6:00 PM    

6:30 PM    

7:00 PM    

7:30 PM    

8:00 PM    

8:30 PM    

9:00 PM    

9:30 PM    

10:00PM    

10:30PM    

11:00PM    

AM Notes  

 

 

 

PM Notes 
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Daily Check Sheet 

Opening & Mid-Shift 

Day_____ _______ Date _____________ 

Time ____________ Time ___________  

Manager ___________________________ Manager ___________________________ 

A.M.  
 No illegally parked cars  

 Parking lot clean  
 Lawn & bushes clean and free of litter  
 Dumpster area clean & free of litter  
 Entrance, foyer, walls, windows, floors 

clean   Features posted with eye appeal  
 All tables clean, organized; condiments, 

chairs   Server station stocked & clean  
 Restrooms clean & stocked  
 Lighting & music ok  
 Highchairs & boosters clean  
 Bakery stocked, clean & ready  
 Cook stocked & ready  
 Line cook stocked & ready  
 Kitchen floors swept & mopped  
 Hot bar prep person stocked & ready  
 Dish room stocked & ready  

 Dish machine stocked; chemicals & 
cleaned   Carving stations ready  

 Hot bars clean, ready & food stacked  
 Cold bars stocked, clean & ready  
 Temps checked: Hot food hot. Cold 

food cold.   Trash out Dumpsters closed. Floors 
swept & mopped   Potatoes wrapped and on time 
schedule   Enough meat stocked & cut  

 Servers, cash, hostess in proper 
uniform   Hats or hairnets on & beards covered  

 All on time  

 Food shortage:  
  
 Office management systems up & in 

play   FOH & BOH systems up & in play  
 Log book checked for messages  
 Cleaning list complete, in place & 

signed   Change order & deposits made  

P.M.  

 No illegally parked cars  

 Parking lot clean  
 Lawn & bushes clean and free of litter  
 Dumpster area clean & free of litter  

 Entrance, foyer, walls, windows, floors 
clean   Features posted with eye appeal  

 All tables clean, organized; condiments, 
chairs   Server station stocked & clean  

 Restrooms clean & stocked  
 Lighting & music ok  
 Highchairs & boosters clean  
 Bakery stocked, clean & ready  
 Cook stocked & ready  
 Line cook stocked & ready  
 Kitchen floors swept & mopped  
 Hot bar prep person stocked & ready  
 Dish room stocked & ready  
 Dish machine stocked; chemicals & 

cleaned   Carving stations ready  
 Hot bars clean, ready & food stacked  
 Cold bars stocked, clean & ready  
  Temps checked: Hot food hot. Cold 

food cold   Trash out Dumpsters closed. Floors 
swept & mopped   Potatoes wrapped and on time 
schedule   Enough meat stocked & cut  

 Servers, cash, hostess in proper 
uniform   Hats or hairnets on & beards covered  

 All on time  
 Food shortage:  
  
 Office management systems up & in 

play   FOH & BOH systems up & in play  
 Log book checked for messages  
 Cleaning list complete, in place & 

signed   Change order & deposits made  
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MARKETING 
 

Western Sizzlin Home Office and Team ADRF work together to increase your sales and 
profitability. The local store marketing programs need to be implemented and exercised 
on an on-going basis.  New promotions and advertising strategies will change the 
market. 
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Preface 
This marketing manual is designed to be a reference tool for your Marketing 
Coordinator, local store/community marketing, public relations and media guidelines. 
 
The information contained in this manual has been compiled from various programs 
and experiences throughout the company.  Not all of the programs will work in every 
market.  The programs utilized should be tailored to each particular situation. 
 
There are many additional local store marketing programs that are in the Promotional 
Reference Guide which is in your ADRF package received prior to your store opening. 
 
Team ADRF stands for Advertising, Development and Research Fund.  Your Team 
ADRF membership provides access to a graphics designer who can create custom 
posters, table tents, billboards and more.  Team ADRF also offers a training program 
for Marketing Coordinators as well as assistance in developing new promotions, 
coupons, etc. 
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Advertising Development and Research Fund (ADRF) 
Just as you provide service to each of your guests, Team ADRF is striving to provide 
for you a tremendous value in each ADRF program. 
 
All advertising promotions and marketing programs are designed as an aid to increase 
your sales and your bottom line profit. 
 
The low monthly ADRF fee provides acccess to marketing programs with complete 
instructions on how to implement each program to include top quality point of purchase 
(POP) material.  Your ADRF membership also provides access to a professional 
marketing team and assistance with TV/Radio commercial production, although, you 
are responsible for your media advertising.  We suggest that you budget at least 2.5% - 
3% for media, example: Newspaper, Radio, TV or billboards.   
Prior to your restaurant opening you will receive the following: 
 

• Promotional Reference Guide 
• Grand Opening Booklet 
• Graphic Standards Case 
• Marketing Coordinator Booklet 
• 1 poster frame 
• 1 translite box 
• 1 box table tent holders 
• 1 counter card holder 
• Various posters, table tents and other promotional material 
 

Feel free to call Team ADRF with questions about any of the marketing materials or 
promotions. 
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Marketing and Operations 
Far too often, operations and marketing are treated separately when in actuality, 
operations is marketing. 
 
If your concentration is centered on properly executing the best possible food, service 
and hospitality to the guest, then you are markteing your restaurant from the inside out. 
 
Marketing your restaurant from the inside out does not cost any additional money.  It is 
done by training and motivating your staff to work together as a team.  Your staff, not 
external marketing, will determine if your restaurant maintains its guests.  How?  
Through efficient, friendly service.  Below are five great reasons to take that extra step 
in properly training your staff: 
 

• Train employees to go the extra mile with all guest and co-workers.  Train them 
to always go that extra mile with the guest.  Always welcome them with a smile. 
Pull out their chairs, assist families with children and the elderly. Always suggest 
food and beverages and provide crayons and placemats to entertain the kids.  
The little extra things go a long way in customer satisfaction. 

 
• Your staff will do as much or as little as you lead them to do.  Management 

should set a good example whenever they are working the floor.  Greet guests 
and make menu suggestions when necessary.  Up sell the way you would like 
your servers to up sell.  Your staff will take notice and follow suit. 

 
• The way you treat your employees will be reflected in the way they treat your 

guests.  Treat your staff with respect.   
 

• A well trained staff helps to acquire and maintain not only guests, but also quality 
staff as well.  Well trained servers make more money, provide better service, 
enjoy their work more and draw rave reviews from customers and managers 
alike. 

 
• The more you expect from your employees the more you have to train them.  

Remember...you set the example. 
 
When you market your restaurant effectively through operations, you can advertise 
knowing any new customer gained, will be retained. 
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Pre-Opening Marketing 
As soon as your sign and readerboard have been put up, you can start doing a count 
down to your opening date.  For example: A Steak Is In Your Future Only 15 Days 
 
You should also have a banner displayed from your restaurant that says “Open Soon” 
and the day you open you should have that banner replaced with a banner that says 
“Now Open.” 
 
Public Relations 
 
Pre-Opening VIP Party: 
The day before you open to the public, it is a good idea to have a VIP party and charge 
a dollar amount per head and donate the proceeds to a local charity. 
 

• Notify the local charity of your intentions and get them involved. 
 
• They will help you with a mailing list of VIP’s. 

 
• Send out invitations two weeks prior to the VIP Night, explaining the cover 

charge and that it will be dontaed to the charity that you have chosen.  Make 
sure you invite all local newspaper, radio and TV personalities.  This will get you 
free publicity. 

 
• Send out a press release to all publications about the VIP Night and the charity 

that it will benefit. 
 

• Once the VIP Night is over and the dollar amount is collected and sent to the 
charity, send out another press release stating the dollar figure that was 
donated.  Remember to emphasize the success of the turnout. 
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How to Get Publicity 
To help boost store visibility and get the most mileage from participating in fundraising 
events, these following guidelines have been prepared on how to distribute prepared 
news releases within your local market. 
 
As various fundraising opportunities arise, please use the releases, in this manual, as 
models and tailor them to specific event and location by updating any data that is 
subject to change, such as group name, dates, purpose of fundraiser, etc. 
 

• Contact the local media (newspapers, radio, TV) and ask for the name of the 
business editor.  If there is no business editor, ask for the name of the news 
editor. 

 
• Send the completed news release to the editor whose name you were given.  Be 

sure to include your phone number under the contact person’s name on the 
news release so news personnel can get in touch with someone if they have 
further questions. 

 
• In smaller towns, contact the editors personally by phone to inform them of the 

press release’s arrival so they will be expecting it. 
 

• When talking to the media, project yourself as one who supports the community 
projects and fundraising efforts by local citizens and identify your participation as 
another way to say “thank you” to residents who patronize the restaurant.  It’s a 
good way to develop good will. 

 
• Submitting a press release offers no guarantee that it will appear in the news. 

 
• Take a low-key approach in calling new editors to follow up on a release.  Simply 

let them know someone is available to provide further information.  Sometimes a 
follow-up call will focus an editor’s attention on the release. 

 
• Take advantage of every opportunity to put the restaurant’s name before the 

public and the restaurant will grow and prosper. 
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Press Releases 
Free publicity is always welcome when it carries the right message.  Press releases are 
one of the best free ways to make your presence known in the community.  There are 
hundreds of reasons for writing a press release.  You could be announcing a new 
manager, renovations, promotional news, a community service project, contest winners, 
etc.  There is not set formula for determining the newsworthiness of activities or events, 
but always try to stay as objective as possible when writing a release.  In general, 
releases telling about upcoming events will get more attention than releases reciting 
what has already passed.  The exceptions included lists of event winners or the amount 
of money collected by a charitable event. 
 
An important ingredient in effective press releases is having a database or directory of 
area publications and contact personnel.  It is a good idea to start with the publications 
you are advertising with.  If you are spending advertising dollars with a newspaper, they 
will be more likely to run your release.  If possible, try to tie your press relase in with an 
advertisement you are running or getting ready to run.  For example, if you are planning 
to run an advertisement about your grand opening, write a press release about the 
construction or opening to go along with the advertisement.  Present the press release 
to the newspaper before you sign off on the publication of the advertisement.  It is also 
a good idea to follow up with the newspaper about a week after you send it out to make 
sure they received the release and that they have all of the information they need. 
 
The sample press release included in this section will provide you with a template for 
writing press releases.   
 
Press Release Writing Tips: 
• Full-text releases are prefered by most newspapers over an outline of facts. 

 
• Always be sure to spell the names of organizations and people correctly. 

 
• The first time you mention a person’s name, use the first and last name of the 

person.  After the first mention, refer to that person by their last name for the 
remainder of the document. 
 

• When referring to the title of a person, list the person’s name first and their title 
second.  For example, John Doe, owner of the Western Sizzlin in Any Town. 
 

• Make sure all details such as location, time and titles are correct. 
 

• Always spell out the complete name of the organization and provide a brief 
description of the organization’s operation or mission. 
 

• Always provide the time and date of an upcoming event, not just the day of the 
week.  Give street addresses to help guide participants to your event. 
 

• Try to include the following in your press release: Who is doing what? Where and 
when? Why is it happening? Those bits of information should be stated at or near 
the beginning of the press release. 
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• Newspapers want their stories to be concise, direct and objective.  Stay away from 

statements such as: “You’ll love the new addition of Angus Beef to our menu.” 
Instead say, “Western Sizzlin has recently introduced Angus Beef to their menu.” 
Then state some facts about Angus Beef.  A press release is intended to inform 
readers, not advertise (at least in an obvious manner) to the reader. 
 

• The date included in the release should be about 7-10 days out from the date you 
send out the release.  For example, if you send the release out on January 20th, 
make the date of the release January 30th.  In some markets, it could take 3-4 
weeks for a release to be published, so adjust your release date accordingly. 
 

• Keep the release short – never more than two pages long, double-spaced.  If 
possible, try to keep the release under one page. 
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Sample Press Release 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
Contact: <Full Name> 
  <City> Western Sizzlin  
  <Phone Number> 
  <Email> 
 

Quality Angus Beef Served at Local Western Sizzlin 
Western Sizzlin Adds Angus Beef Options to Their Menu 

 
(<Date>, <City>, <State>) – Angus Beef is taking the food industry by storm as 
customers demand higer quality in casual dining and fast food establishments.  
Western Sizzlin Steakhouse in <City>, recognizing the increased demand for Angus 
and the overall quality behind the product, is adding Angus Beef to their menu. 
 
“We wanted to set ourselves apart form others in the casual dining arena,” says <Full 
Name> owner of the <City> Western Sizzlin.  “It’s no problem finding an Angus burger, 
but finding a good Angus steak at a reasonable price is a different story – well not 
anymore,” he added. 
 
According to <Franchisee’s last name>, the marbleization that occurs throughout the 
Angus steaks naturally bastes the beef and makes for great texture and flavor in every 
piece of meat.  “As the owner of a steakhouse, you try a lot of steaks until you find that 
perfect cut of meat,” says <Franchisee’s last name>.  Apparently <Franchisee’s last 
name> has found that perfect cut of meat and is now ready to share it with <his/her> 
customers. 
 
The decision to begin serving Angus beef was not taken lightly.  The Western Sizzlin 
Home Office and Support Center in Roanoke, Virginia conducted extensive consumer 
research before coming to the conclusion that it was time to raise the bar on quality of 
beef served.   
 
“Western Sizzlin’s been in the steak business for over 40 years, and has always prided 
itself on great tasting steaks,” says <Franchisee’s last name>. “We really believe in the 
new product and are positive that after our guests taste it they will too!” 
 
Western Sizzlin is an active member of the National Cattleman’s Association and the 
American Angus Association.  Angus beef is available at participating locations across 
the country.  For more information or to locate your nearest Western Sizzlin, visit 
www.western-sizzlin.com. 
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Readerboard Changes 
The readerboard can be utilized as an effective means of advertising.  The readerboard 
should be changed often to encourage drive by traffic.  A common remark is, “I don’t 
have time to change the readerboard every day.” Changing the readerbord is a matter 
of delegation.  It is one of the most cost-effective marketing tools that you have at your 
disposal. The more often you change your readerboard, the more likely you are to drive 
new customers into your restaurant. 
 
Suggested readerboard messages are included in the manifest of each Promotional 
Mailing provided by Team ADRF.  For more readerboard suggestions, check your 
promotional reference guide or call Team ADRF. 
 
Below are some readerboard rules to follow: 
 
• Use clear concise messages 
 
• No missing letters 
 
• No misspelled words 
 
• Use correct letters (don’t use “M” for “W”, etc.) 
 
• Don’t mix the color of letters within the same word 
 
• Never use offensive messages 
 
• Keep your readerboard and its letters clean and free of dust 
 
• Keep price point considerations in mind. 
 
Some suggested readerboard messages:  
 
• FIVE LUNCHES UNDER $5.00 
 
• MOTHER’S DAY SPECIAL FILET MIGNON $7.49 
 
• ONE POUND T-BONE TONIGHT ONLY $7.99 
 
• TIRED OF TURKEY? TRY OUR SIZZLIN SIRLOIN 
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Local Store Marketing 
 
Introduction and Purpose 
Local store marketing uses vehicles that reach people within a pre-established radius of 
the restaurant.  Oftentimes, the cost of reaching those people can be as inexpensive as 
printing a flyer or visiting businesses around the location.  The message being delivered 
might be the same one you would deliver via Radio or TV, but without the expense an 
effective TV campaign would require.  Listed below are just a few vehicles used in 
effective local store marketing: 
 

• Bounce back coupons 
 
• Kid’s programs  

 
• To-go menus 
 
• Paycheck stuffers 

• Frequency cards 
 
• Birthday program 

 
• VIP programs 

 
• Gift card 

 
There are many other local store marketing programs in the promotional reference 
guide. 
 
A message is still being delivered, but to fewer people.  The key to local store 
marketing is carefully directing your message to the target audience.  By doing so, the 
advertising budget is spread over targeted potential customers at a much lower cost 
and therefore achieves desired sales results. 
 
Vehicles for local marketing and their effectiveness may vary from store to store and 
market to market.  What proves to be successful in one area may or may not be in 
another.  The programs you utilize should certainly be tailored to each situation.  
Naturally, more potential customers will be reached when more vehicles are used 
effectively in delivering a message. 
 
Well-conceived programs that are properly implemented and monitored will help 
achieve sales increases.  Because local store marketing is not a one time job but an 
on-going process that helps build sales, it is better to have someone assigned to be the 
restaurant’s Marketing Coordinator.  An ideal situation is to assign an outgoing server, 
hostess or cashier in your store to act as Marketing Coordinator for your location.  The 
work will entail approximately 10 hours a week.  The Marketing Coordinator would be 
responsible for reading all ADRF promotional material and communicating all marketing 
information to the staff as well as starting and following through continually on any 
programs that are implemented. Local store marketing is not a substitute for good 
products, clean stores and friendly, efficient service.  Local store marketing and 
operations have to work together to deliver the best customer satisfaction possible. 
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Marketing Coordinator 
Marketing Coordinator workshops are available for new Marketing Coordinators or 
others who could benefit from new and updated programs and information.  These 
workshops enable your Marketing Coordinators to network and gain valuable 
connections with Coordinators throughout the Western Sizzlin system.  If you are 
interested in hosting a workshop, please contact Team ADRF. 
 
Analyze the Environment 
Before plunging into any local marketing efforts, the environment of the store or market 
should first be analyzed thoroughly.  Gather as much information as possible to rectify 
any problems found or to develop and implement an effective local marketing plan. 
 
The most logical place to start is at the store; be a customer!  Disregard yourself as part 
of the restaurant for a moment and look at the store through the eyes of a customer.  Is 
the parkinglot and exterior of the store clean and invitiing?  How clean are the 
bathrooms?  How friendly is the staff?  What about the food, service and operation of 
the restaurant?  Look at everything from the restrooms to the plants in the foyer - - your 
customers do!  Don’t depend on your guests to complain - - they just won’t come back! 
Often employees become blind to the obvious and dwell on specific tasks or duties.  
They forget the customers do not care about food costs, labor costs, etc.  They are 
there to have a pleasant dining experience.  Sacrificing good food or service will not 
keep them as a customer. 
 
Talk to other store employees.  They are generally from the surrounding area and can 
provide you with valuable information about the particular store’s trading area.  
Oftentimes, some of your best leads will come directly from the general manager or 
employees in the store.  Reviewing your demographics is an important step.  If you 
don’t have an updated demographic study completed on your restaurant, contact Team 
ADRF today to receive a demographic report. 
 
Now take a look at the trading area.  As mentioned earlier, it is usually a three to five 
mile radius around the store.  Visit the competition - - they are visiting you!  Find out 
why they might be crowded during a particular meal period when your restaurant is not. 
Is it their service, their product, their price? Pay special attention to where your 
competitors are advertising.  By visiting the competitors, you may discover an idea that 
can be done better in your store. 
 
Talk to customers in the area around your restaurant.  Perform customer intercepts in 
the restaurant and do surveys in the surrounding community.  Ask about food quality, 
service, hospitality, etc.  Feedback from customers, good or bad, will help decide what 
the problems are and where you should concentrate your efforts. 
If the store has billboards, they should be checked for proper lighting, visibility and 
painting. To a new customer, billboards are the first impression of the store. If the 
boards are peeling and appear rundown, it has a negative impact on the store. 
A thorough review of the above factors is an essential step toward implementing 
successful local marketing programs. Bear in mind that during the investigation you 
must be observant, open-minded and take notes for the development of the plan. 
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WESTERN SIZZLIN 

LOCAL STORE MARKETING SITUATION ANALYSIS WORKSHEET 
 
Store # ________________________________  
 
Address _________________________________________________  
 
Date Compiled ________________________ By__________________ 
 
RESTAURANT CHARACTERISTICS 
Restaurant Opening Date ________________________________________________  
 
Restaurant Remodel Date (if any) __________________________________________  
 
Number of Seats _______________________________________________________  
 
Number of Parking Spaces _______________________________________________  
 
Number of Windows facing traffic __________________________________________  
 
Does the store sign have a changeable-copy marquee? 
No ___________  
Yes __________ , with ______spaces across and____ lines down 
 
Does your restaurant have any unusual characteristics?_________________________  
 
If so, what are they? ____________________________________________________  
 
What promotions have worked well for your restaurant in the past? " 
 
Promotion _________________________________ Date ______________________  
Promotion _________________________________ Date ______________________  
Promotion _________________________________ Date ______________________  
 
 
What promotions have not worked well for your restaurant? 
 
Promotion _______________________ Date ___________________________  
Promotion _______________________ Date ___________________________  
Promotion _______________________ Date ___________________________  
 
Has your store designated a Marketing Coordinator? ___________________________  
 
IF NOT, who is responsible for coordinating your marketing efforts and educating co-
workers on each sales building program? ____________________________________  
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Trading Area Characteristics Date____________  
Competition 
 
List the restaurants located within 2 miles of your store who are trying to attract the 
same customers as you are: 
 
Restaurant Name: ____________________Address _________________  
How would you rate the following for that restaurant? 
 Excellent        Average Poor 
Food Quality _____  ____  ____           
Friendliness _____  ____  ____  
Speed of Service _____  ____  ____  
Cleanliness _____  ____  ____  
Their Strengths  _____________________________________  
Their Weaknesses _____________________________________  
 
Restaurant Name: ____________________ Address __________________  
How would you rate the following for that restaurant? 
 Excellent        Average Poor 
Food Quality _____  ____  ____           
Friendliness _____  ____  ____  
Speed of Service _____  ____  ____  
Cleanliness _____  ____  ____  
Their Strengths  _____________________________________  
Their Weaknesses _____________________________________  
 
Restaurant Name: _____________________Address __________________  

How would you rate the following for that restaurant? 
Excellent       Average Poor 

Food Quality _____  ____  ____  
Friendliness _____  ____  ____   
Speed of Service _____  ____   ____  
Cleanliness _____  ____   ____  
Their Strengths  _____________________________________ 
Their Weaknesses _____________________________________ 
 
Restaurant Name: _________________________ Address________________ 
How would you rate the following for that restaurant? 
 Excellent        Average Poor 
Food Quality _____  ____  ____           
Friendliness _____  ____  ____  
Speed of Service _____  ____  ____  
Cleanliness _____  ____  ____  
Their Strengths  _____________________________________  
Their Weaknesses _____________________________________  
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SWOT Analysis 
A SWOT analysis will assist you and your team in understanding your restaurant and the 
market outside your restaurant. SWOT is an acronym for Strengths, Weaknesses, 
Opportunities, and Threats.  
 
Strengths and Weaknesses 
Strengths and Weaknesses are variables that are inside the four walls and are controlled 
by you. Examples of strengths are a good team, clean restaurant, and competitive 
prices. On the other hand examples of weaknesses in the restaurant could be bad 
service, low quality food, and unkempt bathrooms. You can see that all these variables 
are controllable by you and can be changed for the better or exposed for their positive 
contribution. 
 
Opportunities and Threats 
Opportunities and Threats are variables that you must deal with outside the restaurant 
and are uncontrollable by you. Some opportunities may be a new business coming in 
town, a local competitor raising their prices or a new housing development being built 
behind your restaurant. Threats that may have a negative reaction on your restaurant 
include a new restaurant coming in to town, bad weather conditions for an extended 
amount of time or even road construction in front of your restaurant. 
After you have completed your SWOT analysis you can evaluate ways to improve your 
restaurant from the inside and plan strategies to lessen the impact of external threats. 
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Defining Objectives 
The data you gathered from an investigation of the environment will help you in 
determining specific objectives or areas of improvements for the store and/or market. 
For example, dinner sales (after a certain time perhaps) may be strong except for 
Tuesday night. Whatever the problem may be, set some measurable objectives, as 
specific as possible, and then determine the best vehicle or program to resolve them. 
The following is a brief list of examples: 
 
• Objective: Increase dinner sales after 8 p.m. by 15% 
• Objective: Increase Tuesday night dinner sales by 20% 
• Objective: Increase the amount of beverages sold at lunch and dinner 
• Objective: Increase overall awareness of store in trading area 
 
Defining objectives makes it easier to set up effective local marketing programs. They 
will vary from store to store, just as the means to meet those objectives will vary. Keep 
the objectives in mind when developing contacts and strategies. 
 
Develop Contacts and Strategy 
Many local advertising and marketing opportunities are out there. In fact, some will walk 
right in the door, but the trouble is that many of them are not effective. At times, it 
becomes necessary to seek out opportunities in order to increase a specific store's 
sales. Make "cold calls" on local businesses, schools and community groups. Find out 
about upcoming events or programs. Make this a golden opportunity to involve the 
restaurant with the community. In one's endeavors for contacts and opportunities, the 
following tips should be kept in mind: 
 
• Always be identified with a business card. This should alleviate any skepticism the 

person may have that you are trying to sell them something, even though you are in 
fact "selling" the concept. 

• Listen to the needs and requests of the other party before committing or agreeing to 
provide an offer. 

• Take this opportunity to ask the contact for input on his or her experiences at the 
restaurant. Take note of anything unusual. 

• If the call should prove to be beneficial, especially if the contact is to do some ground 
work for you with his or her group or organization, award the contact with a free lunch 
or dinner. 

• The importance of a business card helps the contact to remember your name and 
restaurant after a first meeting. 

 
The strategy decided in helping to build sales through local marketing depends upon two 
factors. First, and foremost, is the objective. Do you want to reach lunch 
customers...increase nighttime dinner sales? The second factor involved is the needs or 
wants of the party or group that is being contacted. Try to come up with a vehicle or plan 
that is equally beneficial for all. The best local marketing might be something that has 
never been used before by anyone. Look for programs and sponsorships that attract the 
restaurant's type of customer. 
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Finally, always remember that making contacts and developing the right strategy for 
each situation relies on gut feeling and common sense. Do not wait for sales-building 
ideas to just appear—they must be created! Be open-minded and communicate them to 
the restaurant. Be aggressive in the search for local marketing opportunities. 
 
Implement the Plan 
After fully investigating the store and its trading area, make contacts in the area, choose 
vehicles and develop a plan to meet the objectives. To put the wheels in motion, review 
this list of guidelines to assure the effectiveness of the program. 
 
Put it in writing. Make sure that everyone involved understands the details of the 
program. This includes the store employees, management, and the contacts.  Have a 
meeting with the whole team before you start and then once every week or two during 
the promotion. 
 
Meet the deadlines. Follow through on the commitments that have been set for a 
program. A delay without just cause on an in-store promotion or any type program 
involving merchants will simply reduce the results before they get started. Keep the 
momentum going—timing is important. 
 
Track results. Keep accurate records on redemptions and sales during local 
promotional periods. The results will help determine future use of that program.  Be 
sure to look at your numbers before you begin the promotion so you will have 
something to compare the numbers to.   
 
Have realistic goals. Do not try too much at one time and do not expect an immediate 
turn-around in sales. 
 
Continue the search. As stated earlier, local marketing and local public relations is an 
on-going process. What you implement now may benefit the store next month as well 
as next year. Be aware of the environment and continue to search for good 
opportunities. 
 
Follow-Up 
Throughout the local programs, it is imperative to periodically check with all parties 
involved - - the store, management, and the contacts. Do not wait until the program 
expires to discover an oversight that could have been resolved at the beginning. 
 
Start files on each vehicle and program to be implemented. Keep records on 
redemptions and sales and keep samples of all printed materials. Your Promotional 
Reference Guide would be the ideal place to store your records. 
 
Write letters to the contacts thanking them for their participation, and if the program 
was successful, ask them for their cooperation again. 
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DOT Study  
 
How to Conduct a DOT Study 
The Dot Study can be given to each customer in just a minute or two. This survey will 
give a good idea of where the current lunch and dinner customers work and live, 
therefore helping determine the trading area of the restaurant. 
 
Necessary Materials 
To determine where the current lunch and dinner customers work and live, two city 
maps will be needed which cover the store location and clearly show the cross streets 
near the restaurant. It should be in light colors and allow dots to stand out. One map 
should be used for lunch and one for dinner. You will also need a blue and red felt tip 
marker for the first method and map pins for the second.  For the second method, it is 
recommended that you mount the map to a piece of foam core board and place it on an 
easel. 
 
Method #1 
One method for performing a DOT Survey is to approach your guests while they are 
dining. 
 
Determine what dates and times to survey the lunch and dinner customers.  Make sure 
someone gets Saturday lunch and dinner traffic as well as early week customers 
(Monday, Tuesday, or Wednesday) and late week customers (Friday or Saturday). Plan 
to survey customers at the same time each day. Finally, try to obtain responses from 
80% of the customers each day.  
 
The interviewer should approach customers who are sitting down and waiting for their 
entree, or who are finished with their meal. The interview begins by saying, "Hello, I'm 
______ and I'm helping our restaurant conduct a survey so that we can better serve 
you and our other customers. May I have a moment of your time?"  
 
The interviewer then asks the customer, "Where is the last place you stopped before 
you came to our restaurant today and where do you live?" (The blue pen should be 
used to mark the location of a customer's last location before coming to the restaurant, 
and the red pen to mark where the customer lives.) The interviewer should ask the 
customer to point to the locations on the map so the interviewer can place the 
appropriate colored dot. Dots should not be placed on top of one another-if one 
intersection is already covered by a dot, the new dot should be placed adjacent to the 
existing dot. If an intersection is located outside the area covered by the map, the dot 
should be placed on the edge of the map closest to the intersection and the actual 
location should be written on the back of the map. Make sure there is a red dot and a 
blue dot for every customer. Please be sure that lunch customers are placed on the 
lunch map only. Dinner customers should only be placed on the dinner map. Everyone 
at the table should be included in the survey (even children). If a customer has been 
included in the survey on a prior day, he should be included again. This way, there will 
be a complete picture of where the customers are coming from. At the conclusion of the 
interview, the interviewer thanks the respondents and moves to the next party. 
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Method #2 
Another method of performing a DOT Survey is to catch guests as they enter your 
restaurant for lunch or dinner. 
 
Have a map available with different colored push pins or map pins. Utilize one color for 
families or groups with children, one for seniors, one for couples and one for singles.   
 
During lunch studies, ask the guests where they work or where they come from for 
lunch. 
 
During dinner studies, ask the guests where they live so you can determine where you 
customer base is coming from and how far they are traveling to visit your restaurant. 
 
Knowing where the existing customers live and work will help you determine things 
such as where to do coupon drops, what areas need additional marketing and what 
areas are the most familiar with your restaurant. 
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Community Involvement 
Community involvement is a way of saying Thank You to the people who support your 
business throughout the year. The programs in this section are designed to increase 
awareness of your restaurant in your community.  
 
Community involvement, like any other aspect of local marketing, is and should be a 
continuing process. The community involvement programs should reflect the 
individuality of the restaurant, the customer base, and the community being served. 
Each community is unique—so is each restaurant. 
 
Chamber of Commerce Membership 
Membership with the local Chamber of Commerce will increase the awareness in the 
trading area and/or market. By being associated with the Chamber, you will meet most 
of the civic and business leaders of the community. This will help in putting together 
local promotions or making contacts for local marketing tie-ins. Other benefits include 
advance notice of planned civic events and availability of the directories of local 
businesses, community groups and civic organizations. It will give available lists of 
officers and people to contact. Just remember, the benefits you receive from a 
Chamber of Commerce membership will correspond directly to the efforts that are put 
into it. 
 
Community Relations Letter 
Letters should be sent to all community, school, and organization leaders in the 
restaurant trading area. This letter will briefly describe the restaurant's many different 
programs, facilities and eagerness to become active in the community. Successful 
promotion of these capabilities could mean the difference between an average store 
and a highly successful store. Including a coupon would also serve as a nice gesture to 
"open the door" for future activities with the individual groups. 
 
For a source of names to write letters to, contact the Chamber of Commerce, 
Educational Associations, Merchant Associations, and/or simply collect names when 
making calls and visits in the trading area. Most associations can provide a completed 
and current database of their members and/or business associates. This database of 
mailing information can be merged with your mailing labels for ease in sending flyers or 
other mailers. 
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Sample Letter to Chamber of Commerce 
 
<Date> 
 
<City> Area Chamber of Commerce 
<Address> 
<City, State, Zip code> 
 
Dear Sir or Madam: 
 
My name is ___________ and I work as the marketing coordinator for the <City> 
Western Sizzlin.  We have been doing business in <City> since _________.  Over the 
years, we have developed a number of lasting relationships with our guests who have 
been coming to Western Sizzlin again and again for a great steak dinner.  We 
understand the importance of our local community to the overall success of our 
business, and we owe appreciation to so many throughout the area who have helped 
us out over the years.  Although we have always tried to stay involved in our 
community, we feel that we could be doing more to give back.  We are interested in 
receiving information about becoming members of the <City> Chamber of Commerce.  
If available, please also send a calendar of current events for the area, a listing of 
current Chamber members and any other information to help us get more involved in 
the area. 
 
As an advanced token of our appreciation for your time, I have enclosed a certificate 
good for one free meal at Western Sizzlin.  Please feel free to ask for me during your 
visit and I will be happy to show you around the restaurant. 
 
Thank you for your help and I look forward to hearing from you. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
<Full Name> 
Marketing Coordinator 
<Phone> 
<Email>  
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Sample Community Relations Letter 
 
<Date> 
 
<Business Name> 
<Address> 
<City, State, Zip Code> 
 
Dear Sir or Madam: 
 
My name is _______ and I work as the marketing coordinator for the <City> Western 
Sizzlin.  We have been doing business in <City> since _________.  Although we have 
been here for quite a while, it doesn’t take long for the area to change with new 
residents and businesses moving into town each year.  On behalf of everyone at 
Western Sizzlin, we wanted to invite you into our restaurant for lunch, dinner or any 
special occasion you might be planning.  Enclosed are carryout, catering and 
information brochures about Western Sizzlin.  We would love the opportunity to get to 
know the staff at <Business Name> better and to help with any catering or event needs 
you might have in the future. 
 
As an advanced token of our appreciation for your time, I have enclosed a certificate 
good for one free meal at Western Sizzlin.  Please feel free to ask for me on your visit 
and I will be happy to show you around the restaurant. 
 
Thank you for your help and I look forward to hearing from you. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
<Full Name> 
Marketing Coordinator 
<Phone> 
<Email>
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Banquet Facilities 
If you have banquet facilities, let people know about them! Contact ADRF to create a 
banquet brochure and other banquet POP.  If you have been keeping track of banquet 
requests from previous years, use that list to start compiling a database of guests who 
have used your banquet facilities in the past.  Use the database to send out mailings a 
month or two before the guest used the facility the previous year.  Also send out a letter 
and brochure to potential guests and local businesses.  The Community Relations letter 
will provide you with a good start for a letter to send out about your facilities.  Continue 
to send out letters promoting the banquet facility annually.  Keep up with the 
engagement announcements in your local paper as well and send a letter to the 
recently engaged couples inviting them to use the banquet facility for rehearsal dinners, 
bridal luncheons or small receptions. 
 
It is a good idea to include incentives in the letters you send out.  For example, provide 
a free meal for the coordinator of the event, a free meal for the bride and groom of a 
wedding party or a free meal for the bride and mother of the bride for a bridal luncheon.  
Offer special discounts for groups that continuously use your facility.   
 
Consider a mailing to the following groups: 
• Businesses for awards, anniversary, retirement or presentation lunch or dinner 
• Company sales meetings 
• Church committees 
• Civic clubs 
• Brides to be 
• Professional associations 
• School-related functions 

 
Conventions 
Check the local paper for a list of upcoming conventions. If the paper does not publish a 
list, check with the local Chamber of Commerce or Convention Bureau. These sources 
can provide names of coordinators for each convention of interest. Write or call the 
coordinators for more details about location, length of stay and planned meals. If not all 
the meals are planned, ask for their business! Explain your location, hours of operation, 
facilities that are available, and a special banquet menu if available.
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Charitable Programs 
Raise public awareness for your restaurant and its commitment to helping with the 
community by getting involved in charitable programs.  Most of the charitable programs 
are designed to place you in more of a sponsorship role than that of the organizer.  
Taking a strong role in your community will reap a wealth of rewards for the 
organization you are helping and the overall morale of the people involved in the 
program. 
 
Getting Involved 
• Contact the local Chamber of Commerce or visit your town’s local website for a 

listing of non-profit organizations.  Pick one or two  of the organizations that you are 
interested in and contact them to find out how you can get involved. 

 
• Talk to your staff and guests about organizations they might be involved in – find out 

if there are ways you can get involved. 
 
• Sponsor a soldier and their family.  Put a registration box at the front of your 

restaurant where guests can nominate a local soldier and family for sponsorship.  
Get your staff together to vote on the winning entry.  Contact your local newspaper, 
radio or television station and ask them to announce the winner of the Adopt a 
Soldier Contest.  The sponsorship can involve free meals for the soldier’s family, 
letters and emails to the soldier, gifts such as calling cards, nonperishable food 
items, a framed photograph of the soldier’s family, etc. 

 
• Sponsor a Red Cross blood drive. 
 
• Get involved with the Boy and Girl Scout troops in your area. 
 
• Prepare a holiday feast for a less fortunate family in your area. 
 
• Participate in Operation Christmas Child.  Visit www.samaritanspurse.com for more 

information. 
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Local Churches 
 
Church Program 
This is a community involvement program designed to build business while creating a 
relationship between your restaurant and the churches in your area.  You may also use 
this format with a little revision to target other groups within your market.  In addition, 
churches and other nonprofit organizations in your community are always looking for 
meeting places.  They will be very responsive to a place where they can meet as well 
as raise funds for their organization. 
 
Logistics 
The restaurant mails letters to local churches encouraging them to register for the 
church program.  The congregation saves receipts from meals at your restaurant, has 
them stamped and returns them to the church.  Each month, your store will write the 
church a check for 10% of the meal totals (excluding sales tax).   
 
Time Line 
One month prior to implementation: 
• Determine if the receipt program will be everyday of the week or just on Sundays 
• Choose the churches where you would like to send the church letter.   
• Use the church program sample letter in this section. 
• Order a stamp from your local vendor to stamp the receipts with your location 

information.  A typical Church Program stamp should say: Church Program, Store 
Name, Number and Address.  This will insure that only your receipts will be 
redeemed and you can verify all of the receipts came from your restaurant. 

 
Two weeks prior to implementation: 
• Brief your staff on the Church Program and explain the logistics.  Be certain they 

understand the entire program.  Make sure you have designated a specific place for 
the stamp where it can be easily accessed by managers. 

• Follow-up with the pastors or church officials who received letters.  It is a good idea 
to call the church to invite the pastor to your restaurant and enjoy a complimentary 
meal and answer any questions they may have about the program. 

• Suggest that the registered churches post the details of the program in their church 
bulletin and newsletter. 
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Church Program Sample Letter 
 
<Date> 
 
<Contact Name> 
<Church Name> 
<Church Address> 
 
Dear <Contact>: 
 
Western Sizzlin is delighted to offer an exciting new program that will promote 
additional income for your church.  It’s as easy as 1-2-3! 

1. Register for the Western Sizzlin Church Program.  Complete the registration 
form below and fax it to <insert store fax number>, or mail to: 

     Church Program 
     <Insert store address> 
  
2. Save your receipts. 
 The Western Sizzlin located in <insert City & State> will donate 10% of all food 
 purchases made by your members back to your church.  This applies only to 
 purchases made by your church members and does not include sales tax.  This 
 program is not just for Sundays.  Food purchases can be made any day of the 
 week. 
 
3. Redeem your receipts for cash. 
 Instruct your church members to have their receipts stamped by the store.  
 Collect receipts from church members each month.  Then, tally receipts (minus 
 sales tax) and make copies of all receipts for your records.  Send the originals, 
 along with the tally to your local restaurant.  They will write you a check for 10% 
 of your church purchases. 
 
It’s as simple as that! This program will begin as soon as we receive your 
registration form.  No reimbursement can be made without registering.  Please be 
sure to fill out your registration form and get started earning extra funds today!  If 
you have any questions about this program, please call me at <insert store phone>. 
 
Best regards, 
 
<Insert store contact person> 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Church Name: ___________________________Address: ____________________ 
 
City: _________________State: ______________________Zip: ______________ 
 
Contact Person: ___________________________ Phone: ___________________ 
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MERCHANT TIE-INS 
Merchant tie-ins, or cross promotions, are essentially a means of distribution for 
restaurant coupons. It is a low cost method of getting someone else to distribute a 
coupon, at no cost to the restaurant beyond printing and paper. 
 
Merchant tie-ins are presented to other businesses as an added value, which they in 
turn give to their customers at no expense to them. The tie-in promotions cost the 
participating merchants nothing, which makes them easy to set up. To make the tie-in 
more appealing to merchants, use their logo and print coupons in their colors when 
possible. 
 
There is virtually no limit to the type of businesses with which you can set up a tie-in, 
but the ones that are most successful have high traffic counts. Tourist attractions, 
markets, dry cleaners, and bottlers are only a few examples of businesses to approach. 
 
Realtors 
Real Estate agents can serve as an excellent distribution source for coupons, mini 
menus, flyers, etc. These pieces can be included in letters or by personal calls to 
prospective buyers and sellers, and to newcomers in the area. 
 
Realtors make an excellent source to inform about your banquet room for meetings. 
Also, the store is a good place for agents to meet with clients during slow times of the 
day. 
 
Paycheck Stuffers 
Select some of the largest, most respected employers in the trading area and arrange 
for them to distribute restaurant coupons, gift cards, small flyers or lunch card 
programs, in the pay envelopes of all their employees. Keep in mind that those located 
closest to your restaurant will most likely produce the greatest results. 
 
Call each of the companies you would like to utilize to get the names of the office 
manager, personnel manager or whoever is in charge of payroll distribution. Ask each 
company to distribute coupons with all paychecks over the next 4 to 6 weeks. If the 
company is not interested in a payroll stuffer, they may be willing to make these 
coupons available to their employees at a central location such as the break room or 
time clock. 
 
Thank Goodness, It's Friday 
Your local bank is another great place for a merchant tie in.  You may suggest that 
coupons be given out with every lobby and drive-thru transaction on Fridays for one 
month. The teller should insert the coupon in the transaction envelope with the other 
transaction materials. The coupons should not be stacked where the customers can 
take as many as they wish. Distribution of these coupons on Fridays will bring about the 
greatest redemptions since Friday is when most banks do the greatest business.  
 
Bowling Lanes 
Bowling lanes make good distributions for discount coupons. Each paying bowler 
receives a coupon. Several other promotions can be created for bowling lanes such as: 
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• Free dinner for high game 
• Free dinner for certain hard to make shots (10/2 split, etc.) 
• Free dinner to bowler with most improved game during league bowling 
 
Also, flyers in bowling lanes promoting the banquet facilities will draw bowling 
banquets. 
 
Florist 
Contact a florist about doing a mail out or hand-delivered coupon. Print the coupons in 
their color choice with their logo and address also. The florist can mail out the coupon 
with each of their customer's monthly statements, or the coupons can be distributed 
with each floral delivery. This not only serves as an added value to the customer from 
the restaurant and their florist, but utilizes the florist's dollars in postage and or gas to 
deliver our message. 
 
Hotels and Motels 
Supply all local hotels and motels with mini menus for the rooms or front desk. Supply 
them with coupons for a certain meal period to be handed out during registration. 
Consider having the menu printed in a creative format that will attract attention.  For 
example, the menu could be printed as a sleeve for the TV remote control.  Another 
option is to have custom hotel key cards produced.  Contact ADRF for more information 
regarding the key card program. 
 
Dry Cleaners 
The dry cleaning store in your community presents an ideal local store marketing 
opportunity. All you need is a supply of door hangers like what might be used in any 
door-to-door promotion. Take a quantity of these coupons to the local dry cleaner and 
ask if he/she can distribute them on the hangers when he/she returns the clean clothing 
to their customers. All that is required of the cleaners is that they slide these coupons 
on the hook of the hanger before distribution. 
 
Bridal Shops 
This is a great place to put out information on the restaurant's Banquet Facilities for 
possible rehearsal dinners. In the information, state that the Bride and Groom are the 
restaurant's Guest (any dinner entree free) on parties of ten or more.  Bridal shops are 
also a good place to display catering brochures.  Another great option for catering and 
banquet information is in the bridal registry section of department and specialty stores.  
It is also a good idea to check your local phone book or ask churches in your area for a 
list of wedding coordinators.  Ask the wedding coordinator to refer your restaurant to 
brides as a catering option.  For every successful referral, give the wedding coordinator 
a free meal. 
 
New Neighbor Program 
This program provides you with a way to reach people new to your community.  
Reaching new neighborhood customers takes a little more effort.  Timing is everything! 
Your coupon should offer something that motivates them enough to visit your store.  
The timing of your distribution is also very important because you will want to contact 
people as they develop their dining habits. 
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Your offer is the key to success of this program.  Some suggestions for coupons are “$5 
Off Two Dinners” or “Buy One Get One Free”.  You may also want to consider a 
‘bundle’ program offering a steak dinner, salad bar, dessert and drink for one low cost.  
Free beverages and free desserts just won’t cut it.  The key is to get them through the 
door.  Remember, your distribution will be much lower than with other coupon 
programs. 
 
Contact ADRF for assistance in customizing a New Neighbor Certificate with your 
address and special offer.  Call your local Chamber of Commerce, Welcome Wagon 
representative or direct mail company to obtain lists of new residents.  Ask how old the 
list is to make sure it is credible.  The list should be no more than two months old.  
Make sure you track the redemption to gauge the success of the program.  If you are 
using several different means of distribution, you may want to color code the coupons 
for more accurate tracking. 
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Carryout Program 
By giving your guests the option to take their food to-go, you provide a convenience 
factor that will increase the chances that a busy family will order food to go when they 
don’t have time to dine in.  Offering a to-go option automatically increases the number 
of guests you are able to serve without requiring you to add additional seating in your 
restaurant.  As families become more concerned with their overall health and nutrition, 
they look for alternatives to fast food restaurants.  Western Sizzlin offers the type of 
variety and nutrition that families on the go are interested in. 
 
Getting Started: 
1. Make sure carryout is set-up in the kitchen and at the cashier station.  Use a quality 

check sticker for accuracy. 
 
2. Make sure it is easy for the guest to pick up and pay.  Consider delivery to their car.  

If you have the resources, set up a separate station for picking up to-go order. 
 
3. Designate special parking spaces close to the entrance in your parking lot for guests 

who are picking up to -go orders. 
 
4. Use logoed packaging for to-go orders.  Contact Cintas to order Western Sizzlin to-

go bags.  Contact ADRF to order to-go stickers for your carryout containers. 
 
5. ADRF can help you create a to-go menu or brochure for your restaurant. 
 
6. Distribute menus to hotels and businesses. 
 
7. Have ADRF custom design posters and tabletents promoting to-go options in your 

store.  Check the ADRF website www.teamadrf.com for to-go shelf promotion items.  
 
8. Use your readerboard to communicate to guests that items are available for 

carryout. 
 
9. Sell food from the buffet by the pound.  Consider offering Family Meals or Home 

Replacement Meals. 
 
10. Purchase a digital scale to weigh orders.  The scale should be approved by state 

weights and measures. 
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Home Meal Replacement 
 
Examples of Family Platters: 
 
• Sirloin tips with onions  and peppers 
• Grilled chicken tenders with onions and peppers 
• Fried chicken 
• Chopped sirloin with mushroom gravy 
• Full rack of St. Louis ribs 
 
Each platter should include choice of two sides and one dessert.  They will also include 
four pieces of bakery fresh breads or Texas Toast. 
 
Offer to-go beverage jugs for an additional cost of $2.99 or $3.99.  Also advertise your 
fresh-baked cookies and yeast rolls to be purchased by the dozen. 
 
 
Side item suggestions Dessert suggestions Bread suggestions 
 
Mashed potatoes & gravy Cherry cobbler Texas toast 
Mac & cheese Apple cobbler Yeast rolls 
Cole slaw Peach cobbler Corn bread 
Potato salad Blackberry cobbler Biscuits 
Macaroni salad Banana pudding 
Green beans Chocolate pudding 
Kernel corn Jell-o 
Carrots 
Pinto beans 
Black-eye peas 
Turnip greens 
Cabbage 
Fried okra  
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To-Go Enhancement Ideas: 
• Provide “goodie bags” for kids when their parents order large portions of carryout.  

The bags can include items such as crayons, balloons, coloring books, etc. 
 
• Purchase an additional fax machine and dedicate a specific area for home meal 

replacement and to-go orders. 
 
• Have the menus available up front so that customers can grab them on their way 

out of your restaurant.  Servers can also take the menus to their tables when they 
bring guests their check. 

 
• Create a special brochure or fax for local businesses to encourage large carryout 

orders at lunch. 
 
• Encourage businesses to order for the entire office by offering a certain percentage 

off on orders that exceed a set price.  On slower days of the week, you could also 
designate a “Worker’s Appreciation Day” where workers can receive a free drink or 
some other incentive with the purchase of a carryout meal.  The only requirement is 
that they leave their business card or contact information. 

 
• Come up with specials to offer around certain holidays when folks tend to stay at 

home with their families instead of dining  out.  For example, encourage guests to 
order potato and macaroni salads for cookouts around Memorial Day and Fourth of 
July.  Also, advertise whole pies, cakes and large orders of sides such as green 
beans and mashed potatoes during the holidays to help cut down on the preparation 
for holiday meals. 

 
• Attach a comment card to the carryout platters that offers $1.00 off the guest’s next 

meal (dine in only) if they return with the comment card within the next 14 days, for 
example. 

 
• Attach bounce back coupons to the carryout platters. 
 
• Offer a free to-go jug of tea with the purchase of large orders around the holidays. 
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KIDS' PROGRAMS 
Young children are future guests.  Remember this when an opportunity arises that will 
bring kids to the restaurant.  Stress to your staff the significance behind building young 
family business.  Although kids can be messy and loud, they are extremely important 
decision makers when it comes to deciding where the family will dine out.  You want the 
kids to remember the restaurant as a positive dining experience so they will encourage 
their parents to go there again and again.  Building loya lty at a young age will be an 
advantage in the future as younger guests grow up and raise families of their own.  
Always greet young guests with a smile and kind words.  Don’t forget the value of 
having children’s premium items on hand such as crayons, cups, balloons and small 
toys. 
 
Bravery Awards and I'm a Winner Awards 
Both programs are designed to give special attention to children.  Distributed to schools 
and target businesses, these awards will act as bounce back coupons when the child 
comes in to redeem the certificate.  The awards also provide a means of acquiring adult 
business through a free child’s meal offer with an adult purchase for children 12 and 
under. 
 
Bravery Program 
Contact local doctor and dentist offices, hospitals, or emergency rooms and introduce 
this idea.  Explain that the certificates are to be given to young patients for their brave 
behavior during an exam, injection or other procedure.  The certificate is to be filled out 
and kept by the patient and the bottom portion can be redeemed at your restaurant for 
a free kid’s meal.  The parents will appreciate the attention and the child will feel 
special. 
 
I’m a Winner 
This program rewards kids for their outstanding performance by awarding them with a 
certificate and a free kid’s meal.  Contact local schools and introduce this idea.  Explain 
that the certificates are to be given to students who display outstanding scholastic 
performance.  Suggest that certificates be used as awards for: Spelling Bee winners, 
Honor Roll students, good behavior, daily helper, top grade on a test or for winning a 
game or contest.  The certificate is filled out and kept by the student.  The bottom 
portion is redeemed at your restaurant for a free kid’s meal.  Make sure that the student 
is recognized when he/she redeems the meal. 
 
Scout Involvement 
Always keep in mind the marketing opportunities possible with the local Boy and Girl 
Scouts. There are several sales-building opportunities related to these groups such as 
providing discounts to scouts in uniform, providing a free meal to kid’s who receive a 
merit badge and general support for the troop.  Contact your local troop to find out how 
your restaurant can get involved. 
 
School Tour Program 
Think of it as a behind-the-scenes look into a “Day in the Life of Western Sizzlin.”  
When you see a TV show that gives you a look into a new movie that is coming out, 
you want to see that movie.  The same theory holds true for the school visitation 
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program.  Once the children have seen how your restaurant operates, they will want to 
eat there so they can tell their parents how their meal was cooked. 
 
Invite a local school class to your restaurant one morning during the week when things 
are usually slow and you have no scheduled deliveries.  Limit the number of students to 
a controllable number, about 25.  You must pay close attention to safety hazards.  At 
the end of the tour, distribute bounceback Kid’s Meal Certificates and maybe a toy or 
giveaway.  Make sure to prepare an agenda for the tour and review the topics you will 
want to include.  Some suggestions are: 
 
• How the register works and how the order is prepared in the kitchen 
• How our Flamekist® steaks are prepared 
• What our secret Gold Dust®  seasoning looks like 
• How long it takes to cook a baked potato 
• How we bake bread, desserts and buffet items 
• How long it takes to prepare for a meal period 
 
Kids Eat Free Program 
“It’s nothing new.  Everyone does it,” you say.  Well they do it because it works! You’ve 
never seen a tricycle sitting in your parking lot - - parents eat too!  The value of a kid’s 
program should not be underestimated.  ADRF can help you customize Kid’s Eat Free 
POP for your program. Make sure you have plenty of balloons and other kid’s items on 
hand.  Set a key on the cash register to begin tracking the number of kid’s meals you 
are “selling” so you will have a comparison before and after implementation.  Change 
your readerboard to reflect the program, for example “KIDS EAT FREE ON 
TUESDAYS!”  Look at your tracking results after one month to decide if you should 
continue the program. 
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Seniors 
Western Sizzlin’s family style atmosphere with choice of steaks and buffet appeal to 
this treasured segment of the population.  Senior citizens are key players in the target 
audience mix.  Note however, that some of these people planned well for their 
retirement and others have not.  The majority is on a fixed income and looking for a 
discount. 
 
It is recommended that you create a special menu for senior citizens.  The special 
menu should be included on a section of your Menuboard, as a section in your menus 
or both.  As you plan to order your new Menuboard, make sure you incorporate this 
section in the layout of your new board.  Senior citizens will appreciate the special 
menu options that are available to them and they will especially appreciate the discount 
you are providing them.  If you are not sure what to offer on your senior citizens menu, 
do some research.  Talk to your senior guests and ask them what they like to order and 
what they would most like to see on the menu. 
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The Message 
The message that you send your guests is extremely important when it comes to 
building the overall perception of your restaurant you would like your guests to have.  It 
is important to determine how you want to be perceived and then to determine if you 
are communicating the right perception - - if not, it is time to change your message.  
Once a perception is formed, it is difficult to change.  For that reason, we must convey 
our image with strong communications.  We must be consistent with our message and 
keep it simple, “Home of the Flamekist® Steak.”  
 
Positioning is the basis for all communications such as branding, advertising, 
promotions, packaging, merchandising and publicity.  By having one meaningful, 
targeted message as a guide for all communications, you will send a consistent image.  
By conveying a common position throughout our restaurants, each vehicle of 
communication will reinforce the others for a cumulative effect.  This will ultimately 
maximize the return of overall marketing investments. Everything done from a 
marketing perspective must reinforce one position.  Otherwise, marketing efforts will be 
undermined and the target group will become confused. 
 
No plan can be developed until thorough research has been completed and 
understood.  Before a plan can be created, you must know what your specific 
objectives are, who your target audience is and what your unique selling position is.  
Research everything that there is to know about your target audience, your 
competitors, your staff, your regional economy and your own venture.  With knowledge 
on your side, you will see opportunities that others don’t. 
 
Sending the Right Message to Kids: 
How do you send the message, “We welcome kids”? 
• Balloons at the entry.  Not only will colorful balloons bring a festive atmosphere to 

the restaurant, they also convey the establishment is kid friendly. 
• Have crayons and mats or coloring/puzzle sheets available. 
• Kids love toys.  Always have small premiums available. 
• Mr. Moo also adds a kid friendly dimension to the restaurant.   Contact ADRF to rent 

the Mr. Moo costume. 
 
Sending the Right Message to Seniors: 
Many seniors who frequently visit your restaurant consider themselves at home in your 
dining room.  So, how do you convey the message, “We welcome seniors?” 
• Make them feel welcome with a warm greeting, friendly conversation and extra 

special service. 
• Keep a database of addresses so you can send out greeting cards over the 

holidays. 
• Add a special Senior Menu.  Seniors will appreciate the kind message you are 

sending and they will in turn bring their families and friends in because you make 
them feel so welcome. 
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Sending the Message of Quality Products: 
There’s a current trend in restaurant interior décor.  It is built around showing the 
products that are served in the restaurant.  When you add big, bright, bold and 
repetitious design, people notice.  This effect is cleverly captured by placing large 
colorful packaging items on display throughout the restaurant.  It is especially effective 
when name brand cans of beans are blended in with plants and good lighting over the 
steam table.  What about sacks of brand name rice over the hot food section?  Some 
restaurants in our system display raw meat in a display case.  This reiterates the fact 
that your meat is cut fresh, never frozen.  Imitation food items are another great way to 
actually display the entrée items featured on your menu.  There are several imitation 
food items available through ADRF. 
 
Branding: 
Take a look around the interior of your restaurant and imaging yourself as a new guest.  
Can you tell in an instant where you are?  Do you have plenty of signs displaying your 
logo on the walls and on print throughout the restaurant?  If not, there should be.  
Branding the company name in the subconscious of our guest will serve as a reminder 
to come back. 
 
When your new guests have a GREAT dining experience at your restaurant they will 
recommend you to their friends.  This may not happen if they can’t remember where 
they are.  Don’t leave them guessing.  Continue branding Western Sizzlin from the time 
guests pull into your parking lot to the time that they leave. 
 
Media Buys  
Newspaper, radio, billboards and television can all be great marketing sources.  Each 
region has different pricing and requirements so it is important to research all of your 
options before making any decisions or signing any contracts.  With each Promotional 
Mailing, a disk with current commercials, newspaper ads and radio copy are included.  
ADRF also has several billboard designs available.  If you have any questions about 
any of these media outlets or designs, please contact ADRF today.  
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PURCHASING 

In order to deliver quality food to our guests, we must purchase quality products. 
There can be no negotiation or trade-off when it comes to our corporate 
standards. This section outlines key factors to be considered in purchasing 
quality products. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Purchasing is an important function in operating a successful restaurant. Owners 
and operators are responsible for the quality of food which they will offer their 
guests. The first step is to start with quality food products. This section contains 
information on the importance of product specification and guidelines on 
selecting sources and distributors. Much of the work in determining product 
specifications and reliable sources is accomplished by the WS Home Office, 
along with the WS Purchasing Board. Approved suppliers for food and equipment 
as well as produce product specifications are contained in this section. Product 
specifications for meat, chicken and seafood are contained in the Meat Cutter 
Manual. 

A word of caution. Purchasing is a routine and recurring necessity. Once sources 
and distributors are selected, initiate an inventory, build to, and have an order 
system that is routine and automatic. Purchasing, while essential, should not 
become a full-time position requiring valuable management time comparing 
prices and shopping competitive sources for the best price on each item, often 
referred to as "Cherry Picking." Use approved suppliers whose product quality 
has been tested by the WS Home Office and Purchasing Board and utilize the 
distributor whose Master Agreement has been accepted by the WS Home Office 
and Purchasing Board. Time saved by making the purchasing "routine" can then 
be utilized for co-worker training, guest interaction, and sales building, all of 
which will deliver much more impressive results to your bottom line. 
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS 

A good purchasing system cannot operate effectively without a 
comprehensive set of product specifications. This ongoing task is the 
responsibility of a partnership between the WS Home Office and the WS 
Purchasing Board, and will be provided to franchisees in a timely manner. 
Specifications are necessary for several reasons: 

• They aid in providing guests with a consistent quality product. 

• The bidding and pricing function cannot be performed without 

specifications. 

• Inspection of products during the receiving process requires stated 

specifications. 
 

Product Specifications should include:  EXAMPLE  

1.        Name of Item  Broccoli  

2.        Unit of Purchase  14-18/20 lb. box  

3.        Size, Shape of Container  20-22 lb. each  

4.         Grade Standard (Federal vs. WSC)  U. S. No. 1   

5.        Appearance, flavor, color, condition  Bright green, no yellow, 
compact firm heads Store 
34°- 40°F - In Cooler 
Uncovered with Ice  

Corporate specifications for Produce are in Appendix C.   These specifications 
are required; however, certain adjustments may be made according to 
geographic location and availability. 

NOTE: Specifications for Beef, Chicken, Fish, and Seafood will be addressed 
in the Meat Cutter Manual. 
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VENDORS AND SUPPLIERS 

Selection - Selecting the best suppliers is of utmost importance.   The following 
issues should be considered when choosing the supplier: 

• Price- Never pay any more than absolutely necessary. However, "cheaper is 
not always better." Match the best purchase price with the appropriate product 
specification. Pricing (either delivered price or mark-up) should be guaranteed 
for a specific time period. Unannounced price changes should not be 
tolerated. 

• Quality- Never accept substandard products for the sake of cheaper prices. 
Consistency is very important when considering perishable products such as 
produce or seafood. Suppliers should be held responsible for any deviation 
from agreed upon standards and specifications. Be sure to have an 
acceptable substitution policy in place. 

• Service - Determine the restaurant's base needs.  Eliminating a salesperson's 
visit by placing online orders along with excessive deliveries can reduce costs. 
Delivery times, short deliveries and type of delivery (tailgate vs. stocked) must 
also be negotiated and adhered to. 

• Credit Policies - Payment Terms - Typically, longer terms are better, 
however, if remitting more quickly can dramatically reduce the mark-up (or 
receive a discount), consider quick payment. Adjustments for shorted and 
damaged product should be made quickly - on-site if possible. 

• Bottom Line - The ultimate purchasing goal is to secure the quality and 
consistency the restaurant guests deserve for the lowest overall price. 

• Bidding - In general, food products can be purchased in one of two methods: 

Multiple Suppliers -  Several suppliers compete by submitting a delivered 
price per specified product, which is guaranteed for a 
short time period (usually monthly). 

Full Program Buying -  Negotiating an agreed upon mark-up on cost with one 
supplier for an extended period of time. 

• Rebates - Refer to the Western Sizzlin orange "Purchasing Guide Book". 

• "Landed Cost" - should only include the manufacturer FOB price and freight 
from point of origin to the distributor. 

• Periodic audit rights should be available to inspect pricing. 
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VENDORS AND SUPPLIERS, Continued 

• Manufacturer rebates and marketing allowances – store should receive 
all of these. Backhaul allowances usually remains with the distributor. 

• All standard issues such as delivery items and days, payment terms, 
and credit policy, etc. should be agreed upon before signing Master 
Agreement Contract. 

Typically, the full program method is more efficient and will provide overall lower 
pricing. The following issues should be considered when negotiating a full 
program approach: 

Mark-up can take three forms: 

• Cost per case (usually in the $ 1.40-1.80 range) 

• Percentage of landed cost - this can vary from 5 - 7% for high usage 
items up to 10 - 12% for supplies and low usage items. 

• Cents/lbs. - usually for commodity items such as meat, cheese, etc 

 

NOTE: DO NOT AGREE TO A MARK-UP AS A "PERCENT OF SELL."  
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CHOOSING A PRODUCE DISTRIBUTOR 

As with all suppliers, a careful balance needs to exist between price, quality and 
service. Expensive doesn't mean highest quality and cheap does not mean 
inferior product. But, a low price should be examined carefully. In choosing a 
distributor for produce, there are many things that should be considered during 
the selection process, and many other factors that must be managed after the 
selection to ensure consistent supply and quality. 

It is extremely important that the vendor bring the product into their facility 
from the growing area. This means the distributor is buying directly from the 
grower. They should then be able to stay current with growing conditions, 
problem areas, and pricing. This also eliminates extra handling in and out of 
warehouses which can affect overall quality. 

While every effort should be made to deal with primary produce distributors, 
occasionally a location may be too far away from a major market for this to be 
possible. In this case, care should be taken in getting the most direct distribution 
possible, (i.e., restrict number of "middlemen"). In these instances, it becomes 
more important for the restaurant to do thorough incoming inspections. 

The vendor must use 3-compartment trucks or refrigerated trucks when 
delivering to restaurants. While this is important for most products, it is critical 
for processed produce (i.e., chopped lettuce, etc.). 

The vendor must have two distinct storage areas for product. Basically, the 
product should be stored in two general categories and the facility should have 
adequate space and equipment to accommodate the product in the correct 
temperature storage requirements: 
 

32° to 45° - Ideal  58° to 65° - Ideal  

Packing - Every produce item can be packed in a variety of ways. Often, this is 
confusing to the operator, especially in determining yields and food cost. Ensure 
that count or weight specifications can be met consistently. When buying a 
carton, ensure that the weight is within specifications. 

Credit Policy - Credit policy needs to be established in the beginning. It is 
helpful to assign a direct line of communication with one person at the restaurant 
and one person at the distributor. 
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CHOOSING A PRODUCE DISTRIBUTOR, Continued 

Delivery Schedule and Frequency - The frequency of delivery needs to be 
determined for each restaurant depending on the storage limitations, usage, etc. 
Fewer deliveries can have as much merit as frequent deliveries in certain 
instances. It can assist in labor control by having fewer orders to check in, easier 
rotation of product, and fewer invoices to process. 

Frequent deliveries, however, will be needed when volume is large and storage 
is limited. The distributor should be able to accommodate individual restaurant 
needs. 

Scheduling of delivery times should be fairly consistent. Other than during 
inclement weather, the distributor should be able to consistently deliver at the 
same time (within a one hour window) on the same schedule week after week. 
This will aid each kitchen supervisor in scheduling the appropriate personnel to 
inspect incoming produce, store the items quickly, and keep labor hours in line. 

Incoming Inspection - When the produce distributor was chosen, a set of 
produce specifications was given to them. Therefore, the distributor should know 
the restaurant's expectations. There are three steps for thorough receiving: 

• Did you get the item you ordered? 

• Did you get the amount ordered? 

• Is it fresh? 

Remember that food cost assumptions or yield expectations have been 
determined by using the count/size specified. Additionally, many labor decisions 
have been based on these items. 

Storage - After thorough examination, place the produce in its ideal environment 
as soon as it is delivered. Remember, produce items are living, breathing 
organisms. Do not leave items out in warm temperatures or expose them to 
freezing temperatures. 

• Walk-in products should be put away first. 

• Frozen products should be put away second. 

• Dry storage products should be put away last. 
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CHOOSING A PRODUCT DISTRIBUTOR 

As with all suppliers, a careful balance needs to exist between price, quality and 
service. Expensive doesn't mean highest quality and cheap does not mean 
inferior product. But, a low price should be examined carefully. In choosing a 
distributor for product, there are many things that, should be considered during 
the selection process, and many other factors that must be managed after the 
selection to ensure consistent supply and quality. 

It is extremely important that the vendor bring the product into their facility 
from the growing area. This means the distributor is buying directly from the 
grower. They should then be able to stay current with growing conditions, 
problem areas, and pricing. This also eliminates extra handling in and out of 
warehouses which can affect overall quality. 

While every effort should be made to deal with primary produce distributors, 
occasionally a location may be too far away from a major market for this to be 
possible. In this case, care should be taken in getting the most direct distribution 
possible, (i.e., restrict number of "middlemen"). In these instances, it becomes 
more important for the restaurant to do thorough incoming inspections. 

The vendor must use 3-compartment trucks or refrigerated trucks when 
delivering to restaurants. While this is important for most products, it is critical 
for processed products. 

The vendor must use 3-compartment trucks with three distinct storage 
areas for product. 
Basically, the product should be stored in three general categories and the 
facility should have adequate space and equipment to accommodate the product 
in the correct temperature storage requirements: 
 

-10° -0° -Ideal  32° to 45° -Ideal  58° to 65° -Ideal  

Packing - Every produce item can be packed in a variety of ways. Often, this is 
confusing to the operator, especially in determining yields and food cost. Ensure 
that count or weight specifications can be met consistently. When buying a 
carton, ensure that the weight is within specifications. 

Credit Policy - Credit policy needs to be established in the beginning. It is 
helpful to assign a direct line of communication with one person at the restaurant 
and one person at the distributor. 
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CHOOSING A PRODUCT DISTRIBUTOR, Continued 

Delivery Schedule and Frequency - The frequency of delivery needs to be 
determined for each restaurant depending on the storage limitations, usage, etc. 
Fewer deliveries can have as much merit as frequent deliveries in certain 
instances. It can assist in labor control by having fewer orders to check in, easier 
rotation of product, and fewer invoices to process. 

Frequent deliveries, however, will be needed when volume is large and storage 
is limited. The distributor should be able to accommodate individual restaurant 
needs. 

Scheduling of delivery times should be fairly consistent. Other than during 
inclement weather, the distributor should be able to consistently deliver at the 
same time (within a one hour window) on the same schedule week after week. 
This will aid each kitchen supervisor in scheduling the appropriate personnel to 
inspect incoming produce, store the items quickly, and keep labor hours in line. 

Incoming Inspection - When the produce distributor was chosen, a set of 
product specifications was given to them. Therefore, the distributor should know 
the restaurant's expectations. There are three steps for thorough receiving: 

• Did you get the item you ordered? 

• Did you get the amount ordered?  

• Is it fresh? 

Remember that food cost assumptions or yield expectations have been 
determined by using the count/size specified. Additionally, many labor decisions 
have been based on these items. 

Storage - After thorough examination, place the product in its ideal environment 
as soon as it is delivered. Maintaining products at the correct temperature is 
critical and the following guidelines must be followed: 

• Walk-in products should be put away first. 

• Frozen products should be put away second. 

• Dry storage products should be put away last. 
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APPENDIX A  
APPROVED FOOD ITEM SUPPLIERS AS OF JUNE 1, 2006 

 

FOOD ITEM  SUPPLIER  

Beef  Con Agra/Monfort  
Ellison Meat Company  
Excel Corporation  
Iowa Beef Processors  
National Beef 
Rochester Meats  
Swift & Company 

Bakery Mixes  Gilster Mary Lee Corporation 
HC Brill Company  
Pillsbury/General Mills   
Pioneer Flour Mills  

Cereals  Gilster Mary Lee Corporation 
Kellogg's Foodservice Quaker  
 

Crackers  Keebler 
Kraft/ Nabisco  

Dessert Bar and Topping  Blend-Pak, Inc.  
Bunge Food Group 
Good Old Days 
HC Brill 
National Fruit 
Sara Lee/Chef Pierre 
Tarrier Foods 

Food Bar Entrees  Advance Foods 
Allen Canning 
Banner Foods 
Brookfield Farms 
Fabarri Sausage Co. 
Heinz 
J.R. Simplot/Idahoan  
Nestle/Stouffer Food Corp.  
Con Agra Food Service  
Larsen Farms  
Ragu Foods  
Carnation Food Services Original Chili 
Bowl - Keeblers 
Unilever 
Home Market Foods 
Zatarain's  
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APPROVED FOOD ITEM SUPPLIERS 
AS OF JUNE 1, 2006, Continued 

 

FOOD ITEM SUPPLIER 

Fresh Potatoes  Larsen Farms  
Michael Foods (Processed Fresh) 
Wilcox Marketing Group  

French Fries/Onion Rings  JR Simplot  
Lamb Weston  
McCain Foods/Ore-Ida 

Frozen Bread Dough/ 
Cookies  

Bridgeford 
Readi-Bake  
Rich's 
Wenner Bread Company 

Fryer Shortening  Bunge Food Group 
Crystal/Hunt Wesson  
Ventura Foods (Mel-Fry) 

Fruit Drink  J. M. Smucker Company  
Pepsi-Cola 
Unilever 

Gravies/Sauces  Carnation Food Services/Trio 
Le Gout Foods/Unilever  
Pioneer Flour Mills  
Total Ultimate Foods 

Ketchup  Heinz  
Hunt Wesson  
Red Gold 

Liquid Margarine   Bunge Food Group  
Lipton//Shedd Foods/Unilever  
Proctor & Gamble  

Poultry  Fieldale Farms  
Gol-Pak Corporation 
Pilgrims Pride 
House of Raeford 
Tyson Foods  

Prepared Salads  Orval Kent/Mrs. Crockett’s 
Resers Fine Foods 

Rice  Uncle Ben's/Masterfoodservices  
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APPROVED FOOD ITEM SUPPLIERS 
AS OF JUNE 1, 2006, Continued 

 

FOOD ITEM  SUPPLIER  

Frozen Eggs  Michaels Foods/Papetti  
Sunny Fresh Foods 

Soft Serve  Local Dairy 2.5% Butterfat Min. 
Diamond Crystal  
Precision Foods/Hood  

Salad Bar  House of Raeford  
Sugar Foods  
Tyson Foods  

Salad Dressings  C.F. Sauer/Duke’s 
Chadalee Farms/Litehouse 
Kraft  

Seafood  Con Agra/Singleton Seafood  
Delta Pride 
Farm Fresh Catfish Company 
Tampa Bay  
Tennessee Pride  
Trident Seafood 

Soft Drinks  Coca-Cola Company 
Cadburry/Schwapp’s (Dr. Pepper) 
Pepsi-Co  

Soups  Campbell Soup  
Heinz/Chef Francisco  
Le Gout/Unilever 
Total Ultimate Foods  

Steak Sauce  A-1/Kraft 
Country Bob's  
Heinz  

Spices  Mane-Seafla  
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APPROVED FOOD ITEM SUPPLIERS 
AS OF JUNE 1, 2006, Continued 

 

FOOD ITEM  SUPPLIER  

Pork  Bryon Foods/Smithfield 
Hillshire/Kahn's  
Sugardale Foods 

Frozen Vegetables  Diversifood Associates  
Pictsweet 
Simplot  

Coffee  Royal Cup Dine Mor 
S & D Coffee  

Non-Foods  AEP  
Alcan Foil 
Dart  
Gen Pac 
Georgia Pacific 
Lin Pac  
Pactiv 
Pak-Sher  
Rofson Associates 
SCA Tissue 
Solo 
Tinicum Research 
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APPENDIX B  
APPROVED EQUIPMENT SUPPLIERS 

 
 
Next Day Gourmet   (Smallwares, Small Equipment, Opening Store  
1835 Stout Field West Drive  Equipment packages) 
Indianapolis, IN  46241 
(410) 267-6361 
Donna.Schein@usfood.com 
Contact:  Donna Schien 
 
 
Complete Restaurant Services (Food Bars) 
1915 Peters Road Suite 108 
Irving, TX 75061 
(800) 353-3139  
(214) 438-2220  
randywelborn@crs1.net 
Contact: Randy Welborn 
 
 
Commercial Laminations, Inc. 
2801 Murfreesboro road 
Antioch, TN 37013  
(615)361-0000  
Contact: Betty Millraney 
 
 
The Wasserstrom Company (Smallwares, equipment) 
Gen III Group 
100 Gen III Avenue 
P.O. Box 368 
Fountain Inn, SC  29644  
(800) 673-3339 x159  
edcampbell@wasserstrom.com 
Contact: Ed Campbell 
 
 
KaTom Restaurant Supply, Inc. (Smallwares, equipment) 
P.O. Box 55 
Russellville, TN  37860 
(800) 541-8683 
sales@katom.com 
Contact:  Vivian Edwards
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APPENDIX C 
PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS 

A good purchasing system cannot operate effectively without a 
comprehensive set of product specifications. This ongoing task is the 
responsibility of the WS Home Office along with the WS Purchasing Board 
and will be provided. Specifications are necessary for several reasons: 

• They aid in providing guests with a consistent quality product. 
• The bidding and pricing function cannot be performed without 

specifications. 

• Inspection of products during the receiving process requires stated 

specifications 
 

Product Specifications should include:  EXAMPLE  

1.        Name of Item  Broccoli 

2.        Unit of Purchase  14-18/20 lb. box  

3.         Size, Shape of Container  20-22 lb. each  

4.        Grade Standard (Federal vs. WSC)  U.S. No. 1  

5.        Appearance, flavor, color and condition  Bright green, no yellow, compact 
firm heads.   Store 34 degrees to 
40 degrees Fahrenheit – in 
Cooler – uncovered - iced 

Corporate specifications for Produce are in the following pages. These 
specifications are required. However, certain adjustments may be made 
according to geographic location and availability. 

 
NOTE: Specifications for Beef, Chicken, Fish and Seafood are addressed in 
the Meat Cutter Manual. 
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INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:  06/01/06  

NAME:         Broccoli  SUPERSEDES:        11/01/99  PAGE:  1 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34 - 40F DRY UNCOVERED IN COOLER 
 

CHARACTERISTIC  STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

100 Description   

A green vegetable member of the 
cabbage family, usually one head 
made up of many florets. Should be 
dark green in color.  

 

110 Physical Characteristics   

111 Color  Bright green, no yellow buds  

112 Head Consistency  Compact firm heads  

113 Grade  U.S. No. 1  

120 Package Size   

121 Size Count  14-18/20 lb. box  

122 Box Size   20-22 lbs. each  

130 Degree of Refrigeration   

131 Storage and Distribution Temperature  32-35F; In Cooler - Dry Uncovered - 
Iced  

140 Shelf Life   

141 Acceptable Shelf Life  3-4 days  
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INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:   06/01/06  

NAME:         Broccoli  SUPERSEDES:        11/01/99  PAGE:  2 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34 - 40F DRY UNCOVERED IN COOLER 
 

CHARACTERISTIC  STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

160 Consideration   

161 Store in a well ventilated 
container with plenty of air flow 
around it.  

 

162 A slight purplish cast is indication 
of a young product and is 
acceptable.  

 

163 Age causes hardening of the 
stem and decay of the buds.  

 

  

PRIMARY SOURCES AND MONTHLY AVAILABILITY 
 

 Jan  Feb  Mar  Apr  May  Jun  Jul  Aug  Sep  Oct  Nov  Dec  

CALIFORNIA  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  

TEXAS            X  X  

ARIZONA  X  X           X  

             

% OF TOTAL 
ANNUAL 
SUPPLY  

9  3  12  8  8  8  7  5  7  8  9  11  
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INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:  11/01/99  

NAME:          Bean Sprouts  SUPERSEDES:        NEW  PAGE:  1 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34-40F DRY UNCOVERED IN COOLER 
 

CHARACTERISTIC  STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

100 Description   

The young tendrils or sprouts from the 
Ming bean are very high in water 
contend and have a crunchy texture.  

 

110 Physical Characteristics   

111 Quality Characteristics  Fresh looking, well crisp tips, should be 
light green color on top fading to a 
yellowish white. Should range from 1/2" - 
2 1/2" in length. The shorter and the 
younger are tenderer. Avoid sprouts that 
have a brownish color with the bean 
attached.  

112 Grade  None  

120 Package Size   

121 Bulk packed in plastic  10 lbs. per case  

130 Degree of Refrigeration   

131 Storage and 
Distribution 
Temperature  

34-40F; In Cooler - Dry Uncovered DO 
NOT FREEZE  

140 Shelf Life   

141 Acceptable Shelf Life  2-3 days  
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INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:  11/01/99  
NAME:         Bean Sprouts  SUPERSEDES:        NEW  PAGE:  2 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34 - 40F DRY UNCOVERED IN COOLER 
 

CHARACTERISTIC   STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

160 Special Conditions   

161 Never ice because they freeze 
easily.  

 

162 Light yellow colors are 
caused by maturing in 
insufficient light.  

 

163 Damaged stems spoil at a faster 
rate than those with whole stem.  

 

PRIMARY SOURCES AND MONTHLY AVAILABILITY 
 

 Jan  Feb  Mar  Apr  May  Jun  Jul  Aug  Sep  Oct  Nov  Dec  

LOCAL  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  

             

             

             

% OF TOTAL 
ANNUAL 
SUPPLY  

8  8  9  8  9  9  8  9  8  8  8  8  
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INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:  11/01/99  
NAME:          Alfalfa Sprouts  SUPERSEDES:        NEW  PAGE:  1 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34 - 40F MOIST COVERED IN COOLER 
 

CHARACTERISTIC  STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

100 Description   

A thin stringy looking 
vegetable cultivated from 
Alfalfa seeds.  

Bright green tips with white bottoms, 
should be firm and fresh. Diameter less 
than 1/32" with length no longer than 2".  

110 Physical Characteristics   
 None  

111 Quality Characteristics   

112 Grade   

120 Package Size   

121 They are packaged in clear 
plastic containers with air holes in 
them, or poly bags.  

 

130 Degree of Refrigeration   

131 Storage and 
Distribution 
Temperature.  

34 - 40F; In Cooler - Moist Covered  

140 Shelf Life   

141 Acceptable Shelf Life  2-3 days  
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INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:  11/01/99  

NAME:         Alfalfa Sprouts  SUPERSEDES:        NEW  PAGE:  2 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34 - 40F MOIST COVERED IN COOLER 
 

CHARACTERISTIC   STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

160 Special Conditions   

161 Never ice because they freeze 
easily.  

 

162 Light yellow color is caused 
by maturing in insufficient 
light.  

 

163 Damaged stems spoil at a faster 
rate than those with whole stem.  

 

PRIMARY SOURCES AND MONTHLY AVAILABILITY 
 Jan  Feb  Mar  Apr  May  Jun  Jul  Aug  Sep  Oct  Nov  Dec  

LOCAL  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  

             

             

             

% OF TOTAL 
ANNUAL 
SUPPLY  

8  8  9  8  9  9  8  9  8  8  8  8  
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INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:  06/01/06  
NAME: Onions - Spanish 
Jumbo  

SUPERSEDES:         11/01/99  PAGE:  1 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 65 - 80F DRY; ROOM TEMPERATURE 
 

CHARACTERISTIC   STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

100 Description   

Onions are a vegetable that grows in 
bulbs with a dry outer skin. They have 
a very acidic odor to them and will 
cause ones eyes to water when the 
volatile vapors are released.  

 

110 Physical Characteristics   

111 Color  Dry outer scales should be dark yellow, 
with inner flesh being light yellow to green 
in color.  

112 Descriptive Characteristics   

 Bulbs should be globe shaped flesh 
should be medium firm to firm. No green 
sprouts on end.  

113 Grade   

 U.S. No. 1 - Spanish Jumbo  
114 Size   

 3" - 3 1/2" in diameter  
120 Package Size   

121 Container Size   

 50 lb. bag  

130 Degree of Refrigeration   

131 Storage and distribution 
Temperature  

45-50F; Dry – Keep cool, dry, and loosely 
packed  

140 Shelf Life   

141 Acceptable Shelf Life   

 7 - 10 days  
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INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:  06/01/06  

NAME: Onions - Spanish 
Jumbo  

SUPERSEDES:        11/01/99  PAGE:  2 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 65 - 80F DRY; ROOM TEMPERATURE 
 

CHARACTERISTICS  STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

160 Special Consideration   

161 Should have a "shiny" 
appearance and small necks 
with no sprouting.  

 

162 Do not refrigerate or store in a 
confined area with potatoes 
because onions draw moisture 
from the potatoes. Moisture and 
high humidity will promote onion 
root growth and decay.  

 

  

PRIMARY SOURCES AND MONTHLY AVAILABILITY 
 

 Jan  Feb  Mar  Apr  May  Jun  Jul  Aug  Sep  Oct  Nov  Dec  

CALIFORNIA  X  X    X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  

TEXAS    X  X  X  X  X  X  X     

LOCAL  X  X  X  X     X  X  X  X  X  

             

% OF TOTAL 
ANNUAL 
SUPPLY  
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INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:  06/01/06  

NAME: Onions - Bermuda Red SUPERSEDES:        11/01/99  PAGE:  1 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 65-80F DRY; ROOM TEMPERATURE 
 

CHARACTERISTIC  STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

100 Description   

A sweet flavored onion that is dark 
purple in color.  

 

110 Physical Characteristics   

111 Color   

 Deep purple to burgundy red  
112 Descriptive Characteristics   

 Bulbs should be globe shaped flesh 
should be medium firm to firm. No green 
sprouts on end. Dry, brittle skins.  

113 Grade   
 U.S. No. 1  

114 Size   
 3" minimum diameter  
120 Package Size   

121 Container Size   Random weight bags - 50 lbs. most 
common  

130 Degree of Refrigeration   

131 Storage and 
Distribution 
Temperature  

45-50F; Dry – Keep cool, dry, and loosely 
packed  

140 Shelf Life   

141 Acceptable Shelf Life  7 - 10 days   
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INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:   06/01/06  
NAME: Onions - Bermuda 
Red  

SUPERSEDES:        11/01/99  PAGE:  2 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 65 - 80F DRY; ROOM TEMPERATURE 
 

CHARACTERISTIC  STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

160 Special Consideration   

161 Onions should be dry enough 
to "crackle".  

 

162 Store at room temperature (do not 
refrigerate) high humidity will 
permit root growth and decay).  

 

163 Do not store next to potatoes in 
confined areas as the onion will 
draw moisture from the potato.  

 

PRIMARY SOURCES AND MONTHLY AVAILABILITY 
 Jan  Feb  Mar  Apr  May  Jun  Jul  Aug  Sep  Oct  Nov  Dec  

CALIFORNIA  X  X    X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  

TEXAS    X  X  X  X  X  X  X     

MICHIGAN  X  X  X       X  X  X  X  

MEXICO   X  X  X  X  X        

% OF TOTAL 
ANNUAL 
SUPPLY  

9  7  8  8  9  9  9  9  8  9  8  7  
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INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:   06/01/06  
NAME: Onions - Green 
(Spring)  

SUPERSEDES:        11/01/99  PAGE:   1 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34 - 40F ICED IN COOLER 
 

CHARACTERISTIC  STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

100 Description   

These onions are merely onions 
that are harvested while green and 
immature. They include the 
immature bulb and green        
shoots, many times the roots are 
still                attached to the bulb.  

 

110 Physical Characteristics   

111 Color  Tops should be dark to medium green, 
while the bottom bulb should be bleached 
white about 3" from the roots. Yellow 
wilted, discolored or decayed tops are 
unacceptable.  

112 Grade  U.S. No. 1  

120 Package Size   

121 Usually sold 7 or less per bunch 
with random number of bunches 
per carton depending upon 
packer.  

48 bunches average/carton  

122 Net Weight  Sold by the pound  

130 Degree of Refrigeration   

131 Storage and 
Distribution 
Temperature  

32-35F; In Cooler – Iced. Keep away from 
foods that absorb odors. 

140 Shelf Life   

141 Acceptable Shelf Life  3-4 days  
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INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:  06/01/06  

NAME: Onions - Green 
(Spring)  

SUPERSEDES:        11/01/99  PAGE:  2 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34 - 40F ICED IN COOLER 

 
CHARACTERISTIC  STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

160 Special Consideration   

161 A bunch will weigh 4-7 oz., and 
the count will range 5-9 onions per 
bunch.  

 

162 Quality may be enhanced by 
sprinkling ice on onions in 
storage.  

 

163 Temperatures above 32F 
cause yellowing and leaf 
decay.   

 

PRIMARY SOURCES AND MONTHLY AVAILABILITY 
 Jan  Feb  Mar  Apr  May  Jun  Jul  Aug  Sep  Oct  Nov  Dec  

CALIFORNIA  X  X  X  X       X  X  X  

ARIZONA  X  X  X  X  X       X  X  

LOCAL     X  X  X  X  X  X  X    

             

% OF TOTAL 
ANNUAL 
SUPPLY  
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INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:   06/01/06  
NAME: Oranges - 
Navel/Valencia  

SUPERSEDES:        11/01/99  PAGE:  1 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34-40F DRY; IN COOLER - UNCOVERED 
 

CHARACTERISTIC  STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

100 Description   

An orange colored citrus fruit that 
has a distinctive sweet flavor.  

 

110 Flavor/Physical Characteristics   

111 Quality Characteristics  Should be fairly spherical in shape. An 
orange colored skin that is fairly firm. Avoid 
soft feeling texture.  

112 Grade  U.S. No. 1, U.S. Fancy  

113 Variety  Navels or Valencias  

120 Package Size   

121 Packed in bushels   88 pieces/bushel 
(California) 80 
pieces/bushel (Florida)  

122 Net Weight  37 - 45 lbs.  

130 Degree of Refrigeration   

131 Storage and 
Distribution 
Temperature  

34 - 40F; In Cooler - Dry Uncovered (from 
Florida); 45-50F – in cooler – dry 
uncovered (from California) 

140 Shelf Life   

141 Acceptable Shelf Life  5 days  
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INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:  06/01/06  

NAME: Oranges - Navel/Valencia SUPERSEDES:        11/01/99  PAGE:  2 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34-40F DRY; IN COOLER - UNCOVERED 
 

CHARACTERISTIC  STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

160 Special Consideration   

161 Florida oranges frequently have rusty 
colored spots, this does not affect 
flavor. They are frequently dyed to 
improve appearance, does not 
affect.  

 

162 Valencia oranges are round to 
slightly oval. Rind deep orange color.  

 

163 Navel oranges are relatively 
seedless and easy to peel.  

 

164 Oranges harvested fully ripe stage.   

165 Regreening - or appearance of 
small green areas does not affect 
quality.  

 

PRIMARY SOURCES AND MONTHLY AVAILABILITY 
 

 Jan  Feb  Mar  Apr  May  Jun  Jul  Aug  Sep  Oct  Nov  Dec  

CALIFORNIA  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  

FLORIDA  X  X  X  X  X  X    X  X  X  X  

ARIZONA  X  X  X  X  X  X      X  X  

             

% OF TOTAL 
ANNUAL 
SUPPLY  

11  11  12  12  11  7  5  4  4  5  7  11  
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INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:   11/01/99  

NAME:         Pineapples  SUPERSEDES:        NEW  PAGE:   1 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34 -40F DRY UNCOVERED IN COOLER 
 

CHARACTERISTIC  STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

100 Description   

Resembles a pine cone in shape and 
appearance. This product does not 
continue to ripen after harvest. Has a 
very sweet flavor when ripe.  

 

110 Physical Characteristics   

111 Freshness Characteristics  Should be fairly plump looking with 
deep green crown leaves, should not 
have soft spots. Overall brown/green 
color is ideal.  

112 Grade  U.S. No. 1  

120 Package Size   

121 Packed 1 layer per carton with 6-
7 pineapples per layer  

7 per layer / 40 lbs. / carton  

130 Degree of Refrigeration   

131 Storage and 
Distribution Temperature  

34 - 40F; In Cooler - Dry Uncovered – 
Won’t ripen after harvest.  Handle gently. 

140 Shelf Life   

141 Acceptable Shelf Life  5 days  
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INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:  11/01/99  

NAME:         Pineapples  SUPERSEDES:        NEW  PAGE:  2 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34 - 40F DRY UNCOVERED IN COOLER 
 

CHARACTERISTIC   STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

160 Special Conditions   

161 Fruit that is exposed to low 
temperatures will develop a dull 
hue. Flesh may become water 
soaked and the core will darken.  

 

162 Fragrance is a good sign, but 
most products are kept too cold 
to be fragrant.  

 

PRIMARY SOURCES AND MONTHLY AVAILABILITY 
 Jan  Feb  Mar  Apr  May  Jun  Jul  Aug  Sep  Oct  Nov  Dec  

HAWAII    X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  

IMPORTED  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  

             

             

% OF TOTAL 
ANNUAL 
SUPPLY  

7  7  11  10  12  12  9  7  6  5  7  7  
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INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:  11/01/99  
NAME:          Peppers - Green  SUPERSEDES:        NEW  PAGE:  1 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34 - 40F DRY UNCOVERED IN COOLER 
 

CHARACTERISTIC   STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

100 Description   

This product is a bell shaped 
vegetable that has a sweet flavor. 
Green in color, hollow inside, filled 
with tiny white seeds.  

 

110 Physical Characteristics   

111 Quality Characteristics  Should be bell shaped, with thick walls, a 
medium green, glossy color. Pale color 
and soft sides should be avoided. No red 
or brown color accepted.  

112 Grade  U.S. No. 1  

120 Package Size   

121 Product is packaged and sold by 
the bushel  

95 - 105 peppers per bushel  

130 Degree of Refrigeration   

131 Storage and 
Distribution 
Temperature  

34 - 40F; In Cooler - Dry Uncovered  

140 Shelf Life   

141 Acceptable Shelf Life  5-7 days  
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INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:   11/01/99  

NAME:         Peppers - Green  SUPERSEDES:        NEW  PAGE:  2 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34 - 40F DRY UNCOVERED IN COOLER 
 

CHARACTERISTIC  STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

160 Consideration   

161 Temperature above 50 degrees will 
encourage ripening or development of 
red coloring and rapid development of 
decay.   

 

PRIMARY SOURCES AND MONTHLY AVAILABILITY 
 Jan  Feb  Mar  Apr  May  Jun  Jul  Aug  Sep  Oct  Nov  Dec  

FLORIDA  X  X  X  X  X  X      X  X  

CALIFORNIA         X  X  X  X  X  

TEXAS      X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  

NORTH 
CAROLINA  

     X  X  X  X  X  X  X  

NEW JERSEY        X  X  X  X    

% OF TOTAL 
ANNUAL 
SUPPLY  

8  7  7  7  10  10  9  8  9  9  9  7  
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INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:   11/01/99  
NAME:          Peppers - 
Jalapenos  

SUPERSEDES:         NEW  PAGE:   1 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34 - 40F DRY UNCOVERED IN COOLER 
 

CHARACTERISTIC  STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

100 Description   

A relatively small cone shaped or 
bullet shaped green pepper that is 
very hot to the taste.  

 

110 Physical Characteristics   

111 Quality Characteristics  They should be very dark green, firm and 
glossy. Can have small stem attached to 
ends. Avoid dull looking product that is 
soft. Should have plenty of seeds inside 
with a hot flavor.  

112 Grade  None  

120 Package Size   

121 Usually sold bulk by the pound   

130 Degree of Refrigeration   

131 Storage and 
Distribution 
Temperature  

34 - 40F; In Cooler - Dry Uncovered  

140 Shelf Life   

141 Acceptable Shelf Life  5 days  
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INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:  11/01/99  
NAME:          Peppers - 
Jalapenos  

SUPERSEDES:        NEW  PAGE:  2 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34 - 40F DRY UNCOVERED IN COOLER 
 

CHARACTERISTIC  STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

160 Special Consideration   

161 A few bright red spots 
are acceptable.  

 

PRIMARY SOURCES AND MONTHLY AVAILABILITY 
 Jan  Feb  Mar  Apr  May  Jun  Jul  Aug  Sep  Oct  Nov  Dec  

CALIFORNIA  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  

MEXICO  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  

TEXAS    X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X   

             

% OF TOTAL 
ANNUAL 
SUPPLY  

10  8  9  9  9  9  8  7  7  8  8  8  
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INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:  11/01/99  

NAME:          Peppers - Red  SUPERSEDES:        NEW  PAGE:   1 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34 - 40F DRY UNCOVERED IN COOLER 
 

CHARACTERISTIC  STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

100 Description   

This product is a bell shaped vegetable 
that has a sweet flavor. Red in color, 
hollow inside, filled with tiny white 
seeds.  

 

110 Physical Characteristics   

111 Quality Characteristics  Should be bell shaped, with thick walls, a 
medium to bright scarlet red, with a slight 
gloss. Pale or yellow color should be 
avoided. No brown or green color 
accepted.  112 Grade  U.S. No 1  

120 Package Size   

121 Product is packaged and sold by 
the bushel  

95-105 peppers per bushel  

122 Net Weight  40 - 45 lbs.  

130 Degree of Refrigeration   

131 Storage and 
Distribution 
Temperature  

34 - 40; In Cooler - Dry Uncovered  

140 Shelf Life   

141 Acceptable Shelf Life  5-7 days  



Rev 2006 38 

INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:  11/01/99  
NAME:          Peppers - Red  SUPERSEDES:        NEW  PAGE:  2 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34 - 40F DRY UNCOVERED IN COOLER 
 

CHARACTERISTIC  STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

160 Consideration   

161 Temperature above 50 degrees 
will encourage ripening or 
spoilage and decay.   

 

PRIMARY SOURCES AND MONTHLY AVAILABILITY 
 

 Jan  Feb  Mar  Apr  May  Jun  Jul  Aug  Sep  Oct  Nov  Dec  

FLORIDA  X  X  X  X  X  X      X  X  

CALIFORNIA         X  X  X  X  X  

TEXAS      X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  

N. CAROLINA       X  X  X  X  X  X  X  

NEW JERSEY        X  X  X  X    

% OF TOTAL 
ANNUAL 
SUPPLY  

8  7  7  7  10  10  9  8  9  9  9  7  
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Rev 2006 39 

INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:  06/01/06  
NAME:         Radishes  SUPERSEDES:        11/01/99  PAGE:  1 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34 - 40F MOIST COVERED IN COOLER 
 

CHARACTERISTIC  STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

100 Description   

This vegetable is the root of the radish 
plant. It is round in shape with a red 
outer color and white interior.  

 

110 Physical Characteristics   

111 Quality Characteristics  Round in shape with top and tap root 
removed. Product should be smooth, crisp 
and firm with a reddish pink outside and 
pure white inside. Avoid soft product or 
ones with large cuts or bruises on the 
exterior.  

112 Grade  U.S. No. 1  

113 Count per pound  30-35/lb.  

120 Package Size   

121 Product is washed and sold in 
various portions depending on 
supplier.  

 

130 Degree of Refrigeration   

131 Storage and Distribution 
Temperature  

32F; In Cooler - Moist Covered  

140 Shelf Life   

141 Acceptable Shelf Life  7 10 days  



Rev 2006 40 

INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:   06/01/06  

NAME:         Radishes  SUPERSEDES:        11/01/99  PAGE: 2 OF 2   

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34 - 40F MOIST COVERED IN COOLER 
 

CHARACTERISTIC  STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

160 Special Consideration   

161 Very large radishes. (over 1/4") 
are likely to be pithy and have 
poor flavor.  

 

PRIMARY SOURCES AND MONTHLY AVAILABILITY 
 Jan  Feb  Mar  Apr  May  Jun  Jul  Aug  Sep  Oct  Nov  Dec  

FLORIDA  X  X  X  X  X  X     X  X  X  

OHIO  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  

MICHIGAN      X  X  X  X  X  X    

             

% OF TOTAL 
ANNUAL 
SUPPLY  

8  8  10  11  11  8  8  7  6  6  9  8  
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Rev 2006 41 

INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE: 11/01/99  
NAME:         Spinach - Leaf  SUPERSEDES:        NEW  PAGE: 1 OF 2   

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34 - 40F MOIST COVERED IN COOLER 
 

CHARACTERISTIC  STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

100 Description   

A leafy vegetable where only the 
leaves are eaten. They are arrow 
shaped and dark green in color.  

 

110 Physical Characteristics   

111 Quality Characteristics  Prefer curly type leaves that are dark 
green in color. They also should be crisp. 
Do not accept wilted or yellow colored 
leaves.  

112 Grade  U.S. No. 1  

120 Package Size   

121 Usually packaged in a bushel 
crate weighing 18-20 lbs.  

20 - 22 lbs.  

130 Degree of Refrigeration   

131 Storage and 
Distribution 
Temperature  

32F; In Cooler – Top ice to keep from 
wilting. Covered  

140 Shelf Life   

141 Acceptable Shelf Life  3 days  



Rev 2006 42 

INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:  06/01/06  
NAME:         Spinach - Leaf  SUPERSEDES:        11/01/99  PAGE:  2 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34 - 40F MOIST COVERED IN COOLER 
 

CHARACTERISTIC  STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

160 Special Consideration   

161 Cello Spinach is regular spinach that 
has been washed, inspected and 
packed in cellophane bags.  

 

PRIMARY SOURCES AND MONTHLY AVAILABILITY 
 Jan  Feb  Mar  Apr  May  Jun  Jul  Aug  Sep  Oct  Nov  Dec  

CALIFORNIA  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  

TEXAS  X  X  X  X  X  X  X     X  X  

NEW JERSEY     X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  

             

% OF TOTAL 
ANNUAL 
SUPPLY  

9  9  11  9  9  8  7  7  7  8  8  8  
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Rev 2006 43 

INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:  06/01/06  

NAME:          Squash - Yellow  SUPERSEDES:        11/01/99  PAGE:  1 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34 - 40F DRY UNCOVERED IN COOLER 
 

CHARACTERISTIC  STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

100 Description   

A yellow gourd like squash with a 
bumpy, yet tender skin. Known as 
yellow-crooknecks.  

 

110 Physical Characteristics   

111 Quality Characteristics  Should be a bright yellow color with a 
tender skin. Should be 4-5" inc length with 
a 2" diameter. Avoid dark brown spots and 
bruises.  

112 Grade  U.S. No. 1  

120 Package Size   

121 Usually sold by the weight  1 or 1/2 bushel/crate  

122 Net Weight  40 - 45 lbs/ 1/2 bushel  

130 Degree of Refrigeration   

131 Storage and 
Distribution 
Temperature.  

45-50F (Summer) 
50-55F (Winter); In Cooler - Dry Uncovered 
Easy handling will avoid bruising  

140 Shelf Life   

141 Acceptable Shelf Life  5 days  



Rev 2006 44 

INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:  06/01/06  

NAME:         Squash - Yellow  SUPERSEDES:        11/01/99  PAGE:  2 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34 - 40F DRY UNCOVERED IN COOLER 
 

CHARACTERISTIC  STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

160 Special Consideration   

161 This is a variety known as summer 
squash, is available all year long 
from places like Florida and 
California.  

 

162 Do not pack in ice.   

PRIMARY SOURCES AND MONTHLY AVAILABILITY 
 Jan  Feb  Mar  Apr  May  Jun  Jul  Aug  Sep  Oct  Nov  Dec  

CALIFORNIA  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  

FLORIDA  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  

TEXAS       X  X  X  X  X  X   

NEW JERSEY        X  X  X  X  X   

% OF TOTAL 
ANNUAL 
SUPPLY  

5  5  5  5  5  12  12  12  12  10  10  7  
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Rev 2006 45 

INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:  06/01/06  
NAME:          Zucchini Squash  SUPERSEDES:        11/01/99  PAGE:  1 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34 - 40F DRY UNCOVERED IN COOLER 
 

CHARACTERISTIC  STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

100 Description   

A gourd type squash with a green skin 
that is easily punctured with fingers. 
Interior is a pale yellow with white 
seeds. Also known as Italian Squash. 
Smells like a fresh melon.  

 

110 Physical Characteristics   

111 Quality Characteristics  Should be cylindrical in shape with a 
diameter of 1 1/2" - 2", skin color dark 
green over a background of pale yellow. 
No bruises or soft spots allowed.  

112 Grade  U.S. No. 1 Fancy or Small Fancy  

120 Package Size   

121 Usually sold by the 1/2 bushel 
crate or carton  

22 - 24 lbs/ 1/2 bushel  

130 Degree of Refrigeration   

131 Storage and 
Distribution 
Temperature.  

45-50F (Summer) 
50-55F (Winter); In Cooler - Dry Uncovered 
Easy handling will avoid bruising 

140 Shelf Life   

141 Acceptable Shelf Life  2-3 days  



Rev 2006 46 

INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:  06/01/06  

NAME:          Zucchini Squash SUPERSEDES:        11/01/99  PAGE:  2 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34 - 40F DRY UNCOVERED IN COOLER 
 

CHARACTERISTIC   STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

160 Consideration   

161 The skin should be bright not dull.   

162 Zucchini is very fragile and 
exhibits poor keeping qualities.  

 

163 Generally the smaller they are the 
more tender the flesh, skin and 
seeds.  

 

PRIMARY SOURCES AND MONTHLY AVAILABILITY 
 Jan  Feb  Mar  Apr  May  Jun  Jul  Aug  Sep  Oct  Nov  Dec  

FLORIDA  X  X  X  X  X  X     X  X  X  

MEXICO  X  X  X  X        X  X  

LOCAL      X  X  X  X  X  X    

             

% OF TOTAL 
ANNUAL 
SUPPLY  

8  6  6  7  8  9  10  9  9  11  10  7  
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Rev 2006 47 

INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:  06/01/06  
NAME:         Tomatoes  SUPERSEDES:        11/01/99  PAGE:  1 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34 - 40F DRY UNCOVERED IN COOLER 
 

CHARACTERISTIC  STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

100 Description   

A round vegetable with a red 
pulpy interior about the size and 
shape of a baseball.  

 

110 Physical Characteristics   

111 Quality Characteristics  Should be ripe, but firm, free from 
blemishes and soft spots. Red to a slight 
greenish cast is acceptable. Avoid ones 
with scars on the stems end.  

112 Grade  U.S. No. 1 6x6   

120 Package Size   

121 Packaged in trays 6 wide by 6 
long either 2 or 3 layers per box, 
depending on packer.  

 

122 Net Weight  2 layers - 20 - 23 
lbs. 3 layers - 30 - 
33 lbs.  

130 Degree of Refrigeration   

131 Storage and 
Distribution 
Temperature.  

Firm 58-68F 
Soft 55-60F; NEVER REFRIGERATE 
In Cooler - Dry Uncovered  

140 Shelf Life   

141 Acceptable Shelf Life  5 days  



Rev 2006 48 

INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:  06/01/06  

NAME:          Tomatoes  SUPERSEDES:        11/01/99  PAGE:  2 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34 - 40F DRY UNCOVERED IN COOLER 
 

CHARACTERISTIC   STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

160 Consideration   

161 The amount of lobular jelly (liquid 
surrounding the seeds in a 
mature tomato) determines its 
quality; the less the jelly, the less 
juicy and less tasty the tomato.  

 

162 The fewer seeds, the better 
the quality.  

 

163 Generally less than 20% of the 
tomato may not be red-ripe and 
must be allowed to ripen at room 
temperature in the restaurant.  

 

PRIMARY SOURCES AND MONTHLY AVAILABILITY 
 

 Jan  Feb  Mar  Apr  May  Jun  Jul  Aug  Sep  Oct  Nov  Dec  

CALIFORNIA      X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  

FLORIDA  X  X  X  X  X  X  X     X  X  

MEXICO  X  X  X  X  X         

             

% OF TOTAL 
ANNUAL SUPPLY  

7  7  8  8  10  12  11  8  7  8  7  7  
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Rev 2006 49 

INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:  06/01/06  
NAME:         Watermelon  SUPERSEDES:        04/20/89  PAGE:  1 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34 - 40F DRY UNCOVERED IN COOLER 
 

CHARACTERISTIC  STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

100 Description   

A large oblong shaped melon with a 
green colored skin or rind. Inside meat 
is a red color with black seeds.  

 

110 Physical Characteristics   

111 Quality Characteristics  Should be a green color with a dull cast to 
the skin. Underside should be a slight 
yellow color to be ripe. Seeds should all be 
brown or black, melon should have red, 
firm, pulpy interior.  

112 Grade   

120 Package Size   

121 Individual  25 - 30 lbs. each  

130 Degree of Refrigeration   

131 Storage and 
Distribution 
Temperature.  

55-70F; In Cooler - Dry Uncovered 
Do not cut until ready to use. 

140 Shelf Life   

141 Acceptable Shelf Life  5-7 days  



Rev 2006 50 

INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:  06/01/06  
NAME:         Watermelon  SUPERSEDES:        04/28/89  PAGE:  2 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34 - 40F DRY UNCOVERED IN COOLER 
 

CHARACTERISTIC   STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

160 Special Consideration   

161 Flesh should be bright red and 
crisp, not mealy or water soaked.  

 

162 After one week at 32F melon will 
produce an off flavor which is sign 
of decay.  

 

163 Cut melons must be kept in the 
cooler with the face protected 
with plastic wrap.  

 

PRIMARY SOURCES AND MONTHLY AVAILABILITY 
 

 Jan  Feb  Mar  Apr  May  Jun  Jul  Aug  Sep  Oct  Nov  Dec  

FLORIDA      X  X  X       

TEXAS       X  X  X  X     

LOCAL        X  X  X     

             

% OF TOTAL 
ANNUAL 
SUPPLY  

-  1  1  3  11  28  29  19  6  1  1  -  
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Rev 2006 51 

INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:  06/01/06  

NAME:          Lettuce - 
Romaine  

SUPERSEDES:        11/01/99  PAGE:   1 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34 - 40F MOIST COVERED IN COOLER 
 

CHARACTERISTIC  STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

100 Description   

A leafy vegetable that grows in a head 
configuration, leaves are long and 
narrow with lacy edges. Stronger 
lettuce flavor than the Iceberg variety.  

 

110 Physical Characteristics   

111 Quality Characteristics  Also known as Cos. This is a long loaf 
shaped head, the leaves appear coarse 
and are a dark green, golden yellow inner 
leaves. Avoid black or wilted leaves. 
Should be about 12" long.  

112 Grade  U.S. No. 1  

120 Package Size   

121 Packaging  24 heads/20 lb. crate  

130 Degree of Refrigeration   

131 Storage and 
Refrigeration 
Temperature.  

32-35F; In Cooler - Moist Covered 
Wash, trim & loosely pack in plastic bags. 

140 Shelf Life   

141 Acceptable Shelf Life  3 - 5 days  



Rev 2006 52 

INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:  06/01/06  

NAME:          Lettuce - 
Romaine  

SUPERSEDES:        11/01/99  PAGE:  2 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34 - 40F MOIST COVERED IN COOLER 
 

CHARACTERISTIC  STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

160 Special Consideration   

161 Flavor - stronger than Iceberg.   

162 Romaine does not maintain 
top quality during storage.  

 

163 Romaine will freeze and turn black 
if placed directly on ice or if subject 
to temperature below 32F.  

 

PRIMARY SOURCES AND MONTHLY AVAILABILITY 
 

 Jan  Feb  Mar  Apr  May  Jun  Jul  Aug  Sep  Oct  Nov  Dec  

CALIFORNIA    X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  

FLORIDA  X  X  X  X  X  X      X  X  

NEW JERSEY        X  X  X  X    

             

% OF TOTAL 
ANNUAL 
SUPPLY  

6  6  9  7  6  8  12  12  9  9  9  7  
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Rev 2006 53 

INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:  06/01/06  
NAME:         Iceberg Lettuce  SUPERSEDES:        11/01/99  PAGE:  1 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34 - 40F MOIST COVERED IN COOLER 
 

CHARACTERISTIC   STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

100 Description   

Iceberg lettuce is from a family known 
as crisp head lettuce. This family is 
characterized by a low growing plant 
in which the leaves form a tightly 
wrapped ball or head. The stem 
produces from the underneath center 
of the head.  

 

110 Physical Characteristics   

111 Color  Dark green to a light lime green.  

112 Defects  Should be free from wilted leaves, or 
ones that have dark rusty colored 
edges.  

113 Head Configuration  Should be round and firm.  

114 Grade  U.S. No. 1  

120 Package Size   

121 Carton Size/Weight  24 heads/42 - 50 lb. carton  

130 Degree of Refrigeration   

131 Storage and 
Distribution 
Temperature.  

32-35F; In Cooler - Moist Covered 
Wash, trim & loosely pack in plastic bags. 

140 Shelf Life   

141 Acceptable Shelf Life  3 days  



Rev 2006 54 

INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:  06/01/06  

NAME:         Iceberg Lettuce  SUPERSEDES:        11/01/99  PAGE:  2 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34 - 40F MOIST COVERED IN COOLER 
 

CHARACTERISTIC  STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

160 Special Consideration   

161 Over mature lettuce will be flat 
and bitter.  

 

162 To prolong life a slight sprinkling 
with water will help during 
storage.  

 

163 The closer to 40F the shorter 
the shelf life by half.  

 

164 Should have maximum 
air circulation.  

 

PRIMARY SOURCES AND MONTHLY AVAILABILITY 
 

 Jan  Feb  Mar  Apr  May  Jun  Jul  Aug  Sep  Oct  Nov  Dec  

CALIFORNIA  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  

ARIZONA  X  X  X  X  X  X     X  X  X  

             

             

% OF TOTAL 
ANNUAL 
SUPPLY  

8  7  9  8  9  9  9  9  8  9  8  7  
P

U
R
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Rev 2006 55 

INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:   06/06/06  

NAME:          Lemons  SUPERSEDES:        11/01/99  PAGE:  1 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34 - 40F DRY UNCOVERED IN COOLER 
 

CHARACTERISTIC  STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

100 Description   

A yellow oblong citrus fruit with a 
very acidic flavor.  

 

110 Physical Characteristics   

111 Color  A light to deep yellow color no green spots.  

112 Skin  Fine Texture - avoid coarse grainy 
skin, should be oily.  

113 Grade  U.S. No. 1  

114 Preferred Brand  Sunkist  

120 Package Size   

121 Carton Size/Weight  165 lemons / 38 lbs.  

130 Degree of Refrigeration   

131 Storage and Distribution 
Temperature.  

50-55F; In Cooler - Dry Uncovered  
Hearty fruit.  Avoid abuses & over ordering. 

140 Shelf Life   

141 Acceptable Shelf Life  8 - 10 days   



Rev 2006 56 

INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:   06/06/06  
NAME:         Lemons  SUPERSEDES:        11/01/99  PAGE:  2 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34 - 40F DRY UNCOVERED IN COOLER 
 

CHARACTERISTIC  STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

160 Consideration   

161 Lemons should be heavy for 
their size.  

 

162 Deep yellow are not as acidic.   

163 Coarse or rough skin texture is a 
sign of thick skin and not much 
flesh.  

 

164 After cutting, skin should be thin, 
not thick.  

 

PRIMARY SOURCES AND MONTHLY AVAILABILITY 
 Jan  Feb  Mar  Apr  May  Jun  Jul  Aug  Sep  Oct  Nov  Dec  

CALIFORNIA  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  

ARIZONA  X  X  X  X  X       X  X  

             

             

% OF TOTAL 
ANNUAL 
SUPPLY  

8  7  8  8  9  10  9  10  8  8  7  8  
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Rev 2006 57 

INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:  11/01/99  
NAME:         Honeydew 
Melons  

SUPERSEDES:        NEW  PAGE:  1 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34 - 40F DRY UNCOVERED IN COOLER 
 

CHARACTERISTIC  STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

100 Description   

Honeydew melons are a creamy white 
or pale yellow in color. They are about 
the size of a small football. Should not 
have a stem and should smell like a 
fresh melon.  

 

110 Physical Characteristics   

111 Color  Should be creamy white or pale yellow, 
outer rind should be slightly waxy feeling.  

112 Size  6" - 7" diameter  

113 Individual Weights  3 - 5 lbs.  

114 Grade  U.S. No. 1  

120 Package Size   

121 Carton Size/Weight  6 / carton, 20 - 22 / carton  

130 Degree of Refrigeration   

131 Storage and 
Distribution 
Temperature.  

34 - 40F; In Cooler - Dry Uncovered  

140 Shelf Life   

141 Acceptable Shelf Life  6-7 days  



Rev 2006 58 

INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:   11/01/99  

NAME:         Honeydew Melons  SUPERSEDES:        NEW  PAGE:  2 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34 - 40F DRY UNCOVERED IN COOLER 
 

CHARACTERISTIC  STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

160 Consideration   

161 Overripe melons have a bitter 
flavor.  

 

162 Melons can give off ethylene gas 
and cause other vegetables to age 
and cause butter to develop an off 
flavor. Store with this in mind.  

 

PRIMARY SOURCES AND MONTHLY AVAILABILITY 
 Jan  Feb  Mar  Apr  May  Jun  Jul  Aug  Sep  Oct  Nov  Dec  

CALIFORNIA        X  X  X  X  X  X  

TEXAS        X  X  X  X    

ARIZONA       X  X  X      

MEXICO  X  X  X  X  X         

% OF TOTAL 
ANNUAL 
SUPPLY  

2  3  4  4  5  15  13  17  16  13  6  2  
P

U
R
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Rev 2006 59 

INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:   06/01/06  

NAME:          Cucumbers  SUPERSEDES:        11/01/99  PAGE:  1 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34 - 40F MOIST COVERED IN COOLER 
 

CHARACTERISTIC  STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

100 Description   

A long, oblong shaped vegetable 
that grows on a vine has a very 
clean, refreshing flavor to it.  

 

110 Physical Characteristics   

111 Quality Characteristics  Should be firm, fresh, with a good green 
color. Skin may have bumps on it or may 
be smooth skinned. Avoid very dark 
green colored, soft cucumbers. Should 
be firm, 5 -8" in length, 1 1/2 - 2" in 
diameter.  

112 Grade  U.S. No. 1, Select  

120 Package Size   

121 Packed by the bushel   

122 Net Weight Approximately  48 lbs. / bushel  

130 Degree of Refrigeration   

131 Storage and 
Distribution 
Temperature.  

45-50F; In Cooler - Moist Covered  
Avoid chilling.  Store only briefly. 

140 Shelf Life   

141 Acceptable Shelf Life  7 days  



Rev 2006 60 

INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:  06/01/06  
NAME:          Cucumbers  SUPERSEDES:        11/01/99  PAGE:  2 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34 - 40F MOIST COVERED IN COOLER 
 

CHARACTERISTIC   STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

160 Special Consideration   

161 Product will contain a USDA 
approved wax which is applied 
to enhance appearance and 
retard evaporation.  

 

162 The term "select" refers to 
the amount of bow in the 
product.  

 

PRIMARY SOURCES AND MONTHLY AVAILABILITY 
 Jan  Feb  Mar  Apr  May  Jun  Jul  Aug  Sep  Oct  Nov  Dec  

FLORIDA  X  X  X  X  X  X     X  X  X  

MEXICO  X  X  X  X  X  X      X  X  

TEXAS       X  X  X  X  X  X  X  

CALIFORNIA       X  X  X  X  X  X  X  

N. CAROLINA        X  X  X  X    

% OF TOTAL 
ANNUAL 
SUPPLY  

7  6  6  7  12  13  11  9  7  8  8  6  
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INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:  06/01/06  

NAME:          Cauliflower  SUPERSEDES:        11/01/99  PAGE:  1 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34 - 40F MOIST COVERED IN COOLER 
 

CHARACTERISTIC  STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

100 Description   

This vegetable is closely related to 
cabbage and broccoli in such that it 
grows close to the ground in heads. It 
is a flowered type of head.  

 

110 Physical Characteristics   

111 Quality Characteristics  Florets in the head should be a creamy 
white, with a ricy appearance. They should 
not have started to grow. They should also 
be very firm and compact. Spotted, 
speckled curds should be avoided.  

112 Grade  U.S. No. 1  

120 Package Size   

121 Size Count  12 ct/ bushel  

122 Net Weight  21 - 25 lbs. / bushel  

130 Degree of Refrigeration   

131 Storage and 
Distribution 
Temperature.  

32-35F; In Cooler - Moist Covered; Iced DO 
NOT FREEZE.  Store only briefly. 

140 Shelf Life   

141 Acceptable Shelf Life  4-5 days maximum 
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INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:  06/01/06  

NAME:         Cauliflower  SUPERSEDES:        11/01/99  PAGE:  2 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34 - 40F MOIST COVERED IN COOLER 
 

CHARACTERISTIC   STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

160 Special Consideration   

161 Purchase according to size quality 
of head, not by weight.  

 

162 Store with curds facing down to 
prevent moisture accumulation 
and resulting mildew and rot.  

 

163 An occasional purple color in 
the head is acceptable.  

 

PRIMARY SOURCES AND MONTHLY AVAILABILITY 
 

 Jan  Feb  Mar  Apr  May  Jun  Jul  Aug  Sep  Oct  Nov  Dec  

CALIFORNIA  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  

NEW YORK         X  X  X  X  X  

             

             

% OF TOTAL 
ANNUAL 
SUPPLY  

10  7  8  7  7  7  7  7  8  12  10  10  
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INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:  06/01/06  
NAME:          Carrots  SUPERSEDES:        11/01/99  PAGE:  1 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34 - 40F MOIST COVERED IN COOLER 
 

CHARACTERISTIC  STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

100 Description   

A carrot is a long tapered root that 
is orange in color with green leafy 
tops.  

 

110 Physical Characteristics   

111 Color  Should be firm, well formed, smooth, 
orange to orange-red with well trimmed 
tops. Avoid carrots that are wilted, flabby, 
soft, shriveled, or that have large green 
areas. Also avoid carrots that have been 
topped but green shoots appear, or 
bundled carrots with yellow leaves.  

 U.S. No. 1 Jumbo  

112 Grade   

120 Package Size   

 50 lb. bag  
121 Bag Size   

130 Degree of Refrigeration   
 32F; In Cooler - Moist Covered.  Wash & 

store in plastic bags. 
131 Storage and Distribution 

Temperature.  
 

140 Shelf Life  7 days  

141 Acceptable Shelf Life   
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INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:   06/01/06  

NAME:          Carrots  SUPERSEDES:        11/01/99  PAGE:  2 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34 - 40F MOIST COVERED IN COOLER 
 

CHARACTERISTIC  STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

160 Consideration   

161 Carrots should be kept in plastic 
or closed containers to provide 
maximum moisture retention.  

 

PRIMARY SOURCES AND MONTHLY AVAILABILITY 
 Jan  Feb  Mar  Apr  May  Jun  Jul  Aug  Sep  Oct  Nov  Dec  

CALIFORNIA  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  

TEXAS  X  X  X         X  X  

MICHIGAN  X       X  X  X  X  X  X  

             

% OF TOTAL 
ANNUAL 
SUPPLY  

9  9  10  9  9  8  7  7  8  8  8  8  
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INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:  06/01/06  

NAME:          Cantaloupe  SUPERSEDES:        11/01/99  PAGE:  1 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34 - 40F DRY UNCOVERED IN COOLER 
 

CHARACTERISTIC  STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

100 Description   

A member of the melon family that has 
a rind on it that appears to be a net. 
Should have a tan and green cast to 
color of skin. No stem should be 
attached. It is round or oblong shaped.  

 

110 Physical Characteristics   

111 Color  Grayish or yellowish tinge  

112 Skin  Heavily netted  

113 Grade  U.S. No. 1  

114 Weight  2 - 2 1/2 lbs. each  

120 Package Size   

121 Package Size  18 - 23 per 40 - 42 lb. carton  

130 Degree of Refrigeration   

131 Storage and 
Distribution 
Temperature.  

38 – 40F; In Cooler - Dry Uncovered  
Allow 2-3 days room temperature before 
serving. 

140 Shelf Life   

141 Acceptable Shelf Life  2 - 3 days  
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INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:  06/01/06  

NAME:         Cantaloupe  SUPERSEDES:        11/01/99  PAGE:  2 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34 - 40F DRY UNCOVERED IN COOLER 
 

CHARACTERISTIC  STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

160 Consideration   

161 Melons should be picked as close 
to ripe as possible, little change in 
sugar content occurs after picking.  

 

162 When shaken, seeds should rattle 
slightly. A watery sloshing sound is 
a sign of over ripeness.  

 

163 Even under near perfect 
conditions, cantaloupes will 
deteriorate from "field fresh" to 
"fair" within 2 weeks.  

 

PRIMARY SOURCES AND MONTHLY AVAILABILITY 
 Jan  Feb  Mar  Apr  May  Jun  Jul  Aug  Sep  Oct  Nov  Dec  

CALIFORNIA       X  X  X  X  X  X  X  

ARIZONA       X  X  X  X  X  X  X  

TEXAS      X  X  X  X  X     

MEXICO     X  X  X  X  X  X  X    

% OF TOTAL 
ANNUAL 
SUPPLY  

-  -  2  4  8  21  23  21  12  7  2  -  
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INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:  06/01/06  
NAME:          Cabbage - Red  SUPERSEDES:        11/01/99  PAGE:  1 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34 - 40F DRY UNCOVERED IN COOLER 
 

CHARACTERISTIC  STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

100 Description   

A red colored leafy vegetable that 
grows in heads. Grown close to the 
ground and has a distinct odor to it.  

 

110 Physical Characteristics   

111 Color  Deep purple to maroon  

112 Head Consistency  Firm, compact heads with no discolored 
veins  

113 Leaves  Should be full and not withered  

114 Grade  U.S. No. 1  

120 Package Size   

121 Package Size  45 - 50 # sack  

122 Size Count  22 - 24 heads per sack  

130 Degree of Refrigeration   

131 Storage and 
Distribution 
Temperature.  

32F; In Cooler - Dry Uncovered  
Wash and store in plastic bags. 

140 Shelf Life   

141 Acceptable Shelf Life  5-7 days  
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INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:  06/01/06  

NAME:         Cabbage - Red  SUPERSEDES:        11/01/99  PAGE:  2 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34 - 40F DRY UNCOVERED IN COOLER 
 

CHARACTERISTIC   STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

160 Special Consideration   

161 Store in a well ventilated 
container with circulation.  

 

162 Keep under refrigeration at all 
times.  

 

163 Flavor should be mild to sweet.   

PRIMARY SOURCES AND MONTHLY AVAILABILITY 
 

 Jan  Feb  Mar  Apr  May  Jun  Jul  Aug  Sep  Oct  Nov  Dec  

CALIFORNIA  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  

FLORIDA  X  X  X  X  X  X      X  X  

             

             

% OF TOTAL 
ANNUAL 
SUPPLY  

10  8  9  9  9  9  8  7  7  8  8  8  
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INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:   06/01/06  

NAME:          Button 
Mushrooms  

SUPERSEDES:        11/01/99  PAGE:   1 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34 - 40F DRY UNCOVERED IN COOLER 
 

CHARACTERISTIC  STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

100 Description   

Mushrooms are from the fungi family, 
which requires humidity and 
temperature control to grow. All 
mushrooms grown in the United States 
are of the same variety, the button, 
which appears as rounded umbrella 
like top and a white, thick stem.  

 

110 Physical Characteristics   

111 Color  Should be white to a pallid brown. 
Few brown spots are O.K.  

112 Freshness  Avoid withered mushrooms, deep brown, 
or those with a veil around the base of the 
cap.  

113 Shape  The cap or button should be half-spherical 
in shape with a diameter of 1/2" - 1 ".  

114 Grade  U.S. No. 1  

120 Package Size   

121 Button Count  60 - 70 / pounds  

122 Case Size, Net Weight  10 lbs. /case  

130 Degree of Refrigeration   

131 Storage and 
Distribution 
Temperature.  

32-35F; In Cooler - Dry Uncovered.  Have 
a very short life. 
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INGREDIENT  CODE: WESTERN SIZZLIN  DATE:  06/01/06  

NAME:          Button 
Mushrooms  

SUPERSEDES:        11/01/99  PAGE:  2 OF 2  

CATEGORY: PRODUCE - VEG/FRESH 

PLANT STORAGE: 34 - 40F DRY UNCOVERED IN COOLER 
 

CHARACTERISTIC  STANDARD & TOLERANCE  

140 Shelf Life   

141 Acceptable Shelf Life  2 - 3 days  

160 Consideration   

161 Never peel, scrub or soak 
mushrooms, just rinse in cool 
water and blot with a towel.  

 

162 Temperature above 40F 
accelerates deterioration greatly.   

 

163 Mushrooms will darken mildew or 
decay if air does not circulate 
freely around them or if water is 
allowed to collect on them.  

 

164 Freshness, color, and shape 
primarily quality consideration.  

 

PRIMARY SOURCES AND MONTHLY AVAILABILITY 
 Jan  Feb  Mar  Apr  May  Jun  Jul  Aug  Sep  Oct  Nov  Dec  

PENNSYLVANIA  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  

OHIO  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  

             

% OF TOTAL 
ANNUAL SUPPLY  

8  8  8  9  8  9  9  8  9  8  8  8  
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RESTAURANT ACCOUNTING 

Restaurant Accounting is absolutely one of the most 
important functions which must occur if a restaurant is to 
operate profitably. This important responsibility will require a 
management team that fully understands and executes all of 
the principles of accounting. The secret to effective 
accounting is staying current.  A business will be no more 
successful than its ability to measure that success. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Restaurant accounting is a function of your business that must be an on-going process.  
Functions occur daily, weekly, bi-monthly, monthly, quarterly, and annually. The 
Manager must have a good understanding of all the accounting functions and a "sense 
of urgency" towards the achievement of these tasks. 
 
Restaurants have many different types of accounting systems. The effectiveness of your 
system is determined by the timeliness that the information makes it back to the 
management staff. If a restaurant has a food cost problem at the end of January, it does 
very little to help the management staff if they do not realize it until the end of February. 
 
Franchisee Note: These instructions will serve as examples for the full execution 
of all accounting procedures. 
 
SCHEDULE OF ACCOUNTING DUTIES 

Daily by 11:00 a.m. 
Balance change fund 
• Make closing bank deposit 
• Complete a Daily Cash Report 
• Update Labor Summary 
• Update Daily Operations Summary 
• Update Monthly Sales Recap 
• Batch and post invoices to the Invoice Register  
 
Weekly 
Complete Weekly Sales and Control Report (Sunday Night or Monday) 
Review Weekly Numbers among management staff and assign appropriate responsibility 
Mail all invoices to accounting office 
Mail Daily Cash Reports with validated deposit slips to accounting office. File store copy 

with validated copy of deposit slip 
Mail all new hire information to accounting office 
Take physical meat inventory 
 
Bi-Weekly 
• Complete payroll transmittal  
• Complete mid month P&L statement 
• Compare check register with payroll transmittal  
 
Monthly 
• Take a physical inventory of meat and other food items 
• Balance Monthly Sales Recap 
• Complete Inventory Summary 
• Complete In-Store P&L Worksheet 
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Mail to Accounting Office: First Day of the Month 
• All month end Daily Cash Reports 
• All month end invoices 
• Inventory Summary and Inventory forms 
• Monthly Sales Recap 
• In-Store P&L worksheet 
 
25th of the Month  
• Prepare next month's budget 
• Prepare next month's training plan 
 
Quarterly 
• Quarterly Marketing Plan 
• Small wares inventory 
• Quarterly Training Objectives 
 
Annually  
• Annual budgeting process 
• Capital expenditure and leasehold improvement planning 
 
The accounting responsibilities listed above will require attention to details  from the 
management if the accounting is to occur properly. The more accurate the records, the 
easier it is to manage your restaurant.  Your daily, weekly, monthly P&L's, and your bank 
statements is a report card of how well the restaurant is performing. Strong Managers 
know the importance of the timeliness of this information. 
 
THE RESTAURANT CHANGE FUND 
Most restaurants maintain an approximate change fund of $1,200. This amount may be 
adjusted up or down based on sales. The change fund is vital to the operation and must 
be managed carefully. Please note the following regarding the change fund: 
• The General Manager is responsible for this money. 
• The change fund must be managed carefully. It is very easy for the fund to become 

out of balance during the day because of mistakes made during a rush to buy 
change. 

• The change fund must be counted during the day, especially at the end of each 
manager's shift. 

• At the close of each day, the change fund must be counted prior to preparing the 
bank deposit. If the fund is short, take the cash needed to balance it from the closing 
day's cash. If the fund is over, the overage should become part of the closing day's 
deposit. 

• Making sure the change fund is in balance is a responsibility of the restaurant 
manager. Cash Overages should be made as a special deposit and credited to the 
Cash Over/Short Account. Cash Shortages must be debited to this account. 

• Overages and shortages indicate unsatisfactory cash management and should 
be treated seriously. Recurring cash management discrepancies are grounds 
for disciplinary action, including termination. 
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BANK DEPOSITS 
 
After the change fund has been balanced, prepare the bank deposit. It is not necessary 
to fill out the daily cash report prior to making out the bank deposit. It will not affect the 
amount of money to be deposited. 
 
For security reasons, all bank deposits are to be made during daylight hours. Prior day's 
deposits are to be taken to the bank no later than 10:00 a.m. daily. Additional bank 
deposits should be made between 2:00 p.m. and 4:00 p.m. so that the current day's 
cash and checks can be deposited into the bank. In addition, this practice will minimize 
the losses in the event of a robbery or burglary. 
 
Preparing a Bank Deposit 

• Face the cash in the same direction by denomination. 
• Run an adding machine tape for verification of cash and checks.  
• Prepare three deposit slips: Have two validated and returned to you. Attach 

one to the Daily Cash Report which is sent to the restaurant's accounting 
office and the other is attached to the store copy of the Daily Cash Report. 
Always verify the validation. If it is not validated properly, the bank may not be 
responsible. A non-validated deposit slip is not proof that a deposit was 
made. 

• It is a good practice to carry your deposit to the bank in a locked deposit bag. 
Place the deposit bag in another paper or plastic bag so that less attention 
will be drawn to the individual making the deposit. 

• When making a deposit, always exercise precaution, be aware, and avoid 
secluded areas. 

• The schedule and procedures for the proper execution of verified deposit 
records are outlined in the "Schedule of Accounting Duties". The required 
"Deposit Tracking Sheet" for all corporate management staff can be found on 
the next page. 

• For your convenience, a sample "Faxed Deposit Slip Verification Sheet" can 
be found after the "Deposit Tracking Sheet". This form provides the facsimile 
status of the deposit slips at a glance. 
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DEPOSIT TRACKING SHEET 

LOCATION:_______________________  MONTH:_______________ 
 

DATE 
AM 
DEPOSIT 

MANAGER 
INITIAL  

PM 
DEPOSIT 

MANAGER 
INITIAL 

DEPOSITOR 
INITIAL 

1      
2      
3      
4      
5      
6      
7      
8      
9      
10      
11      
12      
13      
14      
15      
16      
17      
18      
19      
20      
21      
22      
23      
24      
25      
26      
27      
28      
29      
30      
31      
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CREDIT CARD PROCEDURES 
 
Daily reconcile all charge card slips and prepare a sales summary slip. This form is 
comparable to a bank deposit slip. Remember, credit card charge slips are money and must 
be handled as such.  
 

• Separate charge sales in the following order: 
Visa/MasterCard 
American Express 
Discover 
Other cards 
 

• Make an adding machine tape for each group. 
 

• Write total number of sales slips being added on the machine tape and verify 
against the entries made on the tape. 

 
• Separate the remaining copies of the sales slips and staple the hard copies (in the 

same order as they appear on the tape) to the adding machine tape. 
 

• Follow the above procedures for the soft copy of the charge vouchers and attach 
to the daily cash report. 

 
• Daily mail the hard copies with a sales summary slip to your accountant. 

 
NOTE: Some units may have automatic credit card verification machines with 
printers. Follow guidelines and procedures that have been established with the 
financial institution issuing this equipment. 
 
DAILY CASH REPORT (DCR) 
The Daily Cash Report, commonly referred to as a DCR, is a very important part of the 
restaurant accounting process. Balancing the sales and receipts every day will ensure good 
money management controls and maximize the potential for a successful and profitable 
operation. 

• The DCR is a daily summary of cash transactions which are reconciled to a 
register system. It is the documentation of all accounting of restaurant monies 
and receipts for that given day. The DCR is to be completed in duplicate. The 
original is to be mailed to your accounting office. A copy is to be retained at the 
restaurant. The only exception will be at the end of the month. The month-end 
DCR's are to be mailed on the first day of the following month. 

 
When the last day of the month falls on a day that the bank is closed, the following 
procedure should be adhered to: 

• Mail the DCR with month-end reports without the deposit slip for that day. 
• Include the validated deposit slips with the next week's normal mailing. 
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• Mark the deposit slips, "LAST MONTH'S DEPOSIT SLIPS." 
• Do not attach these deposit slips to any of the DCR's. 

 
Completing the Daily Cash Report 

• Outlined below is instruction for completing a DCR. In addition, see the 
attached DCR at the end of this section for a complete understanding and 
review of this task. 

 
• Restaurant Name and number - Necessary in multi-unit operations. 

 
• Date - Enter date. 

 
• Closing Reading - This number is outlined on the register tape at the close out 

of the shift. It should be entered in the closing reading box. 
 

• Opening Reading - This number is outlined on the register tape at the 
beginning of the shift. It should be entered in the opening reading box. The 
opening reading is normally the same as the closing reading from the day 
before. 

 
• Line 1 - Subtract the opening reading from the closing reading and enter on the 

Total Sales line. 
 

• Line 2 - Employee meals (2a), over rings (2b), discounts (2c) and 
management meals (2d) should be added together and entered on the 
Adjustments line. A manager's signature should be on each adjustment ticket 
with the appropriate reason. 

 
• Line 3 - Subtract line 2 from Line 1 and enter on the Gross Sales Line. 

 
• Line 3a - In the block titled Net Sales (Line 3a), enter the Net Sales. This is 

completed by dividing by the applicable tax rate for the  local government. 
Example: if the local tax rate is 6.5 percent then you would divide Line 3 by 
1.065 to establish the net sales. 

 
• Line 3b - Sales Tax is calculated by subtracting Line 3a from Line 3.  Enter 

sales tax in the Sales Tax box at 3b. 
 

• Line 4 - Accounts Receivables - Vender Name should be entered with the 
appropriate account number and dollars which were charged by a guest or 
group during the day. Add all charges together and place on Line 4 as the 
Total Receivables. 

 
• Line 5 - Gift Card or Certificate Redemption - All gift cards or certificates which 

were redeemed during the day should be totaled and entered on Line 5 as 
Total Gift Card or Certificate Redemption. 
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• Line 6 - Cash Paid Outs should be identified in this area, totaled and entered 
on Line 6 as Total Cash Paid Outs. 

 
• Accountable Cash Per Register - Line 7 is Gross Sales (Line 3) minus Line 4, 

Line 5, and Line 6. Enter the total Accountable Cash Per Register on Line 7. 
 

• Line 8 is the Total Deposits for the day. Restaurants should make two 
deposits during the day. This will minimize chance of losses from robbery, 
burglary, or other problems resulting from mishandling of monies. All deposits 
should be added together and entered in the Total Deposits Line. The 
Manager making the deposit should put their initials beside each deposit 
made. This will let you know who made each deposit. 

 
• Line 9 - All credit card charges should be added together and entered on Line 

9 under Total Credit Cards. Be sure to note individual credit card charges on 
Line 9a, 9b, 9c, 9d. 

 
• Line 10 - Combination of all deposits and credit card charges added together 

for the day. Line 8 and 9 should be added together and entered on the Total 
Deposits line (Line 10). 

 
• Line 11 - This is the cash over or short line. Line 10 (Tota l Daily Deposits) 

should be subtracted from Line 7 (Accountable Cash Per Register). This will 
give management an account of how accurately all transactions were 
conducted during the day. 

 
•    Line 12 - It is important to treat Special Deposits correctly as these monies must 

be credited back to their proper account. List Accounts Receivables (12a), Gift 
Card or Certificate Sales (12b) and other deposits (12c) in the appropriate 
category. An example of other deposits would be fat or grease sales, toy 
machine rebates, etc. All should be added together and placed on Line 12 
under Total Special Deposits. 

 
• Guest Count – In order to determine your check average, the correct guest 

count has to be entered into the guest count box. This information is necessary 
for projection of food and labor needs. 

 
• Closing Manager Signature - The manager closing the restaurant or 

checking the money should always sign the DCR. In addition, it is 
imperative that a validated deposit slip be attached to the DCR and its copy 
for follow-up and auditing efforts. Copies of a daily cash report with validated 
deposit slips are necessary for effective documentation, one copy for the 
restaurant and one copy for the accounting office. 
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Cash handling must always be controlled properly. The proper use of the DCR can 
minimize cash handling problems. 
 
In addition to the DCR, a Monthly Sales Recap (MSR) is recommended for use in 
conjunction with a DCR (See Monthly Sales Recap). Please note that the code numbers 
on the Daily Cash Report are the same code numbers on the Monthly Sales Recap. 
This will assist management with completion of both the DCR and the MSR. Remember, 
accounting for cash on a daily basis is only the beginning for creating a successful P&L at 
the end of the month. It is very important that all discrepancies are handled immediately. 
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DAILY CASH REPORT (DCR) 
 

RESTAURANT NAME ___________________________________ DATE ______________________ 
   

_____________________________ _______________________ 1_________________________ 
CLOSING READING OPENING READING TOTAL SALES 

_______________ ______________ _____________ __________________
_ 

________________________ 

2A.EMP. MEALS 2B. OVER RINGS 2C. DISCOUNTS 2D. MGN'T MEALS ADJUSTMENTS 
   

  3_________________________ 
  GROSS SALES 

ACCTS RECEIVABLE - VENDOR NAME: ACCOUNT #: AMOUNT: 3A________________________ 
__________________________________ _____________. _____________ NET SALES 
__________________________________ _____________. _____________ {LINE 3 DIVIDED BY APPLICABLE RATE} 
__________________________________ _____________. _____________ 3B________________________ 

  SALES TAX 
  {LINE 3-3A+3B} 
  4__________________________ 

TOTAL GIFT CERTIFICATE 
REDEMPTION 

ACCOUNT#: AMOUNT: TOTAL RECEIVABLES 

_________________________ _______________  _______________  
_________________________ _______________ _______________ 5__________________________ 

  TOTAL GIFT CERTIFICATE 
REDEMPTION 

CASH PAID OUTS: ACCOUNT#: AMOUNT:  
_________________________ ________________ ________________  
_________________________ ________________ ________________  
_________________________ ________________ ________________ 6__________________________ 

  TOTAL CASH PAID OUTS 
  7__________________________ 
  ACCOUNTABLE CASH PER 

REGISTER 
BANK DEPOSITS:          {LINE 3-LINE 4-LINE 5-LINE 6=LINE 

7} 
 1_____________    2______________           3________________                         

 _____________  ______________ ________________  
                MGR. INITALS    MGR. INITALS       MGR. INITALS                       

8__________________________ 
  TOTAL DEPOSITS 

_________ _________ _________ _________                
9__________________________ 

9A.V&M/C 9B.AMEX 9C. DISCOVER 9D. OTHER TOTAL CREDIT CARDS 
  10_________________________ 
  TOTAL DAILY DEPOSITS 
  {LINE 8 + LINE 9} 
  11_________________________ 
  CASH OVER/SHORT 
  {LINE 7-LINE 10} 

12A. ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 
{VENDOR NAME}:  _______________     

ACCOUNT #: AMOUNT:  

 _______________ ______________  
12 B. GIFT CARD SALES 
                                 _______________ _______________ _______________ 

 

12C. OTHER 
 DEPOSITS:            _______________    _______________ _______________ 12_________________________ 

  TOTAL SPECIAL DEPOSITS 
  {12A+12B+12C} 

GUEST COUNT:   _______________                                                                           
______________________________ 

  CLOSING MANAGER'S SIGNATURE  
{VALIDATED DEPOSIT SLIP MUST BE ATTACHED} 
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CASH AUDIT INSPECTION 

Owners, area supervisors, managers or appropriate personnel should perform cash audits on a 
regular basis. The attached form is divided into several sections that document controls for each 
area of the restaurant. This audit is usually performed on an unannounced basis with the 
goal being to witness what controls are actually in place.  Management should review the 
completed audit and evaluate what controls need to be reestablished. Tracking each 
inspection sheet against the previous audits will help each restaurant focus on the weak 
elements of the operation. 

This procedure is important for the following reasons: 

• Establishing the proper controls lays the foundation for the restaurant to operate 
more efficiently; therefore, enabling management to remain focused on the day-to-
day operation. 

• The owner, manager or appropriate personnel should thoroughly examine the 
cash handling procedures and be involved in overseeing all cash controls. 
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CASH AUDIT INSPECTION 

Restaurant Location: __________________________Audit Date: 

Manager on Duty: ____________________ Supervisor Name: 

CHANGE 
FUND 

Change Fund - Approval Amount $ 

Drawer One ($                     ) Drawer Two ($                 ) Drawer Three ($               ) 

Safe Amount ($            ) Total Change Fund Amount Verified ($                             ) 

All Funds Are Accounted for? Yes:               No   Total Discrepancy ($                     ) 
 
If Over, A Special Deposit Is Made And A Validated Deposit Slip Attached To This Audit. If 
Short, GM Should Immediately Bring The Change Fund To The Proper Amount. 
 
Comments, If Any: 
__________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

DEPOSITS 

Date Of Last Cash Audit________Conducted By:___________With:_____________ 
                                                                                 (Supervisor )                     (Manager) 

All Bank Deposits Are Verified From Last Audit?   Yes:_______ No ______ 

Verified With Accountant___________________ And Review Of In-Store 
                                                     ( Representative Name) 

Documentation? Yes: ________ No_______ Are A Minimum Of Two 

Deposits Made Daily? __________If No, Action Taken? 

_________________________ 
 
Are All Security Measures Practiced During Deposit Transactions? 
Yes:______No:______ 
 
Comments, If Any: 
__________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
Previous (6) Days Credit Card Deposits Are Reconciled with the DCR. 
Date________Y/N      Date________Y/N      Date ________Y/N 
Date________Y/N      Date________Y/N      Date ________Y/N 
 
Comments, If Any: 
__________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________ 
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MONTHLY 
TRACKING 

LOG  of 
CASH 

CONTROLS 
 

Record the following information: 

Previous Months Net Sales            $______________ 

Previous Months Cash O/S            $_____________  % of Sales ___________ 

Previous Months Walkout              $______________  % of Sales ___________ 

Previous Months Voids                 $______________  % of Sales ___________ 

Previous Months Refunds             $______________   % of Sales __________ 

Previous Months Promo's             $______________  % of Sales ___________ 

Previous Months Employee Disc.  $______________  % of Sales ___________ 

Previous Months Employee Incentive  $______________  % of Sales ___________ 

Previous Months Total Cash Control Items $___________  % of Sales___________ 
 
Are Previous Months Cash Controls Within An Acceptable Range? 
 
Yes: _______ No:_______  (Refer To The Monthly Tracking Log & Cash Controls For 
Specifics. Attach A Copy To This Cash Audit Inspection) 
 
Comments, If Any: 
_______________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
All Members Of The Management Staff Are Attentive To Cash Control 
Systems & Procedures. Yes:______   No:______ 

Daily Safe Log Is In Use And Current?  Yes: ______No:______ 

Number Of Open/Close Shifts Which Have Not Been Recorded Since Last 
Audit? ______________ 

Comments, If Any: 

_______________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________ 
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INVENTORY 
CONTROL 

Record the following information: 

Last Months Net Sales                          $ ______________ 

Last Months Beginning Food Inventory   $ ______________ 

Last Months Total Purchases                 $ ______________ 

Last Months Ending Inventory               $ ______________ 

Total Food Used Last Month                  $ _______ ______ % Of Net Sales 

Ending Inventory Level Last Month         $ ______________ 
__________ ÷ ___________ =  ____________________________ 
(Monthly Sales)        (Ending Inventory)             (Approx. Prod. Turn For The Month)  

Goal For Low Volume Restaurant  (50 To 70k) 12-16 Times 

Goal For Med. Volume Restaurant (70k To 120k) 15 To 20 Times 

Goal For High Volume Restaurant  (120k Plus) 1 8 To 25 Times 

Number Of Days Since Last Truck At Time Of Final Inventory, Same Day, 1,2,3, 4 

Is Inventory Level Acceptable? Yes: _________No: _________ 

Comments, If Any: 
____________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________ 

GIFT CARD  
(Review of Gift 
Card Log) 

Dollar Inventory Of Gift Cards At Last Cash Audit?  $__________ (Date_______) 

Current Dollar Inventory Of Gift Card?                                       $ __________ 

Total Gift Card Used From Inventory?                                        $ ___________ 

Total Gift Card Deposits Since Last Cash Audit?                        $ ___________ 

Gift Card Over/Short                                                                  $ ___________ 

Are All Certificates Accounted For? Yes: __ No: ___ Comments, If Any: 
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________
___ 
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CASH 
AUDIT 
GENERAL 
REVIEW 
 

 
Does Management Place Appropriate Emphasis On Cash Handling Procedures? 
Yes:________ No: :________Infrequently: :________Comments, If Any: 
_________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________ 
Are Employees Trained In Proper Cash Handling Procedures? 
Yes: ________ No: ________  Comments, If Any: 
_________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________ 
 
Were All Discrepancies Identified During The Last Cash Audit Brought Into 
Compliance? Yes:_____ No:_____ Comments, If Any: 
________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________ 
 
What Follow-up Is Required By Management To Ensure That All 
Discrepancies Are Brought Into Compliance? Comments, If Any: 
_________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________ 
 

REVIEW 
CONFIRMED 
 

 
A Cash Audit Was Conducted By The Following Individuals. 
__ 
(Date of Review) 

By: (Signatures Of Those In Attendance For Review) 
________________________________, General Manager 
 
________________________________ Assistant Manager 
 
________________________________, Assistant Manager 
 
 
Supervisor: ________________________________ 
 
(Title)           ________________________________ 
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WESTERN SIZZLIN STEAK & MORE RESTAURANTS 

EMPLOYEE INCENTIVE 

This form must be submitted for all employee incentive pay outs! These incentives may 
include employee welfare items and contest monies. This form must be completed and 
signed prior to sending it to  your accounting department. 

  Employee Name:________________________________________________________ 

  Purpose:________________________________________________________________ 

 Date:_____________________  Location:_____________________________________ 

 Amount: ___________ Incentive Item:________________________________________ 

 Manager Signature: ______________________________________________________ 

 Supervisor Approval: ______________________________________________________ 
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MONTHLY SALES RECAP (MSR) 
 

In addition to balancing the sales and receipts every day, it is always important to evaluate 
trends in the accounting process. The Monthly Sales Recap commonly referred to as an 
MSR, will assist management with good money management control for a successful 
and profitable operation. Outlined below are instructions for completing an MSR.  

 
• Column   1-This is the date of the month. Daily totals should be subtotaled every                                   

                    ten days and also at the end of the month. 
 

• Column 2 -Enter Total Sales for Line 1 on the daily cash report. 
 

• Column 3 - Enter Employee Meals from Block 2a on the DCR. 
 

• Column 4 -Enter Over Rings from Block 2b on the DCR. 
 

• Column 5 - Enter Discounts from Block 2c on the DCR.  
 

• Column 6 -Enter Management Meals from Block 2d on the DCR. 
 

• Column 7 -Enter Gross Sales from Line 3 on the DCR. 
 

• Column 8 -Enter Accounts Receivable from Line 4 on the DCR. 
 

• Column 9 - Enter Gift Certificate Redemption from Line 5 on the DCR. 
 

• Column 10-11-12-13     Enter Cash Paid Outs from Line 6 on the DCR. Please 
notice that there are two columns for account numbers (#'s) and two columns for 
dollar amount of Cash Paid Outs. 

 
• Column  14-Enter Accountable Cash Per Register from Line 7 on the DCR. 

 
• Column  15 -Enter Deposited Cash and Checks from Line 8 on the DCR. 

 
• Column  16-17-18-19- Enter Credit Card Charges from 9a, 9b, 9c, 9d on DCR. 

 
• Column   20 -Enter Cash Over or Short from Line 11 on the DCR. 

 
• Column   21 -Enter Accounts Receivable Deposits from Line 12a on the DCR. 

 
• Column 22 -Enter Gift Card Deposits from Line 12b on the DCR. 

 
• Column 23 -Enter Other Deposits for line 12c on the DCR. 

 
  The Monthly Sales Recap is designed to balance the daily and monthly accounting of all 

monies. If every item is entered correctly it should balance to 0 when added and          
subtracted left to right across the page. 
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     Monthly Tracking Log & Cash Controls 
 

The following explanation should be used in reporting the Cash Control Items on the  
 Monthly Tracking Log.      
 
• AM Manager - Day Manager 

 
• PM Manager - Evening Manager 

 
• Cash Over/Short (AM/PM) - Cash over/short should be reported by 

management for both the day and night periods. 
 

• Walkouts - The number of walkouts for the day should be reported to the left of the 
(/) and the total dollars should be reported to the right of the (/). (Full Service) 

 
• A walkout is considered an individual who leaves the restaurant without paying 

the bill. 
 

• Voids - The number of voids for the day should be reported to the left of the (/) 
and the total dollars should be reported to the right of the (/). 

 
• A void is when a ticket has been rung improperly and the item is not normally 

consumed. Examples include, too many items being rung, guest change mind 
and request something else, employee hits the wrong key in error. 

 
• A voided ticket should include the employee's initials and the manager on duty 

initials as well as a brief explanation as to the reason of the void. 
 

• Refunds - The number of refunds for the day should be reported to the left of 
the (/) and the total dollars should be reported to the right of the (/). 

 
• A refund is when a ticket has been rung improperly resulting in the guest being 

overcharged (already paid for). The item is not normally consumed. Examples 
include, too many beverages being rung, wrong item rung. 

 
• A refunded ticket should include the employee's initials and the manager on 

duty initials as well as a brief explanation as to the reason of the refund.   
 

• Promo - General - The number of promo's for the day should be 
reported to the left of the ( / ) and the total dollars should be reported to 
the right of the (/ ). 

 
• Promo General is when you comp a ticket as a result of a dissatisfied 

guest. It may include an entire ticket or a partial ticket and the meal 
may or may not be consumed. 
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• Promo - Complimentary or (Comp). - The number of promos for the day should be 

reported to the left of the (/) and the total dollars should be reported to the right of 
the (/). 

• A Promo Comp is when a ticket is complimentary or "comped" as a result of a 
special in-store or community marketing program. It includes programs such as 
birthday, senior, frequency cards, police or special department programs, or have 
one on us cards. 

 
• Promo - (Coupons). - The number of promos for the day should be reported to the 

left of the (/) and the total dollars should be reported to the right of the (/). 
 

• Promo Coupon is when a ticket is comped as a result of a special marketing 
program outside of the restaurant such as newspaper coupons, circular coupons, 
full color inserts, coupon books, etc. 

 
• Total Promo $ - The sum total of all three promo totals 

 
• Employee Discounts - The number of employee discounts for the day should be 

reported to the left of the (/) and the total dollars should be reported to the right of 
the (/) 

 
• Employee discounts are meal discounts while on duty, either just prior to working, 

during meal break, or immediately after work. 
 

• Employee Incentive - An employee incentive is a bonus to be used at the discretion 
of the General Manager and/or Owner. 

 
This award may be in the form of small prizes such as car washes, meal tickets, theater           
tickets, etc. This gift is to award those individuals with a little something extra for 
outstanding performance or as an in-store drawing when a particular goal is achieved. 
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MONTHLY TRACKING LOG - CASH CONTROLS   
   
                                                  

           RESTAURANT LOCATION _________________________________ MONTH OF __________  

           GM _______________________________ SUPERVISOR______________________________ 
 

DATE 
AM 
MGR 

PM 
MGR 

CASH 
O/S/ 
AM/PM  

CASH 
O/S/ 
WALK 
OUT 
CKS. 

# 
VOIDS/ 
$VOID 

#Refund 
 
$Refund 

#Promo/  
$Promo 
General 

 
# Promo/ $ 
Promo 
Comps 

# PROMO/ 
$ Promo 
Coupons 

TOTAL 
Promo 
$ 

# Emp 
Disc. / $ 
EMP 
DISC. 

Employee 
Incentive 

1 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
2 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
3 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
4 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
5 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
6 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
7 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
8 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
9 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
10 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
11 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
12 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
13 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
14 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
15 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 

16 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
17 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
18 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
19 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
20 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
21 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
22 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
23 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
24 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
25 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
26 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
27 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
28 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
29 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
30 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
31 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 

Total \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
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WEEKLY SALES AND CONTROL REPORT  

Evaluation of sales and controls must be maintained in order to make your restaurant 
successful.  Because of the complexity of operating a restaurant, it is important to evaluate 
your restaurant's performance on a weekly basis. An even better idea is to evaluate it daily. 
Then you won’t be at the week’s end before you realize your costs are out of line. Keeping a 
close eye on costs and controls will provide valuable information that will help your 
managers in making decisions in a timely manner.  These numbers will help the manager 
in the following categories: 

• Sales 
• Controls 
• Meal Counts 
• Check Average 
• Labor Control 
• Labor Projection 

Outlined below are instructions for completion of the Weekly Sales and Control. 

SALES 

• Column 1 - Week Ending - The restaurant week begins on Monday and ends on 
Sunday; therefore, the week ending number will be Sunday. 

• Column 2 - 11:00 a.m.- 4:00 p.m. Sales - Add all seven days of the 11 - 4 sales which is 
located on the Daily Operational Summary (DOS).  

• Column 3 - 4:00 p.m. - Closing Sales - This is obtained by adding all seven days of the 
4 - CL sales which is located on the Daily Operational Summary (DOS). 

• Column 4 - Total Sales - Total sales is obtained by adding all seven days of the total 
sales column located on the DOS. 

• Column 5 - Var Prev Wk - Variance previous week is a comparison of how the restaurant 
performed this week compared to the previous week in total sales (refer DOS).  

• Column 6 - Var Prev Yr - Variance previous year is a comparison of how the 
restaurant performed this week, this year compared to the same week, last year in 
total sales (DOS).  

• Column 7 - Month to Date Sales - (Refer DOS). It is important to monitor how sales are 
growing or decreasing compared to projection, plans, or budget.  
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CONTROLS 

• Column 8- Disc It is very important to monitor the total dollars of discount. Add all 
discounts together for the entire week.  

• Column 9 - Cash O/S Monitor cash over/cash short and especially any trends like 
cash is always short when certain individuals are on shift.  This number may be 
obtained by calculating overages or shortages for the entire week. 

• Column 10 - Meat Dollars Used - One of the greatest food cost items in the restaurant is 
the purchase, use, and control of meat. Meat Dollars Used should be taken from the 
Weekly Meat Inventory. 

• Column 11 - Meat % - Meat Percent for the week is calculated by dividing Total Dollars 
Used by Total Weekly Sales (Column 4). 

MEALS 

• Column 12 - 11:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. Meals - The 11-4 meals are taken from the 
register tape. A reading should be taken daily at 4:00 pm. at the same time that the 
11 - 4 sales reading is taken.   A lso this information can be obtained from the DOS. 

• Column 13 - 4:00 p.m. Closing Meals - The 4 - Close meals are taken from the 
register tape.  A reading should be taken daily at close at the same time the closing 
sales reading is taken. This information may also be obtained from the DOS. 

• Column 14 - Total Meals - This is the total for meals, catering and take out orders for 
the day. This information may also be obtained from the DOS. 

• Column 15 - Var Prev Wk - Variance Previous Week is a comparison of how the 
restaurant performed this week compared to the previous week in total meal count (refer 
DOS).  

• Column 16 - Var Prev Yr - Variance Previous Year is a comparison of how the 
restaurant performed this year compared to the previous year, same week in total meal 
count (refer to previous years numbers). 

• Column 17 - Check Average - The Check Average should be monitored daily and weekly. 
This is obtained by dividing the Total Net Sales by the Total Meal Count. 
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LABOR 

• Columns 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 - Weekly and Monthly Labor Dollars and 
Percents can all be obtained from the DOS 

• Column 23 - Average Hourly Rate  - This number is the total dollars of staff 
labor spent divided by the total number of hours worked. NOTE:  
Management salary is not included in the calculation of the average 
hourly rate.  

• Column 24 - Productivity Actual - This is the total number of meals served 
for every hour worked. Example: If 500 meals are served and 100 hours are 
used to serve them, the productivity level would be 5.0, meaning that 5 
meals were served for each hour worked. 

•    Column 25 - Target For This Week - This is the number of the Total Labor 
Hours which was on the schedule for the week just completed. (Refer to 
last weeks weekly numbers under Target for Next Week column). 

• Column 26 - Target for Next Week - This is the total of the Total Labor 
Hours which are projected on the schedule for the upcoming week. 

• Column 27 - Variance Hours - Variance Hours is a comparison between what 
was projected last week for this week's hours and what was actually 
achieved. Example: We projected to use 850 hours and we actually used 
845 hours. The Variance Hours would be minus 5, meaning that we came 
in under our projection by 5 hours. 

 
 The Weekly Sales and Control Report seem to be a large report but in all actuality the 
      information is already available and is just being collected to this one format for easy  
      review and assessment of trends. 

For a complete understanding of the weekly numbers, the manager must know and  
understand the following procedures and documents: 

 
•    Register Reporting System  
• Daily Cash Report (OCR) 
• Monthly Sales Recap (MSR) 
• Daily Operational Summary (DOS) 
• Weekly Meat Inventory 
• Labor Posting and Scheduling 
• Payroll Summary 
• Budgeting Process 
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                                                       WEEKLY FLASH REPORT 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

THIS WEEK LAST WEEK 
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

THIS WEEK ___________    LAST WEEK 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

THIS WEEK LAST WEEK 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

NEXT WEEK'S SALES   $____________________________  HOURS________________ 

PREPARED BY __________________________________  DATE _________________  

STORE NAME______________________ WEEK ENDING__________________________________  

SALES DOLLARS % 
BUFFET  
RED MEAT (STEAK)  
OTHER  
BEVERAGE  
TOTAL SALES  
LAST YEAR  
LAST WEEK  
BREAKFAST SALES  
LUNCH MON-FRI  
DISCOUNTS & PROMOTIONS  

COST OF GOODS SOLD 

TOTAL BUFFET 

HOT BAR MEAT  
BAKERY  
RED MEAT  
BEVERAGE  
BREAKFAST  
TOTAL COST OF GOODS  
4 WEEK AVERAGE (PURCHASES)  

LABOR 
HOURLY LABOR COSTS  
LABOR HOURS REGULAR  
OVERTIME HOURS  
SALES PER LABOR HOUR  
MEALS PER LABOR HOUR  
LABOR %  
PRODUCTION FACTOR  

STATISTICS 
CASH OVER/SHORT  

OUTSTANDING CHECKS  
GUEST COUNT  
GUEST COUNT LAST YEAR  
MARGIN PER GUEST  
CHECK AVERAGE  
BUFFETS SOLD PER GUEST  
STEAKS SOLD PER GUEST  
BEVERAGES SOLD PER GUEST  
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#51100-03 RED MEAT ____________  #78500-03 OFFICE SUPPLIES ___________ 

#51140-03 SEAFOOD _____________  #74200-03 SMALLWARES ______________ 

#51150-03 POULTRY _____________  #71450-03 LINENS & UNIFORMS ________ 

#51212-03 CONDIMENTS___________  #78620-03 MISC. EXP. __________________ 

#51160-03 POTATOES_____________  #75500-03 TELEPHONE ________________ 

#51212-03 BK. & DESS ____________  #79600-03 MAINT EQUIP _______________ 

#51212-03 HOT BAR ______________  #79600-03 MAINT OUTSIDE ____________ 

#51223-03 SALAD BAR ____________  #79620-03 MAINT BUILD ______________ 

#51212-03 BEVERAGE ____________  #79620-03 MAINT SIGN ________________ 

#51212-03 BREAKFAST____________  #74250-03 SANI & PAPER ______________ 

   #76010-03  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

INVOICE TOTAL $ ____________ 

STORE NAME --------------------------
_____________________________ STORE NUMBER----------------------- 
_______________________ VENDOR ---------------------------------
_______________________________ INVOICE ----------------------------------
TOTAL_________________________ INVOICE DATE /_______/_______/ 
INVOICE NUMBER----------------------- 
______________________ APPROVED BY--------------------------- 
_________________________ 

   #78540-03 POSTAGE __________________ 

TOTAL FOOD$ _____________  Total Controllables $ ______________________ 
     
BATCH TICKET 
#51100-03 RED MEAT ____________  #78500-03 OFFICE SUPPLIES ___________ 

#51140-03 SEAFOOD _____________  #74200-03 SMALLWARES ______________ 

#51150-03 POULTRY _____________  #71450-03 LINENS & UNIFORMS ________ 

#51212-03 CONDIMENTS___________  #78620-03 MISC. EXP. __________________ 

#51160-03 POTATOES_____________  #75500-03 TELEPHONE ________________ 

#51212-03 BK. & DESS ____________  #79600-03 MAINT EQUIP _______________ 

#51212-03 HOT BAR ______________  #79600-03 MAINT OUTSIDE ____________ 

#51223-03 SALAD BAR ____________  #79620-03 MAINT BUILD ______________ 

#51212-03 BEVERAGE ____________  #79620-03 MAINT SIGN ________________ 

#51212-03 BREAKFAST____________  #74250-03 SANI & PAPER ______________ 

   #76010-03 ADVERTISING ______________ 

   #78540-03 POSTAGE __________________ 

TOTAL FOOD$ _____________  Total Controllables $ ______________________ 

 

STORE NAME --------------------------
_____________________________ STORE NUMBER----------------------- 
_______________________ VENDOR ---------------------------------
_______________________________ INVOICE ----------------------------------
TOTAL_________________________ INVOICE DATE /_______/_______/ 
INVOICE NUMBER----------------------- 
______________________ APPROVED BY--------------------------- 
_________________________ 
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INVOICES 

Managers should approve each invoice before it is sent to the restaurant’s accounting 
department.   Invoices, with few exceptions, such as utility, telephone, and a few others, are 
paid after being "batched" together by management and submitted for payment. It is 
important that they are properly batched and sent to the accountant in a timely manner. 
Most restaurants negotiate favorable pricing based on the way that their bills are paid. 
 
Batching 
The attached Invoice Batching Form is found at the end of this section for a complete review 
and understanding of this task. The correct format for Batching invoices is as follows: 

• Record unit store number 
•    Record unit location (city and state) 
•    Vendor name 
•    Record invoice total 
•    Record invoice date 
•    Record preprinted invoice number 
•    Print the name of the manager approving invoice for payment 
•    Separate each invoice by account code and record on the appropriate line 
•    Subtotal all food categories and record on Total Food Dollars Line. Subtotal all 

Controllables Categories and record on Total Controllables Line. 
•    Add Total Food Dollars to Total Controllables, this amount should equal the Total 

              Invoice amount. 

Once all Batch Tickets are balanced they are ready for posting onto the Invoice Register. 
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Posting 
 Batched invoices should be sent to the accounting office weekly. Because the invoices are 
being 
 sent to the accounting office, it is necessary to retain a record of the amounts of invoices  
 authorized for payment. This information will be necessary to prepare an accurate in-store 
 P & L at the end of the month. 
 
 The Invoice Register is the restaurant record of invoices authorized for payment. Reading 
from 
 left to right are the account codes or headings which follow the same format as the  
 Batch Ticket. Reading from top to bottom on the left hand side, the headings are 
according to each day of the month, with subtotals after each seven day period and a 
grand total at the bottom of the page by category. 
 
Completing the Invoice Register 

Fill out the side portion of the week completely. 

Record the proper day of the week, the amount authorized for payment by the appropriate 
account code or category. 
Subtotal every seven days prior to sending invoices to the accounting office. This will 
facilitate mid month or month end totals. 
 
Accurate and neat record keeping is critical. When transferring numbers to the inventory 
 summary at the end of the month, the total of each column must agree with the total of 
 charges listed in the inventory summary by account. 
 
  A copy of the invoice register must be mailed to your accounting office at month 
end. 
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INVOICE REGISTER FOR THE MONTH OF __________________________              

     Store Name____________________      Store Number __________________ 
 
 

Day   Meat Poultry  Condiments Potatoes 

Bakery 
& 

Dessert 
Hot 
Bar 

Salad 
Bar Bev Bev Breakfast 

Office 
Supply 

  1                       

  2                       

  3                       
  4                       

  5                       
  6                       

  7                       

 
Subtotal                       

  8                       

  9                       
  10                       

  11                       
  12                       
  13                       
  14                       

Subtotal                       
  16                       
  17                       

  18                       
  19                       

  20                       

  21                       
Subtotal                         

  22                       

  23                       
  24                       
  25                       
  26                       

  27                       

  28                       
Subtotal                         
  29                       
  30                       

  31                       

Subtotal                         

TOTAL                         
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PAYROLL AND LABOR SUMMARY 
     Time Cards 

Smallwares 
Linens & 
Uniforms Misc. Telephone Maint 

 
Maint 
Outside Maint 

Maint  
Sign 

Sanitation 
& Paper Utilities Advertising 

         Equip   Bldg         
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All co-workers should be instructed how to properly use a time card or how to sign in          
on  the posi- touch system. Correct entries assist management in accurate labor 
reporting. 

       The following guidelines are required by state and federal labor regulations: 

• Record full legal name (no nicknames). 
• Record co-worker Social Security number. 
• Tipped co-workers must claim 100% of their gratuities daily. 
• Pay period beginning and ending dates must be recorded. 
• All co-workers must sign their time cards or posi-touch tapes at the end of the 

        pay period. 

       Labor Summary Worksheet 

 Payroll cost is one of the highest cost factors in operating a restaurant. Daily attention and                
awareness of the cost of labor will greatly enhance control and profitability. The Labor 
Summary Sheet will assist management with this task.  
Some important considerations are: 

• Some co-workers perform job functions that are both tipped and non-tipped, 
requiring different rates.   Daily tracking helps management remember 
functions performed the previous day. 

• The Labor Summary will assist management in evaluating the hours actually 
worked compared to what was scheduled. Co-workers that clock in early or stay 
late may go into unauthorized overtime. 

Completing the Labor Summary Worksheet 

The Labor Summary Worksheet will assist management in controlling both labor hours and 
dollars. It provides a daily, weekly and bi-weekly method of recording the actual amount of 
labor hours used and labor dollars spent. 

The Labor Summary Worksheet should be completed with the pay period beginning and 
ending dates recorded on the first day of a new pay period. The following procedures will 
assist in completing the Labor Summary Worksheet: 

• Column 1. Record co-worker's name under the appropriate job classification. 

• Column 2. Record co-worker's hourly rate of pay. 

• Column 3. Record correct amount of hours worked. 

• Column 4. Multiply Column 2 (hourly Rate of Pay) times Column 3 (Total Hours  
        Worked)  This amount represents labor dollars earned. 
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• Column 5. Add from left to right labor hours earned for the seven day period. 

• Column 6. Record all overtime hours worked. 

• Column 7. Add from left to right labor dollars earned for the seven day period. 
This amount should be cross balanced to ensure proper wages are being paid. 
To cross balance, multiply Column 2 times Column 5, then multiply Overtime 
Hours times the applicable rate and add together. 

• Column 8. Add Columns 5A to 5B, this amount represents total regular hours 
worked in a two week period. 

• Column 9. Add Columns 6A to 6B, this amount represents total overtime labor 
hours earned in a two week period. 

• Column 10. Add Columns 7A to 7B, this figure represents total wages earned in 
the two week period. 

• Column 11. Record 100% of tips reported for the two week period. 
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                                                DAILY LABOR SUMMARY 
 
Pay Period for the Two Weeks Beginning __________________/Ending 
_____________________ 
 
Month _________, Year________; Store Name ____________________, Store Number 
__________ 
 

EMPLOYEE RAY
NAME RATE HOURS O/T DOLLARS

Subtotal
Management
Trainee
Daily Total

MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT SUN FIRST WEEK TOTALS MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT SUN
HOURS DOLLARS HOURS DOLLARS HOURS DOLLARS HOURS DOLLARS HOURS DOLLARS HOURS DOLLARS HOURS DOLLARS HOURS DOLLARS HOURS DOLLARS HOURS DOLLARSHOURS DOLLARS HOURS DOLLARS HOURS DOLLARS HOURS DOLLARS
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       MEAT COST MANAGEMENT 

Management must have a clear understanding of the restaurant's cost of meat and its 
relationship to sales. The relationship between cost of goods and the sales created through 
the use of that product is known as Cost of Sales or "meat cost." This is normally 
communicated as a percentage. 

Timely knowledge of the actual meat cost percentage compared to the budgeted monthly 
meat cost gives management time to react and hopefully correct the problem. The weekly 
meat cost percentage is part of the managers Weekly Sales and Control Report and is 
calculated as follows: 

Beginning Inventory + Purchases = Meat on Hand - Ending Inventory = Usage 

Usage Divided by Weekly Sales = Meat Percent 

To complete the Weekly Meat Cost Report you should do the following: 

Enter week ending date. 

Beginning Inventory - Last week's ending inventory becomes the current week's beginning 
inventory. 

Purchases - Total the current week's meat purchases from the invoice register and enter the 
amount in the appropriate column. 

Meat on Hand - Add beginning inventory and weekly meat purchases to compute meat on 
hand for the week. 

Ending Inventory - Record the value of the ending inventory from the meat inventory form. 

Usage - Subtract Ending Inventory value from the Total Meat on Hand during the week. The 
result will be the Weekly Cost of Meat Used. 

Divide the cost of Meat Used by Weekly Net Sales. The result will be your Meat Cost 
Percentage. This is the relationship between the value of meat products used and 
the sales created through its use. 

Transfer the weekly meat dollars and percentage to the appropriate columns on the Weekly 
Sales and Control Report. 
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WEEKLY MEAT COST REPORT 
RESTAURANT NAME___________________ NUMBER ______  DATE _______ . 

 
DATE  BEGINNING 

INVENTORY 
{+} 
PURCHASES 

{=} MEAT ON 
HAND 

{-} ENDING 
INVENTORY 

{=} MEATS 
USED 

WEEKLY 
PERCENTAGE 
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INVENTORY SUMMARY 

The Inventory summary is an excellent tool with many benefits: 

It is an excellent format for planning expenditures for the upcoming month. Once all 
expenditures are planned, each account code should be totaled and entered on the P & L 
budget worksheet. 

• It is used at month’s  end to total your expenses for completing an in-store P & L 
statement. 

• It is an effective tool in providing a format for communication and accountability between 
an owner and a manager at the end of the month. 

Before you can complete an inventory summary you must: 

• Take a physical inventory of all meat and other food items and complete your closing 
inventory extensions. 

• You must total your invoice register prior to transferring figures to the Inventory worksheet. 

• You must total and balance your Monthly Sales Recap. 
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INVENTORY SUMMARY 

      LOCATION: 
    RESTAURANT NAME_____________________________________________ 
     RESTAURANT NUMBER ______ MONTH________________ YEAR______ 

MEAT PURCHASES : 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Total $ 
Cash Purchases $ 
Total Meat Purchase $ 
Opening Inventory +$ 
Meat Available $ 
Closing Inventory -$ 
Cost of Meat $ 
Net Sales $ 
Meat Percent % 

 

TOTAL COST OF SALES 

Meat Cost                    $                   % 
Food Cost                     $                   % 
Total                            $                   % 
Net Sales                                         $ 

FOOD PURCHASES: 

Seafood 
Poultry 
Condiments 
Potatoes 
Bakery & Dessert 
Hot Bar 
Salad Bar 
Beverage 
Breakfast 
 
 
 
 
 
Total $ 
Cash Purchases $ 
Total Meat Purchase $ 
Opening Inventory +$ 
Meat Available $ 

Closing Inventory -$ 
Cost of Meat $ 
Net Sales $ 
Meat Percent % 

 
OFFICE SUPPLIES 

 
 
 
 
 
Cash Purchase 
Total $ 

 
UTILITIES 

Electric 
Gas 
Water & Sewage 
Trash 
Grease Trap 
 
Total $ 
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DAILY OPERATIONAL SUMMARY (D.O.S.) 
   

Daily Net Sales - Enter Daily Net Sales into Column 3 (C-3). 

Weekly Net Sales  Week to Date Sales - cumulative into Column 4. (C-4); Starts over weekly. 

Monthly Net Sales - Month to Date Sales - cumulative into Column 5 (C-5); Starts over monthly. 

Daily Labor $'s - Daily Management and Co-worker labor dollars - Round to nearest dollar;         
Enter at (C-6). 

Daily Labor % - Divide (C-6) by (C-3); Round to nearest tenth percent - Enter at (C-7) 
(Example 18,0). 

Weekly Labor $'s - Maintain Cumulative Weekly Labor Dollars - Start over weekly; Round to 
nearest dollar - Enter in (C-8). 

Weekly Labor % - Divide (C-8) by (C-4) - Round to nearest tenth percent; Enter in (C-9). 

Monthly Labor $'s - Maintain Cumulative Monthly Labor Dollars - Start over monthly; Round 
to nearest dollar - Enter in (C-10). 

Monthly Labor % - Divide (C-10) by (C-5) - Round to nearest tenth percent; Enter in (C-l 1). 

Daily Labor Hrs - Enter Daily Hours into (C-l 2) - Round to nearest hour. 

Weekly Labor Hrs - Maintain cumulative weekly labor hours - Start over weekly; Round to 
nearest hour -Enter in (C-l 3). 

Monthly Labor 
Hrs 

- Maintain Cumulative Monthly Labor Hours - Start over monthly; Round to 
Hrs nearest hour- Enter in (C-l 4). 

Daily Cash O/S - Enter Daily Cash Overages or Shortages - Round to nearest dollar; 
Enter in (C-15). 

Monthly Cash O/S - Maintain Cumulative Monthly Cash Overages or Shortages - Round to 
nearest dollar; Enter in (C-l 6). 

A.M. Sales - Enter a.m. sales (Open until 4:00 p.m.) in (C-l 7). 

P.M. Sales - Enter p.m. sales (4:00 p.m. until close) in (C-l 8). 

Daily Cust Ct - Enter Daily Customer Count in (C-l 9). 

Weekly Cust Ct - Maintain Cumulative Weekly Customer Count - Start over weekly; Enter in  
(C-20). 

Monthly Cust Ct - Maintain cumulative monthly customer count. Start over monthly. Enter 
in (C-21). 

Daily Check Avg 
 
 
 

- Divide Daily Net Sales (C-3) by Daily Customer Count (C-l 9) - Round to 
nearest cents; Enter in (C-22). 
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DAILY OPERATIONAL SUMMARY 

FOR THE MONTH OF:______________________, YEAR _______________

STORE NAME______________________,STORE NUMBER ___________________

BUGETING INFORMATION LAST YEARS SALES   _________________ BUDGET SALES _________________ ACTUAL SALES ______________

LAST YEARS LABOR $ ________________ BUDGET LABOR $________________ ACTUAL LABOR $ ____________

LAST YEAR LABOR %  ________________ BUDGET LABOR % _______________  ACTUAL LABOR %____________
LAST YEAR MEAL COUNT_____________ BUDGET MEAL COUNT ___________ ACTUAL MEAL COUNT ________

DAILY 
LABOR $

DAILY 
LABOR %

WEELKY 
LABOR $

WEEKLY 
LABOR %

MONTHLY LABOR 
$DAY DATE DAILY SALES WEEKLY SALES MONTHLY SALES

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10
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C17 C18 C19 C20C13 C14 C15 C16

DAILY CK 
AVG

PM SALES
DAILY CUST 

COUNT
WEEKLY 

CUST COUNT
MONTHLY CUST 

COUNT
MONTLY 

LABOR HRS
DAILY 

CASH O/S
MTD 

CASH O/S
AM SALES

WEEKLY 
LABOR HRS
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THE BUDGET PROCESS 

What is a restaurant budget? 

A restaurant budget is a financial tool designed to assist management in establishing 
goals in sales and expenses so that net operating profit may accurately be forecasted. 

What is the purpose of the budget? 

The budgeting process assists management and owners in the achievement of 
maximizing financial results through creating an increased awareness of results relative 
to your plan. It should also be remembered that a budget is a guide rather than a set of 
rules to be rigidly followed. The budget should be adapted to the particular conditions 
unique to each restaurant as each restaurant has its own individual set of 
circumstances. 

What are the benefits of establishing a budget for your restaurant? 

Clear and realistic budget objectives create the type of direction and operational activity 
which can prove several benefits to management. 

• Establishes priorities. 

• Sets realistic expectations. 

• Improves decision making. 

• Identifies needed results. 

• Promotes management cooperation. 

• Controls cost by developing limits. 
• Establishes "points of reference" for timely analysis of sales and expense 

information. 

• Gives rational justification to increase or decrease spending. 

• Promotes more efficient use of time. 

• Provides format for communication between management. 
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What are the criteria for establishing your budget goals? 
A monthly budget system is an excellent tool to provide a goal that will serve as a "point of 
reference" of your operational and financial objectives. Your financial goals should be: 

• Measurable 
• Attainable 
• Realistic 
• Challenging 
 
Other criteria to be considered are: 

• Need for consistency 
• Allowance for controllables 
• Allowance for experience factor 
• Accuracy 
• Mutual agreement between Management 

What are some potential problems of a budget? 

A budget must provide a balance between connecting reality with intentions and 
expectations with opportunities. Areas considered important are: 

• Do you have the necessary resources to achieve the desired results? 

• Do you set challenging and achievable goals which will add creditability to your 
plan vs. performance. Avoid "Sand Bagging," but remember that goals set too 
high may cause a loss of creditability and may diminish a feeling of 
achievement. 

• Too much flexibility reduces management credibility. Discipline is important in 
budgeting for it provides the necessary direction for effective planning. 

• Lack of follow-up on a daily or weekly basis will minimize  the effectiveness of a 
budget. Our goals must be "Measurable." 

What items are needed for conducting a well planned budget? 

• Calendar 
• Calculator 
• P&L for last year 
• Blank P&L worksheet 
• Weather factors 
• Awareness of special events (i.e., community activities, banquets, teacher work 

days, school vacations, etc.) 
• Awareness of competition and their activities 
• As you develop this plan, you need to take a look at the "P&L BUDGET 

WORKSHEET." 
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BUDGET PROJECTIONS 

• As already stated the budget is a guide or planning tool for managing the 
financial aspects of your business. The budget process requires that you use 
known or historical data  to forecast or project income and expense amounts for 
the budget period. The P & L Budget Worksheet on the following page is a good 
format for projecting and calculating period budgets. The P & L Budget 
Worksheet is divided into several categories: 

• Sales 

• Meat 

• Other Food 

• Labor and Labor Costs 

• Controllable 

• Net Controllable Operating Income 

• Non-Controllable 

• Net Operating Profit 

Keep in mind that there are many accounting systems within our restaurant system. 
Regardless of your individual system, it should be easily adaptable to the P&L Budget 
Worksheet format. 
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BUDGET t  MID-MONTH P&L IN-STORE P & L ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION 
AMOUNT % A M O U N T % A M O U N T % 

Restaurant Sales        
Sales Tax                                I        
Total Net Sales       
Cost of Sales - Meat       
Cost of Sales - Other Food       
Total Cost of Sales        
Manager Salaries       
Employee Salaries        
Training Salaries        
Vacation Salaries # of hours (  )       
Total  Base Labor Dollars       
Employee Payroll Taxes       
Group Insurance       
Workman's Comp Insurance       
Total P/R Taxes & Emp Benefits       
Tota l  Labor  & Labor  Expense       
Cash Short (Over)       
Office Supplies        
Credit Card Expense       
Utilities       
Smallwares       
Linens & Uniforms       
Miscellaneous Expenses       
Telephone       
Maintenance - Equipment       
Maintenance - Outside       
Maintenance - Sign       
Maintenance - Building       
Maintenance - Supplies & Paper       
Tota l  Manager  Contro l lables        
Net Operat ing Inc ome       
ADRF       
Advertising       
Insurance - General        
Taxes & Licenses        
Rent - Equipment       
Rent - Building       
Depreciation       
Other       
Other       
Other       
Administration & Supervision       
Royalties       
Total Non-Controllable       
Other Income       
Tota l  Net  Operat ing  Income       
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P & L BUDGET WORKSHEET 

LOCATION: ______________  MONTH ________PREPARED BY_________ 
ACCOUNT 
DESCRIPTION 

BUDGET % MID-MONTH % END-MONTH % 
Total Sales       
Food Cost       

Labor Cost - Hourly       

Labor Cost - Management       

Uniforms       

Linen & Laundry        

Paper       

Small wares       

Supplies        

Cleaning       

Music       

Cash Over/Short       

Other       

Total Other Cost        

Total Weekly Cost       

Payroll Taxes        

Manager Training       

Employee Welfare       

Bonus Expense       

Workers Compensation       

Anniversary Pay        

Telephone       

Utilities       

Trash Removal       

R&M Building       

R&M Equipment       

Total (Inc.) & Exp       

Total Controllable 
Exp. 

      

Rent       

Common Area       

Insurance       

Taxes & License       

Credit Card Fee (s)       

General Administration       

Advertising       

Total Expenses       

Total Cost       

Store Level Profit       
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BUDGET PROCEDURES 

Net Sales 

Net sales are sales after taxes are paid. For the purpose of determining your budgeted 
sales, focus on your Net Sales number. There are a number of effective methods for 
developing or projecting net sales. Current trends tend to be the most effective. We will 
discuss two methods for determining these trends. Remember  there are exceptions to 
every rule and adjustments usually need to be made. 

A. Determining sales trends by way of evaluating current daily sales averages.   A 
Daily Operational Summary will assist you with this task. 

Take your last four Saturdays, add them up and divide by four. This will give you your 
average Saturday. Example: The Sales for the last four Saturdays are: 

Saturday 1 $ 3,580.00 
Saturday 2 3,781.00 
Saturday 3 3,647.00 
Saturday 4 3,715.00 

TOTAL 
$14,723.00 divided by four = $3,681.00 for an average 
Saturday 

If your last four Saturday's sales reflect an average of $3,681.00 then the number of 
Saturdays in your upcoming month may be multiplied by your average daily sales to give 
you your projected sales for that particular day. 

NOTE:  A calendar will assist with determining the next month sales. 
Day of 
Week 

# of that day  
Next Month 

MMultiplied 
By 

Current Avg. 
Daily Sales 

Total 
Projection 

Monday 4 X $2,431.00 $ 9,724.00 

Tuesday 4 X 2,720.00 10,880.00 
Wednesday 4 X 2,655.00 10,620.00 
Thursday 4 X 2,800.00 11,200.00 
Friday 5 X 4,100.00 20,500.00 
Saturday 5 X 3,681.00 18,405.00 
Sunday 5 X 3,420.00 17.100.00 

# of Days 31  Total Net Sales $98,432.00 

Round off to nearest $100.00  Projected Net Sales $98,500.00 

B.  Developing Sales trends using a month or year to date current trend. Another 
method for determining sales trends is comparing this year's monthly sales to last 
year's monthly sales. Or this year's, year-to-date sales to last year's, year-to-date 
sales. 
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MONTH OF 
YEAR 

LAST YEAR 
SALES 

THIS YEAR 
SALES 

+/- LAST 
YEAR 

% +/-
MONTH/MONTH 

January $ 73,000 $77,802 + 4,802 + 6.6% 

February $ 68,923 $69,007 +     84 +   .1% 

March $81,481 $83,005 + 1,524 -    .3% 

April $76,211 $76,010 -201 + 4.1% 

May $88,141 $91,711 + 3,570  

June $ 93,927    

July $102,160    

August $118,247    

September $83,211    

October $77,123    

November $ 69,714    

December $93,711    

Year to Date Last Year   $387,756.00 
Year to Date This Year   $397,535.00 
Dollars+/-Last Year +   $   9,779.00 
% +/- Last Year +         $          2.5% 

* An excellent source for getting prior 
month's/year's data is the D.O.S. (Daily 
Operation Summary 

 
When projecting sales for your next month, you must evaluate your current available data. 
Over the last three months a restaurant has been up an average of $1,631.00 per month. 
YTD we have been up an average of $1,995.00. If held to our current trends month to 
month or year to date, it is a reasonable projection that the restaurant may be up over last 
year's sales by approximately $1,700.00, which would make a projection of $95,627.00 
(93,927 + $1,700 = $95,627). When rounded to the nearest 100, the projection would be 
$95,600.00, which reflects an increase of 1.8% over the same month last year. Remember, 
are the sales goals: 
 
• Measurable? 
• Attainable? 
• Realistic? 
• Challenging? 
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SALES FORECAST WORKSHEET                Current Daily Sales Averages 
 
Day of the Week #Day 

Next Month 
Multiplied By Current Avg. 

Daily Sales 
Total Projection 

Monday  X   

Tuesday  X   

Wednesday  X   

Thursday  X   

Friday  X   

Saturday  X   

Sunday  X   

# of Days  X Total Net Sales  

Round off to the Nearest $100 Projected Net Sales    | 

 
 Last Year Sales This Year Sales $ +/- Last Year % +/- Last Year 

January     

February     

March     

April     

May     

June     

July     

August     

September     

October     

November     

December     

YTD Sales     

Year-to-Date Last Year  

Year-to-Date This Year  

Dollars +/- Last Year  

 

% +/- Last Year  
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Meat Cost 

All Entrée Items (Includes red meat, chicken, shrimp, seafood) 
• Current Cost Per Pound 
• Projected Cost Per Pound 
• Review last three or four weeks/last months cost trend percentage 
• Current YTD Meat Cost Percentage 
• Last Year's YTD Meat Percentages and trends for the same period. 

Once you make a projection based on percentages, you multiply the percentage by budgeted sales 
and place this number on your P&L Budget Worksheet. 

Please note that meat costs vary throughout the year. The first and last quarter of the year is normally on 
the low side as compared to higher during the second and third quarter. Note the example below: If a 
restaurant has an 18% meat cost for the year it may occur in the following manner. 
 

JAN - MAR APR-JUN          JUL - SEP OCT - DEC 
16.2% 19.3% 20.5% 17.0% 

These are only examples of trends and are not actual numbers. In addition, meat costs widely vary by 
location because of many variables. Your meat supplier is a good resource for determining meat cost 
projections. 

 Labor Cost 

Labor is separated into several categories. They are as follows: 

Manager Salary - List the expenses for the General Manager in this block. In most cases, non-
salaried Assistant Managers income is normally listed under Employee Salaries. 

Employee Salaries - This includes all base labor dollars for employees who are paid during the 
month. Remember, a quality projection can be made when labor dollars are based on the number of 
actual hours worked relative to number of meals which will be served, and then those hours for the 
month multiplied by your current average hourly rate. 

Example:         Next Month 

 
 

Projected Sales $90,000.00 
Projected Meals 16,129.00 

Current Ticket Average 5.58 
Number of Days 30 

16,129 ÷ 30 days x 7 days = 3,763 meals per week 
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Payroll Taxes and Employee Benefits 

Employee Payroll Taxes - Employee payroll tax rates are different from state to state so you should 
determine your tax rate by asking your owner, accountant, or state/federal income tax offices. Once 
the rate is determined, it is simply a matter of multiplying Employee Tax Rate Percentage by our 
Total Labor Dollars to figure your employee payroll tax. Enter this number on P&L Budget Worksheet. 

Group Insurance - In some cases, managers/co-worker group insurance premiums are paid as an 
expense or partial expense of the restaurant. Any group insurance premiums (management, staff, 
etc.) should be entered in the Group Insurance block of the P&L Budget Worksheet. 

Workers Compensation Insurance - Workers Compensation Insurance rates are different from 
state to state, so you should determine your rate by asking your owner, accountant, or state/federal 
Workers Compensation office. Once the rate is determined, it is simply a matter of multiplying the 
Workers Compensation rate percentage by your Total Labor Dollars to figure your Workers 
Compensation Insurance. Enter this number on your P&L Budget Worksheet. 

Add your Employee Payroll Taxes, Group Insurance, and Workers Compensation Insurance together 
to determine your Total Payroll Taxes and Employee Benefits. Enter this number in the proper block 
on the P&L Budget Worksheet. 
Total Labor and Labor Expense 
Add Total Labor and Total P/R Taxes and Employee Benefits together to determine your Total Labor 
and Labor Expenses. 
The following example is in no way a recommendation of potential salaries or incomes. It is for 
example only. 
 
Example ..........               Sales            $90,000  

Manager Salary 
Employee Salary 
Training Salary 
Vacation Salary # of Hours (80) 

$ 2,000 
$14,000 
$       0 
$   320 

 

Total Labor $16,320 18.1% 

Employee Payroll Taxes 12.5% 
Group Insurance 
Workers Comp. 1.5% 
Total Payroll Taxes & 
Employee Benefits 

$ 2,040 
$   220 
$   245 
 
$ 2,505 

2.8% 

Total Labor & Labor 
Expenses $18,825 20.9% 
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Manager Controllables 
 
Manager Controllables are exactly what they say. They include many necessary expenditures within 
the restaurant that must be controlled if maximum profitability is to be achieved. Outlined below are 
some guidelines which will assist you in preparing your P&L Budget: 
 
Cash Short (Over) - You should budget "0" dollars when budgeting this expenditure. 
 
Office Supplies - Office supplies include printer paper, adding machine paper, pencils, pens, and 
several other types of supplies. The greater the inventory of these items, the greater the waste. 
 
Credit Card Exp. - Credit card expenses are based on the percentage rate being charged by your 
processing company. For example, if your percentage rate is 2% and your next month’s credit card 
sales projection is $10,000, you should budget $200 for this expense. If your percentage rate is 3.5%, 
then the charge would be $350. 
 
Utilities - Utilities can vary from month to month for many reasons. The times of the month that the 
meters are read and outside temperatures are both factors. A leaking or broken water pipe will cause 
variances, especially if it is a hot water pipe. 
 
When an additional air conditioner is added, you can expect an increase on the next statement. 
However, if you will review your last 18 month's bills, available by calling your local utility companies 
(Electric, Gas, Water & Sewage, and Trash Pickup), will give you a better feel for developing 
budgeted expenditures. 
 
Smallwares - Smallwares are a major expense to a restaurant, especially when proper levels are not 
monitored. Smallwares should be purchased every month so that a minimum level may be 
maintained. A quarterly Smallwares inventory will assist you in determining the proper items to buy. 
Review your last twelve months. A Quarterly Smallwares Inventory Form has been attached for your 
convenience. 

Service Smallwares - consisting of silverware, dishes, trays, glasses, etc. or all items connected 
directly with the servicing of your customers. When you have shortages of these items, it not 
only affects the quality of your service and the flow of your restaurant, it affects labor dollars 
spent because of additional trips to the Dish room. 

Support Smallwares - Consisting of meat pans, prep pans, crocks, etc. These Small wares also affect 
the flow of your restaurant and cause additional labor dollars to be spent. 

 
Linens and Uniforms - Linens (aprons, towels, floor mats, etc.) and uniforms should be budgeted 
monthly. Review your average cost and project your expense for the next month on your P&L Budget 
Worksheet. 
 
Miscellaneous Expenses -These include pest control, want ads, decorations for holidays, and any 
other nominal expense that does not clearly fall into another category.  
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Telephone - All regular telephone and pay telephone charges. 

Maint - Equipment - Repairs of any equipment which is not part of the building and can be 
removed without defacing the facility. However, it does include carpet cleaning and repairs to walk-in 
coolers and cabinets. 

Review your last twelve month's expenses and divide by twelve to come up with your average 
expense. Plan your repairs based on your in-store evaluations. Keep in mind that as your facility 
continues to age, expenses will rise. The best defense against high repair is a good preventative 
maintenance program. Do not neglect your repairs or your cost will continue to rise and your 
restaurant will rapidly deteriorate. This will cause additional labor cost and morale issues because of 
working with defective equipment. 

Maint - Outside - Outside lawn maintenance, landscaping, and parking lot cleaning will all go into this 
category. 

Maint - Sign - Repairs to neon signs, transformers, road signs, and other building signage. 

Maint - Building - Painting or building repair. Professional window cleaning, air conditioner repairs, 
plumbing repairs. 

Sanitation Supplies and Paper - All paper items, excluding office supplies, all cleaning supplies, 
light bulbs, etc. 

Once all budgeted items have been entered, the total Manager Controllables Column should be added 
and entered into the proper block. 
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UTILITIES WORK SHEET 
 

 ELECTRIC GAS WATER/SEWAGE 

 __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ 
 YRYRYR YRYRYR YRYRYR 

January __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ 

February __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ 

March __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ 

April __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ 

May __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ 

June __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ 

July __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ 

August __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ 

September __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ 

October __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ 

November __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ 

December __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ 

OTHER MONTHLY, QUARTERLY, OR ANNUAL CHARGES: 
 

               Trash Removal_________             Parking Lot Lighting Rental__________ 

               Dumpster Rental ______              Other Charges____________________ 

               Grease Trap Pump_________ 
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SMALLWARES INVENTORY 

 

ITEM 
PACK 
SIZE 

QUANTITY ON 
HAND 

BUILD-TO 
LEVEL 

QUANTITY 
+ OR - 

UNIT 
COST@ 

$ + OR 

STEAK PLATTERS       

SALAD DISH (SIZE         )       

SALAD DISH (SIZE         )       

SALAD DISH (SIZE         )       

SUNDAE DISH       

DESSERT DISH       

MONKEY DISH       

SOUP MUGS       

SOUP BOWLS       

COFFEE MUGS       

TUMBLERS  (SIZE          )       

TUMBLERS  (SIZE          )       

POTATO BOATS       

FORKS       

KNIVES       

COFFEE SPOONS       

ICED TEA SPOONS       

SOUP SPOONS       

OTHER:       

       

       

       

       

 TOTAL  
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Net Operating Controllable Income 
Net Operating Income is simple total net sales minus cost of sales, total labor, and manager 
controllables. 
 
Non-Controllable Expenses 

Non-Controllable expenses are fixed cost which management has very little control over. Many of 
these expenses are set prior to actually doing business. These expenses are in direct proportion to 
percentage of sales such as base rent plus  percentage override on the facility. Another example 
would be a commitment to spend a certain percentage of your sales to finance your advertising 
program. 

ADRF -ADRF dues 

Advertising - Advertising expenses should be planned as a percentage of sales. An effective 
advertising program can be achieved for as little as 2 percent of net sales on the higher volume 
restaurants. However, lower volume restaurants require higher percentages, sometimes 3% to 4% to 
achieve the desired results of positively impacting your sales. Whatever the percentage, "Return on 
Investment" should always be evaluated. 

Insurance General - The cost of all types of insurance coverage excluding group insurance (i.e., 
fire, theft, general liability, etc.) 

Taxes and Licenses - This is the cost of all property taxes and business licenses. In most cases 
these expenses are paid annually but accrued monthly to minimize the expense burden in any one 
month. 

Rent Equipment - The monthly cost of the restaurant equipment. 

Rent - Land and Building -The monthly cost of all land and building rent including base and sales 
based percentage rent. 

Administration and Supervision -These are expenses that are not directly related to the operation 
of the restaurant but are necessary as a support to the restaurant. They may include, but are not 
limited to: accounting charges such as check-writing and bookkeeping. They may also include 
professional support such as consulting, legal, or any other professional service. Many times, these 
costs are figured as a percent of sales. 

Royalty -The royalty should be entered based on the proper percentage of sales 

Non-Controllable -This is the total non-controllables which are considered fixed cost. Management 
has very little control over these expenses. 

Other Income -Enter other income on this line. Examples of other income include telephone rebates, 
vending or novelty concessions, etc. 
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  Depreciation - Enter the depreciation for the month. 

Net Operating Inc. -Net Operating Income is the total sales minus all expenses. This is           
the restaurant level bottom line. 

  Inventories 

  It is very important that the management staff keep a complete, timely, and accurate 
food inventory as food is money and must be treated as such. Most restaurants will 
conduct a food inventory on a monthly basis. For best results, weekly or bi-monthly 
inventory will improve results because of increased management awareness. 

  Enclosed is an Inventory Worksheet for use in taking inventory. Food suppliers will   
supply a full list of products used in a particular restaurant and break them down by 
category. 

 Listed below is an example of what an Inventory Worksheet will look like and how it       
operates. Pricing is purely fictitious. Once all items are properly counted and individual 
pricing is determined, it is very easy to determine total dollars of inventory. 

 

ITEM PK SIZE CS PRICE COUNT INDIV. PRICE = $ VALUE 

Corn - Can 6/#10 12.00 8 2.00 16.00 

Green Beans - Can 6/#10 10.00 7 1.66 11.62 

 Total 27.62 
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RISK MANAGEMENT 

The cost of doing business often includes events beyond our control or incidents we can 
not project or predict. Knowing that, we can implement rules, procedures, and policies 

that will minimize the risk to our people and business. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This section is designed to aid you in implementing written guidelines and behavioral 
actions which will reduce risk and your insurance costs.  Your success or failure may 
depend on how you manage this risk. Your franchise agreement spells out 
requirements for business and personal liability insurance. These are necessities in 
business and protect against potential losses. Insurance however, is just one piece of 
risk management.  

 
SAFETY 

Safety concerns are everyone's business.  It is our business to ensure that everyone, 
including staff and Guests, experience a safe environment in our restaurants.  We do 
so by taking the approach that safety is a shared responsibility! Safety and security 
awareness is the responsibility of every co-worker and critical in our business. Proper 
operation, professional conduct, and safety alertness are required of every employee 
at all times. Any questionable circumstances such as unusual behavior, smoke, frayed 
cords, electrical short-circuiting, etc., should be reported immediately to management.  
All questions in this area should be directed to the manager. Each staff member is 
expected to correct or report any safety problems. This will prevent mishaps from 
occurring in the first place.  

Mishaps vs. "Accidents" 
• Often when safety is discussed, it is done by referring to "accidents" that occur 

around the restaurant.  The problem with this is that it is easy for no one to take 
responsibility for the accidents. REALITY CHECK!!! Most “accidents” are 
preventable and are a result of human error.  We will focus on safety training 
that will help us prevent accidents.  

Who is Responsible for Safety? 
• Guest satisfaction and safety are two areas of 

performance that everyone is responsible to make 
happen.  When you observe an unsafe condition, it is 
your responsibility to do one of 2 things:  

• Correct the problem yourself, or if you can not 
• Report it to your manager/supervisor 

Accidents Can Have Serious Results 
• Even small mishaps can cause significant injuries or 

disruption to business.  Even one claim can result in hundreds and thousands 
of dollars in medical expenses or building and equipment repairs.  Incidentally, 
the cost of every claim from your restaurant directly affects the premiums you 
will be paying for insurance coverage at renewal time. 

Concentration is the Key 
• Concentrate on what you are doing at all times.  Only you can plan your next 

move.  Watch what you are doing and look out for anything that may cause an 
accident. 

• Working safely will help you, your fellow co-workers and our guests.  You will 
learn to spot danger, avoid injury, and protect your income.  Other co-workers 
will like that you are a safe and caring part of the team.  Our guests will enjoy 
their visit to Western Sizzlin Steak & More Restaurant and keep coming back! 
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Preventing Cuts 

 
Basic Knife Safety: 

• Use the appropriate knife for the job. 
• Sharp knives are safer than dull ones.  To sharpen, use a hand held 

sharpening steel, keeping your fingers under the blade guard, and 
always sharpening with the blade away from your body. 

• Always hold a knife by the handle.  Lay it down when passing it to 
another person. 

• Always hold the blade away from your body. 
• If you drop a knife, allow it to fall to the floor.  Do not try to catch it.  
• When cleaning a knife, hold it by the handle with the blade away from 

you.  Never leave it in the sink. 
• Never use knives for anything other than cutting food, i.e., as an ice 

pick, can opener, cut string or open drawers. 
• Store knives in a knife holder, not in drawers or "loose" on a table. 

 
Using a Knife:  

• Secure cutting board by placing it on a flat surface with a damp towel 
underneath it. 

• Focus your attention on the task at hand.  Avoid distractions.  Put the 
knife down if food, someone talks with you. 

• With the hand holding the curl your fingers toward your palm to protect 
your fingers. 

• Hold the knife by the handle (never by the blade) and cut away from 
your body and anyone standing near you. 

• YOU MUST wear a cut resistant glove any time you handle knives or 
blades. No exceptions. 

 
Automatic Slicer 

• With the exception of the dish machine, you must be 18 years or older to 
operate any motorized equipment, such as slicers, and mixers.  

• Never operate power equipment unless you have been specifically 
trained on its operations. 

• Before inspecting or cleaning the Slicer, make sure it is unplugged. 
• Check the Slicer cords, plugs, and belts for wear or cracking.  Report 

any problems to a manager. 
• Check to see if all safety guards are in place. DO NOT use if safety         

guard is missing. Report missing safety guards to your manager. 
• The depth dial should always be on "0" when the Slicer is not in use.  

Set the dial to the appropriate setting when in use.  See the Slicer and 
Utensil Guide for each setting. 

• Place a metal mesh glove on the left hand (the hand loading and 
catching the product as it is sliced). 
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Cleaning the Slicer: 
• Turn off the Slicer and unplug it. 
• Remove the guards and take them to the dish machine. 
• Wear safety gloves when cleaning the blade. 
• Clean the remainder of the Slicer.  
• Reassemble the Slicer. 
• Set the Slicer gauge to "0". 
• Plug the machine in and run for a few seconds 

to insure it is running properly. 
• Turn off and unplug the Slicer. 

 
Sharp Edges:  

• Cans, glasses and bottles, and tableware can all break or have sharp 
edges.  Store, handle and dispose of them carefully. 

• Do not store glasses, bottles, and dishware above ice machines or in 
food/beverage preparation areas. 

• Do not stack glassware on top of each other. 
• Regularly look for cracked or chipped glass and plate ware. 
•     Use a towel to protect your hands while removing lids from glass 

containers. 
• Use plastic or metal scoops, not drinking glasses for these tasks. 
• Never cool glasses, bottles or carafes in ice intended for food or 

beverages. 
• Throw out nearby food or ice when glass is broken. 
• If glass is broken in an ice machine or bin, the ice has to be melted and 

drained.  The glass can then be removed safely. 
 
Cleaning Up Glass: 

• Use protective gloves if you must pick up broken glass.  
Use a dampened cloth to pick up very small pieces or 
splinters of glass. 

• Use a broom and dustpan to pick up large pieces of glass. 
 

Avoiding Serrated Edges: 
• The serrated edges on film wrap and aluminum foil boxes are 

deceptively sharp.  Keep your fingers and hands away from the edge 
when tearing.  Pull the wrap or foil straight out and hold it on edge.  Use 
the pressure on the wrap or foil against the metal strip to cut the plastic 
wrap or foil. 
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Preventing Burns 
• The 2 primary concerns are preventing burns directly from equipment and hot 

food items. 
• Use dry potholders or hot hand protectors when moving hot pots, pans or trays.   
• Simply be aware of the dangers each piece of equipment presents. 

Deep Fryers: 
• Make sure the oil is filtered prior to any shift and add new 

shortening as appropriate. 
• Only foods without excess moisture/ice crystals should 

be cooked in order to avoid foaming and hot oil overflow.  
• Fill the basket no more than ½ full. 
• Raise and lower the fry basket carefully to avoid 

splattering hot oil on yourself and others. 
• Stand away from the oil as you raise or lower food in the hot oil.  Never stand 

directly over the oil. 
• When possible, allow the oil to cool to 100 degrees before filtering. 

Broiler: 
• Be especially careful with the grill.  Its cooking temperature is often over 500°  
• Use long handled tongs or spatulas. 
• When cleaning the grill to prevent carbon build -up, hold the grill cleaning brush 

by the very end of the handle so you can keep plenty of distance between your 
hands, your arms, and the hot surface of the grill. 

• Store the grill brush in a bucket or rack, not on the floor. 
Ovens: 

• Don’t stand directly in front of the oven when opening the door. Let the 
immediate blast of heat clear before stepping in front of the oven. 

• Announce you are opening the oven door if there are others in the immediate 
vicinity. 

• Always use dry towels or pot holders when removing hot 
containers from the oven. 

• If a fire starts in the oven, turn the oven off, close oven door 
and secure the appropriate fire extinguisher. 

Microwaves: 
• Never put any form of metal or metal containers into a 

microwave oven. 
• Open cooking bags or lids slowly to allow steam to escape safely. 

Carrying Hot Items: 
• Announce that you are coming through with hot food so people can get out of 

your way. 
• Pay attention to what you are carrying and where you are going.  Plan your 

steps ahead of time and anticipate the hazards. 
• Be extremely careful not to spill hot food or beverages on our guests or 

yourself. 
• Give guest’s full right-of-way at all times as you move throughout the dining 

area. 
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• Avoid distracting anyone carrying hot items.  
• Use pot holders or dry towels to handle hot items or containers.  
• Wet towel or potholders will transfer heat quickly and cause burns to your 

hands. 
Ware washing: 

• Don’t reach your hands inside the dish machine when removing or loading 
racks. 

• Alternate racks going into the dish machine so you will always have clean 
plates, silverware, pans, etc  

• Follow the system required by your manager for washing silverware. 
• Follow directions from vendor on use of chemicals for dish machine. 
• Always watch for chipped or cracked dish ware or lexan pans. 
• Wear water resistant aprons. 

Serving Hot Food and Beverages:  
• Warn guests when serving food on ext remely hot plate. 
• Refill coffee cups away from the guest, never on the table or while the guest 

are holding their cup. 
 

Preventing Slips, Trips and Falls       
• ALL employees must wear slip resistant shoes at all times while on the job. No 

exceptions.  If you must wear a special made shoe, slip resistant shoe covers 
must be worn over your shoes. 

• Snow, ice and rain are the most obvious hazards outside the restaurant, but 
there are many others. 

• When you arrive for work, notice trash, oil spots or other safety hazards.  
Correct them yourself or tell a manager. 

• Checking floors is the most important area in the prevention of slips and falls. 
• All spills require immediate attention. 
• Pay particular attention to grease and water.  Wipe them up 

immediately. If it is too much for you to handle, tell a manager.  
• Use the specified degreasing solution for your restaurant to 

ensure complete grease removal and then thoroughly rinse off 
the residue. 

• Never use the same mop in the dining room that is used in the 
kitchen. 

• Direct traffic around the spill. Do not leave the spill 
unattended.  Ask for help from a co-worker. 

• Leave the wet floor sign up until the floor is dry. 
• Barricade the area when possible. 

 
 
Stairs, Ramps and Raised Dining Area:      

• Keep stairs clear of obstacles. 
• Report burnt-out light bulbs to the manager. 
• Report any torn carpeting or ragged edges to the manager. 
• Check handrails and report and loose or jagged edges. 
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Lifting and Carrying 
Proper Lifting : 

• Lift properly: Back straight, knees bent, object close to body. 
• Lifting heavy objects may require that you ask a co-worker for help. 
• Do not twist as you rise. 

Proper Carrying: 
• Plan the route you must take before lifting item. 
• Anticipate and look for hazards such as slippery floors, obstacles, narrow 

passage ways, etc. 
• Move your whole body instead of twisting at the waist. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Unsupported elbow and finger postures         Better carrying posture 
 

•  Walk forward when pushing a food cart, etc.; never pull the cart 
behind you unless you are going through a doorway.  Then pull the 
cart through the doorway so that you are not always hitting the 
door with the cart.  You will also have a better view of co-workers 

or guests on the other side of the door. 
 

• No dangling jewelry such as gold chains, earrings or bracele ts. 
• Do not overload the bus pans.  This can lead to broken dishes or injury. 
• Never place a broken glass, plate, etc. in a bus tub or container where someone 

may reach in and cut themselves. 
• Never use electrical equipment when standing in water. 

 
Ladders: 

• Use ladders to reach high shelves. 
• A stepladder or step stool should be tall enough so that you do not have to 

stand on the last step or reach more than shoulder high to put up or 
remove an item. 

• Work with someone who can hold the ladder and take an item you are 
placing or removing from a shelf. 

• Use at least one hand to steady yourself as you climb the ladder.  
• Never put a metal ladder near any electrical wiring, service boxes or 

equipment. 
• If working near a door, either lock it or have a fellow associate stand next to the 

door and warn passers through. 
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Fire Safety 
        Removing Hazards and Good Cleaning - the Best Prevention 

Clean grease build-up from: 
• Walls and work surfaces 
• Broiler, fryers, convection ovens and microwaves (in, under, 

the walls behind and the floors under). 
• Hoods and filters. 
• Heating and air conditioning ducts. 
• Keep storage areas clean and organized.  Remove inventory from cardboard 

cases when ever possible and dispose of cardboard properly. 
• Keep anything that will burn away from heat sources or electrical equipment. 
• Check electrical appliances and equipment for frayed cords and broken plugs 

and report problems to a manager. 
• Know all the emergency exits from the restaurant.  Be prepared to assist 

guests and fellow associates from the restaurant in the event of an emergency. 
If a fire starts: 

• Remain calm. 
• Notify management immediately. 
• Alert all staff to the hazard. 
• If you are not in danger yourself, call fire department. 
• Management must train all employees as to when and how to use fire 

extinguishing equipment.  
• Know where all gas and electrical shutoff valves and switches are located.  The 

electrical panels should be marked and detail with all necessary location 
information.   

• Post 911 emergency numbers by each phone. 
• Follow emergency evacuation plan if necessary. 
• If you have to evacuate, give directions clearly and in a calm voice because 

people may be confused. 

• If you evacuate the building, do not attempt to go back inside.  
• Communicate any concerns to a fire fighter. 

When to Actually Fight a Fire: 
• Before you try to fight the fire yourself, ask:   Am I in danger? 

• You may be able to handle small fires such as: 
• Single Pan 

• Trash Can 
• Single Fryer 
• Convection Oven 

• If the smoke is too thick or the fire begins to spread, you should call the fire 
department and evacuate. 

• There are different types of fire extinguishers for different types of fires.  Fire 
extinguishers are rated as follows: 

• K Class is the preferred extinguishers for restaurants because it will take care 
of all types of fires; grease, electrical, trash, etc. 

• Note: The fire extinguisher is labeled as to the class(s) fire it is designed for. 
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• All hood systems must have fire suppression systems. (must be a wet system- 
dry systems no longer meet fire regulations.) 

How to Use a Fire Extinguisher 
• All employees should be trained on how to use fire extinguishers 

and the locations of them. 
• Pull the pin.  
• Aim it at the base of the fire. 
• Stand 6 to 8 feet from the fire and sweep the extinguisher     

from side to side. 
• Squeeze the handle or trigger 
• Evacuation routes must be posted throughout facility. 

Designate an outside area where management can locate employees. 
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Safety vs. Security 

These two terms have different definitions , but also overlap each other in our business 
environment. While we will cover them separately in this section it is important to realize 
that one without the other is a poor attempt at risk management. 

Please Note: It is the responsibility of all management to continually monitor the 
use of the safety equipment provided. In the event you witness a co-worker not 
using all personal protective equipment, immediately take corrective action. The 
co-worker should immediately be re-trained on the safety precautions for this process.   

Remember: Safety is Number One! 
Employees of this company have the right to expect that they will be provided with a safe 
place to work.  They will be provided with proper machines and tools to perform their jobs 
safely. Establish and enforce safety and security methods and practices at all times.  
 
Security 

• Restaurants have recently become prime targets for robberies.  They are 
attractive to thieves and robbers because restaurants are notorious for lax 
security procedures.  The most dangerous times are prior to opening and after 
close.  Our best defense is awareness.  

• On your way to work, watch for suspicious individuals lurking about.  Report it 
to your manager. 

• Keep bushes trimmed away from window and doors.  Trim bushes close to the 
ground so they cannot be used as a hiding place.  

• Always arrive and leave through the front entrance. 
• Keep the front door locked until time for the restaurant to open. Employees 

must come to the front door to be recognized and then allowed into the 
restaurant.   

• The back door of the restaurant is to be locked at all times. 
• Emergency exit doors are to be used for emergencies only. 
• Unauthorized personnel are not to use the back door of the restaurant. 
• Report suspicious activity to management. 
• “Horse play” will not be tolerated. 
• The office should be locked at all times. 
• Always look for suspicious persons before taking out the trash. 
• Sometimes your coworkers know "unsavory types."  Do not discuss cash 

receipts, tips, etc. with them. 
• Keep cash drawers locked at all times. 
• Report any burned out light bulbs to the manager. 
• ONCE the building is closed NEVER let anyone back in…get your manager. 

Report to work in uniform and leave personal items at home or locked in your vehicle. 
• Never bring bags or purses into work. 
• No weapons on business premises. 
• No alcohol on business premises. 
• No loitering at the restaurant after duty hours. 
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Cash Handling Tips 
• Safe/vault locked properly when not in use. Absolutely no day lock. 
• Safe combination changed after management change.  
• Warning and disciplinary procedures followed for cash shortages. 
• Cash pulls made frequently directly to safe or vault. 
• Beginning and ending audits performed for cashier changes. 
• Cashiers and managers trained to identify con or quick change crooks. 
• Cashiers and managers trained to spot obvious  counterfeit monies 

If you are involved in a robbery: 
• Stay calm. 
• Cooperate with the robber. Do exactly as told .  Your safety, 
      and the safety of your co-workers is our utmost concern. 
• Never argue, say as little as possible. 
• Don't even think about being a hero. 
• Make a mental description of the "robber(s)" regarding weight, height, color of 

clothing, tattoos, scars, color of eyes, color of hair, type and color of shoes, 
facial hair, ear rings, rings on hands, etc. 

• Take notice of anything the robber(s) may have touched. (fingerprints) 
• If you have the chance, without putting yourself in danger, try to see the make 

and model of the car.  Write down the license plate number if possible. 
• Write down the details as soon as you are safe.  While the details are fresh in 

your mind is best time to get it on paper. 
• Do not discuss how much money was stolen with anyone except the manager 

and the police department. 
• All rear and side doors should be secure from outside entrance. Fire exists 

must have panic bar release or similar quick exit method. 

The Till Tap - This is often a crime of opportunity performed by a thief preying on 
careless operators. Typically the cashier is distracted or the register is left unattended 
momentarily. The thief may (1) reach into an open cash drawer unobserved; (2) hit the 
drawer "no sale" or other key and open the drawer grabbing a quick handful of bills and 
run out; (3) shove a cashier away from an open drawer after asking for change and grab 
money from the register and run. 
Defense - A high level of awareness. Never let anyone hang around the cash register 
even friends, acquaintances or co-workers. Watch for suspicious behavior such as 
extreme nervousness, looking around, avoiding direct eye contact, or someone who is 
waiting or loitering needlessly near the cash register. 
 
Armed Robbery/Operating Hours - This is often a planned event where the thief has 
observed the operation and calculated the potential gain versus the risk. They reason 
that access to register and safes are easier by forcing cashiers and managers to open 
them under threat of injury.  
Defense - Check the parking lot for occupied cars occasionally and note any suspicious 
behavior. Watch for suspicious behaviors such as long coats in warm weather or patrons 
standing around acting nervous or seemingly waiting unnecessarily. Always keep 
minimum cash in the register. Ask local police to drive by at random times or come in for 
coffee on a regular basis. Install surveillance cameras, if possible. 
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Armed Robbery/Closed Restaurant - This is most frequently a planned event and the 
thief may be familiar with the operational procedures of the restaurant. The thief has 
figured how to gain access and get in and out quickly without many people involved or 
customers getting in the way. 
Defense - Make bank deposits after busy periods but well before closing. Do not let 
anyone in the building after closing. Make sure employees leave in groups, closing 
managers included. Have employees move their cars to the front of the restaurant before 
closing.  Watch for strangers loitering on company property at closing. Ask local 
authorities to drive by or escort closing co-workers as they leave. Install surveillance 
cameras, if possible. 
 
Armed Robbery At Bank - This is almost always an event planned by someone who 
knows the restaurant managers opening or closing routine.  
Defense - Never establish a routine. Vary times of deposit. Deal only with banks that 
have well lit drive-thru night drops or use an armored transport pick-up service. 

 

By practicing good, common safety sense, you can help prevent a dangerous 
situation and make your location a safer place for yourself as well as others. 
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 OSHA STANDARDS 

Hazard Communication Standards 

This is an OSHA standard which has three requirements: 
1. Employers must maintain a complete and current set of Material Safety Data 

Sheets *(MSDS), which may be obtained from the manufacturer or vendor. MSDS 
gives you information on chemical products such as the name, any hazardous 
ingredients, physical and chemical data, and flammability, health hazards 
associated with the use of the product, first aid and handling procedures for that 
particular product. These sheets must be maintained in a MSDS manual or binder 
that is available  to the employees at all times. These sheets must be maintained in 
the facility at all times for 30 years as required by OSHA. 

2.  Employers must have a written Hazard Communication Program. This program 
must include the following: 
• A list of hazardous chemicals known to be present in the workplace. 
• How co-workers will be informed about the hazards associated with 

chemicals. 
• How vendors/independent service contractors will be informed of any 

hazardous chemicals they may be exposed while working in the restaurant. 
• The procedure to be followed with respect to labeling chemicals, MSDS 

and employee information and training. 
3. All employees must be given OSHA required training in the handling  of any    

hazardous materials they may be exposed to while working in the restaurant.  
Requirements for training are summarized in the “Safety Training" portion of 
this section. 

 
Right to Know    
This is a key piece to any safety program and a major component in efforts to comply 
with OSHA regulations. Every operator must establish a "Right to Know Center" in the 
vicinity of the employee bulletin board or break area. 
 

 To establish the "Right to Know Center" you must have the following: 
 
A Job Safety & Health Protection Poster - This poster is a federal requirement and can 
be obtained by contacting any regional office of the Department of Labor. 
A MSDS Manual - This manual must contain a list of all hazardous chemicals used in the 
restaurant operation regardless of their purpose or use. There must also be a Material 
Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) on each chemical. The only exceptions are chemicals 
purchased in small quantities off the shelf. These should contain labels with cautions, 
directions, and first aid instructions. An MSDS Manual can be obtained from chemical 
suppliers such an Ecolab or Autochlor. Assemble the sheets in a binder by placing a 
hazardous chemical list and the appropriate MSDS furnished by chemical distributors. 
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Written Hazard Communication Program - A copy of this program explained above 
should be kept at the "Right to Know Center".  

Safety Training 
• Initial or orientation safety training – During orientation of a new employee, 

point out key areas such as chemical storage area, electrical panels, 
emergency shut-off valves and switches.  Also, fire fighting and suppression 
systems, methods of operation, the "Right to Know Center" where a list of 
chemical hazards and MSDS are maintained. Review all safety and security 
rules required as part of their workplace behavior. 

• Specific training in handling any hazardous chemicals which are a part of 
their job performance or cleaning responsibilities. 

• Training in reading and understanding the MSDS and hazard rating system. 
• Training in hazardous energy sources (basically any direct wire electric or 

direct feed gas equipment) and the "lock out" "tag out" procedures required 
when maintenance is performed on any of this equipment. 

• Accident reporting procedures - State laws require completion of a "First 
Report of Injury", normally within 24 hours of an employee accident. Co-
workers must know their responsibility for reporting any workplace injury to 
management immediately. In some states you have the right to direct injured 
employees to certain medical facilities. You must become familiar with state 
laws and inform employees if this is your intention. You must designate a 
physician panel at three or more facilities and post this in your restaurant.  

• Routine refresher training should be annually. 

MANAGEMENT 

Managers are the key to success or failure of any safety program. 

•   Know employee's attitude and temperament. 
• Keep a positive attitude and never lose your temper in front of employees. 
• Openly support safety measures. Set a good example. 
• Hire Carefully.  Screen employees for specific jobs. 
• Make daily inspections and walk throughs. 
• Correct unsafe conditions, actions and hazards. 
• Have a light duty-return to work plan. 

Self Inspection Program 

The old saying is true "You Can Expect What You Inspect."  If you expect to manage 
your risks effectively, reduce accidents and maintain a safe work environment, you must 
inspect the facility, equipment and co-workers frequently.  

Co-worker Accidents - Any time a co-worker is injured, a manager must conduct an 
investigation as soon as possible. Facts gathered in this report should be used to prepare 
an Employees First Report of Injury as required by state law. The Investigation Report is 
then used for documentation and a plan of action to prevent future accidents of the same 
nature. This accident report must be kept on file for five years from the date of accident.  
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Prevention is the key!  
• Slip resistant shoes are required every day. 
• Know the safe way of doing every job, teach it and re-teach it. 
• Train new employees well and watch them attentively. 
• Schedule training programs. Keep communication lines open. 
• Make sure employees use the proper lifting techniques. 
• Cut resistant gloves must be worn when using knives or blades. 
• Be vigilant in having floors and mats mopped, and cleaned. 
• Use appropriate fryer protection equipment. 
• Make sure first aid kit is stocked and available. 
• Post physician panel and make sure employees go to panel members. 
• Train all employees to report every accident. 
• Conduct accident investigations and make written reports. 
• Maintain communication with injured employee. 

 
Studies have shown the sooner an injured employee is returned to work after an injury, 
the lower the cost of the accident. Owners and operators should make sure positive 
steps are taken when a co-worker is injured to return the co-worker to duty or light duty 
as soon as possible: 

• Make sure the injured co-worker receives first aid or required medical 
attention right away. 

• Follow up with the medical facility and co-worker personally. 
• Light duty jobs are available for most injured employees.  Consult with the co-

workers physician if there are physical limitations on the co-workers treatment 
record. Some suggested light duty positions are: 

• Cashier - Frequently this position requires short work hours. 
• Rolling silverware - While not a normal co-worker position, in limited 

application it can provide relief to other co-workers and meet the need for 
an injured worker. 

• Seating and Greeting - This job can provide great hospitality and is not 
physically demanding. Also it can normally be done by a co-worker even if 
one hand or arm is injured. 

• Checking in vendor deliveries - While this has very limited application, 
again it could be a very attractive offer for an injured co-worker to learn 
another aspect of the business. 

• Washing and Wrapping Potatoes - Always a need in our business. Can be 
performed without tremendous physical exertion with a little assistance from 
other co-workers. 

• Coming up with light duty positions may require a little creativity. Workers 
compensation carriers and rehabilitation consultants can be very helpful in 
this area.  
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Guest Accident - As a business operator you must provide a safe environment for 
guests. Injuries on your premises can lead to substantial liability and loss payment 
exposure. Poorly handled claims can increase liability and damage the reputation of 
your restaurant. When a guest accident occurs, the manager should take immediate 
action: 

• Assess the situation as quickly as possible and secure first aid for 
the injured guest if necessary. 

• Find out what happened, ask questions and listen. Apologize, be helpful 
and caring, but do not admit liability. 

• Write down the name and address of at least one witness. 
• Write down the name and address of the injured guest. 
• If the injury was caused by a foreign object in the meal, retain it if 

possible, the food manufacturer may be liable for the claim. 
• Fill out the Guest Accident Report. Forward a copy of the form to the 

insurance carrier.  
• Inform the guest that you will forward the accident report immediately to the 

insurance carrier. 
• Never become involved in a confrontation with a guest - even if their 

claims appear fraudulent. 

Serious Injury Report 
Some reporting of Serious Incidents is just common sense. Others are regulated by law. 
OSHA requires that any incident involving the death of a worker or hospitalization of three 
or more patrons or employees from a single cause must be reported to OSHA authorities. 
Any robbery should be reported to local authorities. As soon as these reports are made, 
restaurant managers should prepare a "Serious Incident Report" while details are fresh. 
This report will be helpful for investigation follow up by owners, operators, and law 
enforcement and insurance investigators. Be sure to include as many details and any 
comments you feel are important. 
  
Your insurance carrier will provide you with the proper documents for each type of claim.  
If not, you may be able to use the examples at the end of this section. 
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OSHA Strategy Checklist 
 

 
c Designate a member of management responsible for  

the restaurant to comply with all OSHA rules. 
  

c List all chemicals in the restaurant by label ID. 
 

c List all hazardous energy sources in your restaurant. 
 

c Obtain current Material Safety Data Sheets from suppliers. 
 

c Label, tag, or mark all hazardous materials containers. 
 

c Prepare a written hazardous communication program. 
 

c Train employees about any hazardous chemicals they may come 
in contact with at work. 

 
c Have employees sign an Acknowledgment of Training during 

orientation and then annually. 
 

c Post OSHA notifications and posters. 
 

c Keep a record of injuries (OSHA Form 300). 
 

c Post injury Summary each year from February 1 to April 30.  
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MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET 
 

Manufacturer  MSDS Preparer: Date: June 4, 2001 
Supersedes: October 8, 1997 
Wite-Out Products, Inc. SGS U.S. Testing Company, Inc.* Page 1 of 3 
145 Southchase Blvd. Fairfield, NJ 07004 Emergency Telephone No. 
Fountain Inn, SC 29644 Tel: (973) 575-5252 (800) 424-9300 
Information Telephone No. 
*Specific Technical information Provided by manufacturer (203) 
 
I. PRODUCT INFORMATION 
Identity : Wite-Out® For Everything® Correction Fluids (Quick Dry, Extra 
Coverage, Super Smooth)& Commercial Pack 
Chemical Name : Not Available (N/A) 
Chemical Family : N/A 
CAS Registry Number : N/A 
DOT Shipping Name : Coating Solution 
DOT Hazard Class : Flammable Liquid 
 
II. HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS 
Hazard Information 
Component(s) % OSHA PEL ACGIH TLV OTHERS 
Petroleum Naphtha 40 400mg/m3 400mg/m3 Flammable 
 
III. PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Boiling Point of : 204-237 F 
Solubility in Water: Practically Insoluble (0.1 g/L) 
Appearance and Odor: Free flowing liquid with petroleum solvent odor 
Melting Point: -8oF to +8oF 
Evaporation Rate (Butyl Acetate = 1): 0.89 - 1.08 
 
IV. FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA 
Flammable Liquid: Can release vapors that form flammable mixture at or above flash point. 
Flash Point (Method Used): 17-37oF (ASTM D-3828-87) 
Flammability Limits in Air, LEL: 1.7 
UEL: 12.3 
Extinguishing Media for Fires: CO2, Foam, Dry Chemical 
Special Fire Fighting Procedures: Flammable liquid. Wear self-contained breathing 
apparatus. 
Unusual Fire and Explosion Hazards: Toxic combustion gas may be formed as 
decomposition products. 
 
 
 
 
 
V. REACTIVITY DATA 
Stability: [ ] Unstable [X] Stable 
Conditions to Avoid: Heat source, sparks or flame. 
Materials to Avoid: Strong oxidizing or reducing agents. 
Hazardous Decomposition Products: Toxic fumes or gases. 
Hazardous Polymerization Products: [ ] May Occur [X] May Not Occur 
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VI. HEALTH HAZARD DATA 
Carcinogen or Potential Carcinogen NTP: IARC: OSHA: 
Health Hazard (Acute or Chronic) N/A  
Skin: Not a primary skin irritant per the FHSA. 
Eyes: Not an eye irritant per the FHSA. 
Ingestion: Human Ingestion Hazard Not known. 
Inhalation: Not hazardous under normal use conditions. 
Effect of Over Exposure: Central nervous system depression; Likely route-inhalation. 
Deliberately concentrating and inhaling content can lead to unconsciousness and/or death. 
Medical Conditions Generally Aggravated by Exposure: Existing pulmonary or dermal 
condition. 
 
Emergency and First Aid Procedures 
Skin: Wash with soap and water. Consult physician if irritation occurs and persists. 
Eyes: Wash with water for at least 15 minutes, holding eye lids open. Consult 
physician if irritation occurs. 
Ingestion: Consult physician at once. Do not induce vomiting. 
Inhalation: Remove victim from exposure. Alert emergency medical personnel. 
Administer artificial respiration if breathing is stopped. 
 
VII. PRECAUTIONS FOR SAFE HANDLING AND USE 
Spill or Leak Procedures: Handle as flammable liquid and dispose of properly. 
Ventilate area. 
Disposal Recommendations: Dispose in accordance with local, state, and federal 
regulations. 
Storage and Handling Recommendations: Store and transport in closed container. Store in 
ventilated area. Avoid heat, fire and fumes. 
Other Precautions: Keep away from children. 
 
VIII. CONTROL MEASURES 
Respiratory Protection: NIOSH/MSHA approved respirator with organic vapor cartridge if 
exposure limits are exceeded when handling bulk. None necessary under normal use 
conditions. 
Ventilation: [ ] Local [X] Mechanical [ ] Special [ ] Other 
Protective Gloves: Chemical resistant gloves when handling bulk. None necessary under 
normal use conditions. 
Eye Protection: Not required except when handling bulk. 
Other Protection Equipment or Clothing: None required. 
Work Hygiene Practice: Standard good industrial hygiene practice recommended. 
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EMPLOYEE SAFE WORKING PRACTICES AGREEMENT 

Employee’s Name Date 

Address City State Zip Code 

1. I will follow all written and spoken safety rules and attend safety meeting. 

2. I will review safety education material posted or distributed. 

3. I will advise the manager of hazardous conditions, acts, or equipment 
immediately. 

4. I will notify the manager of accidents immediately. 

5. If injured, I agree to notify employer of need for treatment immediately. 

6. I will wear protective equipment when necessary and use proper tools for the job 
and advise fellow employees to do so. 

7. I will keep work areas clean and attend immediately to slippery areas. 

8. I will shut down all equipment before cleaning or repairing them. 

9. I will use proper lifting techniques at all times and get help for heavy loads. 

10. I will avoid horseplay on the job. 

11. I understand use or possession of intoxicating beverages, drugs, or weapons is 
forbidden and could be cause for immediate dismissal. 

Employee Signature Date 

Management Signature Date 
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OSHA TRAINING ACKNOWLEDGMENT 

I ____________________  attended an Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) 
Training Class on the date indicated below. This class included instruction and training in 
the following areas: 

o THIS RESTAURANT’S SAFETY AND SECURITY RULES 

o THIS RESTAURANT’S HAZARD COMMUNICATION PROGRAM 

o INFORMATION IN AND HOW TO USE MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEETS 
(MSDS) 

o LOCATION AND USE OF RIGHT TO KNOW INFORMATION INCLUDING MSDS 

o "CHEMICAL" AND "HAZARDOUS ENERGY SOURCE" WORKPLACE HAZARDS 

o PROTECTIVE MEASURES REQUIRED WHEN USING CHEMICALS 

o FIRST AID PROCEDURES FOR ACCIDENTAL EXPOSURE TO CHEMICALS 
OR OTHER HAZARDS 

o THE PURPOSE OF LOCKOUT/TAGOUT SAFETY MEASURES 

o THE CHEMICAL RATING SYSTEM USED TO IDENTIFY HAZARD LEVELS 

o EVACUATION PLAN FOR THIS RESTAURANT 

o FIRE EXTINGUISHER OPERATION  

o OTHER (must be listed in space provided) 

Employee Signature Date 

Management Signature Date 
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SAMPLE:   WRITTEN HAZARD COMMUNICATION PROGRAM 
 

The Western Sizzlin Steak & More General Manager is responsible for the 
communication and implementation of the program to all co-workers. 
 

A. HAZARD EVALUATION 
All chemicals entering the restaurant will be evaluated and inspected to ensure 
that proper labeling and warnings are in place. 
 

B. MATERIALS SAFETY DATA SHEETS (MSDS) 
An MSDS for each hazardous chemical than any employees are or may be 
exposed to will be obtained and made readily available according to the OSHA 
standards. For new chemicals MSDS's will be made available prior to use. 
MSDS's will be kept in a binder at the "Right to Know" safety center located in the 
restaurant. 
 

C. CO-WORKER INFORMATION AND TRAINING 
1. Information and training on chemical and workplace hazards will be 

provided to all co-workers at the time of initial orientation, whenever a new 
hazard is introduced into a work area, when new information about the 
hazards of a chemical are found and as an annual refresher training 
session. 

2. Co-workers will be trained to be able to verbally recall: 
a. fundamental health and physical hazards posed by chemicals to 

which they are exposed. 
b. protective measures to be utilized when using chemicals. 
c. first-aid procedures for accidental exposure. 
d. the purpose of lockout/tag out safety measures. 
 

D. HAZARDOUS CHEMICALS LIST AND HAZARDOUS ENERGY SOURCES 
The General Manager will keep a current list of hazardous chemicals at the "Right 
to Know" center with the appropriate Material Safety Data Sheets. The General 
Manager will list all hazardous energy sources in the restaurant and review with 
each new co-worker. 
 

E. CO-WORKER ACKNOWLEDGMENT 
Every co-worker will be required to sign an acknowledgment sheet that they 
have read the "Written Communication Program" and received the required 
safety hazard training. 
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Post In Work Area 

IF YOU ARE INJURED ON THE JOB YOU SHOULD: 

1. Report the accident to your supervisor immediately. 

2. If medical treatment is required then promptly go to one of these 
facilities... 

Clinic/Doctor _________________________________________________ 

Address & Phone _____________________________________________ 

Clinic/Doctor _________________________________________________ 

Address & Phone _____________________________________________ 

Clinic/Doctor _________________________________________________ 

Address & Phone _____________________________________________ 

Clinic/Doctor _________________________________________________  

Address & Phone _____________________________________________ . 

Clinic/Doctor_________________________________________________  

Address & Phone _____________________________________________  

Clinic/Doctor_________________________________________________  

Address & Phone _____________________________________________ 

If these clinics/doctors are inappropriate then see your supervisor. 
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DRUG FREE WORKPLACE PROGRAM 
The attached outline contains the essential elements of the Drug Free Workplace 
Program. This is the program we have implemented at the Company Stores. You may 
use this outline in designing your own program. These are the essential steps you must 
take to implement this program follows: 

1. Post the Drug Free Workplace Poster in the unit 60 days prior to the program start.  
 
2. Finalize your Substance Abuse Policy. 

3. Coordinate with at least 3 local treatment facilities that will treat work related 
injuries and agree to collect urine samples in compliance with your policy  

4. Coordinate through the medical facility for laboratory testing of the urine samples. 

5. Provide employees with a copy of the Substance Abuse Policy and have 
them sign an acknowledgement sheet. 

After 60-day interim: 
 
6. Begin the Drug Free Program. 

7. Insure that new employees sign an acknowledgment upon hiring. This can be 
accomplished more simply by redesigning your employment application to include 
disclosure that this is a Drug Free Workplace and that all employees are subject to 
drug testing at the company's expense. You can do pre-employment drug tests or 
post-accident drug tests. A drug test can also be required if two or more members 
of management becomes concerned over an employee’s actions, speech or 
overall behavior. You must indicate to your employees which type of drug screen 
you will be using in your restaurant.  

8. The most important thing to remember about Drug Testing is to be consistent. 
Treat every employee to the same expectation. This includes managers, hourly 
employees, employees that earn their money from tips, or any other employee. 
There cannot be any exceptions or differences in the decision of whom is drug 
tested and who is not. 

As indicated in our initial presentation, commitment to this program is a long term 
investment. Establishing a Drug Free Workplace has proven an effective tool in reducing 
reported workplace injuries. Reduced accident rates take 3 years to make an appreciable 
reduction in Worker's Compensation Insurance premiums. Continued management 
enforcement and emphasis will yield the desired affect. 
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Substance Abuse Policy Drug Free Workplace 

 
1. The Western Sizzlin Steak & More Restaurant intends to provide a safe , drug free 

environment for all its employees. 
 
2. The Western Sizzlin Steak & More Restaurant recognizes alcohol and 

chemical dependencies as treatable illnesses. 
 
3. While The Western Sizzlin Steak & More Restaurant recognize these 

dependencies as illnesses, it will be left to the discretion of the Manager to give an 
employee one opportunity to seek professional treatment, covered by the 
employee’s own insurance or paid by the employee themselves without fear of 
recrimination, provided no company rules have been violated.  

 
4. The Western Sizzlin Steak & More assures that no employee voluntarily seeking 

treatment for a dependency will have his or her job security jeopardized by this 
action. 

 
5. Possession or use of illegal drugs will result in immediate disciplinary action up to 

and including termination. 
 
6. When any employee of The Western Sizzlin Steak & More Restaurant is involved 

in a work place accident, they must report their injury to the manager on duty 
immediately. 

 
7. All injuries must be recorded on a First Report of Injury document within 24 hours 

of the accident. The store manager will complete the report based on the 
information you give . 

 
8. All employees involved in a work related accident must undergo a drug test at the 

company's expense. Refusal to submit to drug testing is cause for disciplinary 
action up to and including termination. 

 
 
The Testing Process. The Western Sizzlin Restaurants are committed to providing a 

safe and secure work environment. Co-workers involved in on-the-job accidents or 
who engage in unsafe on duty job related activities that pose a danger to others or 
interruption to the overall operations of The Western Sizzlin Restaurant may be 
subject to drug testing. 

•   The drug test will be administered at the medical facility designated by The 
Western Sizzlin Restaurant. 

•   Co-workers referred for testing will be required to fill out a consent form 
authorizing the testing procedure. Refusal to sign the consent form is 
grounds for disciplinary action up to and including termination. 
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•   At the time of testing each person will be asked to identify any medications or 
prescription type drugs which they have taken which may affect the drug 
results. 

•   All test specimens will be tested by a SAMHSA (Substance Abuse and Mental 
Health Services Administration) formerly NIDA approved laboratory. 

Confidentiality of Testing Results. * The laboratories may disclose the results only to 
the Director or Human Resources or one designated person. 
All results will be treated confidentially. Positive results will be discussed only with 
legal counsel and managers responsible for the employee who have a "need to 
know". 
 

Positive Test Results. * Positive Test Results will be verified by the testing facility and 
reviewed. Verified Positive results will be forwarded to the Director or Human 
Resources or designated person for appropriate action. 

 
Employees who have tested positive for use of illegal drugs will be subject to 
disciplinary action up to and including immediate dismissal. 
 

• Franchisees will need to determine how they will handle lab tests results 
internally to assure confidentiality. 
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Substance Abuse Policy Acknowledgement 

I (name) ______________________  have read and understand The Western Sizzlin 
Steak & More Restaurant "Substance Abuse Policy"  and have received a copy. I agree to 
abide by this policy while working at a Western Sizzlin Steak & More Restaurant. 

I understand it is my responsibility to report any injury sustained while at work to the 
manager immediately and that I will have to undergo a drug test procedure at the 
restaurant’s expense. 

If I violate this policy or refuse to undergo drug testing, I understand this is grounds for 
disciplinary actions up to and including termination. 

Employee Signature Witness Signature 

Date Witness Name (Print Please) 

_____/       / _ 

Date 
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THE WESTERN SIZZLIN STEAK & MORE RESTAURANT SAFETY PROGRAM  
This program is designed to assist all Managers as well as employees to become aware 
of safety policies and procedures. Each month a safety team will do a thorough safety 
inspection of the restaurant. The safety team should  consist of one member of the 
Management team (not the General Manager), one "Front of the House" Co-worker, and 
one "Back of the House" Co-worker. Their function will be to evaluate the safety condition 
in each area of the restaurant, and report the finding directly to the General Manager.  
 
PURPOSE 
The purpose of the Safety Committee is to promote health and safety for the employees 
and guests of The Western Sizzlin Steak & More Restaurants. 
 
Management: 
Provide training for hazard identification and principles regarding effective accident 
and incident investigations. 

• Proper lifting procedures  
• MSDS sheets 
• Proper floor cleaning procedures 
• Potential sanitary habits 

 
Front of the House and Back of the House team members: 

• To do safety walk through and complete the checklist. 
• To be on the job safety monitors throughout the day. 
• Assist in establishing hazard identification in the workplace though inspections. 
• Discuss the safety check list with the General Manager. 
• One inspection will be completed each quarter.  
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THE WESTERN SIZZLIN HOME OFFICE SAFETY PROGRAM 

ACKNOWLEDGMENT FORM 

 

This is to certify that (General Manager) __________________________ acknowledges 

(Printed Name) 

receipt of The Western Sizzlin Home Office Safety Program for Western Sizzlin Steak & 

More located at (Address) ________________________________________________  

______________________ (City) ___________________ (State) ________________ . 

The Safety Team Members are as follows for this location: 

-Co-worker______________________________Represents the "Front of the House". 

-Co-worker______________________________Represents the "Back of the House". 

-Management Team Member (cannot be the General Manager)______________ , 

Title ______________________ . 

 -Co-worker ________________________________ from the (Circle One)   "Front or 

Back of the House" was elected by the above Safety Team Members to serve as 

the Coordinator. 

The first meeting of the (Restaurant Name) ________________________ Safety Team 

will be held on (Day) _________________________________________ , 

(Month)__________________________, Year_______.     
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WORKERS COMPENSATION - FIRST REPORT OF INJURY OR ILLNESS 
EMPLOYER (NAME & ADDRESS INCL. ZIP) CARRIER/ADMINISTRATOR CLAIM NUMBER REPORT PURPOSE CODE 

  
JURISDICTION JURISDICTION CLAIM NUMBER 

  
INSURED REPORT NUMBER 

 
 

 
SIC CODE EMPLOYER FEIN EMPLOYER LOCATION ADDRESS (IF DIFFERENT) LOCATION # 

 
PHONE # 

 
  

 
CARRIER/CLAIMS ADMINISTRATOR 
CARRIER (NAME, ADDRESS, & PHONE NO.) POLICY PERIOD CLAIMS ADMINISTRATOR (NAME, ADDRESS, & PHONE NO.) 

 TO  
CHECK IF APPROPRIATE 

 

 SELF INSURANCE 

 

CARRIER FEIN POLICY/SELF-INSURED NUMBER ADMINISTATOR FEIN 

   
AGENT NAME & CODE NUMBER 
 
EMPLOYEE/WAGE 
NAME (LAST, FIRST, MIDDLE) DATE OF BIRTH SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER DATE HIRED STATE OF HIRE 

     
ADDRESS (INCL. ZIP) SEX MARITAL STATUS OCCUPATION/JOB TITLE 

 MALE  UNMARRIED SINGLE/DIVORCE  
 FEMALE  MARRIED EMPLOYMENT STATUS 

 

 UNKNOWN  SEPARATED  
PHONE # OF DEPENDENTS  UNKNOWN NCCI CLASS CODE 

    
RATE  DAY  MONTH AVG WEEKLY WAGES # DAYS WORKED/WEEK FULL PAY FOR DAY OF INJURY?   YES  NO 

 PER  WEEK  HOUR   DID SALARY CONTINUE?  YES  NO 

OCCURRENCE/TREATMENT 
TIME EMPLOYEE BEGAN WORK  AM DATE OF INJURY/ILLNESS TIME OF OCCURRENCE  AM LAST WORK DATE DATE EMPLOYER 

NOTIFIED 
DATE DISABILITY 
BEGAN 

  PM    PM    
CONTACT NAME/PHONE NUMBER TYPE OF INJURY/ILLNESS PART OF BODY AFFECTED 

   
DID INJURY/ILLNESSEXPOSURE OCCUR ON EMPLOYER’S PREMISES? TYPE OF INJURY/ILLNESS CODE PART OF BODY AFFECTED CODE 

  YES  NO   
DEPARTMENT OR LOCATION WHERE ACCIDENT OR ILLNESS EXPOSURE OCCURRED ALL EQUIPMENT, MATERIALS, OR CHEMICALS EMPLOYEE WAS USING WHEN 

ACCIDENT OR ILLNESS EXPOSURE OCCURRED 

  
SPECIFIC ACTIVITY THE EMPLOYEE WAS ENGAGED IN WHEN THE ACCIDENT OR ILLNESS EXPOSURE 
OCCURRED 

WORK PROCESS THE EMPLOYEE WAS ENGAGED IN WHEN ACCIDENT OR ILLNESS 
EXPSURE OCCURRED 

  

HOW INJURY OR ILLNESS/ABNORMAL HEALTH CONDITION OCCURRED.  DESCRIBE THE SEQUENCE OF EVENTS AND INCLUDE A NY OBJECTS OR SUBSTANCES THAT DIRECTLY INJURED THE 
EMPLOYEE OR MADE THE EMPLOYEE ILL 

CAUSE OF INJURY CODE  
 

DATE RETURN(ED) TO WORK IF FATAL, GIVE DATE OF DEATH WERE SAFEGUARDS OR SAFTY EQUIPMENT PROVIDED?   YES  NO 

  WERE THEY USED?   YES  NO 

PHYSICIAN/HEALTH CARE PROVIDER (NAME & ADDRESS) HOSPITAL (NAME & ADDRESS) INITIAL TREATMENT 
 NO MEDICAL TREATMENT 

 MINOR:  BY EMPLOYER 
 MINOR: CLINIC/HOSP 

  

 EMERGENCY CARE 

WITNESS (NAME & PHONE #)  HOSPITALIZED>24HRS 

  FUTURE MAJOR MEDICAL/ 
OST TIME A NTICIPATED 

DATE ADMINISTRATOR  NOTIFIED DATE PREPARED PREPARER’S NAME & TITLE PHONE NUMBER 
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GUEST ACCIDENT REPORT  

 Note: USE THIS FORM TO REPORT ALL CLAIMS INVOLVING INJURY OF A GUEST       
             ON YOUR PREMISES OR DAMAGE TO THEIR PERSONAL PROPERTY. 

DATE OF THIS REPORT : ____________ DATE OF ACCIDENT: _____________ TIME: __________ 

 
GUEST INFORMATION: 
 
NAME: __________________________________ 
 
SOCIAL SECURITY NO: ____________________ 
 
BIRTH DATE: ____________________________ 
 
ADDRESS: ______________________________ 
 
_______________________________________ 
 
 
HOME TELEPHONE NO: ___________________ 
 
WORK TELEPHONE NO: ___________________ 

 
ACCIDENT INFROMATION: 
 
NATURE OF ACCIDENT: ________________ 
 
____________________________________ 
 
____________________________________ 
 
____________________________________ 
 
____________________________________ 
 
ACCIDENT ADDRESS: __________________ 
 
_____________________________________ 
 
 

CORPORATE NAME OF INSURED: 
____________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
DETAILS OF INCIDENT: 
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________ 

IF MEDICAL TREATMENT WAS NECESSARY, WHERE DID IT TAKE PLACE? 

 
                                 
WITNESS NAME(S), ADDRESS (ES) & PHONE 

NUMBERS: 

 
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________

NAME & PHONE NUMBER OF PERSON 
COMPLETING THIS REPORT: 

_____________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________ 

 

SUPERVISOR’S 
APPROVAL_______________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
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SERIOUS INCIDENT REPORT 

Store Address: 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 
Telephone Number:______________________________________________________ 

NOTIFICATION OF POLICE:_______________________________________________ 

TIME OF OCCURRENCE: _______________________     DATE:________________ 

TYPE OF ACCIDENT: ___________________________________________________ 
r   ARMED ROBBERY r   POWER OUTAGE r   PROPERTY DAMAGE 
r   OTHER ROBBERY r   FIRE r   VANDALISM 
r   LOST DEPOSIT r   WATER INTERRUPTION r   OTHER:    _________________  

REPORT COMPLETED BY: ______________________     DATE COMPLETED: ___________  

PERSONS INVOLVED ________________________________________________ 

PHONE NUMBER ____________________________________________________ 

REASON INVOLVED (VICTIM, WITNESS, PERPETRATOR) ___________        ____      

EXPLAIN WHAT HAPPENED, INCLUDE TIMES AND DETAILS IF POSSIBLE: 
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
SUMMARIZE ACTIONS TAKEN SINCE INCIDENT:_____________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________
__________________________________ 
PERSON(S) NOTIFIED PHONE NUMBER             TIME NOTIFIED 
                  _________ 
                  _________ 
                _____________ 
                _____________ 

COMMENTS OR FOLLOW-UP: 
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________ 

________________________ 

Supervisor's Approval 
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PHYSICIAN FORM 
 
 
 
 
DATE:  ________________ 
 

        Restaurant Name 
                                                                                                                                                                   Address 
                                                                     City, State, Zip Code 
Phone:   
 
 
 
 
I, _________________________________confirm I received this form on   _________________. 
                   (Employee name)                                                                                                 (Date)         
 
 
I, ______________________________confirm I provided this form to employee on___________. 
                  (Manager’s name)                                                                                                 (Date) 
 
 
Job Title  __________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Nature of injury  _____________________________________________________ 
 
 
Name of medical facility or doctor’s name ________________________________ 
 
 

DRUG SCREEN REQUIRED                  
 

LIGHT DUTY IS AVAILABLE 
 
 
 
PHYSICIAN’S SIGNATURE __________________________________________ 
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WESTERN SIZZLIN STEAK & MORE RESTAURANT 

QSC 
Unit #                   
Location:                 

City                  
Date of Evaluation:        
            

Health Department 
Evaluation:         

SCORING:           
         

Last Evaluation Date:           
       

QSC TOTAL POINTS AVAILABLE= 524       
Cleanliness:   Avail Act.  Food Quality:  Avail ACT 

Pg, 1 Building / Foyer = 24     Pg, 8  Food Quality 70   
Pg, 2 Service /Line Greeter = 22     Pg, 9  Grill Area 45   

Pg, 3 Dining Room =  18     Pg, 9  Safety 48   
Pg, 4 Rest Rooms =  23       FOOD QUALITY = 163   

        Pg, 12 WS STANDARDS = 90   
          TOTAL FOOD QUALITY= 253   

Pg, 5 All Bars =  18          

Pg, 6 Grill & Prep =  23    Service:    
Pg, 7 Meat Room =  13     Pg, 10  Line Service 117   

Pg, 7 
Utility 
=   13 

  
  Pg, 11  Full Service     

 
TOTAL 
CLEANLINESS = 154 

  
    TOTAL SERVICE = 117   

        TOTAL BONUS =  0   

        TOTAL QSC = 524   
             
        WSC STANDARDS = 90   
RATINGS: 93.0 to 100            
   88.0 to 92.9         
   80.0 to 87.9         
   75.0 to 79.9         
    74.9 & Below        
            
Franchisee/Manager's Printed Name:   
Signature                 Date:   
Evaluator's Printed Name   
Signature                 Date:       
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Building Exterior & Foyer - Clean & Good Repair Points Actual Comments 

Roof, Trim, Siding & Fresh Paint 1    

Windows & Ledges 1    
Parking Lot: Sealed, Striped, Potholes & 
Cracking 1  

  

Building Perimeter: Clean & No Litter 1    

Landscaping: Eye-Appeal & Maintained 1    

Sidewalks: (Gum & Litter) 1    

Exterior Cigarette Urns 1    

Dumpster Containers: Clean & Lid Closed 1    

Grease Container: Clean & Lid Closed 1    

Road Sign: Operable 1    

Building Signs: Operable 1    

Building Neon: Operable & Good Repair 1    

Reader Board, Message Displayed 1    

Ample Parking Lot Lighting 1    

Hours of Operations Posted  1    

Credit Cards Posted 1    

Exterior POP: Window Signs 1    

Entry Doors, Door Sills, Handles & Windows 1    

Floor & Baseboards & Walls 1    

Windows & Ledges & Blinds 1    

Ceilings & Vents & Fans & Lighting 1    

POP &  Marketing Current 1    

Vending Machines / Clutter Free 1    

Waiting Area & Seating 1    

       

BUILDING & FOYER TOTAL 24    
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SERVING LINE / GREETER- Clean & Good Repair Points Actual Comments 

Line Entry Railing & Partition Walls 1    

Floors, Baseboards, Carpet & Walls 1    

Ceiling, Lighting & Vents 1    

Trays, Silverware & Napkins (dry) 1    

Line Countertop & Tray Railing 1    

Menu Board Clean (no hand made signs) 1    

POP & Other Signage 1    

Food Line Display: Fresh & Eye-Appeal 1    

Creamers & Lemons Iced & Drained 1    

Plates, Bowls, Glass, Cups (no chips & dry) 1    

Cash Register & Printer Clean & Good Repair 1    

Coffee Machine & Pots 1    

Coffee Machine Calibrated Properly 1    

Coffee Brewed (185 degrees) 1    

Coffee Holding Time (30 Minutes Maximum) 1    

Beverage Machine Clean & Good Repair 1    

Cold Beverage Temperature (35-40 degrees) 1    

Ice Tea Brewing Machine / with lids 1    

Iced Tea Held @ Room Temperature 1    

Leftover Iced Tea Discarded- End of Day 1    

Ice Machine & Bins 1    

Ice Scoops Stored Properly 1    

       

       

SERVING LINE / GREETER TOTAL 22    
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DINNING ROOM - Clean & Good Repair Points Actual Comments 

Floor Tile & Baseboards 1    

Carpeting (no open seams) 1    

Walls & Partitions 1    

Ceilings & Vents 1    

Lighting & Fans (all bulbs burning) 1    

Emergency Lighting Operable 1    

Emergency Doors Unobstructed 1    

POP, Decor, Signage & Plants 1    

Windows, Ledges & Blinds 1    

Tables & Chairs:  Bases, Seats, Level & Sturdy 1    

Condiments, Sugar Holders, Salt & Pepper Full 1    

Table Tents & POP Materials Current 1    

Highchairs: Clean, Good Repair & T Straps 1    

Booster Seats 1    

Music Turned On & Music Level 1    

Dining Room Temperature Comfortable 1    

Service Stations: Clean, Organized 1    

Hostess & Cashier Stations: Clean, Organized 1    

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

DINING ROOM TOTAL 18 18   
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LADIES RESTROOM - Clean & Good Repair Points Actual Comments 

Doors, Kick plates, Handles & Door Signage 1    

Floor, Baseboard & Drains 1    
Walls, Ceiling Tiles, Vents, Exhaust Fans & 
Lighting 1  

  

Counter Top, Sink, Fixture & Mirror 1    

Trashcans Clean & Liners 1    

Hot & Cold Water Available 1    
Stocked & Available: Soap, Towels & Toilet 
Paper 1  

  

Commodes, Seats, Stall Partitions, Door Locks 1    
Sanitary Napkin Dispenser: Liner & Lid & 
Emptied 1  

  

Odor Control: No Pungent Odors Present 1    

Baby Changing Station  1    

Cleaning Supplies Stored: Out of Guest View 1    

       

LADIES RESTROOM TOTAL 12    

  
     

MEN'S RESTROOM - Clean & Good Repair Points Actual 
Comments 

Doors, Kick plates, Handles & Door Signage 1    

Floor, Baseboard & Drains 1    
Walls, Ceiling Tiles, Vents, Exhaust Fans & 
Lighting 1  

  

Counter Top, Sink, Fixture & Mirror 1    

Trashcans Clean & Liners 1    

Hot & Cold Water Available 1    
Stocked & Available: Soap, Towels & Toilet 
Paper 1  

  

Commodes, Seats, Stall Partitions, Door Locks 1    

Urinals & Urinal Screens Clean & Good Repair 1    

Odor Control: No Pungent Odors Present 1    

Cleaning Supplies Stored: Out of Guest View 1    

       

MEN'S RESTROOM TOTAL 11    

        

MEN'S & LADIES  RESTROOM TOTAL 23  
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ALL BARS - Clean & Good Repair Points Actual Comments 
Floors & Baseboards Clean & Good 

Repair 1    
Walls & Mirrors Clean & Good Repair 1    
Countertops & Counter Bases & Well 

Drains 1    
Sneeze Guards 1    

Hot Wells & Thermostats  1    

Cold Wells & Thermostats 1    
Light Fixtures & Bulbs 1    

Florescent Bulbs in Shatter Guards 1    
Hot Food Warmers: (180 degrees) 1    

Cold & Prep Storage: (35-38 degrees) 1    
Bakery Ovens: (350 & 325 degrees) 1    
Soft Serve Machine: (18-21 degrees) 1    
Soft Serve Machine: Star Tips Used 1    

Proofer 1    
Buffet Pans 1    

Utensils/Small wares 1    
Decorative Décor or Kale 1    

POP & Signage 1    
       

BARS TOTAL 18    
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GRILL & PREP - Clean & Good Repair Points Actual Comments 

Floors, Baseboards & Floor Drains               1    

Walls & Ceilings 1    

Lights & Vents 1    

Exhaust Hoods & Filters (no missing filters) 1    

Fire Extinguisher Systems: Tagged & Charged 1    

Fryers:  (350 degree +/-10)                             1    

Connerton:  (350 Top / 500-550 Bottom) 1    

Food Warmers:  (180 degrees) 1    

Cooler Storage:  (35-38 degrees)                1    

Freezer Storage:  (0 to -10 degrees) 1    

Prep Convection Ovens:  (350 degrees) 1    

Grill Potato Ovens:  (450 degrees) 1    

Hot & Cold Wells 1    

Pass Thru Window & Heating Unit Operable 1    

Bun Toaster 1    

Food Processor 1    

Stove 1    

Steamers 1    

Microwaves 1    

Stainless Steel Tables 1    

Prep Sinks (no hand washing) 1    

Utensils & Small wares 1    

Trashcans Clean w/liners 1    

       

GRILL & PREP TOTAL 23    
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Meat Room - Clean & Good Repair Points Actual Comments 

Floors, Baseboards & Floor Drains 1    

Walls & Ceilings 1    

Lights & Vents 1    

Meat Cooler Storage:  (35-38 degrees) 1    

Meat room Temperature: 55 degrees-maximum 1    

Knives / Small wares / Trashcans 1    

Stainless Steel Tables 1    

Meat Slicer/Ban Saw 1    

Meat Grinder 1    

Patty Machine 1    

Jaccard / Cuber 1    

Meat Scales 1    

Prep Sinks 1    

MEAT ROOM TOTAL 13    

        

DISH ROOM & UTILITY - Clean & Good Repair Points Actual Comments 

Floors, Baseboards & Floor Drains 1    

Walls & Ceilings 1    

Lights & Vents 1    

Exhaust Hoods & Filters 1    

Dishwashing Racks Stored Properly-Off Floor 1    

Trashcans w/ Liners 1    

TS Plate Sprayer 1    

All Sinks 1    

Silverware Pre-Soaked 1    

High Temp Machine: (W150-160 / R180)   

Low Temp Machine: (W140 / R135) 
2  

  

Silverware Run Twice & Air Dried 1    

Pans Stacked Correctly & Air Dried 1    

       

DISH ROOM & UTILITY TOTAL 13    
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FOOD QUALITY Points Actual Comments 

Prepared Products: Covered, Labeled, Dated & 
Rotated 

3  
  

Products Stored 6" Off Floor 2    

No Raw Foods Stored Over Cooked Foods 3    

Foods Reheated: (165 degrees or above) 3    

Hot Food Recipes Available & Followed 2    

Cold Food Recipes Available & Followed 2    

Bakery Recipes Available & Followed 2    

Baked Potatoes Meet QSC Specifications 2    

Baked Potatoes Washed & Trayed Properly 2    

Water In Hot Wells Touch Bottom Pans 2    

Hot Well Water Temperature: (180-190 degrees) 2  
  

Hot Food Temperature: (140-165 degrees) 3    

Soup Temperature: (165 degrees or above) 3  
  

Cold Food Temperature: (40 degrees or below) 3    

Proper Rotation of Hot Food Items 3    

Proper Rotation of Cold Food Items 3    

Pan & Utensil Rotation & Changed When Soiled 3    

Hot Foods: Eye-Appealing & Fresh 3    

Cold Foods: Eye-Appealing & Fresh 3    

Desserts: Eye-Appealing & Fresh 3    

Breads: Eye-Appealing & Fresh 3    
Hot Wells Not Used To Reheat Food, 
Soup/Gravy 3  

  

Food Not Placed On Buffet Too Early 3    

Fried Products Not Held Over Fryer In Basket 3    

Buffet Hot Foods Great Taste 3    

Buffet Cold Foods Great Taste 3    

FOOD BAR TOTAL 70    

BONUS POINTS: 10 Points awarded for each category. Total additional points Available= 40 
NOTE: Put in 10 points in "Actual Points" Box Only. 

Choice Steaks Served 10     

Angus Steaks Served (minimum of one)  10     

Main Street Menu Board  10     

WS Gift Card Program  10     

BONUS TOTAL 40    
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GRILL AREA - Clean & Good Repair Points Actual  Comments 

Cooking Standards: Gold Dust & Prep 5    

Steak Cooking Procedures Followed (Connerton) 5    

Baked Potato Holding Times (30 mins./165 degrees) 5    

Cooking Timers Used (Baked & Fried Products) 5    

French Fries Seasoned Properly 5    

Holding Times French Fries, Onion Rings, etc 5    

Steam Table Foods: (165 degrees) 5    

Raw Chicken Procedures: Tongs Used 5    

Proper Garnish & Steak Markers Used 5    

GRILL AREA TOTAL 45    

        

SAFETY Points Actual Comments 

No Chemicals Stored Around Food 3    

Cut Resistant Gloves Available & Used 3    

Prep Gloves Available & Used 3    

Restaurant Maintains Food Temperature Log 3    
Proper Hand washing Procedures Followed 
(FOH) 3  

  
Proper Hand washing Procedures Followed 
(BOH) 3  

  

Appearance/Uniforms/Nametags/Shoes (FOH) 3    

Appearance/Uniforms/Nametags/Shoes (BOH) 3    

MSDS Book Available For Each Chemical 3    

Back Door Locked & Peep Hole 3    

Federal & State Posters Posted 3    

First Aid Kit Available & Stocked 3    

Water Heater Unobstructed 3    

Sanitizing Solution & Towels Available (FOH) 3    

Sanitizing Solution & Towels Available (BOH) 3    

Hand washing Sink Clean & Good Condition & 
Stocked  

3    

GRILL AREA TOTAL 48    
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LINE SERVICE, ORDER TAKER Points Actual Comments 

Guest Line Speed: (3 guests per Minute) 3    

Guest Greeted (Prior to Ordering) 3    

Order Taker Friendly, Smiling & Enthusiastic 5    

Guest's Order Taken Promptly & Repeated Back 5    

Suggestive Selling Used 5    

Knowledge of Products and Promotions 3    

Order Taker Thanks the Guest 3    

Assists and Directs Guest 3    

LINE SERVICE, CASHIER Points Actual Comments 

Cashier Greeting (Entry or Exit) 3    

Cashier Friendly, Smiling & Enthusiastic 5    

Cashier Explains Menu Questions Correctly 5    

Cashier Rings Orders Correctly 5    

Cash Handled Properly & Counted Back 
Correctly 

5    

Cashier Thanks Guest 3    

Cashier Answers Phone Promptly & Pleasantly 3    

LINE SERVICE, SERVER Points Actual Comments 

One Minute Service Greeting 5    

Server Friendly, Smiling & Enthusiastic 5    

Server Explains Buffet & Bakery 5    

Records Ticket & Table Numbers Correctly 3    

Delivers & Serves Entrees Correctly 5    

First Call Back Made Within 2 Minutes 5    

Tables Pre-Bussed Timely & Properly 5    

Beverage Refills Offered (Glass 1/2 Full) 5    

Guest Thanked & Asked To Return 5    

Final Bussing: (2 Min Busy / 5 Min Slow) 5    

Manager Visible / Interacting with Staff & Guests 10    

        

LINE SERVICE TOTAL 117 117   
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FULL SERVICE, HOSTESS Points Actual Comments 

Greets Guest Properly 2     

Hostess Friendly, Smiling & Enthusiastic 5     

Aware of Seating Availability 3     

Understands Seating Rotation-Server Stations 2     

Explains Menu, Specials, Buffet & Bakery 2     

Helps: Bussing, Refills, Cashiering, etc 2     

Establishes 'Wait List' During Busy Times 2     

Thanks the Guests 2     

        

FULL SERVICE, SERVER Points Actual Comments 

One Minute Service Greeting 3     

Server Friendly, Smiling & Enthusiastic 5     

Takes Beverage Order Correctly 3     

Delivers Beverage Orders Correctly 3     

Correctly Takes Food Order / Suggestive Sell 5     

Records Ticket & Table Numbers Correctly 3     

Delivers & Serves Entrees Correctly 3     

First Call Back Made Within 2 Minutes 5     

Tables Pre-Bussed Timely & Properly 5     

Beverage Refills Offered (Glass 1/2 Full) 5     

Server Explains Bakery/Dessert 5     

Guest Thanked & Asked To Return 5     

Final Bussing: (2 Min Busy / 5 Min Slow) 5     

Manager Visible / Interacting with Staff & Guests 10     

FULL SERVICE, CASHIER Points Actual Comments 

Cashier Line Speed (2 Checks per Minute) 5     

Cashier Greeting (Entry or Exit) 3     

Cashier Friendly, Smiling & Enthusiastic 5     

Cashier Rings Orders Correctly 3     

Cash Handled Properly 5     

Money Counted Back Correctly 5     

Cashier Thanks Guest & Asked To Return 3     

Cashier Answers Phone Promptly & Pleasantly 3     

FULL SERVICE TOTAL 117     
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STANDARDS 
NOTE: "MUST HAVE 100% TO BE IN COMPLIANCE with WESTERN Sizzlin STANDARDS" 

STEAK REQUIREMENTS           

Food Item 
Target 
Weight 

Weight 
Range+/- 1/4 Thickness Points Actual 

Jr. Top Sirloin  6 oz  
5 ¾  – 6 ¼  ¾ " - 1" 6   

Sizzlin Top Sirloin  
8oz 7 ¾  - 8 ¼  ¾ " - 1" 6   

Thick Top Sirloin 
9 oz 8 ¾  - 9 ¼  1 ¼-1½ 6   

Large Top Sirloin 
12 oz 11 ¾ - 12 ¼  ¾ “ - 1" 6   

Sirloin Tips  
6 oz 5 ¾  – 6 ¼  ¾ - ¾  6   

Rib eye  
10 oz. 9 ¾  - 10 ¼  ¾ " - 1" 6   

Chopped Sirloin  
8 oz. 7 ¾  - 8 ¼   ½ " 6   

Hamburger ( 80/20 Ratio)  
8 oz. 7 ¾  - 8 ¼   ½ " 6   

Chicken Breast  
5 oz 5   6   

Shrimp Dinner Par cut    8 pieces (16 / 20 count) 

OR     

Popcorn Shrimp   (60/80) 21 pieces per order 

6   

Must Have “2” of the “5” Steaks: 5 Points Each, Total of 10 Points Points Actual 

New York Strip 10 oz 9 ¾ - 10 ¼  ¾ “ - 1" 0   

Filet Mignon  

+ Bacon 
7oz 6 ¾  - 7 ¼          1” 0   

T-Bone ( Tenderloin, minimum  
1 ½ “) 

16 oz 15 ¾  - 16 ¼  ¾ " - 1" 
0   

Biggest one we Got 20 oz 19 ¾  - 20 ¼  ¾ " - 1" 0   

One Pound Top Sirloin 16 oz 15 ¾  - 16 ¼  ¾ " - 1" 0   

      

Meat Aging =   21 -28 Days   6   

Gold Dust =   With MSG   6   

Marinate =   Liquid, 15 - 20 minutes 6   

Grade Options =                  A=      Regular or Angus 6   

                                              B=   Choice or Select 6   
 STEAK REQUIREMENT TOTALS = 90   
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RECAP 
 

Date   Today's Score                  %    
          
          
          
FFC Overall Evaluation Comments:       
  

Franchisee / Managers Comments:       
  

Objectives and Action Plan: 
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TRAINING 

 
 

We all know that a well-trained, engaged and motivated staff drives bottom-line results.  
Whether your restaurant is state of the art or a bit older, poorly trained employees cannot 
help you grow your restaurant. Even the best food cannot overcome poor service.  Our 
goal is to offer every guest an excellent dining experience. This can only occur when the 
entire staff is fully trained. 
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TRAINING MATERIALS AND AIDS 
 

Skills Training Position Guides 
 
This "guide" provides the co-worker with a job description, standards, procedures, and 
other key elements of the job performance. A Skills Training Position Guide is available for 
all skilled positions of the restaurant. 
 
LEARNING   FUNDAMENTALS 
 
Motivated Beginners Multiple Senses 
Many concepts and philosophies have been developed or discussed over the years about 
how people learn. There are differences, for example, in how teenagers and adults learn 
and differences in how individuals learn. Some people learn more easily by reading, while 
others learn better by hearing or doing a task.  
 
Most people want to do a job well. When co-workers accept a position, they are motivated 
and interested in learning the job properly. The Trainer's challenge is to teach 
professionally and properly, so that the co-worker feels a sense of accomplishment and 
maintains the motivation. 
 
People learn best when they learn through the use of multiple senses.  
People retain: 
10% of what is read 
20% of what is seen 
30% of what is heard  
60% responded to what they have seen, heard, and read - 
90% retention when all senses are used 
Combining seeing, hearing, and reading with actual hands-on performance yield a much 
higher retention level and a better trained co-worker. 
 
Two Way Communications is essential to learning. Learning is a continuous and ongoing 
process. We can allow and encourage the co-worker to ask questions, interpret what they 
see and hear, or explain what it is they have learned. Always ask co-workers in training for 
feedback about their position and how well they understand the training process. Getting 
feedback from the training co-worker allows you to confirm learning and retention. 
 
Co-workers in training are often reluctant to ask questions.  They don’t want to look 
“stupid" or be embarrassed because they don’t understand everything they are being 
taught. S a Trainer, you should look for nonverbal signs of confusion. Facial expressions 
and lack of attention are sure signs that the co-worker may not be learning or may even be 
confused. If this occurs, the Trainer should ask the co-worker to explain the last step 
understood and to perform what is being taught. This provides the Trainer with an 
opportunity to correct or re-instruct without embarrassing the co-worker. 
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TRAINING   BARRIERS 
 
There are many reasons why all our employees are not trained properly. 
• We are so busy. 
• Training takes too long; I don't have time. 
• Training is expensive; I can't afford it. 
• You do not get "immediate" results. 
 
If these sound familiar, it may be the symptoms of a poorly trained staff. 
• Low employee morale 
• High or constant turnover 
• Excessive absenteeism and tardiness 
• Low productivity; higher labor cost 
• Poor quality products, performance, and environment 
• Guest dissatisfaction 
• Low sales volume and profitability 
 
It takes a strong commitment to make sure your entire staff is trained properly and 
professionally.  
 
It’s not a secret -  
• Doing things right the first time takes less time than doing them twice. 
• Training is an investment in your business not just an expense. 
• The alternative to training and knowledge is to learn by trial and error. 
Which do you think is more costly to your business? 
 
• Be involved with the training of every employee – You must monitor their training 

program and follow-up regularly to know if the employee is growing in their position. 
Use evaluations and performance reviews to determine additional training needs. 

• Select and train key co-workers to train newly hired co- workers - We refer to 
these key co-workers as Certified Trainers. To become a Certified Trainer, the key co-
worker must attend the "Train the Trainer" Management Workshop. Once they have 
attended this 6 1/2 hour workshop, fully execute all items on the skills training guide 
checklist and verified by the owner/manager, they will be considered a Certified 
Trainer.  At this point, the key co-worker should have the skills to train other co-
workers. 
Management and the Certified Trainer must determine the number of training hours 
necessary for each position. This amount of time will vary with each new employee’s 
experience or complexity of the job.  

• Continually work with Certified Trainers and help them grow and develop. 
Certified Trainers may be good shift coordinators or management candidates.  
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SELECTING CERTIFIED TRAINERS 
 
Your business will not grow and thrive without training. Training properly will lower cost 
and increase guest satisfaction. The owner, operator, and managers, are required to train 
prior to opening their restaurant. Field support personnel will assist in training employees 
for a new store opening. But who will train co-workers on a regular basis when a new co-
worker is hired or retraining is required? Managers are encouraged to identify co-workers 
who would make good training assistants.  
 
Choosing the right person is just as important to the success of your training program as 
the program itself. Many times we pick the person who has been with us the longest, or in 
the case of Servers, the one who makes the most money. It is important to focus on the 
traits needed to be a good Trainer when selecting these individuals.  
• Must have a desire and commitment for training. 
• Must display leadership ability. 
• Must have the ability to follow outlines and structured programs. 
• Must have good communication and presentation skills. 
• Must display a good appearance at all times. 
• Must be a good listener. 
• Must have a sound work ethic. 
• Must be well-organized. 
• Must be flexible. 
• Must be a team player and supportive of the organization. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The employees who display these traits should be used to train other employees. This will 
help maintain a strong training program for your restaurant. Training is just one of the 
manager’s responsibilities. When training is delegated, it should be considered that the 
Trainer is performing a management task. Owners, operators, and managers should 
follow-up frequently to monitor the training progress and assist the Trainer when needed.  
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THE FOUR STEP TRAINING METHOD 
 
The TRAINING PROGRAM is divided into four parts. 
 
• Orientation 
• Skills Guide Training Manual 
• Hands-on Performance 
• Follow-up Evaluation 
 
ORIENTATION 
Schedule Orientation Training at an appropriate time that will allow you to cover all the 
information and materials needed for new employees. Prior to beginning Orientation, 
chose an area that you will use for the training.  This area should be clean, organized and 
quiet enough for conversation between new employees and yourself.  Be prepared with 
new hire paperwork, ink pens, skills guide training book, and any other materials needed 
for a quality training experience.  Job expectations should be outlined by both the manager 
and the new hire.  End Orientation by giving the new employees a tour of the restaurant.  If 
possible, introduce them to the person they will be training with and some of their co-
workers 
 
SKILLS GUIDE TRAINING MANUAL 
A Skills Guide Training Manual is available for each job position.  The Manager or Trainer 
will explain the information in the manual to the new employee.  After reviewing the 
information, give the new employee an overview of their job and answer any questions 
they may have. Begin by telling the co-worker about their new position, show them how to 
do it, and demonstrate every step. Many job positions are will not be taught in their entirety 
on the first day of the co-worker's employment. The training experience may be spread 
over several days or even weeks in some of the more complicated, skilled positions. The 
Trainer should use a checklist so that all areas of the job are discussed. Each Skills Guide 
Training Manual has a checklist for this purpose. 
 
HANDS ON PERFORMANCE 
After the overview is complete, the Trainer should move on to the task the new employee 
will performing.  Explain the job function as you go. Think of it as, "show and tell". All steps 
to a particular task must be demonstrated.  Show the new employee how to perform the 
task several times if necessary. Then, let the employee try. Positive feedback should be 
given to the new employee as the task is performed and observed, even if corrections are 
necessary. Correct mistakes and have them continue practicing until they get it right. The 
employee should continue to practice until they perform the task perfectly. Overreacting to 
mistakes or embarrassing a new employee will discourage them or even cause them to 
leave. Let the employee do the job on their own, but let them know you are available to 
assist them. Encourage and check on them frequently to see how they are doing. As the 
co-worker becomes more able to handle the job, taper off the support. Eventually leave 
them alone, except when additional support is needed. 
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FOLLOW-UP AND EVALUATION 
 
The Follow-up and Evaluation part of the training method is often the most neglected part 
of the training process.  It is a mistake to show an employee how to do a task one time and 
assume they will “catch on” as they go. 
 
Test the newly trained employee with a written and/or a hands-on performance test. 
Check frequently to ensure that the co-worker is staying with the correct procedure. 
Remember, "People do what is inspected, not expected."  If the Trainer observes the new 
employee performing the task incorrectly, the Trainer should provide additional training for 
the employee.  Start from the last point where they were performing the task correctly and 
start from that point.  Continue to follow-up. This support is the perfect opportunity to offer 
encouragement and correction. As the employee becomes better able to handle the job, 
taper off the support. Eventually leave them alone except when additional support is 
needed. 
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Western Sizzlin Training Guide  Date   

Cook Training  Name   
   

OPENING THE COOK'S AREA  Trainee Initial 
Trainer 
Initial SET UP OF POTATO BAR   Trainee 

Initial Trainer Initial 
How to Sanitize Our Hands.    Control Settings for the Hot Wells    

Food Safety/Food Handling    Placement of Sauces on Bar    

The Opening Cook's Checklist    POTATO CHART AND BOARD    

TURNING ON EQUIPMENT   Steam Table   How to Read The Chart    

Meat Box    Stoves    How To Write The Board    

Connerton Grills    Warmer    COOKING PROCEDURES BY RECIPE BOOK/SET-UP  

Heat Lamps    Toaster    Topping The Steak with M/G-P/O    

Potato Ovens    Fryers    Dressing the Buns    

OPENING PROCEDURES    Fried Fish    

Sanitizing Work Surfaces    Set-up:   Fried Shrimp    

Safety Rules, PPE    Fry Area    Fried Chicken    

Operate Fire Extinguisher    Meat Box    Broiled Fish    

Activate Hood Fire System    Cook Line    Boiled Shrimp    

The Daily Food Prep Plan Sheet/Follow Recipe Book   Nachos    

Gloves, Cutting Boards, Sanitizing    Baked Potatoes - Schedule    

Knife/Storage, Safety, PPE Equipment, Fire 
Extinguisher

  Removing from Oven    

FOOD PREP PROCEDURES BY RECIPE BOOK   Rotation/Check Temperatures    

Oven Mitts/Thermometer    Slicing/Opening    

Prep of Gold Dust Shakers    Plate Set-Up    

Prep of Chicken    Fryers: Cooking at 350/Thermometer    

Prep of Fish    Proper Shortening Level    

Prep of Shrimp    Filling the Fryer Basket % Full    

Prep of Cocktail Sauce    Stirring Food with Long Spoon    

Prep of To-Go Butter & Sour Cream    Using the Timers    

Prep of Skin Dip    Floating & Golden Brown    

Prep of Spaghetti Sauce    Shaking Grease out of Basket    

Prep of Gravy with Mushrooms    Handling the Cooked Product    

Prep of Broccoli & Cheese Sauce    Sifting the Shortening    

Prep of Chili Sauce    Using Proper Fryer for Food    

Prep of Flour Pan for Breading    Grills: Handling Meat/Chicken (Tongs)   

Prep of Batter for Seafood    Reading/Calling Guest Check    

Prep of Butter for Bakes    Placing Checks on Ticket Board   

Prep of Garlic Butter for Toast    Placing Steaks on Grills    

Prep of Sautéed & Sliced Mushrooms    Seasoning Steaks w/ Gold Dust    

Prep of Sliced Red Onions    Cooking Steaks/Grill Rotation    

Prep of Potato Skins    Scraping Grill/Adjust Temp    

   Monitoring Ticket Times    
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Western Sizzlin Training Guide Cold 
Bars Training 

DATE  

OPENING THE COLD BARS  Trainee Initial Trainer Initial OTHER PREP PROCEDURES Con't   Trainee Initial Trainer Initial  

How to Sanitize Our Hands    Prep of Cucumbers    

Food Safety/Food Handling    Prep of Chicken Salad    

The Opening Cold Bar Checklist    Prep of Crab Salad    

TURNING ON  EQUIPMENT    Prep of Honeydew    

Exhaust Fan in Hood    Prep of Pineapple    

Lights in Exhaust Hood    Prep of Pizza    

Oven and Stove/Oven Mitts    Prep of Julienne Turkey    

Lights on Cold/Bakery Bars    Prep of Cole Slaw    

Well Warmers on Soup/Bakery Bars    Prep of Jello    

Fire Safety Equipment Trained    Prep of 1,000 Island Dressing    

OPENING PROCEDURES    Prep of Ranch Dressing    

Sanitizing Work Surfaces    Prep of Bleu Cheese Dressing    

Thermometer/Oven Mitts    Prep of Croutons    

Cold Bar Layout    Oil/Vinegar/Cracker Display    

Waste/Scrap Chart    Croutons/Bacon Bits/Condiments    

Changing and Filling Pans/Bowls    Cocktail/Tartar Sauce Displays    

Preparing the Lettuce Bowl    Prep of Banana/Chocolate Pudding    

Preparing Ice/Kale Set-Up    Dessert Toppings Set-Up    

FOOD PREP PROCEDURES BY RECIPE BOOK  COLD BAR MAINTENANCE    

The Daily Food Prep Plan Sheet    Maintaining Food Levels/Rotation    

Gloves, Cutting Boards, Sanitizing    Changing Pans/Bars Wiped Down    

Knive/Storage, Safety, PPE 
Equipment

  Keeping Floor Areas Clean    

Preping Assigned Foods/Day-Dot    Food Temperature Checklist/Times    

Foods that are Rinsed & Strained    Handling Compliments/Complaints    

OTHER PREP PROCEDURES BY RECIPE BOOK  CLOSING THE COLD BARS    

Prep of Green Onions    Combining/Changing Pans of Food    

Prep of Sliced Tomatoes    Organizing the Cooler/Walk-in    

Prep of Lettuce    Filling out the Daily Food Prep Plan    

Prep of Mushrooms    Removing Cold Food and Wrapping    

Prep of Red Onions    Storing Cold Foods    

Prep of Fresh Spinach    Cooling Hot Foods/Ice Water    

Prep of Watermelon    Storing Cold Bar Bowls    

Prep of Eggs    CLEANING THE COLD BARS       

Prep of Cocktail Sauce    Cleaning the Glass/Plexiglas    

Prep of Tartar Sauce    Cleaning the Brass    

Prep of Stir-fry    Cleaning the Tops/Stainless 
Steel/Tile

  

Prep of Whipped Margarine    Cleaning the Floor Area    
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Western Sizzlin Hot Bar Training 
 

  

 
Date   

OPENING THE HOT BARS   Trainee Initial Trainer 
Initial

OTHER PREP PROCEDURES Con't   Trainee Initial Trainer Initial 

How to Sanitize Our Hands    Prep of Chicken Noodle Soup    

Food Safety/Food Handling    Prep of Vegetable Soup    

The Opening Hot Bars Checklist    Prep of Broccoli Casserole    

TURNING ON EQUIPMENT        Prep of Macaroni and Cheese    

Exhaust Fan in Hood    Prep of Corn on the Cob    

Oven & Stove/Light in Hot Bars    Prep of Pinto Beans    

Well Warmers on Hot Bars    Prep of Cornbread, Muffins, Cobblers    

OPENING PROCEDURES         Prep of Cabbage    

Sanitizing Work Surfaces    Prep of Taco Meat    

The Hot Bars Layout Chart    HOT FOOD PREP ESSENTIALS    

The Waste/Scrap Chart    Recipe Book/Following Recipe    

Changing/Filling Pans/Rotating Food    Western Sizzlin Vegetable Seasoning   

Filling of Wells with Hot Water    The Hot Food Daily Prep Plan    

Filling of Plate/Bowl Racks    The Hot Food Layout Chart    

Buffet Silverware/Thermometer    PPE Equipment/Oven Mitts    

FOOD PREP PROCEDURES BY RECIPE BOOK  MAINTAINING THE HOT BARS    

The Daily Food Prep Plan Sheet    Maintaining Food Levels/Rotation    

Gloves, Cutting Boards, Sanitizing    Changing/Handling Pans    

Knives, Knife Storage    Wiping Down Counters    

Use of Fire Extinguisher    Floor Area Clean    

Foods that are Rinsed & Strained    Checking Food Temperatures/Time    

Safety Rules/PPE Equipment    Handling Compliments/Complaints    

Prep of Cinnamon Apples    Filling Rills, Muffin, Puddings    

Prep of Corn    CLOSING THE HOT BARS    

Prep of Lima Beans    Combining Pans of Food    

Prep of Turnip Greens    Changing Pans    

Prep of Broccoli Spears    Organizing the Cooler/Walk-in    

Prep of Sweet Potatoes    Filling out the Daily Prep Plan Sheet    

Prep of Rice    Removing Hot Food and Wrapping    

Prep of Mashed Potatoes    Storing Hot Foods/Ice    

Prep of Italian Green Beans/W. Potato    CLEANING THE HOT BARS    

Prep of au Gratin Potatoes    Turning off Well Heaters/Drain Water    

Prep of Red Potatoes    Cleaning the Wells    

Prep of Meatballs    Cleaning the Glass/Brass/Brass    

Prep of Spaghetti Sauce    Proper Storage of Carving Equipment   

Prep of Cheese Sauce    Cleaning the Tops/Stainless/Tiles    

Prep of Brown Gravy    
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Western Sizzlin Training Guide 
Server/Service Assistant Training 

Date   

 Name   
 Location   

OPENING THE STATIONS  Trainee Initial 
Trainer Initial   
, SERVING THE GUEST Con't   Trainee Initial Trainer Initial 

How to Sanitize Our Hands    The Serving Tray    

Food Safety/Food Handing    Your Assigned Section    

The Opening Waitstaff Checklist    Top Nine Steps to Great Service    

TURNING ON EQUIPMENT    One Minute Greeting    

The Coffee Brewer    Taking and Serving the Beverages    

The Iced Tea Brewer    Serving Yeast Rolls    

The Roll Oven    Suggestive Selling-Taking the Order    

The Food Holding Cabinet    Assigned Sections    

OPENING PROCEDURES    Sending the Order to the Kitchen    

Sanitizing Work Surfaces    Operation of the Data Machine    

Proper Use of Fire Extinguishers    Checking the Food Order at Pick-up    

Safety Rules/PPE Equipment    Serving Correct Food to Guests    

Emergency Evacuation Route    Pre-Bussing the Table NOW    

Sweet Tea Preparation    Ongoing Table Maintenance    

Unsweetened Tea Preparation    Offering Complimentary Coffee    

Lemons-Cutting/Stocking    Presenting Check/Inviting Guest 
Back

  

Stocking Creamers    Final Pre-Bussing    

Stocking Glasses and Cups    Preparing the Table for the Next 
Guest

  

Stocking Spoons    Other:    

Stocking and Refilling Ice Bins    OTHER PROCEDURES    

Stocking Napkins and Straws    Handling Guests Complaints    

Stocking Sauces    Re-Cooks and Replacements    

Rolling Silverware    Alcohol and Checking ID's    

PREPARING DINING ROOMS    Ordering Alcohol from Bar Station    

Using the Vacuum Cleaner    Attention to Children and Seniors    

Vacuuming the Carpets    High Chairs and Booster Seats    

Cleaning the Vacuum Cleaner    Proper Use of the Buspan    

Dusting Plants, Coat Racks    NO ONE Walks Past Food in Window    

Cleaning the Windows and Sills    Monitoring Ticket Times    

Cleaning the Walls and Baseboards    Notifying the Manager of Problems    

Cleaning the Doors and Thresholds    Handling Parties and Groups    

Checking Tables and Chairs    Everyone Helps with Re-Stock    

Checking Table Condiments    CLOSING OF THE SHIFT    

SERVING THE GUEST     Cleaning Your Tables/Seats    

Our Required Uniform    The Duty Roster    

The Proper Appearance/Attitude    Running Data Report/Reporting 
Sales

  

Our Menu    Tips-Claim/Clocking In/Out    

MANAGER'S SIGNATURE                                                                             DATE   
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Western Sizzlin Training Guide 
Utility Training 

Date   

 Name   

OPENING THE STATIONS  Trainee Initial Trainer Initial DISH ROOM PROCEDURES  Trainee Initial Trainer Initial 

How to Sanitize our Hands    Bus Pans Breakdown    

Utility Opening Checklist    Separating Dishes/Trash    

TURNING ON EQUIPMENT    Racking Dishes/Glasses/Cups    

Dishwasher/Set-up    Spraying off Load Before Wash    

Filling of Food Bars with Ice/Water    Pushing/Pulling Racks in Machine    

Parking Lot/Landscape Clean-up    Checking Rack during Pulling    

Dumpster Area Clean-up    Clean and Dry    

Trash to Dumpster/Box Breakdown    Cleaning Silverware    

Laundry Area Set-up    Cleaning the Machine    

BATHROOM PROCEDURES     OTHER RESPONSIBILITIES        

Cleaning Checklist    Checking Trashcans First    

Prep of Cleaning Cart/Mop Water    Taking Trash to Dumpster    

Cleaning of Ceiling Vents/Doors    Cleaning Floor Mats/Floors    

Cleaning the Mirrors/Fixtures    Organization of Chemicals    

Cleaning Urinals/Toilets/Partitions    Maintaining Laundry Room    

Cleaning Baby Changing Station    Purveyor Deliveries-Procedures    

Stocking Soap/Paper Products    Proper Storage of Items    

Emptying Trash/Replacing Bag    Damaged Items/Returns/Credits    

Replacing Light Bulbs    Linen Delivery    

Sweeping/Moping Floors    CLOSING OUT THE SHIFT    

Spraying out Mop/Hang to Dry    Duty Roster    

Chemical Room/MSDS Organization    Machine Cleaning and Breakdown    

OPERATING DISH MACHINE    Restocking Departments    

Machine Assembly/Parts    Cleaning/Relining Trashcans    

Wash/Rinse Arms    Cleaning the Dish Area    

Wash/Rinse Tank Filter    Emptying Trash    

Collector Pans/Splash Guards    Cleaning the Employee Bathrooms    

Water Reservoir/Heating Element    Cleaning the Floors    

Water Temperature Gauge    Chemical Round-up/MSDS Sheets    

Starting the Machine    Putting Away Tools    

DISH ROOM ORGANIZATION    Check-out with Manager  
  

Dish Rack    Clocking In/Out for Work    

Cup Rack/Glass Rack    Reminder to Check Schedule    

Flat Rack       

Flatware Pre-soak       

Bus Pans       

Shelf Space/Re-stocking Areas   
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Western Sizzlin Training Guide 
Cashier Staff Training 

Date   

 Name   

PROCEDURES & GUIDELINES  Trainee Initial Trainer Initial SAFETY/SECURITY PROCEDURES  Trainee Initial Trainer Initial 

Knowledge of Menu    Opening Coins Rolls    

Table Numbering System    Organize Work Area    

Basics of Guest Interaction    Keeping Floors Clean    

Opening Cashier Checklist    Cash Drawer-Open/Close/Lock    

Cashier Worksheet    Importance of Money Drops    

CASH REGISTER SYSTEM     Notifying Manager to Pull Money/Drop Safe   

On/Off Key Switch    Quick Change Artists/Counterfeit $    

The Keyboard    Suspicious Phone Calls    

Loading Detail Paper    Suspicious Cars in Parking Lot    

Machine Maintenance    Suspicious Persons Hanging Out    

Ringing Procedures    Notifying the Manager    

THE CASH DRAWER     Armed Robbery Procedures    

Verification of Cash Drawer    Panic Alarm/Operation    

Money Drops from Register    Notify Manager After Robbery    

Cash Transaction    Calling the Police-Dial 911    

Accepted Methods of Payment    Description of Criminal Sheet    

Our Check Policy    Hours of Operation    

Credit Card Acceptance Procedure    Direction to Store/Reservation Procedures    

Travelers Check Procedures    Menu Items and Prices    

Sale Ring in Register    Accepted Methods of Payment    

Money Laid Crossways    Today's Specials    

Change Given and Accounted    Manager/Owner's Names    

Money Put Away/Drawer Closed    Answering the Telephone    

Guest Check Filed into Slot    Placing Calls on Hold/Checking Back    

CREDIT CARD PROCEDURES    Taking Phone Message/To-go Order    

Ring in Sale in Register    Placing/Checking on To-go Order    

Swipe Credit Card    GUEST COMPLAINTS      

Verification Approved/Denied    LISTENING to Guests    

Having Slip Signed/Verify Signature    Being Sincere/Apologetic    

Guest/Company Copies/Card 
Returned

  What we DO & DON'T Say    

OTHER PROCEDURES    Calling the Manager    

Verifying Signature-Travelers Check    CLOSING OUT THE SHIFT    

Discounts Policy    Assembling the Guest Checks    

Incoming Gift Certificates/Other Items    Cashier Checklist    

Selling Gift Certificates/Log    Checking out/Balancing with 
Manager

  

Change Requests for Manager    Clocking In/Out for Shift    

Maintain/Review/Track Guest Check   
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 Reminder to Check Schedule    

MANAGER'S SIGNATURE                                                                       DATE   
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Western Sizzlin Training Guide 
Host/Hostess Training 
Certified Trainer  

Date  

 Name

PROCEDURES & GUIDELINES  Trainee Initial Trainer 
Initial

SAFETY/SECURITY PROCEDURES  Trainee Initial Trainer Initial 

Knowledge of Menu    Keeping Work Area Clean    

Table Numbering System    Keeping Floors and Carpet Clean    

Basics of Guest Interaction    Emergencies and Calling 911    

Opening Hostess Checklist    Suspicious Phone Calls    

Duty Roster    Suspicious Cars in Parking Lot    

Hostess Stand    Suspicious Persons Hanging Out    

The Menus    Notifying the Manager    

Bathroom Checklist    Armed Robbery Procedures    

Guest Waiting List    Panic Alarm/Operation    

Windex and Paper Towels    Notify Manager After Robbery    

Clean White Towels    Calling the Police-Dial 911    

Reservations    Description of Criminal Sheet    

GREETING THE GUEST    TELEPHONE PROCEDURES    

Our Smile and Hospitality    Store Information Sheet    

Our Attitude with the Guest    Hours of Operation    

Importance of First Impressions    Direction to Store    

Our Initial Greeting    Menu Items and Prices    

How Many are in Your Party?    Accepted Methods of Payment    

Non-Smoking or Smoking Sections    Today's Specials    

Children and Senior Citizens    Manager/Owner's Names    

SEATING THE GUEST     Answering the Telephone    

Taking Guests to their Tables    Placing Calls on Hold/Checking Back    

Table Must Be Completely Ready    Taking Phone Message/To-go Order    

Senior Citizens and Children    Placing/Checking on To-go Order    

High Chairs/Booster Seats    GUEST COMPLAINTS                

Pulling Tables Together    LISTENING to Guests    

Thanking the Guest for Coming In    Being Sincere/Apologetic    

Listing the Seating on the Chart    What we DO & DON'T Say    

Importance of Balanced Seating    Calling the Manager    

Notify the Manager of Needs    CLOSING OUT THE SHIFT    

OTHER PROCEDURES    Assembling the Guest Checks    

Pre-bussing & Bussing Tables    Cashier Checklist    

Bathroom Checklist    Checking out/Balancing with 
Manager

  

Serving Drinks/Breads/Food Orders    Reminder to Check Schedule    

Placing/Pick-up of To-go Orders       

Appearance of Food Bars  
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MANAGER'S SIGNATURE                                                                           DATE   
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